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Departmental History

The Department of Anthropology was established by the Regents on September 10, 1901, and the first course, one in North American ethnology, was given in the spring semester of 1902 by Alfred L. Kroeber. An introductory course providing a general survey of anthropology, including physical anthropology, ethnology, and archaeology, was introduced in 1905-06. The teaching staff of the department increased slowly. By the time of the first World War, there were, in effect two and a half teaching positions. Another was added in 1927 and still another ten years later. One more position was added in 1946 and one in 1948. Since 1958 the department has expanded explosively because of enrollment increases and growing demand for teachers of anthropology and for anthropologists willing to serve in development programs. The department had 24 teaching positions in 1964-65.

The first master's degree in anthropology was granted in 1904 and the first Ph.D. in 1908. A second Ph.D. was granted in 1911, but the third was not granted until 1926. Since that date, graduate instruction has been a major part of the department's activity, and it has become one of the major suppliers of professional anthropologists in the country.

The Department of Anthropology grew out of Mrs. Phoebe Apperson Hearst's interest in establishing a program of anthropological research at the University, a program which began in 1899. Mrs. Hearst supported University archaeological expeditions in Egypt, Italy, and Peru and research on archaeology, ethnology, and native languages in California; she provided all funds for salaries, facilities, and research in the department until 1906, when support of anthropology was taken over by the Regents on a much reduced scale. Another outgrowth of Mrs. Hearst's program was the ROBERT H. LOWIE MUSEUM of Anthropology, which has become one of the greatest anthropological museums in the country and constitutes an important asset to the department's teaching program.

Under the leadership of the department's first chairman, Frederic Ward Putnam, an anthropology library was started, and Pliny Earle Goddard, the second instructor on the staff, was appointed librarian. The library remained small until it was reorganized in 1952. It became a branch of the general library in 1956 and by 1964 contained more than 16,000 volumes.

After functioning for over half a century in temporary quarters, the department, museum and library were housed permanently in a new building in 1959. The new building is named in honor of Kroeber, whose distinguished career in anthropology was almost entirely identified with the Berkeley department and museum.

The department has always emphasized research, and particularly field research. It began a program of research publication in 1903, when the first number of the University of California Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology appeared. A second series, Anthropological Records, was established in 1937. The work of the department has, since 1939, been reported regularly in the Annual Report of the Robert H. Lowie Museum of Anthropology.

In 1948 a University of California Archaeological Survey was organized under the direction of R. F. Heizer to carry out research in the archaeology of California. The survey began publication of a series of reports in its first year of operation. In 1960 the survey was reorganized on a broader geographical basis as the ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH Facility of the department, serving all the department's archaeological programs.
Scope and Content

The bulk of this collection consists of correspondence files maintained by the Department of Anthropology for the period of A.L. Kroeber’s career, although it includes others prominent in the department throughout this period. These files reflect the professional and research interests of the department, as evidenced by this departmental correspondence, which includes interoffice memoranda, correspondence with professional colleagues, information from individuals interested primarily in Indian groups in California, including native informants, and simple letters of inquiry about anthropology, objects found, etc. There is often overlap between the correspondence in these departmental files and correspondence in individual’s personal papers.

The collection also includes some early reports and accounts, some correspondence about museum acquisitions, and syllabi and exam questions. Transfers of later material includes personnel rosters, minutes of meetings, visiting scholar and research associate files, budget materials, and student files (which are restricted).

Indian Informants, Partial List:
See entries in main body of index under these names for dates and subjects of correspondence.
See also list of EWG’s informants in Kroeber correspondence file, 1954, Box 86

Bell, Tony
Benjamin, William
Bennett, Charlie
Benson, William
Bigmouth, Parcy
Bradford, M.E.
Braine, Wm. and Molly
Brown, David
Brown, Sam
Burns, Sam
Carpenter, James (Crow)
Charlie, Philip
Cleanso, Tom
Cochise, George
Cooney, Jane (Walapai)
Cooper, Condrey
Costo, Juan M.
Cox, Lena
Curo, Nocindo
Davis, Gilbert
Effman, Nicholas
Fuller, Wm.
Gavin, Eugene
Grant, Sampson
Green, Charley
Gunther, Charles
Happy Camp
Honga, Mrs. Jacob
Horne, Jerry
James, Herman W.
Johnson, Robert
Johnson, Tom
Series 1: Syllabi and exam questions, 1902-1948

Physical Description: Box 1, 1a-1c

Scope and Content Note
Mainly copies of syllabi and examinations pasted into scrapbook volumes.

Boxes 1-1c

Syllabi and exam questions.

Additional Note
Mainly pasted into scrapbook volumes

Series 2: Reports, 1901-1908

Physical Description: Box 2

Scope and Content Note
Narrative annual reports of the activities of the department and the museum.
Series 2: Reports, 1901-1908

1901-1908
Series 3: Museum and department financial accounts, 1901-1939

Physical Description: Box 2-7
Scope and Content Note

Early departmental and museum account books, files of general accounts, and files of some special accounts, including A.L. Kroeber's and P.E. Goddard's research accounts, 1901-1909.

Box 2

Account books, 1901-1913
Cash and Ledger, 1901-08
Revolving Fund, 1903-13 (3 volumes)

Box 3
Historical accounts
1901-1909

Box 4
1909-1914

Box 5
1914-1920

Box 6
1920-1939

Box 7
Special accounts and comptroller's files
A.L. Kroeber research account, 1901-09
P.E. Goddard research account, 1901-05
Cost of publications, to 1908
Crocker fund for research in Mexico, 1904-09
Hearst reconstruction account, 1910-12
Comptroller, 1912-14 (3 folders)
Accountant, 1914-16

Series 4: Correspondence, 1901-1957

Subseries 1: Letterpress copy books, 1901-1911

Physical Description: Vol. 1-13
Scope and Content Note

Contain outgoing correspondence, in chronological order, primarily written by A.L. Kroeber. Related incoming correspondence is in subseries 2.

volume Vol. 1 Sept. 1901 - Nov. 1902
volume Vol. 2 Dec. 1902 - Dec. 1903
volume Vol. 3 Oct. 1903 - Aug. 1904
volume Vol. 4 Aug. 1904 - Feb. 1905
volume Vol. 5 Feb. 1905 - Mar. 1906
volume Vol. 6 Mar. - Dec. 1906
volume Vol. 7 Jan. - July 1907
volume Vol. 8 July 1907 - Mar. 1908
volume Vol. 9 Mar. - Sept. 1908
volume Vol. 10 Sept. 1908 - Sept. 1909
volume Vol. 11 Sept. 1909 - June 1910
volume Vol. 12 June 1910 - Feb. 1911
volume Vol. 13 Feb. - Nov. 1911

Subseries 2: Incoming correspondence

Physical Description: Box 8-20
Scope and Content Note

Arranged alphabetically by name of correspondent. Related outgoing correspondence is in subseries 1.

Box 8
A - AM (miscellany)
AN - AZ
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Aiken, Charles S.
Albañas, Jose O.
Allen, A. H.
Allen, James T.
Amelineau, Emile
American Museum of Natural History
Angel, Myron
Angelus Motion Picture Co.
Arnold, Mary E.
BA - BD (miscellany)
BE - BK
BL - BN
BO - BQ
BR - BZ
Bagley, Henry N.
Bakewell, Charles M.

Box 9
Barrett, Samuel A.
  1903 - Sept. 1906
  Oct. - Dec. 1906
  Jan. - June 1907
  July - Oct. 1907
  Nov. 1907
  Dec. 1907, undated 1907
  Jan. - Feb. 1908
  March 1908
  April - May 1908
  June - Dec. 1908
  1909
  Jan. - March 1910
  April - Dec. 1910
  1911

Box 10
Barrows, David Prescott
Batwi, Sam
Bidwell, Annie E.K.
Boas, Franz
Boulitte, Charles
Boyle, David
Brady, John G.
Brewer, William A.
Brizard, A.
Brown, James
Butte County Sheriff
CA - CG (miscellany)
CH - CN
CO - CQ
CR - CZ
Central Pacific Railway
Christman, Peter
Columbia Phonograph Company
Costo, Ignacio
Culin, Stewart
DA (miscellany)
DE - DH
DI - DZ
Davidson, George
Davis, Edward H.
Dennison Manufacturing Co.
Dixon, Roland, B.
Series 4: Correspondence, 1901-1957
Subseries 2: Incoming correspondence

1904-1906
1907
1908-1909
1910
1911

Dolores, Juan
Du Bois, Constance, Goddard

1904-1906
1907
1908-1911

EA - EO (miscellany)
EP - EZ

Eisen, Gustin
Emerson, Alfred
Engelhart, Zephyrin

FA - FH (miscellany)
FI - FQ
FR - FZ

Field, Ethel G.
Fletcher, Alice C.

Frank, Robert
Fryer, John

GA - GH (miscellany)
GI - GN
GO - GQ
GR - GZ

Gifford, Edward W.
Goddard, Pliny E.

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911 and n.d.

Box 12

Box 13

HA - HD (miscellany)
HE - HN
HO - HZ

Hall, Harvey Monroe
Harrington, John P.
Hart, Mary E.

Hawver, J. C.
Hearst, Phoebe A.

1901-1902
1903-1904
1905-1911

Hewett, Edgar L.
Hirsch, Louis
Hodge, F. W.
Holmes, W. H.

Howard, John Galen
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hrdlicka, A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussey, E. M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I (miscellany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA - JN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JO - JZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James, George Wharton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jepson, Willis L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Tom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, C. J.K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Jack (Captain Jack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Philip Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K (miscellany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey, C.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kofoid, Charles Atwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroeber, A.L., 1901-1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroeber, A.L., 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L (miscellany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafonso, Elmer N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lange, Alexis F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, Edith Van Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loud, L. L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lummis, Charles Fletcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAA - MAC/MC (miscellany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD - MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME - MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO - MZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLeod, E.L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNab, John L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason, John Alden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason, O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthews, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matzke, John E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merriam, John C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901-1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905-1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Ralph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, William H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (miscellany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, N.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcombe, C.F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholson, Grace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuttall, Zelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O (miscellany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA - PD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE - PN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO - PZ (miscellany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peet, Stephen D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson, Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, Clifton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putnam, F.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902-1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1909
1910
1911 and n.d.
Q (miscellany)
RA - RN
RO - RZ
Radin, Paul
Records of the Past Exploration Society
Reed, George W.
Reisner, George A.
Ritter, William E.
Rumsey, C.E.
Rust, Horatio
SA - SB (miscellany)
SC - SD
SE - SJ
SK - SO
SP - ST
SU - SZ
San Francisco Department of Education
San Francisco Gas & Electric Company
Sell, W.M.
Sinclair, William J.
Smith, Harlan
Smithsonian Institution
Sparkman, P.S.
Spencer, D.L.
Spring Valley Water Company
Starr, Frederick
Swanton, John R.
TA - TN (miscellany)
TO - TZ
Traber, Cornelia
Trask, Blanche
U (miscellany)
Uhle, Max
United States Department of Agriculture
United States Department of the Interior
University of California
Department of Mining & Metallurgy
Grounds and Buildings
Library
Medical Department
University of California, President
1901-1903
1904
1905
January - May 1906
June - December 1906
January - May 1907
June - December 1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
University of California
Printing Office
Purchasing agent
Series 4: Correspondence, 1901-1957

Subseries 2: Incoming correspondence

Recorder of the Facilities
1904-1908
1909-1911

Regents
1901-1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908

Box 19

University of California
Regents
1909
1910
January - August 1911
September - December 1911

Special Committee on University Exhibit at St. Louis Exposition
Students' Co-Operative Society
Summer Session
University Farm
University Press
1904-1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

Miscellany

Box 20

V (miscellany)
WA - WD
WE - WH
WI - WN
WO - WZ
Wallis, Wilson D.
Waterman, T.T.
1907
1908
January - July 1909
August - December 1909
1910
1911

Weitchpec Frank
Wells Fargo & Company
Wier, Jeanne Elizabeth
Wilcomb, C.P.
Woodcock, Fidella F.
Y (miscellany)
Yates, M.M.
Z (miscellany)

Subseries 3: Correspondence, 1912

Physical Description: Box 21-22
Scope and Content Note
Arranged alphabetically by name of correspondent.

Box 21

A - Miscellaneous
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List of gifts received at Museum of Anthropology, June 30, 1911-June 30, 1912
Anthropos, letter to ALK, illegible signature (in German)
Americanistas, Congresos Internacionales
Archaeological Institute of America, Bulletin no.4
Allen, A.H., Manager of The University Press
Allen, J.T., Secretary of the Archaeological Society
Allen Press Clipping Bureau
Alliott, Hector
Alsberg, Carl
letter of introduction for F.B. Sumner
Aydelotte, Minna A.
collector and donor of specimens
program of her play, "An Indian Wooing"
B - Miscellaneous
Barr, James A.
asks ALK to secure for the Panama-Pacific International Exposition the 1915
meetings of the learned societies to which he belongs
Barron, George
letter of introduction for H. Leibes
Barrows, David P., Chairman, Committee of Fellowships
re fellowship for William H. Mechling
Becker, A.H.
thanks for the cards and general news
Benham, G.B.
re anecdote about Inca gold
Berkeley Public Library
please post lecture notices
Berkeley Public Schools
list of schools with locations
Beyer, H. Otley
thanks for copy of Ifugao Mourning Ceremony and re exchange of
publications
Blake, Moffitt & Towne
re bills
Blakeslee, G.H.
re ALK article on race endowment for the Journal of Race Development
Boon, William
wants to know if Ishi will come with ALK to lecture
Bowman, J.N.
re membership in Pacific Association of Scientific Societies for
anthropological societies
Boylan, E.C.
wants money to interpret writings on Picairn Island
refused
Briscoe, John
invites ALK and Ishi to Fiesta Arborea at Chico
Brown, Calvin S.
re lecture on Southwest archaeology
Browne, Warner
refers to ALK a letter in which George Chambers offers to lecture on a new
type of creation on which both science and religion can agree
Browne, William
order postcard pictures of Ishi
Burger, Frank, museum employee
Burridge, W.J. D.D.S.
re photographing skulls
Barrett, S.A., Milwaukee Public Museum
Boas, Franz
C - Miscellaneous
Calac, F.
  date of fiesta at Valley Center
California State Library
  request for "News Notes"
The Call
Carlisle Indian Press
The Chronicle
Carroll, Mitchel, General Secretary, A.I.A.
Cattell, J. McKeen, Popular Science Monthly editorial department
Chappel, H.G., D.D.S.
  re study of skulls
Christman, Peter, Indian, Tule River Reservation
Cilker, Jennie
  teacher thanks ALK for visit with class of Chinese boys and sends two of their compositions
  ALK replies that he is sending the compositions to Mrs. Hearst
Clapp, E.B.
  invitation to meeting to form new archaeological organization
Clewe, Frido
  re paper on Washo language
Cochran, A.
  order for postcards of Ishi
Collett, Albert J.
  applies for museum job
Cordova, Rudolp de
  request for pictures of Ishi from London
California Academy of Sciences Museum Report, 1911
Comptroller, U.C.
D - Miscellaneous
D'Ancona, A.A.
  re bill
Davies, C.A.
  Yana words
Davis, E.H.
  thanks for info on fiestas
Davis, Horace,
  ALK asks him to serve on Committee on Exploration and Excavation of the Archaeological Society
  accepts
deVeer, D.W.
  assistant curator of Oakland Public Museum asks about mortuary customs of Paiutes
  ALK says nothing published on them
Dean, W.M., Mrs.
  all University publications on Southern California are held by the San Diego Society of the Archaeological Institute and the Ethnological maps of San Diego will be copied and placed in the San Diego Public Library
Dunne, B.B., editor, California Topics
  re ALK article
Davis, E.H.
  inquires about publication of Sparkman's work on Luisano language
  ALK says work delayed by Ishi
  procures Indian informant Rocendo Curo to meet ALK at San Diego
Diamond Patent Showcase Company
Dixon, Roland B.
Dolores, Juan
E - Miscellaneous
Eastman, C.A.
  wife asks if lecture tour would be profitable
  ALK doesn't know
Easton, Theodore
  inquiry re Ishi and his tribe
  references given
Edmonson, A.P., Superintendent of Tule River Indian School
  gives news of Indians
Eels, Walter C.
  asks ALK to make critical examination of his Master's thesis on number
  systems of Indians
Elkus, Charles deY.
  ALK gives info on museum
Estee, Elsie L.
  ALK describes course on Indian languages and suggests books
Examiner
Edes, W.C., Chief Engineer of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad
  asks for Indian names suitable for stations on the Eel River line
  ALK reply
Erdland, B.A.
  re Marshall Island language
F - Miscellaneous
Facultad de Filosofia y Letras, Buenos Aires
  request for publication
Fairclough, H.R.
  asks ALK cost of shipping from Athens
  reply
Farrand, Livingston
  ALK tells of fellowship opportunity here
  LF has no one to suggest
Faulkner, R.D.
  principal of grammar school is asked opinion of circulating set
Fitzler, Daniel
  thanks for pamphlet on Indian languages
Ford, G.B., Mrs
  requests photo of Ishi's hut
Foster, A.W.
  re program for meeting of AIA in San Diego
Franklin Printing
  bids on museum postcards
French, Harold
  invites ALK and Ishi to join Sierra Club group in walk from Golden Gate Park
  to the museum
  ALK will try to arrange it
Fuller, W.P.
  mix up on shipment of glass
Flinn, J.W., Superintendent of U.C. Printing Office
G - Miscellaneous
Gardiner Bros.
  re celluloid sheets
Gardiner, Cornelius Col.
  ALK asks permission to excavate shellmound at Presidio
  referred to higher military authority
  later granted
Garraga, Father, Mission, San Luis Obispo
  ALK supplies name of black calla lily
Gifford, E.W.
  TTW asks for gummed letters
Goldenweiser, A. A.
asks that Bruhl in Paris be placed on list to get publications
ALK explains that supply is inadequate

Gray, Walter S.
bills for phonograph blanks

Green, Mr., Santa Cruz
supplier of sticks for Ishi

Gregory, Caspar Rene
ALK offers to be of service

Gifford, E.W.

Gigneux, Claude

Gist, Frank
re sale of collection

Goddard, P.E.

Golder, F.A., Professor of Economics and History, Pullman, Washington

Goll, George Philip, Curator of the Santa Barbara Society of Natural History Museum

Gordon, G.B., Director, University of Pennsylvania Museum

Griffiths, Farnham, secretary to the president of U.C.

Grinnell, J., Director of the U.C. Museum of Vertebrate Zoology

H - Miscellaneous

Hagers, Harry W., Mrs.
thanks for lecture on Peru

Baker & Hamilton Hardware
re chain blocks

Harvey, M.G.
wants info on Ishi
referred to publications

Hawver, J.C.
re cave near Auburn

Herriott, Clarence
invites ALK to Presbyterian conference on Indian problems
ALK was out of town

Hill-Tout, Charles
re attendance at San Diego meeting

Hope, Frances
asked to post notice of lectures at California Development Board

Hovey, E.O., Acting Director of the American Museum of Natural History
gives ALK data on the Museum Journal

Howard, Eudora
wants to visit museum on some other day except Sunday

Howell, T.F.
re a sighting of Ishi prior to the university's expedition

Howerth, I.W.
proposed list of ALK extension lectures

Hrdlicka, A.
[unsigned] letter of appreciation for his "Early Man of South America"

Hutchinson, Lincoln, Dean of the Lower Division
asks heads of departments to recommend courses for sophomores planning
to major in their department

Harrington, John P.

Hart, J.P.
re Lovelock Cave excavation

Hawkes, E.W.
re possible graduate work here

Hearst, Phoebe Apperson

Henderson, Victor, Secretary of the Regents

Hewett, Edgar L.
Hodge, F.W.
Holum, M.J., Assistant secretary of the department
Hugill, E.A., Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds

Box 22

J - Miscellaneous
Jesperson, Otto
papers on phonetics sent to him
Joeckel, C.B.
librarian asks for list of reserved books
Johnsone, Otto T.
ALK thanks publisher for a book
Johnston, J. Kemp
request for TTW's address
reply
Jones, Captain Jack
re visit here as informant
Junod, H.A.
return of unrequested book

K - Miscellaneous
Karstens & Thomas
re sign for museum
Kissell, Mary Louise
re loan of slides
Kofoid, C.A.
re gift of shells
Korski, Bernard
Kemp, Edward H.
maker of lantern slides

L - Miscellaneous
Linn, Hugh
arrangement to meet EWG
Lippincott, J.B. Co.
ad for book on statistics
Love, Earnest C.
with ALK re unidentified inscriptions
Lucas
ALK asks Director of the American Museum of Natural History for data on their Journal
LaFonso, Elmer N.
Indian informant suggests others

Lauffer, B.
ALK admires book on Chinese jade and suggests a work outlining periods of Chinese culture
reply
Leupp, Harold L., Associate Librarian
Loud, L.L.
re work at Mountain View and Lovelock Cave
Lummis, Charles F., Secretary of the Southwest Society, AIA

M - Miscellaneous
MacCurdy, George Grant
ALK reports on the years activities for the American Yearbook
McNab, James
grants permission to excavate on grounds of Panama Pacific International Exposition
letter reports results
McNab & Smith Draying
bills
McNutt-Kahn & Co.
re demonstration of Schapirograph
McQuaide, Joseph P.
  returns musical scores loaned by ALK
Macrichelmann, Werner v.
  in German
Markham, G.H.
  re Indian attitudes toward ground squirrels
Martin, F.J.
  EWG regrets that he can not supply a copy of his lecture on dress and adornment
Marvin, B.K.
  ALK sorry to have missed him when South, general news
Maxwell, S.S.
  announcement of meeting of the Biological Group
Mechling, William H.
  offer of fellowship turned down
Meinhof, Carl
  publications on phonetics sent to him
Mell, W.B.
  re attendance of the museum furnace
Merrill, Harriet
  re class visit to museum
Merrill, W.A.
  invitation to organizational meeting of a new archaeological society
Mitchell, Jim Thomas
  Indian asks ALK about opportunities for dancing at 1915 Fair
  ALK says it's too soon to know, gives news of Ralph Moore and invites him to stay at the museum
Moise-Klinker Co.
  re bill
Monroe, A.R.
  request that he return borrowed books
Moodie, Roy L.
  letter recommends John Sterling for a fellowship
Moore, J.J. & Co.
  re coal bill
Mott, Charles T.
  inquires meaning of Gagoopa, Tehachapi and Kaweah
  ALK reply
Mason, J. Alden
Merriam, John C.
Moore, Ralph, Indian informant
  collector of Indians stories
N - Miscellaneous
Neandros, Sigurd
  wants work making life casts
  no funds
Newell, Gwendolan
  re Ishi's unauthorized visits to the Medical School
Nichols, William Ford, Bishop
  ALK asks him to serve on Archaeological Society Committee for Exploration and Excavation
  declines
Newhall, C.C.
  [unsigned] tells principal of Oriental Public School that his classes have been well behaved at the museum
Noyes, G.R.
  re listing of language and linguistic courses
Nelson, N.C. and Mrs.
re shellmounds and work in New Mexico

O - Miscellaneous
O’Brien, Anna Louise
asks material for article on Indian village

P - Miscellaneous
Pacific Telephone
re bills
Paetow, L.J.
re requisition cards and cataloging of slides
Papey, Joe
does not think that the Indian he saw last year was Ishi and thinks some of
his tribe still remains
Peabody, Charles
thinks it might be possible for the American Folklore Society to meet in S.F.
in 1915
Peake-Monr Co.
re mortgage payments for L.L. Loud
Peck-Judah Co.
re distribution of museum information pamphlets
Perthes, Justus
printed notice
Peterson, [illegible first name]
writes of finding bones and relics near Morro Bay
Popper, William
invitation to come to organizational meeting of new archaeological society
Power and Pike Sheet Metal Works
re order for tin boxes
Poyser, Arthur and Mrs., museum employee
letter from vacation in London and re his paycheck
Prince, J. Dyneley
request for info on Sumerian and thanks for his reply which is not here
Purcell, Jessie Livinstone
thanks ALK for?
Pugh, Samuel
re Lovelock Cave
Putnam, F. W.

R - Miscellaneous
Rainey, Edward
thanks for postcards
Rea, Robert, S.F. Public Library
please post lecture notices
Recorder of the Faculties
Records of the Past
notice of exhibit for magazine
The Red Man (magazine)
request for copies
Reid, John
thanks for postcards
Remington Typewriter Company
re repair
Reynolds, Charles L.
reports a mound on land settled by his grandfather
Richards, John E.
asks meaning of word coyote
reply
Richardson, Leon
contributions to list of learned societies
invitation to organizational meeting of new archaeological society
Richmond Development Co
   offer to let U.C. excavate shellmounds
Rieber, C.H.
   report to him re summer session classes
Rogers, John W.
   thanks for postcards
Roncovieri, Alfred
   details of arrangements for lectures and visits for S.F. grammar school classes
Rousselot, l'Abbé
   publications on phonetics sent to him for review
Rowell, J.C., U.C. Librarian
   re transfer of coin collection to library
Rust, Mrs.
   personal note to ALK
Richardson, Isaac T.
   re relics from Lovelock Cave
Riedman, J.W.
   missionary at Round Valley doing work on Indian languages
S - Miscellaneous
Salz, H.A.
   re excavating mound in his orchard at Benicia
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce
   re literature on S.F.
San Francisco Laundry
   bill
Sanborn, Vail & Co.
   re bills
Scher, Philip G.
   missionary wants info on Tache Indians
   ALK sends publications and advice on language
Schilling, Hugo K.
   re conflict over use of phonetic apparatus
Schweizer, Herman
   wants photos for use on postcards
Scott, A.W.
   announcement of lecture on dress and adornment sent to principal of Girls' High School
Sierra Art and Engraving Co.
   bid
Smith, Eugene Ferry
   invites ALK to Indian fiestas near San Diego
Smith, Harlan
   two letters from Ottawa
Instituts Solvay
   asks info on ALK’s activities
Southard, F.D.
   order for Ishi postcards
Southern Pacific Operator at Lovelock
   please accept anything consigned by L.L. Loud
Sprague, Lucy, Dean of Women
   wants to borrow an amphora for the Partheneia
Spring Valley Water Co.
   re bills
Stafford, W.G. & Co.
   solicits coal business
Stefansson, V.
   re Eskimo tale
Stellman, Louis J.
he is asked to return a negative loaned for a newspaper story

Sterens, Elinor
referred to Harvard for an outline for the study of anthropology

Sterling, John
requests a fellowship
he is ineligible

Stilson, J. Mc.
tells of his Deer Creek collection
says he is told that there are still some Indians there
asks how to preserve shell beads
ALK reply

Stratton, G.M.
asks ALK to recommend dealers in Indian curios
reply

Sumner, F.B.
re appointment with ALK

Sunset Publishing House
estimate for pictures

Seler, Eduard
orders pictures of Uhle collection

Swanton, John R.
re Algonkian map

T - Miscellaneous
Tablet and Ticket Co.
orders for gummed letters
Tassell, G.F. Mrs.
order for Ishi postcards

Taussig, R.J.
re permission to excavate on PPIE grounds

Tebbetts, Eleanor
procures an Indian to gather acorns for the museum

Teit, J.A.
requests paper on Kato language

Tilburne, E.O.
re Archaeological Institute of America

Torrey, H.B.
notice of meeting of the biological group

U-V - Miscellaneous

Uhle, Max
thanks for paper

Valuation of museum specimens and number of entries in catalogs

Van Denburgh, E.D.
sends Ishi a hand knit scarlet wool scarf

University Press

W - Miscellaneous

Wadsworth, G.B.
proposal for International Anthroposophical Society

Wallis, Wilson D.
requests for publications

Walton, Charles L.
asks info on Mohaves
not much published yet and she is asked if she knows of any Indians near Lancaster

Western Sheet Metal Works
quote on tin boxes

White Brothers Hardwood
quote on ply drawer bottoms
Whittier-Coburn Co.
order for plate glass shelving

Wicher, Edward A.
asks when Gregory is arriving
reply

Williams, O.F. & Co.
re hardware bills

Wilson, Emma A.
asks suggestions for an Indian name for a fiesta to be held at Chico
reply

Wilson, F.R.
request to see human remains at his place near Elmhurst

Winants, N.
re mound and fresh water lake at Presidio

Wood, W.C.
please distribute announcements to Alameda schools

Warburton, A.
reports museum news to absent ALK

Waterman, T.T.

Wheeler, Benjamin Ide, President of the University

Wheeler, Helen V.
re insurance on museum collections

Wier, Jeanne Elizabeth, Secretary of the Nevada Historical Society
re purchase of Lovelock Cave material

Wilcomb, C.P. curator of the Oakland Public Museum

Zachert, John
re identifying spider
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Physical Description: Box 23-184
Scope and Content Note
Arranged alphabetically by name of correspondent. Note: museums are listed under "M" for museum, then by country, city, then by name of institution. Universities and institutes are often filed by important keyword; e.g., the University of Alaska is filed under Alaska; however, files pertaining to various office of the University of California are filed under "U."

Box 23

Abell, Emma M.
1913-1917, correspondence and unsolicited manuscripts (religious fanatic?)

Abend, Yetta
1932, 1934, ALK and RLO letters of recommendation

Aberle, David
1953, ALK suggests reviewers for book by Bidney

Aberle, Kathleen Gough
1955-1956, with DGM re career plans and DGM letter of recommendation for Guggenheim

Abbot, H.D., Mrs
1955, cover letter sent with publication by her father, C. Hart Merriam

Abbott, Clinton C.
1928-1931, Secretary of the Smithsonian, re joint work
1932-1933, Director of the San Diego Museum
1936, back at Smithsonian

Abley, Jean
1926-1927, with RLO re work in Tahiti and other matters

Abraham, Peter Ferdinand
1946-1951, re PhD. candidacy and fellowship
Academia de Ciencias Exactas Fisicas Naturales de Lima
1939, ALK elected Associate Academician
Academia Nacional de Ciencias Antonio Alzate
1931, announcement of 1930 conference, 1931, ALK elected correspondent
Academia Sinica
see Lo Ch'ang-P'el
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
see Fowler, Henry W.
Ackerknecht, Erwin H., M.D.
1942-1955, medical historian
Acta Anthropologica, publicada por la Sociedad de Alumnos de la Escuela Nacional de Antropológica de Mexico
announcement of first issue, 1945
Adair, Peter
n.d. invitation to staff to see his Appalachia films
Adam, Leonhard
1949-1954, University of Melbourne
Adams, Dorothy F.L.
1922-1926, graduate student and reader
Adams, Douglas S.
1916-1947, re possible acquisitions and visit to museum
Adams, E.P.
n.d., Professor of Philosophy thanks and comments on ALK's paper "On the Principle of Order etc."
Adams, Evelyn C.
asks RHL to promote her book, "American Indian Education"
Adams, William Howard
1962, invites MJH to exhibit of primitive art in Kansas City
MJH declines
Adams, Inez
1947-1949, re Burma
Adams, James F.
1948, RFH letter of advice
Adams, Joan
1951, request for publications
Adams, Richard
1956, asks if a position is available
no
Adams, Robert McCormick
1940, job offer
RHL says all graduate students are otherwise engaged
Adams, William
1950, wants works on Maya
referred to library
Adams, William Y.
1950, EWG regrets no financing as yet for work in the Palau Islands
Adamson, Olive
1964, re loan of pictures of Cambodian heads
Adams, A.
1946, Belgian publishers wants pictures of Indians
referred to publications
University of Adelaide
Adler, Herman
1932, re teaching of Criminology at the university
Aedicula
see Tubbs
Africa, Africanists
International Institute for Afroamerican Studies
1944, proposal for study of Negro population
Aga-Oglu, Kamer, Mrs.
1950, re loan of porcelain fragments
Agencia Mexica
1942, solicits subscription to ARS
Aginsky, Bernard W.
1933-1938
1939-194[?]
Agrawal, Satya
1956, from DGM to Fischel re teaching of Indic languages
Aguero Y Osma, J. de la Rivam
1938, Professor of the History of Peru
Aho, Ilma Ruth
1951, [unsigned] letter of recommendation for a fellowship
Aiken, Charles
1949, congratulates RHL on Faculty Research Lectureship
Ainslee, Kate Elizabeth
[unsigned] letter of recommendation
Air World Education
1952, announcement of Middle East study tour
Aitken, Barbara
1927, re maps for Braille version of “Anthropology”
1933, re Yavapai work
See also Freire-Marreco
Aitken, Robert T.
1916, [unsigned] sends publications on Mexico
Aiyappan, A.
1949, re DGM trip to India
1955, TDMcC advises on source of anthropometric equipment
Akehurst, Marian Smith
1954, secretary sends publications and news
See also Smith, Marian W.
University of Alabama
Aikman County. Committee for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency
1954
Alameda County Tuberculosis Association
1947, faculty members are requested to have chest x-rays
University of Alaska
1940, sends Geist and Rainey publications to EWG
Albaugh, Reuben
1934, wants info on petroglyphs
notation answered by Steward
Albertson
1936, request that highway crew let the department know when they cut
trough a shell mound
Albig, J.W.
1947, ALK recommends several people for positions at U. Illinois
Albrecht, Andrew
1931-1942
Alcohol
1942-1944, Bowman research
Aldrich, Charles R.
1931, ALK discourages him from studying here
Aldridge, Marjorie
1925-1936, departmental secretary
Aldridge, William S.
1960, 1964, asks info on Indian costumes and beadwork
Alexander, Annie M.
1947, with EWG re water colors of birds of Fiji
1949, re Massey's expenses
Alexander, Frederic C.
1957, asks EWG's advice on shell collecting
Allard, Elisabeth
1944, social anthropologist visits here on way to Australia where she will be in charge of education of evacuated Indonesian children
Alchin, Bridget
1956, DGM opinion of her proposed work in India
Allen, Albert A.
1940, ALK advises he offer his stone mortar to museum at U. Oregon
Allen, Glover M.
1919-1921, loan of Canidae remains for research for his paper "Dogs of the American Aborigines"
Allen, Harold
1946, wants pictures for new edition of "Art Through the Ages" referred to other sources
Allen, Harold B.
1940, does ALK know of any work on Chamorroan language?
nothing since Safford
Allen, Hugh S.
1924, re painted rocks on Carissa Plain
Allen, James T.
1938, re loan of specimens to Greek Department
1939, re local chapter of AIA
Allen, Maude Rex
n.d., to EWG re her work
Aring, Barbara
1964, asks info on ceremonial paddle
FAN gives references
Allende, Amadeo Baez
1935, one letter in Spanish
Alliot, Hector
1914-1916, curator of the Southwest Museum
Allison, Muriel R.
1926, ALK recommendation for fellowship
Allport, Floyd H.
1928, 1934, re inclusion of study of ALK's work in case book methods in the social sciences
Alpert, Harry
1938, RHL's reaction to his review of "History"
Alpha Epsilon Sigma
minutes, correspondence, membership lists, business of the executive committee
Alsberg, Carl
1921-1943
Altieri, Radames
1939-1943
Altman, Ralph
1959-1966
Altman, Ralph Memorial Fund
1967
Altrocchi, Rudolph
1947, invitation to his lecture on Dante
Altus, W.D.
1945, asks where to publish data on heights and weights of various linguistic and racial groups among Army illiterates
RHL suggests American Journal of Physical Anthropology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 25</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amago, Mystica A.</td>
<td>1919-1920, requests copies of recordings of songs by her uncles sent gratis along with papers on Luiseños</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amartey, Kofi</td>
<td>1938, wants to do graduate work here not qualified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrose, Genevieve</td>
<td>1923, RHL recommends her to Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Academy</td>
<td>1947, TDMcC supports grant application for Movius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Academy of Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>1939-1955, re grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Academy of Asian Studies</td>
<td>announcement of courses, 1955-1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Academy of Political and Social Science</td>
<td>1941, 1944, 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Anthropological Association</td>
<td>1917-1935, New Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Antiquary Society</td>
<td>1942, re book fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Antiquity</td>
<td>1947-1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association for the Advancement of Science</td>
<td>1917-1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association for the Advancement of Science</td>
<td>1923, MacDougal, D.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association for the Advancement of Science</td>
<td>1920-27, Stebbins, Joel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association for the Advancement of Science</td>
<td>1928, Vestal, A.G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of Museums</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of Physical Anthropologists</td>
<td>1929-1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of Scientific Workers</td>
<td>1940, asks ALK to sign a peace resolution ALK refuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of University Professors</td>
<td>1944-1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association of University Women</td>
<td>1933-1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Association on Indian Affairs</td>
<td>see Hoebel, E.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Book Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1934, ALK's opinion of Shaw's "Trends of Civilization" and ALK possibly writing a history of civilization
American Committee for Democracy and Intellectual Freedom
American Committee for Emigré Scholars, Writers & Artists
American Council on Education
1930
American Council, Institute of Pacific Relations
n.d., ALK's opinion asked on Thompson book
American Council of Learned Societies
1929-1952
American Ethnological Society
1934-1953
American Eugenics Society
1927, RHL tells them why he will not join
American Federation of Arts
1956, re exhibit
American Field Service Fellowships for French Universities
1929, ALK and RHL letters of recommendation for Lloyd Warner
American Folklore Society
1923-1955
American Geographical Society
1916-1931
American Foundation
program for film "Unveiling Qataban"
American Friends Service Committee
1949, RLO accepts, DGM declines participation in service seminar
American Graduate School in Denmark
1949-1951
American Historical Review
1924
American Institute of Biological Sciences
1950
American Institute of Human Paleontology
1951, re grant for reproduction of casts
American Institute of Pacific Relations
1952, DGM comments on papers on India-America relations by Appadorai and Spaeth
American Journal of Archaeology
1947, re DGM review of book by Feibleman
American Journal of Psychiatry
1944-1949
American Journal of Sociology
1937-1942
American Men of Science
The American Mercury
1928-1930
The American Naturalist
1945, tells new format and policy
American Numismatic Society
1927, WES asks help in identifying bronze buttons with French prace found in Indian graves
American Oriental Society
1949, invites DGM to give paper
American Peoples Encyclopedia
1945, solicits ALK's help with revision of Nelson's
American Philosophical Society
1946-1947
American Smelting and Refining co.
re Peruvian metals, 1929
American Society of Human Genetics
n.d., membership drive
American Society of Naturalists
1936 ALK elected
1946, program for meeting
American Sociological Society
1950, invites EWG to join
1956 meeting
American Southeast Asiatic Expedition for Cenozoic Geology and Early Man
1938, Third scientific field report
American-Soviet Science Society
1945
International Congress of Americanists
Amerind Foundation
1948, 1955, re publications
Ames, Charles Lesley
1949, with DGM re India
Ames, David
1961-1962
Amo, Edward R.
1948, wants book list for private study
sent
Amoss, Harold L., Jr.
1947 re PhD
1955 clipping about work in Afganistan
Amsbury, Clifford
1932, re possible position at Nebraska
Amsbury, Clifton
1945, re Noyo River sites
Amsden, Charles
1929-1936
Amyx, Darrell A.
1946-1953, professor of Art
Institute of Andean Research
1936-1940
1940-1941
Anders, John C.
1947, DGM asks for his lists of India and Southeast Asia material
Anderson, Arthur
1931, recommendations for fellowship
Anderson, Bill
1946, secretary informs him of death of Jean Johnson
Anderson, Dorothy Ann
1944, 1946, re possible study here
Anderson, Edgar
1943-1949, re prehistoric corn
Anderson, F.G., Jr.
1940, requests info on Indian languages
ALK sends reprints
Anderson, F.W.
1932, postcard about work in Alaska
Anderson, Frank G.
1950, looking for position
Anderson, Frederick
1931, of Stanford, tries to get grant for Uldall
Anderson, Hamilton H.
1950, with EWG re pharmaceutical qualities of plants used by Indians
Anderson, Harvey J.
  1937, re site in Marin County

Anderson, Jack C.
  1941, re possible graduate work here

Anderson, James O.
  1945, wants suggestions for private study, RHL reply

Anderson, Robert T.
  1949-1956, re PhD and work in Denmark

Anderson, T.W.
  1936, sends obituary clipping of Indian dancer

Anderton, John E.
  1930, makes arrangements to discuss Mayan writing with RHL

Andreini, Christina
  1949, re role of public speaking among Indian groups

Andrade, Manuel J.
  1941, re Quechua dialect

Andress, Shirley M.
  1932, RLO identifies Kern County skeleton

Andrews, Richard S.
  1948, inquires about Lemurians of Mt. Shasta region
  TDMcC says unknown

Angamarre, Raoul
  1952, governor of New Caledonia

Angel, John Lawrence
  1941-1951

Angeleski, Ljubomir
  1953, unable to study here

Angleman, Sydney
  n.d., list of courses taken

Anglim, John E.
  1950, seeks position in museum
  EWG reply

Angus, H.F.
  1946, ALK recommends Homer Barnett to U. British Columbia

Antevs, Ernst
  1945, re foxes on islands
  1951, re possible lecture here

Anthony, H.M.
  1933, re pictograph near Coalinga

Anthropological research in Ibero-America and Anglo-America, ALK
  see Vivó, Jorge

Anthropological Society of Bombay
  1936

Anthropological Society of Washington D.C.
  1932, re ALK’s expenses

Anthropos
  1931-1941

Antioch Review
  see Bixler, Paul

Antiquity
  subscription solicited

Antoine, Herbert
  1929-1955

Antony, Brother Claudius
  1935-1936, re EWG’s work in New Mexico

Appleton publishers
  1926-1948

Appleton, Leroy H.
1932, re his book on Indian art
Applied anthropology training
1946, statement of need
Arabol Manufacturing Co.
1941, re metalol and lithol
Arandú libros Argentinos y Americanos
1946
Archaeological Institute of America
1915-1955
Archaeological News Letter
1955
Archaeological Society of Southern California
see Johnston, F. Robert
Archaeology pamphlets
Committee for Old World Archaeology
1952
Arctic Health Research Center
Arctic Institute
1949-1953
Ardiff, V. deYoung
1938, with EWG re Clipperton Island
Ardzrooni, Leon
1931, exchange of news with RHL
Arensberg, Conrad M.
1938, 1940, re his publications on Iceland
Argentina-Sociedad Argentina de Antropologia
1938, ALK elected corresponding member
Argentina
see Dreidemie, Inbelloni, Cigliano
Ariss, Robert M.
1937-1953
Arizona Anthropological Association
1938
University of Arizona
1915-1954
University of Arkansas
Armer, Laura Adams
1931-1938
Armitage, Margaret H.
1935, permission to copy photographs for British publication
Armstrong, E.A.
1935, British clergyman inquires about thunderbirds
Armstrong, Edythe Sage
1940, inquires re graduate work
Armstrong, Robert G.
1947
Arndt, Armin W.
1946, RFH thanks him for illustrations
Arne, B.
1935, ALK to SERA re Radin’s work on Italians
Arnell, W.S.
1949, Indian Commissioner for British Columbia requests RLO publication
Arnold, A.S.
1937, secretary of the Egypt Exploration Society wants complete illustrated list of all Egyptian objects in the museum
EWG says impossible as there are over 20,000 and refers to publications
Arnold, Nellie H.
1939, EWG and others fail to identify an old brass button
Aronson, Moses J.
1933-1938, editor, Journal of Social Philosophy
Arpee, Levon Harris
1937, request for ALK publications
Arrowsmith, Harold N.
1946-1949, student
Art Council Aids
1954, thanks for picture of Maori wooden box
Ascoli, Max
1940, RHL recommends Levi-Strauss to the New School for Social Research
Ashley-Montague, M.F.
1947, asks ALK opinion on a paper which is not in this folder
Ashton, J.W.
1946, RHL regrets unable to do a book review for Journal of American Folklore
Asia
1947, to Worman re prospects here
Asia (magazine) 1940, sends RHL issue with Boas article on race
reply
Asia Foundation
1956, letter introduces Masao Oka to EWG
Asiatic Studies
1946, draft of plan for group major
Ashkenazi, Touvia
1935, 1949
Asling, Clarence Willet
1951, re academic promotion
ASTP
see U.S. Army Specialized Training Program and Barrett, S.A. 1943
Associated Oil Co.
1916, re petroglyphs
Asociacion Argentina para el Progreso de las Ciencias
1935, invites paper from ALK
Association of American College
1941, re arts program
Association of American Geographers
ALK asks use of Fenneman map
Association on American Indian Affairs, Inc.
1946-1950
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
1948, RHL orders publications for Mach in Germany
Astrov, Margot
1942-1946
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co.
1936, re lawsuit over Walapai lands
Atlanta Public Library
1951, TDMcC recommends Nona Willoughny
Atlantic Monthly
1954, RHL submits manuscript
Attica prison
1947, prisoner writes to ALK re ethnological philosophy
Atwood, W.L
1961-1965
Western Audograph, Inc.
1952-1956
Augustin, J.J.
1940, announces Anthropos Booksellers
Augustine, E.
1927, EWG asks about cliff dwellings near Niland
says it's a false report

Aukberg, Reba T.
1938, with EWG re shrunken heads

Aung, Maung Htin
DGM review of his Burmese Folk Tales

Austin, Charles B.
1937, ALK answers questions about Suisuns and Costanos

Austin, Mary
1915, re gift of specimens to museum
1933, re Guggenheim

Australia
1927-1929

Australian National Research Council
1922, re Pan-Pacific Research Council

Australian National University
1956

Austro-American Institute of Education
1946

Avias, Jacques
1950-1957

Ax, Albert F.
1947, DGM recommends books on India

-B-

Box 29

Ba, Tran Xuan
1944, re Annamese program

Babcock, E.B.
1940-1950, Professor of Genetics, College of Agriculture

Bach, A.M.
1949, wants basket appraisal
referred to Counter

Bachofen
RHL book review

Bacon, Elizabeth E.
1938-1952,
See also Hudson, Alfred E.

Bacon, Helen
1948, wants to have Shawnee song translated
referred to Voegelin

Bacon, Leonard
1940-1941, with ALK
1948, DGM thanks him for references

Baerreis, David A.
1954, JHR inquires about his trip to Peru

Bagby, Philip H.
1953, ALK recommendation to Bollingen Foundation

Baguio Colleges, Philippines
1952, TDM thanks for carvings

Bahrein
1951, from TDMcC to Cornell re skeletal material

Bailey, Ethel G.
1925, wants info on Luisenos
[unsigned] gives references

Bailey, Richard C.
1951, re basket maker
1953, re archaeological survey and mummy

Bailey, Wesley T.
1939, RLO invites him to a barbeque
Baillou, Renate
1929-1936, re her work on Chimu pottery
Baima, Val & Lillybel
1965, re Indian pestle found near Nevada City
Bain, Mavis
1940, re possible graduate work here
Bain, Read
1921-1934, Sociology Professor
Baird, Helen S.
   EWG recommends her to medical school
Baird, James B.
   1958, Weyer advises on care of old baskets
Baird, James W.
   1965, ABE writes about petroglyphs
Baird, Margaret B.
   1948, EWG advises on care of baskets
Baker & Taylor, book dealers
   1955, secretary refers book orders to proper places
Baker, Elizabeth
   1926, RHL recommends Marion Harron to Barnard College
Baker, Frank C.
   1924-1927, identifies fresh water shells
Baker, Margaret
   1938-1939, with EWG re her training at Newark Museum
Baker, Raleigh D.
   1952, asks what Indians lived near Castle Air Force Base
   TDMcC gives references on Yokuts
Bakersfield College
   1950, asks info on introductory course
   TDMcC reply
Baldus, Herbert
   1938-1953, in German
Baldwin, Carey N.
   1946, EWG accepts invitation to lunch for self, wife and four graduate
   students
Baldwin, Gordon C.
   1939-1946, with EWG re shell artifacts
Balfour, Donald C.
   1942, ALK letter of recommendation to Mayo Foundation
Balgooyen, Ted
   1955, with RHL re Indian oratory
Balkan area
   1952, TDMcC letter of introduction for Vera Stein Erlich
Ball, Jau Don
   1920-1924
Ball, Katherine M.
   1940, asks ALK to confer with Japanese scholar who claims Japanese are of
   Jewish origin
   ALK refuses on grounds that he does not know Hebrew or Japanese
Ball, Thomas
   1914, EWG says ALK in East, will reply on return
   note to EWG from ALK says don't pass the buck like this
Ballard, Arthur C.
   1921-1930, re publication of "Puget Sound Tales"
Ballard, E.B., Mrs.
   1924, re Salinan and Costanoan words
Ballard, J. Sterling
1937, re mortar
Ballard, James F.
   1928, sends book to ALK in thanks for trying to identify a Peruvian weaving
Banchio, F.J.
   1948, EWG sends references on Ishi and his tribe
Bandelier, Fanny R.
   1928, re publication of her husband’s plans of Peruvian ruins
   1932, sends ALK her translation of Sahagun
Bandi, Hans-Georg
   1949, re Felix Speiser memorial volume
Bang, Thomas B.
   n.d., Barclay Raunkiaer letter of recommendation
Bank of America
   1956
Banks, Edgar J.
   1913-1936, re Babylonian antiquities
Bankson, Russell A.
   1943, RHL gives references on Ute to Information Officer of Topaz relocation camp
Bannon, John Francis
   1939, re PhD candidacy
Barbaccia, Joseph C.
   1963, requests films on Indians for Tulane Medical school list sent
Barber, Charles L.
   1947, wants books on anthropology, RFH reply
Barclay, Wanda H.
   1966, FAN identifies scarab ring
Barcus, Robert K.
   1941, sends detailed report on Indian site in Santa Monica mountains
Bard, Margaret
   1922-1923, to RHL re her work in the Southwest
Barkelew, F.E.
   1933, with EWG re unusual spear point
Barker, Edna K.
   1942, asks about Alameda mound
   EWG reply
Barker, Roger G.
   1933, tells ALK that NRC turned down grant for investigation of race differences
Barley, Clyde
   1940, re mortar found near Red Bluff
Barley, Henry W.
   1938, orders Indian maps for New York advertising agency
Barlow, Robert H.
   1943-1946
   1951, Bernal notifies ALK of his death
Barnes & Noble
   1947, sends RHL complimentary copy of Jacobs and Stern book
Barnes, Harry Elmer
   1923-1940
Barnett, Chas. W.
   1952, thanks for picture of petroglyph
Barnett, Homer G.
   1933-1952
Barnett, J.H.
   1942, re opening at U. Connecticut
Barnett, Milton
1955, visiting scholar
Barnhart
1949, RHL and DGM unable to contribute to Century Cyclopaedia of Names
Baroja, Julio Caro
1956, re financing of lecturership
Barr, Doris
1925, re use of her father’s notes and collection by E. J. Dawson
Barr, James A.
1913-1927, manager, Bureau of Conventions and Societies PPIE
1927, re collection
Bar-Hillel
1951, announcement of lecture
Barrenechea, Raul P.
1951, TDMcC regrets unable to attend Congress of Peruvianists
Barrett, S.A.
1907-1916
1917-1918
1919-1922
1923-1927
1928-1932
1933-1936
1940, Exposition receipts and related materials
1937-1955
Barrett, Theodore
1953, with EWG re Fred Barrett
Barrios, M.K.
1934, re petroglyph in Sonora, in Spanish
Barrows, Albert L.
secretary, Pacific Division of AAAS
Barrows, David P.
1906-1954
Barry, J. Neilson
1934-1935, re Oregon artifacts
Bartet, E.E.
1944, re stone tool
Bartholomew, George
1941, ALK letters of recommendation
Bartlett, H.H.
1937, re exchange of publications
Bartlett, Katherine
1938, re EWG’s Yavapai paper
Barton, Roy Franklin
1918-1954
Barwig, G.A.
1937, re Crow artifacts
Bascom, Frank
1940-1946, re petroglyphs
Bascom, William
acknowledgements of reprints
changes of address
collectors, collecting, exhibits
employment requests and misc.
invitations
papers etc.
letters to publishers
Mrs. Bascom
orders for books
personal
publication misc.
info requests
museum business copies
recommendations
tavel
visiting lectures
publications and related correspondence
correspondence, 1936-1940, 1957-1958

Box 32

Basehart, Harry
1954, RFH asks if he is interested in a position

Bass, C.M.
1935, asks how to preserve bones
EWG reply

Bateson, Gregory
1939-1955

Batrawi, A.
1948, EWG thanks for reprint

Bauer, Anna Z.
1930, student

Bauer, Catherine
1955, GMF thanks her for participating in series on Value Theory

Baumhoff, Martin A.
1951-1962

Baur, Cyril
1953, requests Papago publications for use at mission in Arizona

Bauzer, J. Joe
1948, re possible graduate work here

Bayard, Samuel P.
1953, thanks RHL for favorable comments on a folklore article

Baye, Raymond
RHL regrets unable to attend a meeting in Paris

Bayles, Edith Hill
1924, wants publications on Santa Barbara area
RHL reply

Baynes, P. Godwin
1930, with ALK re shamans

Beach, D.M.
1938, requests interview with ALK re his career

Beadner, Jay
1954, 13 year old boy asks if Piltdown man is a fake
EWG says it is

Beaglehole, Ernest and Pearl
1937-1940

Beale, Howard K.
1942, asks RHL opinion of anthropology departments at other colleges for the purpose of relocating Japanese American students
reply

Beals, Alan Robin
1951, re PhD exam

Beals, Ralph
1930-1942
1943-1954

Beames, Stephen
1953, maker of model skulls

Bean, Darrel E.
1951, wants info on Yurik
EWG sends references

Bear Claw, Hartford
1942, RHL writes to Crow Indian
Beardsley, Grace
1945, re work on Mexican textiles
Beardsley, Richard K.
1937-1955
Beatty, Harry A.
1947, re purchase of primate skeletons from Liberia
Beaumont, Texas, Park superintendent
asks advice on setting up a museum
ALK reply
Beaver, Jeannette H.
1915, helps ALK with Hoopa language
Beazley, John
1949, re visit here and feather garment
Beck, R.H.
1935, re accusations against the Whitney Expedition
1937, re photographs of Fijian girls
Beck, Walter Georg
1952, data sheet
Becker, Gilbert B.
1951, EWG thanks for Russian publications
Becker, Howard
1941, sends papers to ALK and RHL
Beckman, Sarah
1933, re possible study here
Beckwith, Martha
1919, ALK with Boas re her work
1921, 1946
Beder, Eva
1936, EWG letter of recommendation
Bedichek, Roy
1918, re ALK's course, anthropology of the Bible
1927, re Indian stone grinding and race differences
Bebbe, Helen R.
1937, EWG identifies pot and basket
Beecher, Regina
1936-1937, re Lake County Pamos
Beeler, M.S.
1953, thanks for publications
Beery, Charles
1943, RLO recommendation to medical school
Beggs, Jack M.
1951, wants info on Bagobo
EWG gives references
Beggs, Thomas M.
1947, re return of specimens loaned to Pomona College
Bekeart, Phil B.
1917, re mounds and skeletal material on his ranch
Bekins Van and Storage
1931, EWG expresses satisfaction with the museum move
BeLieu, Joann
1965, with FAN re Proconsul
Bell, Earl H.
1937, re earth ovens
1938, re Poncas
Bell, Hazel
1947, RFH says no evidence on giants in desert
Bell, Howard H.
1942, letters of recommendation for Navy commission
Bell, Tony
1926-1929, Indian, with EWG
Bellamy, Raymond
1928, re work on hair color
1956, re visit of anthropology class of College of the Pacific
Belshaw, Cyril S.
1956, re position here
Bellue, Margaret K.
1937-1939, identifies seeds from Lovelock Cave
Beltrán, Gonzalo
1955, sends publications to GMF and invites him to visit Mexico
Benayahr, Meir
1949, exchange of publications
Benayás, Juan
1951, sends RHL his work on Incas
Bendam, E.
1916, asks for position
ALK says no hope
Bender, Albert M.
1940, ALK invites him to exhibit of primitive art
Bender, Robert J
1944, tells EWG of his research on social communication
Bendix, Jane
1951-1954, re employment as senior draftsman
Bendix, Reinhard
1955, RHL borrows papers from Second World Congress of Sociology
Benedict, M.A.
1930, EWG asks help in locating Indian sites
Benedict, Paul K.
1938-1943, supervisor of Sino-Tibetan language project
1941, outline of thesis
Benedict, Ruth
1922-1948
Benfield, Bernard
1924-1925
Bengali Institute of American Culture
see Sarkar
Benjamin, [?]
1912, thanks ALK for publication
Benjamin, Jack Parsell
1933, RLO letters of recommendation
Benjamin, William,
1919, unable to come to city
1924, thanks ALK for gift of clothing
Benjamin Franklin Library of Mexico City
announces microfilm and photostat laboratory
Bennett, Charlie
1919, Indian informant invited to the city, then told not to come because another accepted first
Bennett, Dorothy
1963, wants to lecture and show aboriginal art referred to UCLA
Bennett, John W.
1946-1950
Bennett, Walter W.
1934, with EWG re films of birds
Bennett, Wendell C.
1930-1954
Benno Swabe & Co.
re RHL review of Bachofen's book
Bennyhoff, James A.
1949-1958
Bense, Frederick
1945, EWG thanks for clipping on adobe
Benson, Gloria
1946, [unsigned] recommendation for scholarship
Benson, O.O.
1947, with TDMcC re positions in Medical Corps
Benson, Seth B.
1948, EWG sends bones for identification
Benson, William
1920-1923, Kalanaponen informant
Bentley, Madison
1932-1934, re ALK contribution to The Problem of Mental Disorder
Benton, Hope
1932, re possible graduate work here
Berchek, George
1954, wants very old Indian pictures
EWG says doesn't know of any
Berg, Adelyne
1947, DGM suggests Indian names
Berge, M.F.
1946, asks ALK to contribute an article to Chemins du Monde declined
Bergfors, Gustaf
1927, visits here
Bergsoe, Paul
1938, ALK thanks for metallurgical monographs
Bergtold, W.H.
1926, asks info on Ishi, references given
sends pamphlet on Mexico and later supplies on request photos in it to be made into slides
Berkeley
1946, ALK makes traffic suggestions
Chief of Police says Spanish prisoner letter rec’d by EWG was turned over to postal authorities
Berkeley Gazette
1949, re cradle boards
1952, U.C. denies Egypt charges of keeping historic objects
1952, re International Symposium
1956, thanks for publicity
Berkeley Police
1937, chief with ALK re Garth’s survey
Berkeley Postmaster
1941, re removal of foreign stamps from incoming mail
1952, please send museum mail to museum and not department
1952, EWG explains where Sarawak is
Berkson, Joseph
1925, re relationship of race to disease
Bernal, Ignacio
1951, informs ALK of Barlow’s death
Bernard, Joseph R.
1914, appreciation of ALK lecture
Bernard, L.L.
1928, request for info for Encyclopedia of Social Sciences
reply not in file
Bernard, R.B.
  1932-1946, re Indian collection and mounds near Santa Cruz
Bernard, Theo
  1945, exchange of publications
Bernatzik, Hugo
  1949, requests photos of Esquimaux, not answered
  1955, RHL gives publisher opinion of his photography
Bernays, Edward L.
  1944-1946, sends writings to EWG and RHL
Berndt, Ronald
  1940-1946, re possible study here
  1955, re visit here
Berne, Frederick A., Mrs.
  1931, wants pictures of Peruvian and Mound Builders pottery
  EWG gives references
Berneck, Fred
  1946, re enrollment of Igel's daughter
Berneck, Otto
  1952, from RHL re how pupils were addressed in a German school
Bernert
  1941, RHL to American Friends Service Committee re visa for him
Berntsen, Carl
  1941, ALK recommendation to medical school
  1942, special exam in course 103B
Berreman, Joel V.
  1934-1946
Berrien, William
  1942, re possible position in Brazil for Jean Johnson
Berry, Martha
  1949, wants info on Chemehuevis
  EWG reply
Berry, Rose V.S.
  1934-1940, ALK advises on her manuscript, *The Southwest Through the Eyes of the Artist*
Berry, S.S.
  1935-1941, with EWG re shell identification
Bertelson, Palne
  1945, wants numerals from one to ten in Indian languages
  ALK sends paper
Bertholet, Alfred
  1934, with RHL on location of Congress
Berwick, Edward
  1923, re aid for Loomis
  1933, appreciation of ALK's radio talks
Bessac, Frank B.
  1948, secretary sends graduate reading list
  1956, RFH letter of recommendation
Bessaingnet, Pierre
  1947, 1950
Bethel, Elsworth
  1914, re Colorado place names and Arapaho
Better Homes and Gardens
  1950, asks info on museum collections
  EWG reply
Bewley, Luther
  1933, wants Garvan material on Philippine languages for adult education in the Philippines
ALK reply
Beyer, H. Otley
1921-1955
Beyer, Hermann
1923-1927
Beyer, Dolores Silva
1932-1954
Beynon, William
1934-1939, asks support of his work and offers Tsimshian material
ALK says no funds

Box 34
Bickel, B.
1923, re job search
Biddle, Henry J.
1924-1928
Bidney, David
1947
Bierman, Agnes
1950, applies to join field project in Micronesia
EWG reply
Bierman, Bernard
1940, 1946, re his daughter’s studies
Bieter, Raymond N.
1950, EWG asks citations for his publications on Indian use of medicinal
plants
reply not in file
Bigbee, Guy R.
1943, asks material on Paiutes for missionary work at Nixon, Nevada
Bigge Drayage Co.
1953, secretary compliments on good job of moving a stone sarcophagus
Bigmouth, Percy
1935-1940, Mescalero Apache
Bignall, Reva
1942, seeks translator for material in Tubuai
EWG suggestions
Bilderback, Norman C.
1941-1948, scientific illustrator
Bill, Whiskey
1913, EWG sends photo of him
Billigmeier, Robert
1941, re his program in sociology
Binder, J.W.
1933, re Lemurian race in America
Binder, Rudolph
1929, re studying sociology here
Binderup, W.F.
1950, EWG gives opinion on piece of carved bamboo dug up in S.F.
Billings Memorial Library
1948, wants RHL book on Crow
RHL reply
Bingham, Hiram
1915, publications sent to EWG
1950, TDMcC’s opinion on his memorial
Bingham, W.V.
1920, planning visit here
Bingham, Woodbridge
1947-1954
Bingham, Mrs. Woodbridge
1961, thanks for arranging tea at preview of Art and Archaeology of Vietnam exhibition

Binken
1952, memos re visit here

Biographical Encyclopedia of the World

1946

Bioletti, Dorothea
1926, RHL and ALK letter of recommendation

Biological Abstracts
1940-1945

Bird, Junius B.
1944-1953, American Museum of Natural History

Birdsall, J.B.
1947-1952

Birge, Raymond T.
1949, RHL's comments on Menzel's suggestions to authors
1955, RHL congratulates him on retirement

Birk, Louis P.
1935, proposes new publishing house
ALK reply

Birket-Smith, Kaj
1931-1956

Birrell, Verla
1955, inquires about courses
ALK reply

Birth Control Review
1922, 1931

Bisharat, Maurice H.
1957, wants publications on Ishi
referred to library

Bishop, C.W.
1921-1941

Bishop, Louis B.
1928, re Leverett M. Loomis

Bixler, Paul
1942, on editorial board of The Antioch Review

Black, Charles W.
1957-1967, re visits of classes from Modesto Junior College

Black, Davidson
1931-1933, Peiping Union Medical College

Black, Glenn A.
1947, 1951

Black, Mark
1960, 1962, wants info on Indians
books suggested

Black, William H.
1948, refiling thesis and incomplete grade

Black Mountain College
1953, announcement of an Institute of the New Sciences of Man

Blackford, George E.
1942, re pictographs near Fort Ross

Blackburn, John F.
1927, letter and newspaper clipping re survey of mounds in Illinois

Blade, T.
1938, EWG identifies rubbing of Aztec stone calendar

Blair, William
1943, RLO letter of recommendation
Blaisdell, Alan
see International House
Blake, Anson S.
1940, ALK invites him and wife to exhibit of Primitive Art
   reply
Blake, Marion Darling
1924, re work with Cahuilla
Blaker, Alfred A.
1966, thanks for letting extension photography class visit the exhibit hall
   and reports progress on book to ABE
Blakeslee, George
1915, ALK sends article on Serbians to Journal of Race Development
1917, ALK declines to review Madison Grant's book
1917, Blakeslee grants permission to include Huntington article in a syllabus
Blakiston, P.
1921, [unsigned] letter praises Wilder's "Anthropometry"
Blanchard, Dean B.
1949, asks EWG to look at his work on Munurucus of Brazil
Blancquaert, E.
1938, ALK invited to participate in Third International Congress for
   Phonetics
   unable
Bland, Frank D.
1956, Kay Eckman identifies cow bones
Bleekeer, C.J.
1949, RHL gives advice on Congress for the History of Religion
Bleekeer, Sonia
1955, asks EWG to review her juvenile books on Indians before publication
   EWG's comments not in this folder
Bleil, Alice Borlin
1929, sends map, article and letter of advice on how to visit ruins at Angkor
Bliss, Wesley
1950, asks TDMcC for advice on getting funding for an excavation necessary
   for his dissertation
Bloch, Bernard
1941, ALK sends article for Language
   acknowledged
Block, Fred
1947-1953, producer of color slides for art education re photographing
   museum material
Block, Gwendolyn
1938-1956, secretary and editor for the department and museum
Blom, Frans
1927-1945
Bloom, Carol
1940, re possible graduate work
Bloomfield, Leonard
1924-1945
Blos, May
1945, re visit with EWG
Bloud and Gay
1937, French publisher requests photo from ALK Handbook
Bloxham, John
1947, from ALK re making of slides
Blumberg, James Avrom
1947, DGM letters of recommendation to law schools
Blue Cross (hospital insurance)
1944-1954
Blumenstock, David I.
  1937-1939, includes plans for his agricultural study
Blumenthal, Albert
  1937-1945, with ALK re AB's writings on culture
Blumer, Herbert
  1940, 1952, with ALK re publications on women's fashions
Boas, Franz
  1892-1919
  1920-1926
  1927-1928
  1929-1936
  1938-1944
  National Academy 1929-1932
  Linguistics 1929-1932
  Linguistics 1932-1941
Bobbs-Merrill Co.
  1927, ALK's opinion of Ward's "Exploring the Universe"
  1932, ALK unable to supply reprint
Boccassino, Renato
  1925-1929
Bodet, Jaime Torres
  1951, ALK accepts appointment as corresponding member of Scientific and Cultural History of Mankind (UNESCO)
Boekelman, H.J.
  1929-1935, re shells and shell mounds
Bohannon, Paul
  1960, 1961, with Bascom re job applicants
Boise Junior College
  1948, Baker requests exam questions for use with RHL's "Cultural Anthropology"
  1952, Bakers asks info on field courses
  1953, RLO sends references on customs and courtesy
Bolander, S.P.H.
  1939, EWG sends references on petroglyphs
Bolling, G.M.
  1927-1938, editor of Language
Bollingen Foundation
  1949, clipping of letter defending it
  1953, ALK letter of recommendation for Philp Bagby
Bolt, Thomas L.
  1956, secretary asks his whereabouts and tells news
Bolton, Arthur L.
  1917, 1939, curator of the Oakland Public Museum
Bolton, H.E.
  1918-1940, Professor of History
University of Bombay
Bonar, Lee
  1943, 1950, Professor of Botany
Bond Brothers importers
  1913, offers loan of Samoan tapa cloths
Bond, R.M.
  1942, gives papers on European prehistory
Boné, Edouard
  1950, wants to get PhD. in Physical Anthropology
  TDMcC recommends some other places
Bondurant, Joan
  1948, from DGM re India
Bonilla, Manuel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>re petroglyph publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>EWG requests a reprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>request for publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>describes visits to Indian sites in the Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918-1945</td>
<td>old grad, mostly about Modocs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>RHL's review of Boas book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942-1943</td>
<td>Professor of Oriental Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>JHR offers for sale spare copies of Antiquity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>re photographing museum specimens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>ALK's letters of recommendation and to ALK from Princeton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934-1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>with EWG re position for Beardsley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921-1922</td>
<td>copyist of Papago songs for photoengraving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>with RLO re work with Nootka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>RHL reply to request for job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946-1948</td>
<td>re Philippine research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>RFH to Edwin Carpenter re source of Harrington's translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>RHL makes suggestions on a paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>with RHL re Folk-Say</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>asks RHL about Crow relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>EWG re exchange of specimens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947-1949</td>
<td>re work on Fulniô (mostly in French)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923-1925</td>
<td>re exchange of publications (mostly in French)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936-1944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>asks where to give notebooks of her father, Captain John Bourke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>re shellmound on his property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>asks RHL to contribute to a publication on Ancient Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-1966</td>
<td>re publications and conservation methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bowden, A.O.
  1923, favorable comments on RHL article from president of New Mexico State Teachers College
Bowditch, Charles P.
  1915, Harvard department asks if greetings sent on first day of transcontinental telephone line got through
    ALK replies "yes"
Bowdoin College Library
  1945-1946, re publications
Bowers
  1947, RHL says too busy to read his manuscript
Bowker, William T.
  1929, one [unsigned] and one ALK letter of recommendation
Bowles, Gordon T.
  1948-1955
Bowles, Philip E.
  1924, on advice of EWG and ALK does not finance an expedition to a cave full of Indian relics
    does finance Emeryville shellmound excavation
Bowman, H.M.
  1914-1916, with ALK on Paiute language
Bowman, Isaiah
  1937-1944
Bowman, J.G.
  1946, re possible opening for social anthropologist at the University of Pittsburgh
Bowman, Karl
  see Alcohol
Bowman, Robert Goldthwait
  1938, re PhD. candidacy
Bowman, W.J.
  1946, ALK thanks for references
Boyd, William C.
  1935, ALK's report on his Guggenheim application
Boyer, Jacques
  1915, EWG sends prints of phonetic tracings
Boyer, Ruth
  see Bascom, personal and misc.
Boyers, L. Morgan
  1935, EWG recommendations to medical schools and re traps
Boyle, Frances
  1929, undergrad wants credit for unsupervised field work
Bracketville (Texas) Chamber of Commerce
  1947, RLO says his 1929 excavations there found nothing of significance
Bradfield, Wesley
  1916-1929
Bradford, M.E.
  1916, to EWG, Cherokee woman raised by whites
Bradley, Cornelius B.
  1915-1926, Professor of Rhetoric
Bradley, Lyman R.
  1946, 1948
Bradley University
  1951, survey not answered by EWG
Bradshaw, George D.
  1948, RFH tells what is known about petroglyphs at Travertine Point
Brady, Cyrus T.
  1956, re possible exhibit of his photographs of African material
Brady, Caroline
1944, asks info on Latin American work being done for a confidential report to the president

Brady, R.E.
1935, with ALK re his studies on bureaucracy

Braidwood, Robert
1945, ALK helps with maps and syllabus

Brainard, Maggie D.
1917, ALK discredits Tamalpais legend and identifies beads

Brainard, Margaret
1940, re her Hopi manuscript

Brainerd, George W.
1947-1954, UCLA professor

Brainerd, William and Molly
1923, Wiyot Indians at Loleta

Bramlage, Julia A.
1952, JHR gives info on his Inca language course

Branch, Barbara K.
1949, wants info on Mexican art
JHR suggests University of Texas library

Brand, Donald
1922-1951

Brandeis University
1954-1955

Brandenstein, Susan (Mrs. Willard Park)
1933-1935

Brandes, Sarah F.
1935, re lectures by Bake on the music of India

Brandt, Richard
1946-1955

Brannon, Peter A.
1935, RHL appoints him AAA representative to semicentennial celebration at Rollins College
unable

Brant, Betty
1960, re appraisal of baskets

Brant, Charles S.
1938, re possible graduate work here
1956, DGM letter of recommendation

Brant, LeRoy D.
1954, EWG references for info on Hiawatha

Braunholtz, H.T.
1925-1939, British Museum

Bravo-Caro
1941, re Latin America exam

Brazil
1951-1955

Breasted, James H.
1917-1922

Breasted, James H., Jr.
1947, Director, Los Angeles Museum

Breen, John R.
1933, wants stone balls identified
ALK says needs more info or picture

Breger, Carpel
1933-1949, includes two manuscripts

Breiding, Florence Jane
1939, re museum class visit to exposition
Breithut, F.E.  
1949, personal from RHL

Brekke, Louise S.  
1924-1927

Brenner, Julia  
1929-1931, re her textile collection

Brew, J.O.  
1950-1952

Brewer and Warren publishers  
1930, ALK gives opinion of Barton’s book

Brewer, E.V.  
1946, RHL asks German professor to send reactions to his book to the publisher

Brewer, Samuel  
undated newspaper clipping, article on stone tools

Brewer, W.F.  
1914-1915

Brewster, Paul G.  
1955, seeks job  
bio-bibliography

Brewster, R. Wallace  
1938-1939, with RHL re his work on the anthropological background of the state

Brewton, Inez G.  
1948, secretary says unable to forward letter to Harry Smith

Brey, Henriette  
1932-1937, in German

Brezner, Albert  
1942-1943, work in Anthropology 103-A

Bridge, Helen  
1947, re permission to excavate her mound in the Napa Valley

Bridgman, Olga  
1940, re professorship in Psychiatry

Briggs, Ellis O.  
1927, American Vice Consul in Peru, re missing specimens and ponchos

Briggs, George W.  
1926, ALK sends papers to Drew Theological Seminary

Briggs, Lawrence P.  
1944, ALK advises on manuscript

Brigham, Edward M.  
1934, re AAA membership

Brigham Young University  
1930, RHL declines invitation to lecture

1949, RHL sends references on jumping rope to Physical Education professor

Brigham, William T.  
1915-1919

Bright, William O.  
1948-1952, re Karok work

British Association for the Advancement of Science  
1947, RHL regrets unable to attend meeting

University of British Columbia

British Cotton Industry Research Association  
1930, thanks ALK for paper on textiles

British Government and Embassy  
1949, RLO introduction for Lowrimore

1950, RHL introduction for Pearsall

Brittan, Rebe L.  
1944, teacher wants info on Ishi
EWG reply

Broadley, Hugh T.
   1952, thanks for being allowed to see Pre-Columbian materials
Brockett, Paul
   1929-1932, Assistant Secretary, National Academy of Sciences
Brodeur, Arthur G.
   1936-1955, Professor of Philology
Brodt, Philip E.
   1929, personal to ALK
Broek, J.O.M.
   1942-1946, Professor of Geography
Brokaw, Larry
   1961-1963, ABE identifies things excavated in Marin
Bronson, Bertrand
   1946-1947, Professor of English
Bronson, Marjorie
   1926, Carl Guthe writes to ALK about her
Brooklyn College
   1949, DGM letter of recommendation for Daniel Freedman
Brooks, Charles Van Wyck
   1940, 1941, RHL advises on plans
Brooks, James
   1933, 1934, re Indian fishing rights on the Klamath River
Brooks, Q.T.
   1947, DGM letter of recommendation to medical school
Brooks, R.E.
   1927, WES asks him to relay message to W.D. Strong in Labrador
Brooks, Shelagh Thompson
   1944-1956
Broom, Leonard
   1949, someone's remarks introducing him as a speaker
   undated article about him from Life magazine
   1953, memo to TDMcC
Broome, Edwin C., Jr
   1933, re fellowship
Browe, Dorothy J.
   1952, EWG sends references on Yokuts to teacher
Brower, Jane
   1944, EWG sends reference to Leechman's paper
Brothers, Stanley D.
   1929-1930, student
Brown, Arthur, Jr, architect
   1943-1944, re loan of tapestry
   re plans for anthropology building
Brown, Blanche
   1940, from H.R.W. Smith re art in the museum
Brown, David
   1919, Indian accepts invitation to S.F., but is told they got someone else
Brown, Donald F.
   1940, from ALK re study of Roman coins in the museum
Brown, Dorothy W.
   1951-1952, re loan of exhibit material to inaugurate UCLA art building
Brown, Elizabeth D.W.
   1941, EWG suggestions on sources for food habits of Okinawans
Brown, F. Martin
   1937-1941, re Peruvian pottery
Brown, Francis J.
1950, RHL and RFH regret they have no time to contribute to revised edition of "One America"
Brown, Harold Chapman
1929, sends ALK letter from operator of sailing yacht asking if he knows anyone who would like to join South Seas trip
Brown, Isabel G.
1939, re possible graduate work here
Brown, John
1926, asks ALK to comment on his paper on cancer
no reply
Brown, Ralph E.
reports site near Ukiah
Brown, Raymond
1922, EWG sends list of Indians measured thirty years previously and asks where each is from
Brown, Sam
1942, EWG arranges to visit Humboldt County Indian
ALK sends date of 1901 jumping dance
Brown, Thomas P.
1945, asks about Indian place names for Western Pacific magazine
ALK replies and sends his place names paper
Brown, W. Norman
1937, with ALK re Chanhu-daro excavation at Sind, India
1947, from DGM re Indic studies
Brown, William O.
1963, WB asks his opinion of Elizabeth Colson, reply not in file
1966, Brown thanks for hospitality here
Brown, Warner
1936-1943, Professor of Psychology
Brownell, Baker
1927, ALK declines to contribute to Northwestern's New World Series
Brownell, Russell
1914, re petroglyphs
Browning, C.
1931, wants to know more about an exhibition of Indian art mentioned in the Examiner
EWG refers her to the paper
Browning, John G.
1938, EWG sends references on Ishi
Bruckner, Geraldine
1939, with EWG re catalog cards used at U. Pennsylvania Museum
Bruning, Hans
1927, to ALK in German
Brunke, Waldemar
1940, reports pictograph near Aquanga
1947, offers his Iroquois notes, RHL suggests Smithsonian
Brunner, Gerte Landauer
1950, ALK statement about her political views
Brunschvig, Robert
1954, RHL asks him to suggest Islamic contributors for a book on justice and compromise
Brunswick, Else
1942, ALK helps with application to Social Science Research Council
Brunton, John A.
1964, man in Trinidad wants info on Inca costumes for use in carnival
ABE reply
Brunzell, Lovisa
1922, inquires into ALK's religious beliefs
reply
Bryan, Alan L.
  1955, requests paper on Dalles-Deschutes area for use there, sent
  1961, with ABE re basalt artifacts
Bryan, Edwin H. Jr.
  1922-1956, Bishop Museum
Bryan, Stanley Fisk
  1914, re work on Pacific material
Bryan, W.A.
  1926-1929, Los Angeles Museum
Bryant, S.W.
  1948, RFH sends references on Drake Plate
Bryant, Stewart F.
  1934, investigates sites in Tomales Bay region
Bryn Mawr College
  1950-1953, re publications and job openings
Bryson, Gladys
  1931, letters of recommendation
  1948, seeks fellowship for student
Bryson, Lyman
  1929, San Diego Museum
  1948, RHL re book
Buceta, Erasmo
  1940, RHL thanks him for clipping on Catlin
Buchalew, Frank B.
  1923, with ALK re evolution
Buchanan, Briggs
  1954, wants to study Ancient Near Eastern seals
  EWG says Smith knows of none and Lutz will write
Buck, Pearl S.
  see East and West Association
Buck, Peter H.
  1933-1951
Buckingham, E.L.
  1936, offers Smithsonian publications
  RHL reply
Budd, Clays, Mrs.
  1936, re Chinese anthropometric study
Buddhism
  1955, re Thompson's notes on Buddhist philosophical terms
Budge, E.A.
  1919, [unsigned] asks permission to reprint from his work on hieroglyphics
Buell, Robert K.
  1946-1947, RFH answers questions about Digueños and their trade
Buen Vecino Club
  1955, re speaker
Buffett, Maria Bernal
  1922, memo to ALK saying she may be last surviving Costanoan
Buffum, Richard D.
  1952, requests Pope's paper on archery
  JHR reply
Bufkin, E.M.
  1963, ABE identifies Aleutian items
Bugnicourt, Francis
  1952, re EWG's work in New Caledonia
Buhler, Alfred
  1949, 1954-55, re publications
Buitron, Anibal
1952, memo re visit here
Bukofzer, Manfred F.
   1946-1953, Professor of Music
Bull, J.P.
   1934, reports finding ancient stone city in Durang
   EWG refers him to Caso
Bullock’s Department Store
   1953, requests loan of Etruscan art
   refused
Bumpas, Hermon C.
   1924, [unsigned] sends map of Santa Cruz Island and endorses plan to make
   it a National Park
Bunker, James Grant
   1936 and undated, letters of recommendation
Bunker, John W.M.
   1947, ALK endorses Movius application for grant to survey and translate
   Russian literature on the paleolithic
Bunker, Nancy
   1949, TDMcC explains disputed course grade
Bunnell, Jean
   1931, re possible graduate work
Bunney, Curtis
   1954, re his work on Dolores Papago material
Bunow, M.A.
   1954, TDMcC reply re Chinese blood groups
Bunzel, M.
   1947-1948, with RHL in German
Bunzel, Ruth
   1925-1940, See also Laboratory of Anthropology
Buoncristiani, John
   1942, maker of map for Yurok Legends requests copies
Burch, Dean
   1938, inquires about class trip to Guatemala
   referred to Tulane
Burch, Tom, and son John
   1941-1943, president of the Conchological Club of Southern California with
   EWG
Burd, William Whittlesey
   1950-1952
Burdell, James B.
   1913, ALK supplies meaning of name of his ranch near Petaluma
Bureau of American Ethnology
   1950, telegrams protesting budget cuts
Bureau for Intercultural Education
   1945, invitation to submit materials for publication
Burg, Jack
   1947, RLO letters of recommendation
Burgess, E.W.
   1936-1945, with RHL re publications
Burke, John
   1945, EWG sends references on Micronesia and Melanesia to Navy lieutenant
Burkill, I.H.
   1938, RHL asks him about South American occurrence of the yam
Burma
   undated announcement of talk by the ambassador
   1947, DGM requests publications from the government
Burndy Library
   1955, RHL thanks for publication
Burney, Ethel
  1953, re visit of Hazel Hanson
Burns, Donald
  1951, re Inca dialects
Burns, Michael
  1930, 1932, Indian informant for EWG, Camp McDowell, Arizona
Burrrill, A.C.
  1944-1945
Burrrill, Josephine
  1941, seeks museum position to support summer session work
  no funds
Burroughs, C.A., Mrs
  1944, seeks linguistic maps
  EWG refers to other institutions
Burrow, Trigant
  1925-1949, with ALK and TDMcC
Bushnell, John
  1953-1956, re PhD. candidacy and employment
Busick, Charlotte
  1966, WB letter of recommendation
Bushwell, George
  1918, [unsigned] asks him for more information about a footprint and
  remains of fire seen in Deer Creek country
Buskirk, Philip
  1948, to photograph Yurok house planks for California Redwood Association
Busto, Gumersindo
  1914, in Spanish, apparently a request for publications for Biblioteca
  America, Madrid
Butte County Coroner
  re identification of skeletal remains
Butts, Peter H.
  1944, EWG compliments him on "Arts and Crafts of the Cook Islands"
Buyssens, Paul
  1937, RHL thanks for his book on the races of Europe
Byce, Malcolm
  1937, EWG letter of recommendation
Byers, Douglas S.
  1939-1946
Bynam, Lindley
  1937, EWG sends papers
Byzantine
  invitation to ALK to join the Society for the Promotion of Byzantine and
  Modern Greek Studies
-C-
Cabasaan, Alfredo
  1941, re exchange of shells with collector in the Philippines
Cabot, O.C.
  1950, asks for list of abbreviations used in U.C. publications and offers to
  review some in South American Journal (British)
Cabrera, William
  1939, EWG sends reference to Boas paper on Mexican pottery
Cachot, Rebeca Carrion
  1945, ALK inquires if she received a publication
Caddoan Archaeological Area, First Symposium
  1946
Cadman, Doris
  1936, re articles on shellmounds and Ghost Dance for Five Star Weekly
Cadwallader, Bernard
1927, with ALK re speech mechanisms
Cairns, Huntington
1931, sends RHL his article on Law and Anthropology
1940, re finding a position for Leonhard Adam

University of Calcutta
Calcyanide Company
1929, description of fumigation cabinet
Caldwell, Raymond M.
1966, inquires about pottery repair
ABE reply
Caldwell, Wallace Everett
1947, RHL thanks for his book "The Ancient World"
Caldwell, Warren W.
1950
Calendar stone
see Newell, J.C.
Calhoun, George
1940-1941, Professor of Classics
Calhoun, Howell V.
1947, TDMcC explains policy on graduate students who lack the undergraduate major
California Academy of Sciences
1952-1955
California Association for Adult Education
1931, re introductory book on anthropology
California Book Company
re textbooks
California College of Arts and Crafts
1951, invites EWG to see studies made at the museum by art history students
California Graduate School of Design
1940
California Historical Society
1942-1948
California Institute of Technology
1952,1953, re RFH contributions to a publication
California Palace of the Legion of Honor
1931, ALK supplies bibliography on prehistoric gold
1945, re loan and copying of slides
California State Automobile Association
1947, RLO requests maps
California, State of Counties
Contra Costa Adoption Agency
1956, asks TDMcC to identify race of baby
Kern County Coroner
1951, TDMcC identifies skeletal remains
Monterey County Coroner
1955, TDMcC identifies human remains
Napa County Sheriff
1952, TDMcC identifies skeletal remains
Santa Clara County
1955, TDMcC identifies remains
Sonoma County Coroner
1952, TDMcC identifies skull
Yolo County Coroner
1955, TDMcC identifies remains
California- misc.
re possible archaeological survey
Alcoholic Rehabilitation Survey
  1955, asks if any relevant research is being done
  DGM says not at present
Division of Beaches and Parks
  1947-1957
Division of Beaches and Parks, Riddell, Francis A., archaeologist
  1947-1957
Chamber of Commerce
  1946, survey of early California collections
Civil Service Commission
  1933
Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation
  1951, re law regarding found human remains
Board of Education
  1916, re high school credential for W.D. Wallis
Department of Education
  1940, re photographing museum specimens for school use
  1956, DGM asked to review section on anthropology of a report on social sciences, suggests changes
Fish and Game Commission, Ernest Schaeffle
  1914-1936
Fish and Game Commission
  1915-1955
Governor
  1954, GMF invited to conference on children and youth
  declines
California State Historical Society
  1934-1940
State Commissioner of Horticulture
  1918, re mention of ground squirrels in Indian legends
Immigration and Housing
  1923
State Library
  1913, with ALK re Indian place names
Department of Mental Hygiene
  1948, DGM thanks for help to McFeeley
Division of Mines
  1936-1950
Division of Parks
  1928-1929
State Prison, San Quentin
  1913, ALK asks if a friend may send magazines to Indian prisoners
  1923, re ALK visit to Indian prisoners
Department of Public Health
  1950, RFH provides map of races
  1950, request for Wong's study of Chinese
Department of Public Works
  1926, re loan of maps
Department of Social Welfare
  1955, secretary acknowledges Welfare News sent to GMF
Division of Water Resources
  1948, RFH thanks for index to topographic maps
California State Employees Association
  1948-1950
  1951-1953
  1954-1956
Calkins, Robert D.
1938, returns memo giving anthropologists views on establishment of a Department of Sociology
1945-1947, re his chapter for book on Carl Alsberg, typescript in folder
Call, C.A.
1942, re rock carvings below high tide level at Fort Ross
Callaway, Bobbie
1951, orders photos of Pre-Columbian Peruvian fabrics
Calsoyas, Athena
1945, EWG recommendation for a scholarship
Calver, W.L.
1939, re identification of military buttons
Cambridge University
1948, re RHL lectures there
1953-54, annual report of archaeology and anthropology
1956, DGM requests photos of new Clare College entrance gateway
1956, DGM orders photocopy of book from Haddon Library
Cammann, Schuler
n.d., thanks EWG for showing museum
Camp, Charles L.
1947, re EML and wife joining African expedition
1951, EWG letter of recommendation for his son
Camp, Charles M.
re graduate work
Camp, J.H.
1928, reports large human tracks in New Mexico referred to Spier at Oklahoma
Campbell, Angus
1949, DGM asks if he thinks Guetzkow suitable for India project
Campbell, Archie
1955, EWG invited to seminar and lecture declines
Campbell, Donald T.
1941, RHL letter of recommendation
Campbell, Douglas Gordon
1939, asks ALK to review Deveraux’s material, ALK agrees
Campbell, Edith
1930-1931, with RHL re Hidatsa myths
Campbell, Elizabeth W.C.
1932-1937, re archaeological work near Twenty-Nine Palms
Campbell, W.S.
1924-1929
Campbell, W.W.
1931-1932
Campbell, William H. & Mrs. (Mrs. is Elizabeth listed above)
1941-1951, re work in Nevada
Campbell, William I.
1951, JHR sends work on Inca language
Campus Textbook Exchange
1940, 1942
Campus Cooperative Committee for Refugee Students
1938
Canada - misc.
1952, JHR to Kidd re Mary Herman’s work
1953, re photocopy of Drucker’s thesis for Duff
1953, RHL thanks Rousseau for reprints
1954, re RLO transportation to Prince Rupert
Canada, Geological Survey
1913, 1943
Royal Society of Canada
  1941, 1952, announcement of scholarships and fellowships
Canadian Bookman
  1922, asks ALK to review Sapir's "Language"
  ALK already reviewing it for Dial, suggests Lucy Freeland
Canadian Hydrographic Service
  1931, ALK requests length of shoreline of Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador
  replies
Canals Frau, Salvador
  1955, secretary acknowledges reprint sent to GMF
Candela, P.B.
  1943, ALK thanks for reprints and comments on his views on origin of Group B in Europe
Cane, Melville
  1932, lawyer asks for Paul Radin's address
  ALK reply
Canepa, Domingo
  1925, three letters to ALK in Spanish
Canney, Rosalie C.
  1939, RHL gives reference to von Humboldt book on Peru
Cannon, Herbert D.
  1930, with RHL re ruins at Fort Apache Indian Reservation, includes description, diagram and snapshots
Cantine, Holly R.
  1942, asks RHL to contribute to his magazine Retort
declined
Cantor, Nathaniel
  1923, arranges to discuss his proposed work with Diegueños with ALK
Capart, Jean
  1931-1932, re photo of wooden statue from Giza for publication
Cape Archaeological Society
  1945, (South Africa)
Cappanari, Stephen
  1940-1956
Carbon 14 research
  1949, RFH's participation in Libby's project
Carew, Harold
  1929, re article on ALK and his work in June issue of Touring Topics
Carey, E.J.
  1915-1916, with TTW re femoral bones
Carey, Henry A.
  1944, seeks job
  ALK reply
Carley, Addison
  1950, re photo of skull from Moaning Cave
Carlson, E. Leslie
  1946-1947, theology professor seeks material for an archaeological handbook
Carlson, Gustav G.
  1938, wants publications for University of Cincinnati
  ALK reply
Carmel, James H.
  1956, seeks material for manual on traveling exhibitions
  GMF says we can't help since we haven't had any
Carmichael, Leonard
  1954, re publication arrangements with Smithsonian
Carmody, Francis
1934-1942, professor of French
Carnegie Corporation of New York
1940, 1948

Carnegie Institution of Washington
1926-1951

Carneiro, Robert
1956, seeks job
DGM reply

Caro, Conception
1954, EWG thanks for hospitality to Paiges and sends paper

Caro, Baroja
1956, memo says he will not join staff

Carpenter, C.R.
1941-1944, re primate research

Carpenter, Elmer T.
1940, EWG gives references on Indian use of plants

Carpenter, James
1932-1935, RHL's letters to a Crow Indian
his replies not in file

Carr, Denzel
1948, DGM to Boodberg re funds for his honorarium

Carr, Elizabeth
1949-1950

Carr, Malcolm
1939, ALK comments on paper on Navajo Mt.

Carrasco, Pedro
1949, EWG sends him Beals paper on Mixe

First International Conference of Archaeologists of the Caribbean
Carriere, J.M.
1947, informs of folklore conference to be held in France

Carril, Roberto del
1942, 1944, request for RHL papers

Carrión, Francis
one undated letter to RHL, in French

Carrol, Thomas D., S.J.
1952, tells secretary of his work in Manila

Carter, Albert C.
1928, ALK to Congressman asking appropriation for Congress of Americanists
reply

Carter, Dudley C.
1934, EWG gives references to the myths of the Indians of the south central
California coast region

Carter, G.S.
1952, from RHL re symposium

Carter, George F.
1941-1953

Carter, William E.
1952, 1953, re possible graduate work here

Carter, Robert A.
1938, sends photos of petroglyphs near Little Lake
EWG thanks and says they will be included in new edition of Steward's paper

Cartmell, Stanley E.
1930, wants announcements of Extension lectures

Cartwright, Mary C.
1947, ALK describes Washington Matthews Navajo manuscripts and how they came to be here

Cartwright, Willena D.
1956, re subscription to Clearinghouse for Southwestern Museums
Newsletter and fumigants
Carus
1947, RHL suggests translation and publication of the work of Ludwig Mach
Casagrande, Joseph B.
1962, seeks programs of AAA meetings
Casanova, P. Gonzales
1924, one letter to ALK in Spanish
Caso, Alfonso
1935-1945
Caspar, Franz
1950, JHR comments on Tupari manuscript
1954, RHL recommends him to Galvão in Brazil
Casper, Frank
1939, asks about circles of stones in Arizona
EWG reply
Cassell, A.B.
1947, inquires about stone llama cups
ALK says we have none
Cassidy, Appolonia H.
1942, re exhibition of playing cards
Castells, J. Martinez
1946, invites ALK to conference in Cuba
unable
Castetter, E.F.
1940, with ALK re agriculture of the Mohave
Castro, Baron
1945, ALK thanks for book
Castro, Daniel F., Mrs.
1966, FAN identifies Mexican artifacts
Catchpool, Adriana
1965, asks how to preserve ancient Egyptian wood statues
FAN reply
Catholic Welfare
1955, GMF can't supply copy of his talk at National Conference of Social
Work
Caton, A.
1956, re picture for French publication
Cattell, J. McKeen
1914-1942
Cattell, Ware
1935, 1943
Caudle, Mary
1965, with FAN re appraisal of Chiriqui pottery
Caughey, John
1929-1966
Cavanaugh, Billy, Jr.
1945, EWG recommends book on Indians by Irmagarde Richards
Cave, R.C.
no date, statement for his PhD. candidacy
Caxton
1940, ALK vouches for authenticity of children's book on Piyuck
Instituto do Ceara
1941, re ALK and RHL membership
Cetone, S.
1945, wants pictures of Indian art
EWG reply
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences
1954-1956
Central Park Zoo
  1946, ALK asks height, weight and age of their gorillas
Centro de Estudios de Ciencias Naturales
  1952
Chabot, Maria
  1939, re proposed publication on indigenous art
Chace, Fenner A., Jr.
  1949-1956
Chaffee, John W.
  1955, wants info on courses in scientific illustration
EWG reply
Chaffin, Lenore E.
  1965, with ABE re cast of skull found in Idaho
Chakravorti, J.
  1934-1935, copies of Mitra book sent to ALK, RHL, EWG
acknowledgements
Chalfont, W.A.
  1913, re finds near Bishop
Chamberlain, B. Rhett
  1956, wants info on L.M. Loomis
EWG reply
Chamberlain, Lucy
  1947, re job available at NYU
RHL suggests Mishkin
Chambers, Roberta
  1941, re possible graduate work
Chambers, Thomas
  1963, re loan of paleolithic tools
Chamlee, William F.
  1932, asks laws about excavating graves
ALK reply
Chancellor, Paul G.
  1933, permission granted to reprint Dawn Boy's Song in an anthology
Chandler, Stewart
  1928, ALK identifies Peruvian pin and gives info on Indian Jumping Dance
Chandler, Tertius
  1938-1949
Chaney, J.W., Mrs.
  1934, with EWG re Indian use of gourds
Chaney, Ralph W.
  1930-1942, Professor of Paleontology
Chaney, Robert H.
  1941, RLO recommends temporary draft deferment
Chao, Yuen Ren
  1918-1943
Chapin, Helen B.
  1939-1940, re Leaves from a Western Garden
Chapman, Charles E.
  1925, praises ALK's work on California Indians
Chapman, Kenneth M.
see Kidder, A.V. 1933; Laboratory of Anthropology
Chapman, E.G.
  1939, TDMcC identifies skull
Chapman, Grace
  1933, EWG identifies obsidian blade found in Modoc Lava Beds
Chapman, W.M.
  1947, unable to find time to identify Fiji fish skeletons for EWG
Chappel, H.G.
  1928, congrats to ALK on Faculty Research Lectureship
  1937, EWG thanks for publications
Chapple, Eliot D.
  1942, RHL thanks and comments on "Principles of Anthropology"
Character and Personality
  1939, re ALK article
Chard, Chester
  1954-1956
Charkravarti, N.P.
  1949, DGM tells him he is coming to India
Charlie, Philip
  1924, WES sends book to Indian
Charsberg, E.
  1922, ALK asks him to recruit a Hat Creek Indian informant
Chase, N.D.
  1913-1921, rock with carvings sent for opinion of Merriam and Louderback
  1923, ALK suggests that Indian songs be published
Chavez, Ezequiel A.
  1929, ALK thanks for monograph
Check, M.S.
  1950, re possible graduate work
Cheney, George A.
  1950, wants to join Micronesian project
Chevalier, Luc. F.
  1953-1956, with EWG from New Caledonia
University of Chicago
  1948-1956
University of Chicago, Bookstore
  1948, orders
University of Chicago Press
  1930-1954
Chicago Tribune
  1922, requests photo of ALK
Chickering, Allen L.
  1942-1953
Chico State College
  1956, skeletal material for teaching purposes sent
Chilcote, C.G., Mrs.
  1929, 1935, secretary
Society for Research in Child Development
  1935, election and membership list
Childs, V. Gordon
  1937-1950
Childers, O.
  1933, EWG thanks for hospitality at Camp McDowell Indian Reservation
Chile
  see Munizada
China
  1937-1955
Chinnery, E.W.P.
  1930, re visit here
Chipp, Herschel B.
  1955, re slides for Art department
Chiriboga, Carlos Eduardo
  1954, biographical data on visitor
Chitwood, E.C., Mrs.

Box 42
1947, sends notes on races from old history course
TDMcC says long outmoded
Chivers, Walter R.
1945, to ALK on effect of discrimination on personalities of Negro men, reprint
Chretien, Douglas
1937-1954
Christen, D.G.
1912, turns down museum job
Christensen, Bodil
1947, LMO's papers on Peruvian textiles sent
Christensen, C.L.
1937, asks ALK and RHL opinion of her pamphlet on people of prehistory replies
Christensen, James B.
1959, 1961, 1962
Christensen, Ross T.
1951-1961
Christy, Arthur E.
1944, asks RHL to contribute to a book too busy
Churchill, Beth
1944, asks permission to study museum textiles for thesis refused
Churchward, C.M.
1940, EWG advises where he might have work on Rotuman published
CIBA Review
1945-1956
Cid Loureiro Netto, Antonio
1955, re possible graduate work
Ciencia Nueva (Argentina)
1951, re exchange
Ciencias Sociales
1954, ALK acknowledges
CIMA or CIMP
[reference note says almost everything on this is under Riesenberg, Saul]
Cincotta, Rowene
1950, EWG letter of recommendation
Circe, William J.
1919, ALK sends him Waterman's Paiute papers
Clark, Andrew H.
1940, re PhD. in Geography
Clark, Arthur [publishing company]
1930, 1941
Clark, Bonnie Jean
1948, re return of possessions left in LMO's office
Clark, Bruce L.
1930-1943, with EWG re shells
Clark, Charles U.
1929-1941
Clark, Cora
1929-1931, re book on Pomo myths
Clark, Donald W.
1948, RFH sends papers and asks if he knows of Alaskan sites
Clark, Edward H.
see Hearst, Phoebe A.
Clark, H. Walton
1939, with EWG re identification of salmon species in shellmounds
Clark, J.A.
  1928, re rock markings near Yankee Hill
Clark, John G.D.
  1952, RHL asks what topics he plans to discuss at symposium
Clark, Kenneth W.
  1937, asks what material the museum has for study of Hellensitic Religion
HRWS reply
Clark, Margaret
  1945, a proposal for a museum of the Pacific
Clark, S.T.
  1914, seeks museum work
Clark University
  1923, RHL asked to contribute to Dunning memorial volume
  declines
  1924, librarian sends misaddressed journal
Clarke, Carl F.
  1944, ALK identifies Peruvian mask
Clarke, E.W.
  1926-1931, Examiner Sunday editor
Clarke, Louis C.G.
  1935, RHL sends prints to give to Haddon
Clausen, Roy E.
  1940-1943, Professor of Genetics
Clawson, W.S.
  1925, editor of Exeter Sun re archaeology of the San Joaquin Valley
Claxton, Roger
  1966, asks list of archaeological sites in California
  FAN says whole state is one grand site
Clay, A.T.
  1923, RHL asks him to review paper by Lutz
Cleanso, Tom
  1929-1931, ALK sends book to Indian informant
Cleland, H.F.
  1929-1930, visits here and sends book
Clément, Pierre
  1956, re position
Clements, Forrest
  1923-1954
Clendenning, C.R.
  1916, sends photos taken in caves
  TTW reply
Clerx, Lily E.
  1954, wants info on displays
  EWG refers to Bishop
Cleveland Public Library
  1942-1944, requests Sino-Tibetan Linguistics
  ALK explains only four typed copies exist
Clifford, W.E.
  1924, sends news and Herbal smoking mixture to ALK
Climatic Research Lab
  1950-1951, TDMcC with Russell W. Newman
Cline, C.W.
  1924, WES seeks info on sites near Delano
Cline, Walter B.
  1937-1953
Clinton, H.G.
  1920, sends photos of Nevada rock carvings
Coale, George L.
1948-1956
Coats, R.H.
   1941, request for RHL paper
Cobb, John N.
   1928-1929, with EWG re methods of fish poisoning
Coblentz, Stanton A.
   1944, asks ALK comments on outline of book on war reply
Coca Cola
   1955, staff wants machine
Business Manager will not allow machine in hall
Cochisi, George
   1928, ALK introduces Julian Steward to Hopi Indian
Cochrane, W.W.
   1915, with TTW re similarity of myths of India and N.A. Indians
Cockrell, Robert A.
   1959, WB thanks for advice on preservation of totem pole
Cocks, Ruth E.
   1946, wants works on Indians, M.A. Whipple reply
Codman, Winifred
   1933-1948
Cody, Patricia
   1943-1953, graduate student
Coffeen, Henry A.
   1931-1932
Coggins, Cy
   1946, re petroglyphs
Cohen, Felix S.
   1936, thanks RHL for comments on paper
Cohn, Margaret
   1938, re loan of her collection to GGI E coin
Box 43
   1946, attempt to identify
Colcord, Ralph M.
   1945, with ALK on comparison of Chinese and Japanese lapidary art
Coldren, Robert L.
   1955, wants brass goblet identified
EWG suggests he try Oakland Public and DeYoung first
Cole, Arthur H.
   1934-1949
Cole, Fay-Cooper
   1917-1953
Cole, James E.
   1934-1935, re Indians of Yosemite
Cole, W.C.
   1931, re possible sites at Sunnyvale Air Base
Coleman, Frederick D.
   1943, RHL letter of recommendation
Coleman, James
Coleman, Lawrence Vail
   1929-1937
Coleman stoves
   1947, RFH orders from company as dealers are unable to supply
Colmore, C.A.
   1931, EWG invites author of “Need for a school museum” to visit when classes are at museum
Colgan, William
1957, wants pamphlets on archaeology referred to public library
Colgate University
1948, 1953, re positions
Collantes, Angel Gómez
1954, info and references sent on Grayson and Everman expeditions to Socorro Island in Revillagigedo Archipelago
Collier, Donald
1931-1954
Collier, John
see Indian Affairs, U.S. Interior, John Collier
Collier, John M., Jr
1960, re research project
Collier's Encyclopedia
1947, 1949, DGM contributions
Collins, Henry B., Jr.
1940-1949
Collins, Leah Frances
1937-1938, re artifacts and archaeology of Dalles Deschutes Region
Collins, Lloyd R.
1950, wants to participate in Micronesia project
Collins, Luraine G.
1946, museology student asks for catalog
Collocott, E.E.V. Rev.
1920-1950, Australian clergyman with EWG
Colombia
undated from JHR to Thomas J. Price, Jr.
Colorado Academy of Sciences
see Bethel, Elsworth
Colorado Archaeological Society
1953, RFH re California survey
Colorado Conference on Social Studies
1948, no one here able to attend planning meeting
University of Colorado
1925-1955, re positions and publications
University of Colorado Library
1914, request for publications
Colorado Geographic Board
1915, 1917, with ALK re Arapahoe language
Colorado State College of Education
1950, re position
Colton, Grace
1944, RLO recommendation for scholarship
Colton, Harold S.
1938-1948, Director, Museum of Northern Arizona
Columbia University
1915-1956
Columbia University Press
1945-1949
Comas, Juan
1942-1953
Comfort, Howard
1941, thanks for seeing museum specimens
Commentary
1949-1950
Committee for Free Asia
1954
Committee for the Scientific Study of Religion
1954
Committee on International Cooperation in Anthropology
1945-1946
Committee on International Exchange of Persons
1952-1953
Committee on Latin America Studies
see Haring, C.H.
Commonwealth Club of California
1923, 1928, 1945
Commonwealth Fund
1954, DGM re project of Margaret Clark
Community Chest [discarded]
Condliffe, J.B.
1942, tells RHL that Felix Keesing may be available
Condon, Edward U.
1948, RHL invited to testimonial dinner
Conference Board of Associated Research Councils
1950, 1955
Conference on Cultural Relations with Latin America
1939
Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion
1940-1955
Congreso Indigenista Interamericano del Cusco
1948
Congress for the History of Religion(s)
1949-1956
Congresso de Historia Comemorativo do 4.o Centenário da Fundação da Cidade de São Paulo
1954
Conklin, Harold C.
1942-1955
Conlan, A.E.
1943, informs of pioneer who knows sites and chant
EWG reply
Connecticut State College
1937-1939
Connolly, Naomi M.
1928, ALK letter of recommendation
Conrad, Fred
1952, seeks advice on Sociology project
EWG refers to Goldschmidt at UCLA
Conrad, R.E.
1947, tells of site in El Dorado County
Conseil International de la Philosophie et des Sciences Humaines
1949
Conseil Internationales des Sciences Sociales
1954-1955
Consumer’s Research
1930, ALK asks what legal liability is involved with membership
Contreras, Eduardo S.
1956, re research appointment
Cook, Mary Manning
1938, RHL supplies references on Indian individual religious ideas
Cook, S.F.
1936-1955, Professor of Physiology
Cook, T.W.
1930, ALK tells Bishop Museum that he would like to do work in Oceania
Cook, Thos. and son
1931, place open in expedition to Abyssinia
Cooke, Anne M.
1937-1939
Cooke, Jean C.
1966, wants museum course
MJH refers her elsewhere
Cooley, Hal
1949, requests info on museum for magazine article
EWG reply
Coolidge Foundation
see Coolidge, Harold J.
Coolidge, Harold J.
1946-1956
Coolidge, Mary Roberts
1929, ALK appreciation of her book
1937, EWG identifies elkskin apron
Coon, Carleton S.
1932-1951
Cooney, Jane
1935, ALK sends book on Walapai to Indian informant
Cooper, Condrey
1927, EWG with Indian informant at Yuma
Cooper, George H.
1929-1930, says petroglyphs are charts of constellations
ALK skeptical
Cooper, J.C.
1931, re Spier’s Klamath Ethnography and manuscript on Uba
Cooper, Jessie
1965, reports petroglyph sites
FAN reply
Cooper, John M.
1925-1932
1933-1936
1937-1948
Cooper, W.S.
1942, requests info on sand dune sites
EWG reply
Co-operative Community Project for Newcomers
1953, request for job for foreign archaeologist
Coover, J.E.
1914, Stanford psychologist wants to consult ALK on methods of recording speech
Cope, Leona
1916-1925
Copeland, Lewis C.
1942, request for RHL reprint
Copeland, Margaret
1955, inquires about Modoc basketry
S.A. Barrett reply
Copyright
permissions to reprint, 1915-1938
Corben, Mulaika Barclay
[undated], to RHL re her work in Fiji linguistics
Corbett, John
1947-1952, requests for publications
Corbett, Peter E.
1956, HRWS tells GMF of his impending visit
Corbett, Robert H.
1966, arranges museum visit for Sunday School class
Corbusier, C.K.
1914, re site in Marin County
Corbusier, F.A.
1930, EWG asks to see his specimens
Corcoran, Bernard V.
1929, ALK seeks pictures of Philippine natives
Cordoba University
1951, request for publication
Cordova, Pedro E. Zvillar
1939, ALK thanks him for book
Cordrey, Donald B.
1955, request for textile publications
Corlew, C.C.
1918, reports site near Sugarpine
EWG plans to visit
Cornejo, F.
1921, re loan of exhibit items to Art Association
Cornell, B. Dean
1934, asks ALK's opinion of Allport's theory of "group fallacy"
reply
Cornell University
1949-1955
Cornwall, P.B.
1944-1951
Coronado, Marcos
1937, ALK gives references to Seris
Coronet Research
1946, wants info on Seris
referred to Southwest Museum
Corporon, G.W.
1951, asks "what is a Jew?"
TDMcC reply
Corpus of Ancient Near Eastern Seals
1946
Corrigan, Joseph
1939, RLO to contribute to semicentennial volume of Catholic University of America
Corson, Edward F.
1944, with RHL about Crow chief, Long Hair
Cortazzi, Theodore
1953, asks RHL's help on book of Hindu and Buddhist miracles
RHL says "not well posted"
1959, says book is half done and sends booklet on reincarnation
Cosenza, Mario E.
1931, to RHL re reunion of Class of 1901 of CCNY
1938, RHL congrats on becoming acting president
Cosgrove, C.B.
1929, requests Lovelock Cave paper and tells of work in New Mexico
Cossuto, Philip
1946, RFH thanks for allowing visit to site on his property
Cosat, Joseph L.
1953, JHR thanks for photos of Keros and comments
Costigan, George P., Jr
1927, law professor provides RHL with Pound's Outline of Lectures on Jurisprudence
Costo, Juan M.
1931, ALK says what he wrote on his people is in Handbook
Cosulich, Gilbert
1930, Papago language papers supplied to District Probation Officer of the U.S. District Court of Arizona
Cotter, Aline
1965, asks what Palestinian cities were conquered by Thutmose III
FAN reply
Cottingham, Clive, Jr.
1948, recommends movie set in Australia
Coudy, Robert
1944-1945, writes articles on Ishi, wants pictures
Coulborn, Rushton
1945-1947, see Redfield, Robert
Coult, Allan D.
1965, Harber invited to participate in conference on the Implications of the Psychedelic Experience for Anthropology
accepts
Coulter, John Wesley
1921, with ALK re tree burial and Indian words
Box 46
Council for Democracy
1940-1942
Council for Indian Languages
1940, ALK agrees to serve as collaborator
Council for Old World Archaeology
1955, prospectus
Council on Intercultural Relations
1943, RHL requests paper on Greek village life
Count, Earl W.
1930-1951
Courreges, John
1941, going to Mexico to take pictures of Inca and Aztec ruins
ALK gives references and practical advice
Courville, C.B.
1951, with TDMcC re traumatic injuries to prehistoric man
Covarrubias, Miguel
1944, ALK personal
1946, invited to teach summer session
Covici Friede
1937, asks RHL to review book
declines and recommends others
Covington, Maud E.
1941, permission to photograph specimen for article on Alaska
Cowan, J.M.
1945-1948, re Joint Committee on Native American Languages
Cowell, Olive Thompson
1934, re Frantichek Pospisil
Cox, Lena
1913-1915, with EWG re kinship terms
Cox, Quentin
1962-1963, ABE's courteous replies to almost unreadable letters
Cox, Valerie
1965, grade schooler asks info on Ishi
referred to Mrs. Kroeber's juvenile book
Crabtree, Don
1938, U.C. Museum of Paleontology
Craddick, Eva
1941, RLO letter of recommendation
Craib, Ralph G.
1958-1960
Craig, Donald M.
   1939, with RHL re Master's thesis on Yaqui
Craighhead, John
   1949, re survival on desert coast of Sonora
Crampton, C. Gregory
   1934, EWG unable to appraise Eskimo pipe
Cranbrook Foundation
   1939, Peru textile paper sent
Crane, H.R.
   1952-1954, with EWG re Carbon 14 dating
Crane, Phillip
   1933, high school boy brings shell mound specimens for identification and is shown museum collection
Crane, Robert T.
   thank you letter to the Executive Committee of the Social Science Research Council for gift of ship's clock and barometer
Cranford, James
   1938, wants info on Cahuilla
   EWG gives references
Craw, Julia
   1965, re prehistoric animals
   1966, re Indian use of cat-tails
Crawford, Malcolm M.
   1925, Strong tells him to fill the "holes we dug at Spedis"
Creel, H.G.
   1944, ALK sends copies of his review on Newspaper Chinese
Crenshaw, Nancy
   1945, re career as archaeologist
   1950, re scholarship
Crepeau, Philip C.
   1966, wants to visit Ishi's caves
   ABE advice
Crequer, Vincent J.
   1921, with EWG re Maori place names
Cressman, L.S.
   1933-1936
   1937-1963
Creveling, Keith M.
   1946, re possible study here
Creydt, Oscar
   1944-1945
Crimmins, John
   1953, brings specimens from Virgin Valley, Nevada
   Grosscup examines, records and asks permission to do a paper on them
Crittenden, Charmian
   1947-1956, departmental secretary, includes some issues of The Tracer
Croft, Allen N.
   1953, RFH writes to him at Fort Ord
Crook, Delsie
   1966, seeks info on Coptic textiles for thesis
   FAN says our collection is meager
Crooks, George H., Mrs.
   1949, EWG thanks for appreciation of book
Crosby, Bing
   1946, sorry, can't support African Expedition (copy)
Cross, Ira B.
   1936, re allocations of funds
Cross Cultural Survey
  1949, RHL to Sproul asking funds for participation
Crow Indians
  miscellaneous, 1934-1953
Crowley, Barbara Gage
  1948, TDMcC asks info on her
Crowley, Mary B.
  1940, questions about Jews
      TDMcC reply
Cruxent, Jose M.
  1948-1954, Director of the Museum of Natural Sciences, Caracas, Venezuela
Cuba
  1939
Cudabac, Jacqueline
  1965, wants Campfire Girls to "dig"
      FAN informs of law against it and suggests alternatives
Culleton, James H.
  1941, with ALK re scraps of Indian manuscripts found at Carmel Mission
Culture
  definitions of, 1950
Culture Element Survey
  1935
Culture History Group
  1933-1943
Culver, Kenneth Leon
  1931, re PhD
Cummings, Marian E.
  1939-1940, patron-helper of Isabel Kelly
Cummins, Marjorie Whited
  1951, returns book to EWG and tells news
Cunningham, Thomas F.
  1938, with ALK on the question of whether the whole human race could have
      sprung from two individuals
Curley, Richard
  1965, re collecting specimens in Uganda
Curo, Rocindo
  1913, San Diego Indian with ALK
Curry, Charles A.
  1949, RLO advises as to Bella Bella informants
Curtin, Jeremiah, Mrs.
  1915, wants to publish Indian myths
      ALK says U.C. published only the work of its own staff
Curtis, Charles C.
  1934-1942
Curtis, Edward S.
  1914, 1921, about his work, not from him
Curts, C. Jane
  1937, 1938, re museum positions
Cusenberry, J.D.
  1944, man in Navy thanks ALK for suggested readings
Cuthrell, Carl E.
  1966, survey of mummies
Cutter, Donald
  1949-1951
Foundation for the Study of Cycles
  1941-1943
Czainerorki, L.
  undated, thanks EWG for work on Miwok ceremonies
Czekanowski, Jan
1934-1936

Daggett, Stuart
1946, sends RHL Justice Holmes's comment on "Primitive Society"

Dailey, Gardner A.
1959-1960, architect, re Exhibit Hall in Kroeber Hall

Daly, Edward H.
1918, ALK says no rock carvings near Round Valley

D'Amico, Angelo
1953-1954, re manuscript on the canines

Damkroger, Dorothy
1915-1916, re recording of Indian stories at North Fork

Damon & Co.
1933, EWG orders cast of Sinanthropus

Dane, G. Ezra
1937-1941, EWG helps with his book, "Ghost Town"

Dangberg, Grace
1919-1940, re Washo work and letters to Jack Wilson

Dangel, Richard
1927, with ALK re Indian death

Daniel, J.F.
1939-1941, Professor of Zoology

Daniels, Gert L.
1940-1944

Daniels, Helen Sloan
1938, sends photos of pre-basketmaker skulls

Daniels, R.S.
1937, re petroglyphs near Tule Lake

Daniells, Gordon P.
1953, re Melanesian potsherds

Danubian Review
1945, asks list of Balkan staff
RHL reply

Danysh, Joseph
1937, EWG requests photos of pictographs from WPA project

Danzel, Theodor-Wilhelm
1919-1935, in German, Museum fur Volkerkunde, Hamburg

d'aquin, G.J.M.E.
see Jones, Philip Morris

Dare, Ann
1934, re bones of Dalai Lama

Dark, Philip J.C.
1962-1965, re research assistantship and Benin bronze/brass

Dark, Raymond A.
booklet, "Tools...Creator of Civilization"

Darlington, H.S.
1929-1940, RHL comments on his manuscript on tobacco

Darrah, William C.
1946, asks ALK's appraisal of John Wesley Powell's contributions to anthropology
reply

Das, Gopi N.
1950-1955

Das, Tarak Chandra
1938, sends paper to RHL

Daugherty, Lyman
1949, EWG asks him to identify charcoal fragments
Dave, Captain
1913, [unsigned] thanks Asbury for securing him as informant
Davenport Academy of Sciences
Davenport, C.B.
1918, re anthropometry in the Army
Daveron, S. Alexander
1939, sends photos and info on Barbados Indians of Brazil
Davidson, D.S.
1942
Davidson, Ellinor
1929, re shellmounds
Davidson, M.B.
1935–1937, ALK gives advice on excavation to be done for Lake County Museum
Davidson, Marion
1961–1962, re appraisal of Southwest pottery
Davidson, W.S.
1939, to ALK from Australia
Davie, Maurice R.
1942, ALK assessment of Leo Simmons for Yale
Davies, D.C.
1925–1928, Director, Field Museum of Natural History
Davies, David
1956, re possible graduate work
Davies, Elton M.
1950, re loan of skeletal material to California College of Arts and Crafts
Davis, A.R.
1939–1942, 1955, Professor of Botany and Chairman, Board of Research
Davis, D.T.
1947, re his Napa Valley archaeological collection
Davis, Emma Lou
1965, arranges visit to see Farmington Reservoir material
Davis, E.H.
1915–1931
Davis, Faurest
1938–1939, re Seri film
Davis, Gilbert
1933–1936, Yavapai Indian informant with EWG
Davis, Gladys
1945, EWG identifies coin and pipe excavated in Antioch
Davis, J.S.
1942–1944
Davis, James Thomas
1953, certificate of candidacy for M.A.
Davis, Kingsley
1949
Davis, W.F.
1927, EWG thanks for reporting sites near Tulare
Davis, William H.
1944, ALK opinion on Briggs's "Ancient Khmer Empire"
Davis, W.L.
1943, re language of Indians at Kalispel reservation
Dawson, Edgar
1927, RHL sends references
Dawson, Elmer J.
1924–1953, excavator and collector
Dawson, Leroy
1936, reports site in southwestern Colorado
Day, Dorothy
1941-1942, graduate student
Day, John, publishers
1944, 1946
Dazey, Betty
1947, to DGM from Chiloquin, Oregon
Deakins, Duane
1945, ALK and RHL recommendations to medical school
de Angulo, Jaime
1919-1934
de Angulo, Mrs. Jaime (Lucy Freeland, also called Nancy)
1922-1956
Dearmore, Roy
1942, EWG asks for skeletons he excavated near Red Bluff
reply that Indians took them for reburial
De Busk, Charles R.
1965, requests for publications
DeCamp, Rod
1942, RLO writes former student in Navy
de Cardi, B.
1945-1946, asks for job with Fiji expedition
Decker, O.L.
1931, re mace or club
Deetz, James J.F.
1966, ABE requests his gravestone seriation show
de Forest, H.
1930, EWG explains use of flowers by Miwok
Degener, Otto
1947-1949, re book on Fiji
DeGrange, McQuilken
1927, re publication of ALK's "Superorganic"
de Huszar, George B.
1944, with RHL re his book on Balkans
de Jong, J.P.B. Josselin
1919-1921, with ALK
1952, with JHR re Wenner Gren Foundation grant
de la Sota, Jésus
1952, prospective student
reply not in file
University of Delhi
1950, DGM inquires of possibilities for Fullbright fellow
de Laguna, Frederica
1938-1952
de las Alas, Dolores
1949, requests free copies of RHL's book
refused
Dellenbaugh, Frederick S.
1917, 1934
del Río, Pablo Martinez
1938-1941
de Mendizabal, M.O.
1939, EWG plans to attend International Congress of Americanists
Demers, A.L
1934, reports pictographs in cave near Panamint
Demetracopolou, Dorothy
1929-1951
Denhard, Frederick
1949, letter of thanks to retiring Inventory employee
Denicke, E.H.
1937, ALK gives reference for Indian language of Marin County
Denize, Raymond M.
1954, re Tuamotuan expedition
Denlinger, Elmer
1946-1947, prospective student
Denman, Elizabeth
1942, former secretary, employed at embassy in Mexico
Denman, Leslie
see Golden Gate International Exposition
Denman, William, Mrs.
1931-1947
Dennies, William R.
1942-1948, Professor of Philosophy
Dennis, William H.
1948, DGM gives references on Jews in China
Denny, Grace G.
1954, request for O’Neale papers
Densmore, Frances
1926-1955
Denton, Robert
1943, RLO letters of recommendation to medical schools
de Pastoret, Pierre
1931, asks ALK opinion on Atlantis manuscript
ALK says not proved and unprobable
DePew, Lillian Brooks
1937, reports trilithon in California
Dep, Wilson
1948, re course requirements
Depue, J.E.
1921, re skull and specimens from Bakersfield
DePue, F.H.
1924, re mounds
deRelles, Katja Birmann
1956, re visit here
Derrick, L.A.
1951, thanks EWG for book on Fiji and tells news
Desert Protective Council, Inc.
see James, Harry C.
de Terra, H.
1939, 1950, re possible lectures here
Deuel, Thorne
1956, re possible visiting professorship
D’Evelyn, Frederick
1928-1929
Devereux, George
1932-1956 Dobo [?]
de Vries, Annette
1940, EWG letter of recommendation
Dew, Elder LaMar Owen
1949, RFH gives reference for Paiute myths
Dewar, John
1947, re Indian masks
Dewey, John
1949, RHL declines to contribute to ninetieth birthday celebration
DeWind, Henry A.
1946, with ALK re orders of phenomena
deWitt, Clinton
1938, with RHL re affidavit for Eduard Rebhan
Dexter, Ralph W.
1963, biographer inquires after correspondence of Frederic Ward Putnam
WB reply
Deyoe, G.P.
1951, wants picture of prehistoric corn
de Young
1938-1953, re possible graduate work and gift of Siamese pottery
d'Harcort
1932, one letter in French
d'Harmoncourt, Rene
1939-1945
Dhargadhra, Maharaja of
1956, re possible graduate work here
Deyo, Earl
1924, EWG asks him to work on site at the Dalles
The Dial
1919, typescript of review of "Anthropology Up-to-date" by George Winter
Mitchell
Dias, A. Jorge
1951, Christmas card and address
Dibble, Charles E.
1937-1947
Dibner, Bern
1955, RHL thanks for publication
Dick, Henry J.B.
1962, re gift of which there is no record
Dick, Hugh G.
1946, RHL and TDMcC report work in progress to Survey of Humanistic Work
in Progress on the Pacific Coast
Dickerson, Mary C.
1917, solicits articles from ALK
Dickerson, Roy E.
1920, reports site on upper Klamath River
Dickey, Herbert Spencer
1936, re expedition to Ecuador
Dickinson, A.B.
1942, re Indian words
Dickinson, Edwin D.
1939, 1946, Dean of the School of Jurisprudence
Dickson, Deirdreln
[unsigned], undated letter of recommendation
Dictionary of American Biography
1941, ALK helps with article on Roland Burrage Dixon
1955, RHL declines to write article on Goldenweiser
1955, DGM writes article on Edward Sapir
Dictionary of the Social Sciences
1941, RHL declines to be contributing editor
Dictionary of World Literature
1943, RHL declines to contribute
Dieseldorff, E.P.
1938-1939
Dietsch, Hans
re RHL contribution to Felix Speiser festschrift
Dietzgen Co.
re tracing paper
Dille, Fred M.
1944, offers RHL remaineder book referred to publisher

Dillon, T.B.
1947, re degree requirements

Dillon, Wilton S.
1956, from DGM

Di Maggio, Frances
1947, TDMcC gives references on ancient man

Dimmick, Ann E.
1939-1940, seeks museum job

Dingler, Hugo
1954, notice of his death

Dingman, R.E.
1943, EWG gives advice on becoming an archaeologist

Dinsmore, Clara S.
1940, asks questions about Indians reply not in file

Dodds, John W.
1943, from ALK re program of training administrators for the War Department

d'Irsay, Stephen
1930, asks RHL contribution to new quarterly declined

Distribution studies
1940

Dix, H.P.
1954, EWG thanks for help in New Caledonia

Dixon, James
1931, clipping about giant race

Dixon, Keith
1952, re cotton textiles
1955, seeks job

Dixon, Lawrence
1924, re sites near Bakersfield

Dixon, Roland B.
1907-1935

Doane, Betsey I.
1941, RLO and EWG letters of recommendation

Dobie, J. Frank
announcement of lecture

Dobo, George
see Devereux, George

Dodds, John W.
1947, re DGM participation in Santa Barbara conference

Dodge, R.E.
1924, re sites in Kings, Tulare, Kern Counties

Doherty Fellowships
1952, re application of Thomas McCorkle

Doll, A.
1952, inquires about Kashia Indians reply not in file

Dollard, John
1941, re visit with ALK

Dolores, Juan
1912-1926
1927-1954
1940-1948

Donahue, Emily L.
1939, from EWG re work in Eureka
Donaldson, Jessie Louise
1927-1932
Donovan, M.
1953-1956, re baskets
Donson, Jerome
1952, EWG letters of recommendation
1954, re his museum job
Doob, Leonard W.
1962, WB re nominations (for what?)
Doran, Edwin Beale
1948-1948, re PhD.
Dordick, I.
1946, re possible graduate work here
Dorman, Eugene
1955, asks RHL for info for Gladys Reichard obituary
reply
Dohrman
1909
Dorsey, George A.
1923-1931
Dosquellas, Garcia
1943, request for publication
Dosser, W.E.
1920, Ifugao papers sent to Lieutenant Governor of Luzon, P.I.
Doubleday publishers
1944, 1947, 1952
Doughty, George
1929-1935
Douglas, Frederick H.
1930-1956
Douglas, Walter
1938-1939, ALK thanks for help to Isabel Kelly
Douglass, A.E.
1929-1931, re dendrochronology
Dowd, Mary
1924, re site near Santa Cruz
Downs, Francis
1930, seeks appraisal on Chinese bowl and shawl
referred to Laufer
Downs, James
1965, re Washo photos
Downs, Richard E.
1953, re job here
Downs, Robert B.
1941, ALK gives opinion on best anthropology libraries to American Library Association
Doyle, Joseph
1947, ALK helps with biography of George Edward Woodbury
Dragoiu, Irene A.
JHR answers questions about Roumanian language and race
Drake, F.S.
1955, EWG plans to visit him in Hong Kong
Drake, Grace E.
1938, tells EWG of employment at De Young Museum
1939, RLO letter of recommendation
Drake's Bay
1941
Drake, Robert J.  
1944-1954

Drake, St. Clair  
1947, wants to join African expedition

Drake University  
1946, 1947

Draper, Lawrence, Mrs.  
1938, wants EWG to catalog a basket collection  
referred to Jane Curts

Dreidemie, Oscar J.  
1953, request for publications

Drew, Ernest R.  
1950, to EWG re plans

Drews, Robin A.  
1939, re Kus baskets

Drian, Jacqueline  
1940, asks ALK about career opportunities for women in Archaeology  
reply

Driver, Harold  
1930-1951

Drucker, Philip  
1930-1936  
1937-1951

Drueh, David  
1943, RHL comments on his Master’s thesis

Drury, Newton B.  
1940, with ALK re preservation of pictographs in state parks

Dube, Shrimati Leela  
1953, RHL declines to judge thesis

Dublin, Louis  
1947-1948, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

Duboc, Jessie L.  
1955, asks RHL about Crow  
reply not in file

DuBois, Cora  
1928-1951

DuBois, W.E.B.  
1935, re Encyclopaedia of the Negro

du Bourguet, P.  
1953, re visit here

Ducey, Paul R.  
1954, JHR asks if he is interested in position here

Ducke, Adolfo  
1941, RHL asks about Brazilian yams

Dudycha, George  
1931, asks for paper on Kamia  
referred to Smithsonian

DuFay, R.  
1963, sends objects for identification

Duff, Roger F.  
1953-1954, with EWG re work in New Zealand

Duffy, James  
1925, offers information on Peru

Duggan, Lawrence  
1947, ALK letter of recommendation for Gabriel Escobar

Duggan, Stephen  
1941, RHL introduces TDMcc  
1946, re City College Centennial Fund
Duke University
1945-1956
Duke University Press
1939, re publication of ALK's "Psychosis or Social Sanction"
Dumas, A.
1945, EWG reports on trip home from Sonora
Dumas, Mary A.
1962, re promotion
Dunbar, Maygene
1942, re possible graduate work here
Dunbar, S.B.
1932, EWG thanks for photos of Russian River petroglyphs
Dundes, Alan
see Bascom, personal and misc.
Duniway, David C.
1947, one letter from RFH
Dunlap, Helen
1947-1950, re Master's thesis
DuPont Co.
1929, re protective coating
Dupouy, Walter
1951, re students from Venezuela
Durall, Jack L.
1946, seeks job
Durant, Richard
1965, FAN gives references on a number of questions
Durkee, Carleton F.
1944, RLO letter of recommendation
Dutton publishers
1949
Duval, Richard
1935, Annapolis Library asks for picture of museum
Dwinger, Norah
1942, seeks job
Dyckman, Robert A.
1947, asks ALK about his new theory on origin of man
ALK has none
Dyen, Isidore
1948, re Barton manuscripts
Dyer, Dorothy
1934, re petroglyphs
Dyk, Walter
1947

Box 51

Eaglewing, Chief
1933, ALK letter of recommendation to S.F. schools
See also Sanderson
Eakin, Richard M.
1942, re RLO's class in history of biology
Earl, Guy C.
1927, sends pictures of petroglyphs
Earle, Elizabeth
1939, with ALK re huacos showing disease
East and West Association
1942-1943
East Indies Institute of America
1941-1945
Eastern World
1947, DGM requests sample copies
Eastman, Don
1948, EWG inquires about dugout canoe
Eastwood, Alice
brochure about her published for her eightieth birthday
Eberhard, W.
1938-1952
Eberhardt, R.L.
1952, sends bulletin which identifies fish bomes
Eberle, David F.
1954, EWG offers to review book on Fiji
Eckman, Kay
1949-1953, museum typist, newsy letters to EWG
Ecuador, Universidad Central
1948, announcement
Edel, B.C.
1942-1944, secretary for the estate of Franz Boas
Edel, May M.
1939, to ALK and RHL re anthropology at Brooklyn
Edelstein, Lorraine
1945, RLO answers question about racial odors
Edgell, George Harold
1940, ALK asks if he can identify Oriental porcelain found at Drake's Bay
Edgerton, Franklin
1939-1942
Edinger, Tilly
1948, notice of lecture on European museums
Editions Payot
1950, re translation of RHL's "Social Organization"
Edmundson, W.T.
1942, re his excavations in Oregon
American Council on Education
1926, 1947
Educational Art Service Co.
1940-1941
Educational Film Laboratory
1950, DGM wants to rent film
Educational Testing Service
1949
Edwards, Francis L.
1948, asks about Indian dental folklore
EWG reply
Edwards, James B.
1933-1935, re collecting in Honduras
Effman, Nicholas
1939, Indian thanks ALK for paper
Egbert, Warren
1936, permission to excavate mounds near Knight's Landing
Eggan, Fred
1933-1953
Eglar, Zekiye
1947, request for syllabus
Egypt
1952, U.C. denies charges of keeping historic objects
Ehlers, Lois
1943, asks about Indian reservations in California
EWG reply
Eichorn, Arthur P.
1947, wants info on Indians near Weed
   EWG reply
Eiseley, Loren
   1938-1953
Eisen, Gustav
   1929-1938
Eisenstadt, S.N.
   1956, re loan of papers
Ekholm, Gordon F.
   1944-1947
Ekvall, Robert B.
   1939, letters and typescripts of "Permission to Live" and "The Night of
   Butter Images"
Ekvol
   1953, memo informs RHL of his presence in Berkeley
Elbert, Samuel H.
   1953, ALK compliments on Polynesian article
Paul Elder book store
   1929, RHL asked to speak at Author's Afternoon
Elems, Homer
   1952, thanks for locating Long Tom Larson
Elias, Norbert
   1939, RHL thanks for books
Eliot, Thomas D.
   1929, with ALK re pictographs
Elisséeff, Serge
   1937, re Oriental Languages Department
Elkin, A.P.
   1940, exchange of papers with RHL
   1949-1951, re EWG work in New Caledonia
Elkins, Ethel C.
   1938, ALK thanks for info on Heine-Geldern's tour
Elkins, J.C.
   1922, sends work on relationship of Japanese and Indian languages
   ALK criticism
Elkinton, A.C.
   1929-1930
Elkus, Albert
   1939, re recordings of Indian music
Elkus, Charles
   1924-1939
Eller, A.V.
   1925, re pictographs
Elliott, C.E.
   1937, EWG supplies locations of petroglyphs in Sonoma County
Ellis, Arthur M.
   1925-1926, ALK writes foreword for privately printed republication of Reid's
   Account of the Indians of Los Angeles County
Ellis, E.S.
   1947, ALK thanks for book
Ellis, Florence Hawley
   see Hawley, Florence M.
Ellis, H. Holmes
   1939, re possible graduate work
Ellis, Howard S.
   1943, re Pacific Area program
Ellis, Thomas H.
   see Gifford, E.W. 1912-1932
Series 4: Correspondence, 1901-1957
Subseries 4: Correspondence, 1913-1957

Guide to the Records of the
Department of Anthropology,
1901-[ongoing]

CU-23
1953, re 2000 year old Peruvian cotton
Emrich
1946, re recording cylinders electrically
Emsheimer, Ernst
1940, from RHL to refugee
Encyclopedia Americana
1953, JHR re map
Encyclopaedia Britannica
1925-1955
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
1926-1935
Endeavor
1946, ALK appreciation
Enderlein, Max W.
1924, WES requests map of Alpaugh
Enders, R.G.
1942, re drawing of pictograph not made by Indians
Endert, Joseph F.
1963, with ABE re dentalium money
Endo, Katsuhiro
1942-1944, relocated Japanese American student asks advice on where to resume studies
ALK reply
Engsberg, Robert M.
1941, seeks job
Engerrand, George C.
1921-1942
Engle, Nancy L.
1954, seeks job
English, Frank
1935, with ALK re races
Enke Verlagsbuchhandlung
1937, [unsigned] says he will review Thurnwald’s book for *Journal of Folklore*
Enright, Laurence
1951, EWG answers question on Costanoans
Erasmus, Charles
1947-1956
Erdis, E.C.
1932, re mortar found in Texas
Erdman, H.E.
1939, re subcommittee on membership of Social Science Research Conference
Erikson, Erik H.
1938-1944
Erkes, Edward
1946-1947, re postwar positions at University of Leipzig
Erlich, Vera Stein
1951-1957
Erwin, A.T.
1933, borrows specimen of Huamachuco corn
Escobar, Gabriel
1942, wants info on ethnological methods, ALK reply
Escomel, Edmundo
see Judd, Neil M.
Escuela Nacional de Antropologia, Mexico
1942, announcement
Eskins, Sam
1951, re loan of recordings
Espina A., Beaunoni
  1957, re Philippine folk music
Essene, Frank
  1935-1961
Essig, E.O.
  1927, ALK looks over his manuscript on insects and Indians
Estel, Leo Arthur
  1950-1953
Estep, Margaret Cartlich
  1935, 1940
Estes, M.B.
  1931, sends photos of rock basins in Sequoia National Park
Ethridge, Homer, Mrs.
  1940, EWG answers questions about Pueblo Bonito
Eubank, Earle
  1932, tells ALK and RHL that they are referred to in his "The Concepts of Sociology"
Eubanks, Thomas H.
  1946, re site in North Carolina
           EWG refers to Gillin at Duke
Eugene Field Society
  1941, EWG notified of honorary membership
Eugenics
  1925, RHL protests his position on pygmies is misrepresented in journal of Eugenics Education Society
  1952, TDMcC nominates student
Euler, Robert C.
  1954, 1963
Evans, A. Grant
  1913, request for publications
Evans, Cecilia
  1937, seeks job
Evans, Clifford
  1953, seeks Jalisco pictures
           EWG refers to Isabel Kelly
Evans, Ernestine
  1928-1941, editor at Coward-McCann, later at Lippincott
Evans, Herbert M.
  1945, Professor of Biology
Evans, H. Sylvester
  1946, from EWG re plans for Fiji
Evans, S.C.
  1929-1930
Evans, W.R.
  1934, EWG thanks for reporting mound near San Simeon
Evans-Pritchard, E.E.
  1931-1956
Ewers, John C.
  1943-1956
           exchange student
           1950, offer from Paris
Exploratory Committee on World Affairs
  1947
Eyed, John
  1946, planning field work in California, mail being sent here
Ezell, Paul
  1937-1955
Ezra, Lady
DGM sends paper on Jews of Cochin

Box 55

Fackenthal, C.S.
1912-1919, re Ishi, arrowpoints and Indian words

Fackenthal, Frank D.
1936-1937, RHL serves on jury for Loubat prize

Fackenthal, Stuart
1947, re loan of specimens excavated at Monterey Customs House

Fagg, W.B.
1948, re RHL visit to Britain

Fahs, Charles, B.
1947, ALK's appraisal of Wittfogel work
1950, TDMcC comments on Fahs paper

Fairbanks, H.W.
1943, EWG gives references on Pitt River Indians

Fairbanks, Ruby
1929, EWG supplies Pomo word for fire

Fairchaild Publications
1948, request for O'Neale bibliography
TDMcC refers to Carnegie Institution

Falconer, Eric A.
1948

Family Study Center
1953, memo that Foote is director

Farber, Seymour M.
1943, re measuring patients in tuberculosis ward

Far Eastern Quarterly
1953, announcement

Far Eastern Prehistory Association
see Movius, Hallam, 1954

Far Eastern Survey
1949

Farabee
1947, ALK can give no info

Farfán, J.M.B.
1942, seeks job with Andean Research Institute

Farmer, Malcolm F.
1947, 1950

Farmer, W.H.
1953, re Crow publications

Farnsworth and Ruggle drayage
1928, estimate for moving cases from S.F. to Berkeley

Farrand, Livingston
1914-1936, 1954

Farrar, C.B.
1946, re RHL review of Burgess and Locke "The Family" for American Journal of Psychiatry

Farrar & Rinehart
1934-1944

Farrar, Straus
1948-1949, re RHL comments on books

Farrell, Robert
1950, re field work in Micronesia

Farson, Allan
1942, ALK gives advice on proposed work with Seri

Farwell, W.A., Mrs.
1965, re excavations at Palawan, Philippine Islands

Fast, Alger
1925, re identification of stone articles found near Merced
Fathauer, George H.
1951, ALK asks permission to use portions of his thesis on Mohave
Fay, George
1954, re archaeological survey of Sonora, Mexico
Fay, Jean Bradford
1949, re order for slides for Anna Head School
Fay, Richard
1957, re pictures of Ishi for publication
Faye, Paul Louis
1917-1936
Febre, Lucien
1951, ALK memo says U.C. ought to get book edited by him, "Civilisation: Le Mot et L’Idée"
Feer, Ellis
1955, memo of marriage to Devereux
Fejos, Paul
1945-1947, Director of Research, The Viking Fund
Felis, Bob
1919, job offer to Indian informant withdrawn
Fellowships and scholarships
1954-1956
Fenenga, Franklin
1938-1955
Feng, Han Yi
1937, 1940, ALK thanks for kinship study
Fenstermaker, G.B.
1926, asks if arrowheads are authentic
ALK reply
Fenton, William N.
1937, 1949
Féré, Ernest
1952, to EWG from Canala, in French
Ferdon, Edwin N.
1951, from JHR
Fernstrom, Karl, Jr.
1948-1950, seeks job
Fewkes, Vladimir J.
1929-1940
Fick, Bernice
1941, re application to Newark Museum training course
Field, Clark
1943-1944, re baskets
Field, Henry
1929-1953
Field, N.J.
1942, sends paper to RHL
Fiji Society
1953-1954
Filipović, Mil S.
1955, secretary sends reading list
Fink, Colin S.
1942, re article on sherds and spikes
Fink, Lois
1954, thanks for loan of Southwest artifacts for Sierra Club program
Fink, Peter
1935, re shell mounds
Finkelstein, Louis
1945-1947, with RHL re Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion
Finkle, Byron
  1940, reports sites in Nevada
Finley, David E.
  1944, re exhibit of Indian art in Mexico
Finley, Richard S.
  1948-1950, seeks job
Finnsson, Dorothea
  1934, seeks job

Box 56

Fire Prevention, S.F. Bureau of
  1931, report on condition of museum
Firth, Raymond
  1927-1956
Fischel, Hans
  1932-1939, 1953
Fischer, H. Th.
  1946-1947
Fischer, J.L.
  1961, WB thanks for reprints and tells news
Fish, Charles J.
  1930, requests autographed photo of ALK for Buffalo Museum
Fisher, Burcard
  1936, EWG calls his attention to article on Navaho
Fisher, Edna M.
  1934-1938, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology
Fisher, Galen
  1942, ALK reports on Margaret Lantis
Fisher, H. Calvin
  1962, asks questions about the museum
  WB reply
Fisher, J.C.M.
  1932, re loan of terra cotta figurines for study
Fisher, K.A.
  1940, request for publications
Fisher, Leeana
  1939-1940, re visit to museum of class for San Jose State
Fisher, Sydney M.
  1965, WB advises on purchase of Turkish puppets
Fisher, Walter
  1944, re Lindgren
  1954, thanks RHL for paper
Fisk University
  1946, RHL has library order their publications
Fitch, Frank B.
  1936, EWG’s favorable opinion of his work on Sierra Miwok
Fitzpatrick, Dorothea
  1938, requests reading list on Mexico and Peru
  EWG reply
Fitzsimons, E.D.
  1924, re sites and artifacts near Reedley
Fitz Water, J.E.
  1935, offers to make casts in return for experience
  EWG reply
Fladmark, Reidar
  1950, offers to lecture on Maya chronology
Flamm, Ray
  1939, wants appraisal of carved ivory
  EWG refers to Lessing
Flannery, Helen
1929, ALK approves her thesis

Flannery, Monica
1919, recommendation to Bryn Mawr

Flannery, Regina
1942-1954

das Flechtwerk
1955, re pictures of baskets

Fleishacker, Herbert
1927, ALK authenticates gold artifacts form Colombia

Fleishacker Zoo
1941, 1946, re visit by museum class

Fleming, A.L.
1914, thanks ALK for papers on Eskimo

Fleming, Mike
1965, re publications and antiquity law

Fleure, H.J.
1939-1946

Flinn, Catherine
1940, copy of letter to Sproul suggesting that the university acquire Sotomeyer tile map of the Pacific Basin from the GGIE

Flinn, Marjorie
1938, seeks bones from Southwest
EWG reply

Flint, Chester
1938, reports rock carvings in Trinity County

Flint, R.F.
see Gifford, 1950

Flores, Ruth
1934-1936

University of Florida
1947-1956

Florida State University
1947-1954

Florida State College for Women
1935, re student who seeks museum work

Flowers, Thomas E.
1924, thanks for help to Strong

Flynn, John E.
1945, from EWG re Biological Abstracts

Fodor, A.
1923, re phonograph records

Foley, John P., Jr.
1943, to RHL on Boas as a social psychologist

Foley, U.V.
1953, asks TDMcc to examine her to determine if she is part Negro he explains why he can not

Folkslore
1947, 1953

Folkslore Institute of America
1946-1947

Follett, W.I.
1934-1956, re fish material

Follmer, R.W.
1944, re Moro boat

Fondo de Cultura Economica
1943-1944

Fong, Albert
1939, to EWG re his grade
Fontana, Bunny and Hazel
1956, newsy letter to the secretary from Tucson
Foote, Nelson
1953, memo identifies him as director of Family Study Center
Forbes, Ernest
1929, ALK authenticates his collection of gold specimens
Force, Roland W.
1958-1965
Ford, Clellan S.
1947, 1955
Ford, Guy Stanton
1940, 1942
Ford, James A.
1940-1941, re his and Willey’s paper on eastern prehistory
1951, re paper for American Antiquity
Ford Foundation
1952-1956
Forde, C. Daryll
1928-1952
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Foreign Language Information Service
1932, summary of legislation
Foreign Missions Conference
1950, RHL letter of recommendation for Earl Count
Forkner, Mary Jane
1933-1936, letters of recommendation
Formosa
1956, Academia Sinica requests publications
Fortes, Meyer
1953-1954
Fortney, W.G.
1948, EWG identifies Mexican figurine
Fortune
1933, RHL supplies account of the work of the department
Fortune, Reo
1937-1957
Foskett, John M.
1938, re his thesis
Foster, George
1935-1957
Foster, L.
1932, asks ALK to contribute a chapter for a history of civilization
Foundation for the Study of Cycles
awards for 1943
Foundation Press
1943, sends book to ALK
Foundations, fellowships, miscellaneous, 1951-1955
Fourt, John
1948, TDMcC answers questions about chewing activities of Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon
Fowler, Henry W.
1952-1957, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
Fox, Constance
1939, letters of recommendation
Fox, John S.
1941, re manuscript on mining in the West Indies
Fox, Lucille
1941, EWG letter of recommendation
Fox, Ralph Olen 
1960, re The Order of the Arrow
Fox, Robert B. 
1940, re possible graduate work
Foxwell, Ernest D. 
1939, prospective undergrad
Frachtenberg, Leo J. 
1913-1917
France, Embassy of 
1946-1947, re publications
Franciscan Fathers 
1937, sends Catechism in Navaho
Franco, Asela B. 
1951, with EWG re shells
Franco, E. 
1934-1935, re exhibition and sale of his Esmeraldas collection
Francsek, Paul 
1919, with ALK re "Jewish race"
Frank, Lawrence K. 
1929-1932
Frank, W. 
1920, to ALK from Indian in Trinidad
Frank, Waldo 
1922, with ALK, exchange of opinions on books by Wissler and Parsons
Frankenstein, Alfred 
1940, arranges visit with ALK
Franki, Viktor 
1938, two letters in German
Franklin Institute 
1949, sends journal to RHL
Franzen, A.H. 
1928, re Arctic expedition
Frau, Salvador Canals 
1946, re publications
Frazer, Hattie 
1930, re pot found near Woodlake
Frazeur, Jean 
1929-1933, museum employee, newsy letters to EWG
Frazier, Captain 
1929, supplies information about dugout canoes used by Indians near Lakeport
Frazier, W.T. 
1916, re pictographs in Nevada
Frederiksen, Svend 
1955-1956, seeks job
Free, L.R. 
1927, re pictograph near Phoenix
Free Press 
1949, DGM orders book
Freed, J.A. 
1953, announcement of marriage to Nancy Laubach
Freeland, Helen 
1916, re credit for work done at Santa Fe
Freeland, Lucy 
see d'Angulo, Mrs. J.
Freeman, Frank N. 
1946, gives book to library
Freeman, M. Joann
1951, seeks museum job
The Freeman
1923, 1930, re RHL contribution
Freeston, C. Brian
1952, thanks EWG for report on New Caledonia
Fresno Morning Republican
1924, EWG inquires about pictographs near Fresno
Fried, Morton H.
1953, RHL appreciation of his paper on Chinese society
Friedlander, Walter J.
1939, re study of archaeology
Friedmann, Herbert
1942, asks ALK about folklore concerning storks
referred to Stith Thompson and Archer Taylor
Friedmann, Otto
1945, seeks job
RHL suggestions
Freire-Marreco, Barbara
thanks EWG for shellmound paper
See also Aitken, Barbara
Friel, G.C.
1932, re slave killers
Frink, H.W.
1932, arranges to meet ALK in New York
Fritz, Emanuel
1939-1953
Frizzi, Romilda
1951, one letter in German, not answered
Frizzell, Don L.
1933, re fossil shell identification
Frobenius-Institut
1951, to EWG in German
Frost, Florence M.
1945
Frum, W. Gene
1946, with EWG re bats
Frusetta, Pat
1941, EWG identifies shell beads
Fry, Samuel
1924, re photographs of his collection
Fuchs, Stephen
DGM review of his "The Children of Hari"
Fuhrmann, Ernst
1937, re exchange of publications
Fujii, Mary
1936-1940
Fujii, Sally
1940, LMON letter of recommendation
Fulbright
1951-1953
Fuller, William
1913-1939, with EWG re Miwok kinship terms
Fulton, D.I.
1931, reports mound near Buttonwillow
Fulton, Eleanore Jane
1932, ALK makes suggestions for field work
Fulwider, L.E.
1939, reports cave in Mendocino County
Funk, Peter  
1953, re possible RFH participation in producing illustrated handbook
Furer-Haimendorf, Christoph von  
1949-1955
Fybate Lecture Notes  
1947-1948, RFH and TDMcC asks that notes not be taken in their courses

Box 58
Gabain, C.G.  
1945, something written by him in German
Gabbert, Jane  
1934-1936
Gabel, Norman E.  
1948-1956
Gabel, W. Creighton  
1956, seeks job
Gabrielsen, Wilfred  
1947, permission granted to publish decoration on a chest
Gaddis, W.P., Mrs.  
1943, seeks info on Solomons for her son who is stationed there
EWG replies
Gaffney, William, Mrs.  
1928-1930, re archaeology near Bodega Bay
Gai, G.S.  
1956, DGM gives his schedule so that they may meet
Gaines, Barbara Mae  
1945, RHL suggests literature on archaeology
Gaines, Ruth  
1928-1941
Gainor, Dan  
1923, [unsigned] sends photos
Gale, Beatrice  
1939, RLO letter of recommendation
Gale, Maurice  
1941, RFH gives references on Miwok
Gale, Thorn P.  
1951-1952, EWG helps with Indian name for cabin
Gale, W.A.  
1951
Galenson, Sameline  
1946, inquires about career opportunities
RHL reply
Gallagher, Orvall  
1947-1953
Gallet, Harry W.  
1920, ALK says no evidence that stone walls in Contra Costa hills were built by aborigines
Galligan, Alice  
1943, with RHL re Gê
Gallos, George P.  
1939, ALK explains PhD. requirements
Gallimard, Gaston  
1935-1937, re RHL publications in French
Galloway, John C.  
1955, re stone art
Galvan, Luis E.
see Outhwaite, Leonard, 1932
Galvão, Eduardo
   1954, RHL letter of recommendation for Franz Caspar
Gam, Charles
   1940, re possible study here
Gambastiani, A.J.
   1942, EWG thanks for loan of objects from Drakes Bay region
Gamble, John I.
   1952, seeks job
Gamio, Manuel
   1919-1944
Gamst, F.C.
   1965, WB letters of recommendation
Gannett, Lewis S.
   1922-1944
Garcia, Godofredo
   1942, ALK acknowledges receipt of diploma of election to National Academy of Physical and Natural Sciences (Peru)
Garcia, Joseph
   1943, RLO letter of recommendation
Garcia, Raymundo
   1935, re shipments made by Isabel Kelly
Gardner, Ben
   1962, re finds in Oregon
Gardner, Emelyn E.
   1941, seeks info for Modern Language Association on persons collecting folklore
   ALK and EWG replies
Gardner, N.L.
   1926-1929, Botany professor identifies plants
Gardner, Martin
   1941, re Fiftieth Anniversary symposia, University of Chicago
Garfield, Sam
   1925, [unsigned] to Indian at Tule River reservation
Garfield, Viola E.
   1960-1961, with ABE re totem poles
Garner, Hope
   1927, seeks work for room and board position for friend
   ALK reply
Garnot, Jean Sainte Fare
   1950, thanks for photos of Egyptian objects
Garrick, Godfrey
   1947, EWG thanks for bone from Fiji
Garrido, Eulogio
   memo, ALK’s Peruvian Archaeology in 1942 sent
Garrison, F. Lowell
   1947, from RFH re his son’s interest in archaeology
Garrison, Webb B.
   1956, EWG re turtle belonging to Queen of Tonga
Garrod, D.A.E.
   1935, to ALK, praising TDMcC’s work with Keith
Garth, John S.
   1953, EWG seeks someone to work on crustacean remains from New Caledonia
Garth, Thomas
   1934-1953
Garvan, J.M.
   1924-1952
Gast, Patricia E.
1944, EWG letter of recommendation
Gates, Charles M.
1945, EWG declines to review a book
Gates, R. Ruggles
1940-1941, re blood grouping of California Indians
Gates, TDMcC
re review of something written by him
Gates, William
1923, to ALK re his work in Guatemala
Gates, William E.
1913, ALK invites him to scientific meeting; declines
Gatty, Harold
1947, EWG to Fiji
Gaudio, Athlio
1950, JHR unable to help him arrange lecture tour
Gauld, Charles A.
1946, reports death of Nimeundaju
typescript, "Brazil Honors its Indians"
Gaul, James H.
1940, seeks job
Gavan, James
1945-1946
Gavin, Eugene
1930, Cherokee asks how to study archaeology by mail
RHL refers to Smithsonian
Gayley, C.M.
see Bourn, W.B.
Gayton, Anna
1924-1954
Gebhard, David
1963, 1965
Gebhardt, Charles L.
1948
Geddes, Arthur
announcement of lecture
Geers, G.J.
1919, thanks ALK for review of his work on Blackfoot
Geertz, Clifford
1962, WB sends abstract of paper to be given at AAA meeting
Gehring, P.
1955, RHL declines to donate book
Geiger, J.C.
1935, EWG seeks publication
Gekeler, W.R.
1926, seeks publication on work near The Dalles
Gelys, F.L.
1929, re find of Indian skeleton
General Federation of Women's Clubs
1927, RHL declines and ALK accepts being listed in their file of available speakers
General Steamship Corporation
1946, re Gifford trip to Fiji
General Systems Society
1955, re meeting
Geneva
1951, secretary says RHL unable to attend meeting
Gengerelli, J.A.
1939, with ALK re measuring height of individuals
Genness, Diamond
1948, DGM asks his advice on grant for Osborne to work in Yukon
reply not in file
Gentry, Howard Scott
1934-1938
Geographia Map Co
1938, wants info on museum for a guide to S.F.
EWG says it is now in Berkeley
Geographical Review
1921, sends ALK review of his "Peoples of the Philippines"
Geological Society of America
1950, TDMcC orders publications
George, Dorsey
1913, EWG sends photo to Indian
George, Harry L.
1913-1915
George, Ray
1961, ABE asks to photograph his collection
George Washington Memorial Library (Stuttgart)
1953, asks donation of books
George Washington University
1954, RFH recommends Richard Howell for graduate work
Geogeley, Frank E.
1915,1919, re EWG visit and possible trip here as informant
Gerbrands, A.A.
1959-1966
Gerling, George F.
1939, re Latin American Studies
Gerlough, L.S.
1929, teacher sends EWG list of questions in California History
German Consul, S.F.
1922, 1928
German refugees
1938, seek jobs
Gerow, Bert A.
1929-1955
Getty, Harry T.
1938-1939
Gherini, Ambrose
1928, EWG consigns specimens to Santa Barbara
Ghurye, G.S.
1949, DGM letter of recommendation
Gianella, Addie B.
1932, RLO identifies bed rock mortar
Gibbons, D.J.
1951, identification of Japanese plate
Gibson, Mercedes
1943, with ALK, hers in Spanish
Gibson-Hill, Carl
1954, re exchange of publications
Gibson, W.D.
1937, re petroglyphs
Giddings, J.L.
1951, arrangements for meeting of Committee on Archaeological
Terminology
Gienger, L.
1939, EWG gives references on pottery
Giesecke, Albert A.
1931-1952, includes article on Pachacamac (Peru)
Giffen, Frank C.
  1941, EWG gives references
Giffen, Guy
  1937-1941
Giffen, Helen S.
  1930, 1943
Giffen, W.A., Mrs.
  1939, wants to join expedition to north coast
  ALK says none planned

Box 60
Gifford, E.W.
  1913-1921
  1922
  1923-1929
  1930-1939
  1940-1945
  1946-1947
  1948
  1949
  1950-1951
  1952
  1953
  1954
  1955
  1956
January - July 1957
August - December 1957
1958
1959 and n.d.
Gifford, E.W. - clerk
  1914-1919
Gifford, E.W. - Harris
  1924-1929
Gifford, E.W. - Harvey
  1928
Gifford, E.W. - Kroeber
  1913
  1914
  1915
January - April 1916
May - December 1916
1917

Box 62
January - May 1918
June - December 1918
1919
1920
1921-1929
1930-1934
1935, 1937, 1938
1940-1946
Gifford, E.W. - Radcliffe-Brown
  1922-1923
Gifford, E.W. - Radin
  1916-1919
Gifford, E.W. - reader (Monica Flannery)
  1917-1919
Gifford, E.W. - Waterman
  1915
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gifford, E.W. - Waterman</td>
<td>1916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford, E.W. - Waterman</td>
<td>1917-1918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifford, E.W.</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Anthropometric data on California Indians (for new edition of “California Anthropology”),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert, F.C.</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>with ALK re metallurgical arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert, Florence L.</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert, Malcolm</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>re work of the Campbells at Twenty-nine Palms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert, Wm. H.</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>seeks job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>re Indian fire ceremonies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilcrease Foundation</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>EWG invited to visit gallery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillilan, S.C.</td>
<td>1927-1928</td>
<td>re his papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gill, Edmund D.</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>EWG writes re radiocarbon dating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillin, John P.</td>
<td>1937-1955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmore, B.M.</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>TDMcC thanks for reprints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmore, Margaret</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>TDMcC sends references on Syria and Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmore, Melvin</td>
<td>1928-1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilmore, Ray</td>
<td>1931, 1933</td>
<td>letters of recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giraldo</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>secretary's memo to GMF that professor from Colombia would like to see him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girard, Alfred</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>EWG asks permission to excavate in Preaqu'ile Foué</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girard, Francoise</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>EWG sends Fiji publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girardé, Rafael</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>in Spanish to RHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gist, Frank</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>ALK advises on purchase of baskets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gist, Marie</td>
<td>1928, 1947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giumini, O.J.</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>re excavations near Crockett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gjessing, Gutorm</td>
<td>1947-1955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gladkov, Olga</td>
<td>1901-[ongoing]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1939, RHL letter of recommendation
Gladwin, Harold
1925-1953
Gladwin, Thomas
1939, re possible graduate work
Glaφkadiς, Constantine
1943, RLO letter of recommendation
Glassell, Steve A.
1941, 1948, re identification of shell artifacts
Glenn, Frank
1940, re identification of jadeite object
Gluck, Jay
1954, secretary thanks for his publication "Ah So!"
Gluckman, M
1948-1949
Glucksman, Paul H.
1940, Austrian refuge seeks job
RHL reply
Glyco Products
1956, order for flexo-wax
Goble, R.E.
1933, EWG says unable to send anyone to identify Farrow's specimens
Goddard, John M.
1951, re kayak trip on Nile
Goddard, P.E.
1913-1916
1917
1918-1920
1921-1924
1925-1928
Godfey, Allen H.
1944, with RHL re Crow ritual
Goethe, C.M.
1928-1954
Goetz, H.
1949, sends bio-bibliography
RHL reply
Goff, C.W
1957, request for a grant from the National Science Foundation
Goff, F.W.
1933, 1940, re petroglyphs
Goin, V.E.
1936, EWG says no evidence of phallic worship among Indians
Goins, John F.
1951-1966
Gold, Marcus
1946, RHL letter of recommendation
Golden Gate International Exposition
1937
1938-1939
Goldenweiser, A.A.
1918-1941, includes obituary
Goldenweiser, Alice
1931, RHL letter of recommendation
Goldfard, Nahman
1932-1935, letters of recommendation
Goldschmidt, Walter
1934-1959

Box 64
Goldsmith, Erwin  
1948, re graduate work  

Goldstein, Marcus S.  
1940, 1943  

Goleman, Irving  
1947  

Goller, Karl  
1938, one letter in German  

Golomshhtok, Eugene A.  
1921-1948  

Gonick, Emanuel  
1931-1945, includes letters from Russia  

Gonzalez, Alberto  
1945, re exchange of publications with RHL  

Gonzalez, Felipe  
1948-1955, with EWG, in Spanish  

Gonzalez, Jose B.  
1936, EWG informs him that his pottery is Pre-Columbian  

Goode, J. Paul  
1921, re tribal maps  

Goodlett, Carleton B.  
1937, re PhD. exam  

Goodman, Eli  
1948, from DGM re employment  

Goodman, J.T.  
1913, ALK invites him to participate in scientific meeting declined  

Goodrich, Henry E.  
1915, ALK asks Nevada physician to treat eyes of Gilbert Natches  

Goodrich, W.S.  
1924, re Havasupai pictures and wants field work  

Goodspeed, T.H.  
1932-1941  

Goodwin, Catherine D.  
1915-1916, Yurok informant  

Goodwin, Grenville  
1935-1937, re his work with Apaches  

Goodwin, James, Mrs.  
1945, asks RHL's aid in improving education for the Navaho  

Goodwin, Lila G.  
1939, wants appraisal of beads, referred to L.A. Museum  

Goodwin, Marvin T.  
1943, re loan of instruments to measure tuberculosis patients  

Goodwin, William B.  
1931, with ALK re Iroquois confederacy  

Gordeuk, Alex  
1945, RHL and former student in army  

Gordon, A.E.  
1941, asks ALK opinion of Alfred Emerson reply  

Gordon, Albert I.  
1949, from DGM re Jewish life in America  

Gordon, G.B.  
1913, with ALK re Mechling and Erdland  

Gordon, Tavia  
undated, re her work  

Gore, Norman  
undated, letter of introduction to RHL from Ernest Babcock
Gorer, Geoffrey
   1950, review of his "The People of Great Russia" by D.M. Schneider
Gorrell, Robert M.
   1949, re Guide to Comparative Literature
Goshaw, George R.
   1952, RFH agrees to appraise his collection from Shishmaref, provided he is permitted to publish
Gosline, Sally
   1966, re possible loan of African material for exhibit
Gottinger, William H.
   1948, inquires about anthropology career opportunities
   EWG reply
Gottschalk, Louis
   1941, invites ALK to Fiftieth Anniversary celebration of the University of Chicago
Goucher College
   1949, RHL recommends Cappannari for teaching position
   1951, TDM recommends Clifton Kroeber
   1953, RHL recommends Mary Herman
Gough, Kathleen
   1955, DGM invites her here to write up her field data
Grace, George
   1951-1955, Research assistant
Grace & Co.
   1926, ALK's reservation on ship to Callao
Graham, Malbone W.
   1934, with ALK re UCLA budget
   1940, asks ALK to serve on International Relations lecture series committee
   declined
Graham, Saxon
   1947, re possible graduate work
Grant, Henry M.
   1937, RLO plans to speak to Family Relations Center
Grant, Sampson
   1922, arrangements for Indian informant to come from Burney
Gratiot Collection
   1934, Henry Field writes ALK to advise him not to buy this very overpriced collection
Graves, Charles S.
   1929, sends ALK his "Lore and Legends of the Klamath River Indians"
Graves, Mortimer
   1947, ALK asks him to publicize Mary Haas's course in Siamese
Gray, George W.
   1946, plans to visit here
Gray, Helen Blom
   1944, re credit for course taken at U. Washington
Gray, Horace
   1936, from ALK re Wong's measurement of Chinese
Gray, Theodore
   1917, re lecture
   1921, letter of recommendation
Grayson, King
   1947, writes of plan to dramatize Farabee's notebooks and asks what ALK knows about him
   ALK reply
Great Basin Archaeological Conference
   1955
Great Britain, Colonial Office
1949, RLO letter of recommendation for Lowrimore
1950, RHL letter of recommendation for Pearsall

Green, Amos R.
1946, request for permission to reproduce picture referred to publisher
1953, secretary unable to forward his letter to Hans Fischel

Green, Charley
1920, Pitt River Indian unable to come as informant because he is busy with claim

Green, Joseph C.
1940, RHL gives evidence for American origin of peanuts and peppers

Greenberg
- publisher, 1927
- ALK analyzes anthropology textbook situation
- ALK says his arrangement with Harcourt Brace makes him unable to write a book for them

Greenberg, Joseph
1949, 1951, 1956

Greene, A.F.C.
1941, with RHL re Crow language

Greene, Edward J.
1945, former student tells ALK about his later studies

Greene, Joseph I.
1947, ALK says all right for government to use his "Cultural and Natural Areas of Native North America"

Greenstadt, M.
1955, RHL answer to opinion survey on the social education of scientists

Greever, Virginia
1936, RHL letter of recommendation

Gregg, Hazzard, Mrs.
EWG plans to see her collection

Gregory, Herbert E.
1924, 1927, Director, Bishop Museum

Gregory, William K.
1937, vertebrate paleontologist, American Museum of Natural History

Greiner, Ruth H.
1921-1927

Greslebin, Héctor
1936, ALK sends Peruvian publications

Griffin, Alice A.
1934, RLO says sorry not to be able to research Indians of Monterey County due to lack of funds

Griffin, Alice Louise
1949, JHR's opinion of Toor's "A Treasury of Mexican Folkways"

Griffin, James B.
1938-1953

Grigsby, Eugene
1964, to arrange visit with WB

Grimm, David H.
re x-raying skull for dental research

Grinnell, George B.
1918, thanks for Sapir's Yana texts
1919, ALK tells him that his books are student favorites

Grinnell, Hilda
1943, bibliographer asks access to seminar room to compile C. Hart Merriam bibliography

Grinnell, Joseph
1928-1938, Director of the U.C. Museum of Vertebrate Zoology

Groesbeck, K.M.
1921-1926
Grolier Society
1946, RHL too busy to contribute to books
1947, re Barton manuscript
Groot, Gerard
1950-1952, Director, Archaeological Institute of Japan
Gross, Leonard
1931, re loan of ALK's dress data
Grove, Bert
1936, wants carved limestone identified
ALK refers to U. Chicago
Grove, Julian Korski
1919, ALK letter of recommendation
Groves, June
1963, re identifying artifacts
Grunert, Paul F.
1929, arranges to bring New Mexican items to museum for identification
Guatamala Instituto de Antropologia e Historia
1949, announcement of courses
Gudden, Erwin G.
1944-1948, re dictionary of California place names
Gudmundsen, Shirley
1948, re possible graduate work
Guettzkow, Harold
1949, with DGM re getting together to discuss the ISSRI project
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
1925-1949
Guggenheim, Simon
1929, ALK asks if American Smelting will help with testing of Peruvian metal
Guice, C. Norman
1946, PhD. committee
Guidery, Lena
1931, re destitute Indian family offering items for sale
1935, re transferring basket designs to textiles
1939, re Nordic myths
1939, asks ALK to see Indian, Leonard Hodges, about possible field work
Gump, S. & G.
Gunda, Bela
1946-1947, RHL to Hungarian in Sweden, Gunda's in German
Gunter, John
memo states that he made a very good film strip on Indian life
Gunther, Charles
1919, EWG invites him to come as informant
declines
Gunther, Erna
1920-1954
Gurvitch, Georges
1942-1945
Gusinde, Martin
1928-1939
Gussow, Zachary
1954, with RHL on Cheyenne and Arapaho land tenure system
Guthe, Carl E.
1922-1935
Guthrie, Alice Cline
1952-1953, re gift to support research of Walter Cline
Gutkind, Peter
RHL gives advice on future studies
Guttentag, Otto
  1951, letter of thanks to DGM

-H-

Haag, William G.
  1949, EWG requests reprint
  RFH re Driver's book and Haag's paper on dogs
Haack, Walter A.
  1946, letters of recommendation for Adan Treganza
Haas, Lez L.
  1946, RHL advises on PhD. program
Haas, Mary R.
  1944-1953
Haase, Ynez
  1951, re PhD.
  1963, re Panamanian sherds
Haberlandt, Arthur
  1932, one letter in German
Hachisuka, the Marquess
  1937, with EWG re birds
Hach-mactzin, High Priest of the Heart of Heaven, Hermetic Brotherhood of Atlantis
  1914, to EWG
Hackett, C.W.
  1947, ALK sends slide negatives
Hackett, Francis
  1922, ALK sends review of Holmes' "Trend of the Race"
Hadda, Evelyn Weiler
  1950, EWG letter of recommendation
Hadden, Anne
  1926, reports rock paintings in Monterey County
Hadden, Malcolm
  1950, doctor thanks EWG for paper on lumbar breakdown
Haddon, A.C.
  1913-1932
Haddon, Freda
  1932, ALK agrees to look at knife and image found in San Salvador
Hadow, Robert
  1954, announcement of lecture on Kenya
Haebelrill, H.K.
  1916-1917, with ALK re his field work
Haekel, Josef
  1948, to RHL in German
Hae, Donald M.
  1955, wants speaker for club of Spanish speaking persons
Hagadarn, Beatrice
  1942, EWG gives references on California Indians
Hagadorn, W.M.
  1915, TTW asks to see thighbones with Aztec inscriptions
  sketch of them in folder
Hagberg, Elizabeth
  1942, with EWG re her manufacture of Indian figurines and museum training
Hagen, Hermann B.
  1934, two letters to ALK in German
Hagen, Olaf T.
  1940, sends photos of petroglyphs in Idaho
Hagen, Victor Wolfgang von
  undated, prospectus for Darwin Memorial Expedition
Hahn, J.M.
1913, re relics
1929-1930, letters of recommendations to Teachers Agency
Hahn, LeRoy
1946, seeks price list of publications which he will send to a small college in Haiti
Halle, Berard
1927, ALK compliments him on his manual of Navaho grammar
Hains, E.H.
1942, seeks return of Chumash mortar
Haines, Francis
1938-1942
Haines, Leslie
1939, EWG gives references on Tahiti
Hald, Margrethe
1950, secretary acknowledges book sent to RLO, who is in Japan
Halecki, Oskar
1943, re unpublished manuscripts of Miss Czaplicka
Hall, Ansel F.
1920-1946
Hall, Arnold B.
1927-1932
Hall, Barbara
1956, teacher wants to arrange class visit
Hall, E. Raymond
1939-1945
Hall, F.S.
1923, re Colley
1929, ALK gives advice on Washington State Museum
Hall, H.U.
1930-1933
Hall, Harvey
1947, from DGM re paper on India
Hall, Ivan G.
1923, re tetanus in Tonga
1926-1927, with EWG re poison darts
Hall, James F.
1946-1951
Hall, Robert A., Jr.
1945, ALK supplies Indian words for horse
Hall, T.B.
1936, invites EWG to Papago ceremony
EWG unable
Halliday, Constance C.
1946, Master's degree committee
Hallock, F.R.
1934, gives photos of Nevada petroglyphs for which she has a psychic interpretation
Halloran, Jessie
1940, seeks professors who were interested in a rock at San Juan Bautista referred to Geology
Hallowell, A. Irving
1919-1956
Hallowell, Dorothy K.
1922, asks about psychological testing of Indians
ALK reply
Halpern, Abraham M.
Halsell, J. P.
1913, requests publications
Halseth, Odd S.
  1932-1941
Halsey, W.D.
  1949, DGM sends entries for ethnology of India
Haltermann, R.K.
  1952, EWG unable to identify Chinese bowl
Halvorsen, Robert
  1956, EWG with District Administrator for Yap
Hambley, Wilfred D.
  1909-1946
Hamilton, G.V.
  1916, with TTW re slides illustrating monkey behavior
Hamilton, Robert G.
  1929, seeks someone to accompany him to Arizona desert
  referred to San Diego Museum
Hamilton, M. Dianne
  1951, asks about mummified giants found in Nevada
  EWG reply
Hamilton, Walton H.
  1926, asks permission to reprint RHL's review of Grant's "The Passing of a
  Great Race" for use of students at Brookings Graduate School of Economics
  and Government
  1955, re possible visit with RHL
Hamlin, Chauncey J.
  1932, EWG says new research-storage basis of museum dictates that it be
  left off list of cooperating museums
  1940, EWG regrets unable to attend conference on museum training
Hamlin, H.
  1932, asks ALK for recommendation for scholarship at Santa Fe laboratory
Hammatt, R.F.
  1919, publications sent to Forest Service
  1920, re "Pieggies"
Hammel, E.A.
  1954, returning veteran seeks museum job
Hammond, George P.
  1952, EWG gives information on map of the Valley of Mexico
Hampton, Mary
  1955, re identifying Mexican vase
Hanana, Robert B.
  1948, RFH pronounces his flaked stone specimens to be fake
Hand, Wayland D.
  1944-1947
Handedness
  see von Borosini
Handschin, E.
  1949, to RHL in German
Handy, E.S.
  1916-1935
Hanhart, James
  1913, seeks job
Hanke, Lewis
  1936-1945
Hankey, Rosalie
  1943-1944
Hanks, Jane Richardson
  1937-1941
Hanna, A.J.
1935, RHL unable to attend semicentennial of Rollins College, suggests Brannon of Alabama
Hanna, G.S.
1930, re mounds near Bakersfield
1948, to EWG re identification of Fiji specimens
Hanna, Murel
1928-1932, re plan of work on Arizona tribes and scholarship
Hanna, Paul R.
1947, from DGM re cultural changes
Hanna, Phil Townsend
1928-1929, re ALK interview for Touring Topics
1932, asks ALK’s opinion of Boscana’s “Chinigchinich”
ALK reply
Hankins, Frank H.
Hanna, R.H.
1933, re maps of Walapai territory
Hanna, R.W.
1927, new owner of ranch on Mill Creek with ALK about Ishi and his tribe and Modoc war relics
Hannibal, Harold
1923, thanks for reporting shellmound
Hansen, Evelyn
1943-1945, letters of recommendation, and letter describing museum in Edenton, North Carolina
Hansen, Henny Harald
1951, re his book, “Mongolian Costumes”
Hansen, Lucile Taylor
1943-1945, re petroglyphs
Hansen, Richard and Ethel Roney
1954, certificate of M.A. candidacy
1955, change of address
Hanson, Frank Blair
see Rockefeller Foundation
Hanson, Ida Hart
1956, re gift of three books on Navaho language
Happy Camp
1924, Indian gives date of ceremony at Clear Creek
Harcourt Brace publishers
1920-1954
d’Harcourt
1920-1934
Hardies, Rod
1947, re possible graduate work
Harding, George
1930, seeks Printer’s Guide said to have been given to the museum
EWG says if it was, it was turned over to the library
Harding, Margaret
1948, from DGM re visit of Cora
Hardwick, S.W.
1928, with ALK re lost city in Arizona
Hardy, Edward L.
1939, EWG gives information on educational activities of the museum
Hargis, William
1927, ALK gives info on Ishi
Hargrave, Amelia
ALK agrees to look at pictures of her Inca pottery
Hargrave, L.L.
1933, re sherds from Southwest
Harich-Schneider, Eta
1954, announcement of lecture on Japanese music
pencilled notation that ALK knows her
Haring, C.H.
1936-1937, re Committee on Latin American Studies
Haring, Douglas G.
1933-1949
Haring, Philip E.
1953, to EWG re his move from Tahiti to Washington
Harlan, J.R.
1941, re visit of Phi Sigma to museum
Harn, Michael James
1951, postcard describes excavation at Parker, Arizona
1953, EWG recommendation
Harrett, Jane E.
1916-1917, with ALK re Indians near Long Beach
Harper and Brothers, publishers
1924-1949
Harper, Edward B., and Louise
1959, reprint "Political Organization and Leadership in a Karnataka Village"
Harper, F.F.G. Custom House brokers
1916, 1926
Harr Wagner publishers
1955, thanks EWG for checking Indian material in history textbook
Harriman Fund
re publication of C. Hart Merriam papers
Harrington, Fred
1950, RHL letter of recommendation for Donald Worcester
Harrington, J.C.
1948, RFH sends paper on Cermeño material
Harrington, J.P.
1907-1953
Harrington, M.R.
1927-1946
Harris, Henry
1929-1930, ALK contributes pictures and comments on his book on California
medecine
1938, ALK contributes to his memorial fund
Harris, T. George
1946-1947, with ALK, a philosophical question on what psychology can do
for sociology and anthropology
Harris, Walter L.
1917, career advice from ALK
Harris, Zellig
1942, RHL too busy to write suggested paper
1948, from DGM re Sapir publication and processes of culture change
1945, ALK opinion on proposed Boas biography
Harrison, H.F.
1942, RHL sends Crow paper to Crow agency
Harrison, John A.
1947, memo on subject for PhD orals
Harrison, Margaret
1946, thanks for publication
Harrison, W.H.
1944, with RHL on the deterioration of the use of English
Harshberger, John W.
1928, seek info on Mono Indians
ALK reply
Harstine, Ruby V.
1923, re possible work with Peruvian textiles
Hart, Luella
1948, asks to see human figures for book, "Dolls Tell the Story of Man"
Hart, Harry H.
1924-1936
Hart, J.H.
1918, [unsigned] re the Nevada collection
Hart, James D.
1937, RHL suggests anthropologists to be included in his "Companion to American Literature"
1951, thanks RHL for suggestion on visiting professorship
Hart, John
1947, RLO says no funds for archaeological work on his ranch in Mexico
Hart, Kay N.
ALK recommends her plan for Santa Barbara recreation ground, 1931
Hart, Morton E., Jr.
1931, thanks to ALK for letter of recommendation
Hart, R.D.
1923, editor of the Klamath Sun asks ALK for particulars on Ralph Moore's complaints about ill treatment of Indians
ALK suggests that they ask him
Harter, C.C.
1915, EWG suggests library get Negro periodicals
RHL agrees but says that they should be in the general library
Hartstall, Paul see
Holbrook, Richard
Hartstein, Helen Anne
1939, EWG letter of recommendation
Hartman, Dale
1928, re ALK article in Mercury
Hartstein, Helen Anne
1939, EWG letter of recommendation
Harvard
1946-1955
Harvard Club of Southern California
1952, secretary informs them of the death of Walter Cline
Harvard University Press
1944, offers publications at half price
Harvey, Benjamin L.
1916, asks meaning of Tehama
then disagrees with EWG's reply
Harville, Ronald P.
1938, re arrow trees, scrapers and pictographs
Harwell, C.A.
1914-1949
Haskell, H.A.
1947, DGM gives references
Haskell, W.M.
1919, re status of anthropology as a requirement for the A.B.
Haslund-Christensen
1948, clipping from Danish paper, notation in English says he died in Kabul
Hastings, James
1919, re ALK article on Zuñi for Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
Hastings, Montana
1922, ALK letter of introduction
Hatch, J. Davis
1931, from EWG re Mimbres publications
Hatcher, Arthur E.
1939-1940, reports sites near Mariposa
Hatcher, Averlyne
1946, seeks teaching assistantship
Hatfield, Adrian
1939, re rock with inscriptions
Hatfield, W. Wilbur
1936, sends RHL a copy of "A Correlated Curriculum" to which he contributed
Hathaway, B.W.
1927-1933, re his collection
Hatt, Gudmund
1939, RHL asks for references on Lapp social organization
no reply in file
Haury, Emil
1930-1966
Hautmann, Friedrich
1949, one letter to RHL in German
Havea, John
1924, sends EWG names of the Falefa
Haverfield, D. Rusk
1933, offers portfolio of photos of Maya artifacts
no replies in folder
Havre, Harold J.
1932
University of Hawaii
1921-1956
Hawkes, C.F.C.
1954, re his visit here
Hawk, Lowell Curtis
1928, RHL letter of recommendation
Hawkes, E.W.
1939, seeks graduate fellowship
Hawley, Ellen
1943, re Mackie's paper on lima beans
Hawley, Florence M.
1934-1950
Hawthorn, Harry B.
1951, EWG suggestions for a museum job in Canada
Haywer, J.C.
1914-1915, EWG attempts to get from his widow instruments loaned
Hay, Clarence L.
1913, tells of plans to work at Harvard
1924, telegram about Guatemalan proposition
Hayden, Irwin
1921, re stone which turns out not to be an artifact and publications on Southern California Indians
Hayes, A.L., Mrs
1938, sends picture of pictographs near Witter Springs
Hayes, Alfred
1953, linguistic field work under direction of Emeneau
Hayes, Alfred Soroker
1954, notice of admission to qualifying exams
Hayes, Carleton H.
1923, re Loubat prize
Hayes, Florence B.
1947-1948, re recordings of Indian music
Haynes, Caroline C.
  1921, re mortars and pestles found near Ojai
Hays, W.H.
  1921, re ALK contribution to Class of `96 Scholarship Fund
Hayward Public Library
  1939, requests tribal map
Hazard, T.P.
  1936, RLO appraisal of his mother's collection for purposes of settling her estate
Heald, A.H.
  1933, re x-rays of Peruvian mummies
Healy, Helen E. Rickley
  1920, reports site near Globe, Arizona
Healey, John
  1965, asks help resolving controversy over whether Indian depicted on the Pinole city seal should be clothed and bearded
  ABE opinion
Hearne, Mary D.
  1965, re class visit to museum
Hearst, Phoebe Apperson
  1901-1928
Hearst, William Randolph
  1929, ALK thanks for book on his mother
  1934, ALK thanks for book on George Hearst
Heater, Russell
  1940, prospective undergrad
Heath, D.C., publishers
  1913-1944
Heath Collection
  see Miller, Gorham, et al 12/7/54
Heath, Virginia S.
  1917, re references and mix-up over credit for a course
Heatle, R.W., Mrs.
  1943, EWG instructions for mimeographing mid term exams
Hedgpeth, Joel W.
  1939-1964
Hedrick, E.R.
  1937, thanks ALK for congratulations on new position
Hedrick, Helen
  1940, offers recordings of Indian songs and gives news of people at Requa
Heflin, Eugene
  1964-1966, re Pistol River report
Heikes, Elizabeth J.
  1942, EWG letter of recommendation
Hein, Norvin
  1948, DGM advice on his proposed thesis
Heine-Geldern, Robert
  1929-1955
Heiner, Joan
  1949, will miss exam because she has measles
Heizer, Robert
  1936-1944
  1945-1954
Held, G.J.
  1952, position sought for Dutch scholar
Heller, C.
  1937, seeks publications on Washo language
Heller Committee
1943-1944
Heller, Hilda H.
  undated, academic degrees and local address
Hemingway, Wilfred H.
  1927, arranges to see Australian material
Hencken, Hugh
  1948, TDM seeks photo of G.C. MacCurdy
Henderson, Alice Corbin
  1933, report of the policy committee appointed to work out a basis for cooperation between the Indian Arts Fund and the Laboratory of Anthropology
Hendrick, Alice Stuart
  1937, re possible graduate work
Hendry, George W.
  1927-1936
Henneberger, John W.
  1966, arrangements to photograph her Hawaiian petroglyph rubbings
Henry, Georgia
  1948, EWG directs her request for a fence to a DAR member interested in Indian welfare
Henry, Jules
  1933-1947
Henshaw, Griffith
  1941, arrangements for survey of sites in Round Valley
Henshaw, W. W.
  1954, RFH places his correspondence in The Bancroft Library
  1954, committee recommends publication of his paper on Indian languages
Hering, P.T.
  1963, secretary sends references on Uganda
Herman, Mary W.
  1953, JHR letter of recommendation
  1956, DGM comments on her dissertation
Hermann, Barbara A.
  1946, request for RHL reprint
Herms, W.B.
  1932, identifies beetle from Arizona
Herrera, Martha
  1932, wants to see Sparkman's work on Luiseño told to come
Herrera, Rafael Larco
  1927-1929
Herrick, F. Leslie
  1931, reports on attempts to make arrow points and asks instructions no reply in folder
Herrick, Helen
  1950, wants to see EWG about a book on Indians she is writing
Herrick, R.F.
  undated, "a legend as told by Joe Star the last of the chiefton tribe of the we-gats who died Christmas Day 1899 ages 80 years"
  notation "probably Wiyot"
Herring, Hubert C.
  1932, re Round Table on Mexican arts and crafts
Herron, G.C.
  1939, supplies photos of pictographs
Herron, Paul L.
  1945, EWG supplies references on Modoc and Klamath
Herskovits, Melville J.
  1923-1963

Box 70
Hertig, Marshall
  1951, JHR gives info on Inca stone working technique
Hertlein, Leo
  1935-1957
Hertzler, J.O.
  1929-1930, re jobs available at the University of Nebraska
Herzfeld
  see Flannery, Regina
Herzog, G.
  1926-1951
Herzog, Nancy
  1944, advice on studies from ALK
Hesso, W.
  1931, to ALK in German
  no reply in folder
Hetschel, Clara
  1917, sends photos of Deer Skin Dance from Klamath River
  museum makes copies and returns with thanks
Heumann, G.A.
  1929, EWG letter of introduction for J.R. Slevin, going to Australia to collect reptiles
Hewes, Gordon W.
  1938-1955
Hewett, Edgar L.
  1913-1930
Hewett, Leonard A.
  1922-1924, re naturalization papers and correspondence of his brother-in-law, Jaime de Angulo
Hewitt, R.W.
  1964, from ABE re report on mound at Patrick’s Point, Trinidad, Calif.
Heye, George G.
  1915-1946
Heyneman, Doris
  1948, re her transcript
Hibbard, P.L.
  1935, with EWG re analysis of red earth used in making acorn bread
Hibben, Frank C.
  1936-1950, University of New Mexico
Hickey, Callie M.
  1949, 1952, map maker for EWG
Hicks, Harvard H.
  1927, ALK agrees about need for better readings on music for course 1B
Hicks, John D.
  1946, RHL thanks him for reprints
Hicks, Thos. W.
  1935, EWG thanks him for reporting site
Hieatt, Seton H.
  1913, ALK explains how many different Indian languages there are and therefore why a book for learning all would be an impossibility
  1915, ALK tells him Ishi is too ill to teach him fire making, but that Pope will do so
Hiersemann, Karl W.
  1922-1925, orders from Swiss book dealer
Higbee, Ralph Wilson
  1950, Certificate of candidacy for M.A.
Higgins, C.A.
  1925, EWG thanks him for pictures of rock carvings near Alturas
Higman, Nellie
1928, suggests recording the songs of the Indians at Big Bend
Hildebrand, Joel H.
1921, ALK agrees to serve on Publicity Committee for AAAS
1921, ALK prefers not to be patron of a student dance
1924, [unsigned] suggests books on anthropology for general reading list
1933, ALK statement, "Geography and Anthropology in the Social Sciences"
Hildebrand, Milton
1934, ALK thanks for identifying bones of skunk
Hilgard, E.R.
1948, DGM thanks for sending letter to Bowles
Hilger, Inez
1936, submits paper on Chippewa
ALK suggests American Anthropologist or Primitive Man
Hill, Catherine E.
1965, secretary supplies schedule of coming exhibits
1966, museum unable to lend specimens
Hill, Eva
1948, says theory advanced by U.C. African Expedition on where the
Israelites crossed the Red Sea is not new and give references
Hill, Frederick F.
1939, EWG gives lead on obtaining Seri balsa
Hill, Robert B.
1948, RFH refers him to "Indians Before Columbus"
Hill, Robert Nance
1947, refers possible graduate work
Hill, Ruth, publisher
1933, wants to publish RHL’s Crow material as a book
RHL replies he will see her when in Cambridge
Hill, Walter R.
1955, with EWG re Fijian petroglyphs
Hill, W.W.
1929-1954
Hiller, E.T.
1929, ALK suggests applicants for position at U. Illinois
Hillis-Murgotten, publishers
1925, calls ALK’s attention to a book on Mexico
Hill-Tout, Charles
1913, ALK invites him to scientific meeting
acceptance
1939, ALK and RHL statements regarding U.B.C. honorary degree
Hilt, George F.
1947, request for tribal map
Hilton, Francis W.
1938, ALK gives advice on how to become an archaeologist in middle life
without college training
Hilton, Ronald
1938-1950, re his "Handbook of Hispanic Source Materials and Research
Organizations"
Himen, E.
1916-1919, exchange of specimens
Himmelheber, H.
1966-1967, re visit here for symposium on African Art
Hindes, B.G., Mr. and Mrs.
1962-1964, sends pictures of relics
arranges loan of diving suit for exhibit
sends tape recordings of Mono and Yokuts songs
Hinds, N.E.A.
1931, agrees to check ALK manuscript
Hinman, Doris
  1945, seeks museum job
Hinman, George W.
  1914, with ALK re Paiute language
Hinrichs, J.C.
  1928, in German
Hinsdale, W.B.
  1933, thanks ALK for review and suggestions on his books on Michigan
Hirabayashi, Gordon
  1955, appointments
Hirsch and Kaye
  1918, re repair of camera for Juan Dolores
Hirschfeld, C.L.
  1932, RHL's favorable comments on new journal, Sociologus
Hirtzel, J.T. Harry
  1925, Peruvian publications sent to him in Brussels
Hisken, M.E., Mrs.
  1948, RLO gives references on Indians near Tehama
  1951, orders pictures of Ishi for book of stories for children
Hispanic American Historical Review
  1940-1954
Hispanic Foundation
  1941-1942
History of Science Dinner Club
see Evans, Herbert M.
Hitchcock Lectures
  professorship
Hitchcock, Virginia
  1946, re petroglyphs at Inyokern Navy station
  1948, DGM letter of recommendation
Hittle, W.W., Mrs.
  1929, ALK thanks for letting Gladys Nomland excavate on her property
Ho, George
  1941, pleads illness as excuse for missing exam
Hoag, E.B.
  1920-1921, re his work in Hawaii
Hoback, Karl F.
  1945, RHL sends info on courses
Hobart, Dana
  1951, TDM answers him on maturation of races
Hobbing, Reimer
  1934, ALK thanks him for Lehmann's book
Hobby, Theodore Y.
  1949, RFH asks him to identify stoneware from Drake's Bay mound
Hobson, Asher
  1941, ALK letter of recommendation
Hobson, I.L.
  1931, EWG identifies ivory harpoon points
Hobson, T.H.
  1932, reports petroglyphs near Bell Springs
Hocart, A.M.
  1915-1939
Hodge, F.W.
  1910-1965
Hodgedon, John
  1932, reports evidence of more Indians still in Ishi territory
Hodgen, Margaret T.
  1942, RHL returns Nisbet manuscripts
1943, arrangements for Social Institutions students to substitute anthropology due to wartime cuts
Hodges, Isam B.
1949, wants copies of RHL lecture
no plans to publish
Hodges, Percy
1930-1931, re possible graduate work here
Hodges, Wetmore
1933, ALK suggests itinerary for trip to Southwest
Hodgkin, A.E.
1938, EWG gives leads on flint chipping
Hodson, E. Woody
1965, with FAN re stone "artifacts" which turn out not to be
Hoebel, E. Adamson
1934-1966
Hoeger, J.C.
1951, S.F. woman finds skull in back yard
TDM says call the coroner
Hoehn, Charles
1946, inquiry about excavated stone crosses
Hoernle, A.L.
1928, re possible summer session position
1932, thanks for donation of books to replace those lost in a fire at the University of Witwatersrand
Hoes, H.E.
1940, EWG supplies references on bows and arrows
Hoffman, Bernard G.
1953, re PhD.
1955, sends news to secretary
Hoffman, F.L.
1920-1921, life insurance company statistician on racial incidence of diseases
Hoffmann, George
1932, warns of spurious antiquities being manufactured in Germany
Hoffmann, Ralph
1927-1931, Director, Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History
Hoffmeister, Anna
1955, EWG identifies shells and bones found in Oakland
Hofstra, S.
1948, asks RHL to reconsider visit to Amsterdam
Hogue, Helen
1939, reports possible burial ground in Shasta County
Hohenthal, William D.
1945-1953
Hoijer, Harry
1933-1956
Hoisholt, Frederica
1920, turns down teaching fellowship
Holbert, Duncan A.
1930, RHL advice to prospective student
Holbrook, Richard T.
1929, re prospective career of Paul Hartstall as research phonetician
undated, [unsigned] statement on his work on phonetic x-raying
1933, re recording to be made by Drucker
Holden, W.C.
see Museums- Lubbock, Texas -Texas Technological College
Holder, Preston
1932-1948, letters of recommendation and news of his work
Holderman, Paul J.  
1957, maps and publications sent to employee of Division of Forestry

Holguín, J.S.  
1936, re shipment from Mexico

Holland, E.A.  
1941, re position available at State College of Washington

Holland, W.L.  
1948, from DGM

Hollenbach, Marion  
1935, USC requests sherds from Chihuahua refused

Hollenbeck, Kathleen  
1949, EWG gives references for identifying relics

Hollender, Frank J.  
1949, RFH answers questions about cradle boards

Hollis, Bill  
1937, RLO on training for archaeology

Hollywood Independent Citizens Committee of Arts, Sciences and Professions  
1945, with RHL re atomic policy

Holmas, Lowell D.  
1965, re his film on American Samoa

Holmberg, Allan R.  
1955, announcement of lecture

Holmes, Forrest S.  
1944, asks RHL what accounts for general deterioration of education reply

Holmes, Oliver Wendell  
1948, RHL thanks Bidney for quotation undated reference "see Daggett"

Holmes, S.J.  
1913-1948, Professor of Zoology

Holmes, W.H.  
1914-1925, Head Curator, Department of Anthropology, Smithsonian

Holstein, Otto  
1925-1927, sends specimens and news from Peru, snapshots of self, wife and son

Holt, C.P.  
1926, ALK identifies item of carved whale bone

Holt, Catherine  
1917-1950

Holt, Grace A.  
1942, asks speaker for women’s club ALK says all too busy

Holt, Hamilton  
1935, RHL unable to attend semicentennial of Rollins College

Holt, Henry, publishers  
1929-1955

Holt, Olivia  
1947, orders tribal map

Holt, Pamela Catherine  
see Kroeber’s PhD’s bibliographies

Holt, William T.  
1948, EWG declines to appraise artifacts

Holton, Herbert M.  
1934, RHL declines to buy book for purpose of paying deficit of CCNY Alumni Association

Holway, R.S.  
1914, reports pictographs near Bishop
1915, unable to give ALK location of Kern Falls
Homaizi, Jassim Youssef
1965, MJH letter of recommendation
Homans, George C.
1956, DGM gets recommendation for David Schneider

The Home Geographic Society
1932, RHL unable to write article on Shoshone
suggests Steward or Kelly
Homer, Joseph
1922, EWG reports on his trip home from Yuma and thanks him for being
informant

Honduras
1950, letter of introduction for Meighan and Bennyhoff
Honga, Jacob, Mrs.
1934, Indian informant writes from Paech Springs, Arizona
Honigmann, John J.
1941, re possible graduate work
1942, appreciation of RHL’s paper on race problem, reply
1952, request for publication
Honigsheim, Paul
1940-1950, includes vita and bibliography
Honors
1930-1936, lists
Hood, Alexander
1915, EWG sends paper in thanks for assistance given at North Fork
Hood, Reid
1953, EWG identifies Apache pot
Hook, Sidney
1949, RHL too busy to contribute to John Dewey 90th birthday volume
Hooper, C.A.
1947, RFH offers to identify limestone carving and asks if they know of sites
on their property near Pittsburg
Hooper, Charles
1937, EWG tells changes in museum brought about by move to Berkeley
Hooper, Lucile
1917-1919
Hooton, E.A.
1913-1945
Hoover, E.E.
1949, TDM identifies Indian bones sent from Newark
Hoover, J.W.
1935-1938, exchange of reprints
Hoover, T.J.
1929, Stanford professor supplies site of Anno Nuevo village
Hoover, Theodore J., Mrs.
1925-1935, re her book, "Historic Spots in California"
Hoppen, C.E.
1949, requests PhD. reading list for use at Columbia
1961, WB invites him to give a paper
Horkheimer, H.
1944-1947, ALK review of his book, letters clippings and photos from Peru,
envelope marked "hold until he asks for it"
Hormann, Bernhard L.
1939, checks to see if anyone is working on his dissertation topic
ALK negative reply
Horn, Max
1955, Barrett gives references on Pomo Indians
Horn, Walter
1940, RHL appreciates Art department sharing cost of book on French petroglyphs
1948, re Chipp’s M.A. Committee

Hornaday Foundation
re training for children’s museum work

Hornblower, Henry II
1939, re transferring from Harvard

Hornbostel, E. von
1925-1934

Horne, Jerry C.
1914-1915, supplies address of his sister, an informant on Indian language of Weitchpeck

Hornell, James
1932, sends reprints and asks info on Oceania
ALK reply that we have left this area to Bishop Museum

Horner, Eva M.
1931, requests publications for University of Tulsa
1932, asks RLO about his work in Oklahoma, reply

Horner, John B.
1925, EWG asks help and advice for Strong and Schenck work in Northwest, reply

Horner, W.Y.
1923-1924, re expedition to his ranch near Wasco

Horr, Harry, Mrs.
1952, re rescue and storage of dugout canoe from Big Lake

Horton, Everett E.
1942, info requested for bonding

Horvath, Joseph
1942, RLO declines to positively identify Mexican pot from photo

Horvay, Frank D.
1944, to RHL from former student in the army

Hosford, Florence
1943, wants to see Greek, Roman etc. specimens referred to Oakland and Deyoung

Hosmer, C.C.
1937, RLO letter of recommendation

Hospital Service of California
1940-1941

Hotel Metropole, Sydney
1955, secretary attempts to trace book sent to George Grace

Hough, Walter
1913-1935

Houghton Mifflin, publishers
1948-1952

House of Ming
1948, EWG agrees to identify feather cape

Housel, J.
1948, sends sample of molding compound

Howard and King
1928, asks ALK for address of persons claiming to have found city of treasure in desert
unknown

Howard, Arthur D.
1953, Stanford professor invited to meet Antevs he is away

Howard, Edgar B.
1930-1933

Howard, F.P.
1927, from ALK re Ousdal
Howard, George D.
1938-1940, re possible graduate work
Howard, Hazel
1923, RHL letter of recommendation
Howard, Hildegard
1928, re pictures from Emeryville shell mound
1941, re identification of bird bones
Howard, J.C.
1946, donates material left from Far Eastern AST Program
Howard, J.D.
1927-1939
Howard, James Warren
1923, re publications on basketry
Howard, Jeanne
1949, EWG admits her as graduate student
Howard, Preston
1932, re "Indians of Cave Valley" mentioned on a historical marker
Howard, Reginald G.
1949, DGM returns paper
Howe, J. Wendell
1946, thanks RHL for paper and requests tribal map
Howe, Maurice L.
1935, sends manuscript
RHL refers to Spier
Howe, Thomas C.
1941, re loan of Cambodian sculpture replicas for course on Primitive Art
Howe, Everett D.
1947, Dean of the College of Engineering, re new system of reporting grades earlier
Howe, J. Wendell
1945, 1947, re Washo
Howell, Helen M.
1929, re pictures of Indian art for UCLA
Howells, W.W.?
1947-1951
Howes, Edward Herbert
1949-1950, re PhD. in History
Howland, Alice G.
1941, sends ALK pamphlet "New Threat to Pueblos"
1943, sends EWG "Renewed Threat to Pueblos"
Howland, Charles T.
1916, re Outhwaite visit to San Clemente Island
Hoyle, Rafael Larco
1946, to ALK in Spanish from Peru
Hoyme, Lucile E.
1952, from JHR re her history of anthropometric instruments
Hoyt, Franklyn
1949, re photos of specimens from Drake's Bay
Hrdlicka, A.
1914-1941
Hsaio, Kun-chuan
1954-1955, with RHL re his essay on traditional Chinese ideas on compromise
Hsu, Leonard S.
1931-1932, Yenching University
Huang, Weng-Shan
n.d., 1952
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hubb, C.</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>re cradle boards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubb, Tang-ner</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>re Peruvian languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbard, A.D.</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>fan letter to ALK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbard, Edwin L.</td>
<td>1952, 1953</td>
<td>from RFH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbell, William</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>lecture by photo-journalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubble, Grace</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>from ALK re prospective patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubble, Paul L.</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>ABE tentatively identifies photos of spearheads found in Los Altos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbs, Carl L.</td>
<td>1944-1962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudgens, Robert</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Regent's Lecturer in Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson, Alfred E.</td>
<td>1938-1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson, J.W.</td>
<td>1915, 1935</td>
<td>re Pomo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson's Bay Co.</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>re forwarding letter to Ammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>re permission for Catherine McClellan to use their Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huebsch, B.W., publisher</td>
<td>1922-1934</td>
<td>last letter on letterhead of Viking Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hueck, C.H.</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>semi-literate letter from Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huff, William Gordon</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>re monument of Chief Solano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>re loan of Apache skull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huffaker, Carl</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>seeks museum job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huffman, Earl C.</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>from EWG re difficulties in arranging expedition to Punta Penasco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huffman, Frank</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>EWG gives references on Indian food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huggins, H.A.</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>re EWG's membership in the Polynesian Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huggins, Katherine</td>
<td>1953-1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Charles C.</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>thanks for help with expedition to Elk Grove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Edward</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>wants to sell Bureau of Ethnology publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EWG refers to book dealers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Frances Sexton</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>seeks fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Harry N.</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>from TDMcC re windup of project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Lily Hohfield</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>with ALK re legend of Shasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Lloyd G.</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>seeks museum job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, R. Thomas</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>permission asked to excavate in Richmond</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hughes, William
1914, missionary wished to submit his collection of myths in partial satisfaction for PhD. degree
ALK explains why not, but encourages publication
Hughes Aircraft
1952, TDMcC, as president of Sigma Xi, acknowledges info about scholarships
Huillier, Louis L.
1936, EWG identifies Greek coin
Huibert, Homer B.
1929, with EWG re origin of Japanese and Koreans
Hulse, Frederick S.
1934-1944
Hultkrantz, Ake
1949-1953
Human Relations Area Files
1949-1953
Humboldt Chamber of Commerce
1913
Humboldt County Federation of Women's Clubs
1948, protests excavation at Patrick's Point and demands return of specimens
RFH explains agreement and suggests public retraction
Humboldt State College
1952, TDMcC letter of recommendation for Frances McFeeley
Humboldt Times
1921, [unsigned] sends review of Thompson's "Indians of the Lower Klamath"
Hume, Portia Bell
1943, requests ALK reprint
Hume, Samuel J.
1924-1949
Humpert, J.B.
1942, referred to Cressman for info re arrowhead found in Oregon
Humphrey, Jack
1929, ALK thanks for reporting site
Humphreys, C.B.
1940-1946
Hunams, Robert
1928, congratulates RHL on article in Yale Law Review
Huneven, Arthur H.
1940, RHL letter of recommendation
Hunter, C.B., Mrs
1914, offers illustrated talk on India
reply that lectures at the museum are given only by university staff
Hunter College
1939-1955
Hunter, Milton R.
1934, ALK says OK to give his name as reference
Hunter, W.S.
1941, from ALK re Tozzer's election to something in 1940 and his book on Yucatan
1943, re Sauer's nomination to National Academy
Hunting, G.C.
1916, Marsden's Paiute manuscripts loaned to the Episcopal Bishop of Nevada
Huntington, Ellsworth
1929, supports request of Newman for SSRC grant
ALK replies he is no longer on committee
Huntington, Emily H.
  1936, 1946, Professor of Economics
Huntington Free Library
  1936, compiling file of all recordings of Indian speech and music
Huot, Martha Champion
  1944-1946, re research on alcohol and possible history of A.A.
Hurlbut, H.R.
  1921, with [unsigned] re book on races
Hurlock, Elizabeth B.
  1927, from ALK re his talk at Hanover
  1930, ALK appreciation of her "Motivation in Fashion"
Hurni, Adela
  1942, letters of recommendation
  1945, letter describes Pueblos of Northern New Mexico
Hurwitz, A.E.
  1945, RHL describes requirements for study of archaeology
Hurwitz, Elizabeth Adams
  1958, wants locations of representative collections of textiles
  Anna Gayton reply
Husain, Imdad
  1949, re visit and lecture on Pakistan
Hutchinson & Co. publishers
  1913, notice for "Customs of the World"
Hutchinson, E.P.
  1942, asks meeting with RHL
Hutchinson, G. Evelyn
  1945, ALK reply to review of his book
Hutchinson, W.H.
  1947, orders pictures of Ishi for article
  1948, points out wrong burial place for Ishi given in two publications
  1949, asks help on historical pageant to be given in Chico
Hutton, J.H.
  1946, 1948, re ALK lectures at Cambridge
Huxley, Francis
  memo "son of Julian Huxley and great-grandson of Thomas Huxley in Bay
  Area ca. 12 June 1956"
Hyde, Josephine
  1914, ALK gives info on Drake's landing
Hyer, D.C.
  1914, reports petrified canoe on mountain top
  [unsigned] says too improbable to warrant investigation
Hymson, Hyman
  1933, RHL letter of recommendation
Hynes, Edwin L.
  1938, re Egyptology
-I-
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Ibero-Americana
  1938-1940
Ibison, Richard A.
  1939, re possible graduate work
Iceland
  1948, re unexpected shipment of volcanic rock
  1955, TDMcC sends list of summer session courses to legation
University of Idaho
  1949, RHL gives advice on curriculum and staff
Igel, Ernesto
  1946, RHL helps in daughter's admission to the university
Ikle, Charles
1948, RHL acknowledges monograph on Ikat
University of Illinois
1946-1955
Imamura, Kanmo
1946, employment forms, museum preparator
Imbelloni, J.
1931, 1955, exchange of reprints
Independent Journal of San Rafael
1951
India
1947-1956

Indian Affairs
American Association on Indian Affairs
1939-1943
Survey of Indian Arts and Crafts
April 1934 by Mrs. Chas. Collier
U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs (John Collier)
1933-1942
Indian Affairs, Miscellaneous
1913-1941
Sacramento Indian Agency (Roy Nash)
1934-1940
Minutes, Press releases
1923-1932
Interior Department reports on Indians of South America
Walapai land claims
1932-1942
Eastern Association on Indian Affairs
1930-1931
U.S. Department of Interior, Indian Field Service
1929-1942
Indian Fishing Rights, Klamath River Hoopa
1931-1934
Office of Indian Affairs, Indian law and order regulations
1933-1935
Indian Association of America
1955, request to reproduce referred to University Press
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Indian Board of Cooperation
1916-1926
Indian Claims
1922, Nealia Jackson seeks aid organization
[unsigned] opposes Bursam Bill
1954-1956
Indian Claims Commission
1947
Indian Curio Room, Hotel del Coronado
1916, EWG asks more info on specimens purchased by Mrs. Hearst
American Indian Defense Association (John Collier)
1922-1939
Indian Language Committee
1937-1939
Indian Rights Association
1923-1934
Indian Tribal Arts Exposition
1930-1934
U.S. Indian Warehouse
1916, [unsigned] requests map showing reservations
Indiana Historical Society
1939, re mailing list for Prehistory Research Series

Indiana State University
1949, RHL to Voegelin re candidates for position
secretary to Moehlman acknowledging book sent to Mandelbaum

Indiana University,
1952-1956
Bulletin for Summer Field Session at Angel Mounds, 1948
1953, Linguistic Institute Bulletin

Ingels, R.R.
1932, acknowledges ALK letter re Indians of 4th Senatorial District

Ingersoll, G.D.
1929, reports site near Lemoore

Inns, Stephen H.
1943, EWG gives references on shells

Instituciones Mexicanas de Antropologia
1945, re loan of masks

Institut fur Musikforschung, Berlin
1957, secretary supplies list of musical instruments in the museum collection

Institut International de Cooperation Intellectuelle
1929, secretary supplies information on phonograph record holdings

Institutes, various
1944-1955

Institute of Andean Research
1942-1944
1945-1947

Institute of Anthropological Sciences, Poland
1923, notice of founding

Institute for Intercultural Studies
1944, 1946

The Institute for Research, "Devoted to Vocational Research"
1939

Institute of International Education
1924-1953

Institute of Pacific Relations
1923-1944

Institute of Social Science
"Material collected by ALK to 1932
pre-Rockefeller grant
1938-1944

Institute of Women's Professional Relations
1934-1940

Instituto de Antropologia, Buenos Aires
requests for publications

Instituto de Antropologia, Tucuman, Argentina
re exchange of publications

Instituto do Ceara, Brazil
1941, RHL elected corresponding member

Instituto Indigenista Interamericano, Mexico
1941-1952

Instituto de Museo, La Plata, Argentina
1935-1939

Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia, Mexico
1941-1950

Instituto Nacional Indigenista, Mexico
1949-1950

Instituto Panamericano de Geografia e Historia, Mexico
1937-1952
Integrated Social Science Course
1954-1956
Interamerican Bureau of Information, Montevideo, Uruguay
1945
Interamerican Congress of Municipal History
1952
Inter-American Educational Foundation
1946
Inter-American Society of Anthropology and Geography, Smithsonian
1943, dues acknowledged
International Arts and Crafts
1956
International Auxiliary Language Association
1948, from DGM re Sapir's bibliography
International Conference on Agricultural and Cooperative Credit
1952
International Conference on Undeveloped Areas
1954, secretary supplies Paul Radin's address
International Congress of Americanists
1931-1939
International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences
1935-1956
International Congress of Anthropology, Prehistory and Archaeology
1939, ALK unable to attend
International Congress for the History of Religions at Lund
1930, RHL accepts committee appointment
Brussels, 1935
International Congress of Linguists
1928-1933
International Congress of Philosophy
1947-1948
International Congress of Prehistoric and Protohistoric Sciences
1932
International Congress of Sociology
1938
International Council of Museums
1946, Constitution and By-Laws and report on the proceedings of the first meeting
International Directory of Anthrologists
1939, EWG corrects his entry
International Federation of University Women
1952, RHL letter of recommendation for Elsy Leuzinger
International House, New York
1949, TDMcC letter of recommendation for Mary Jean Kennedy
International Institute of African Languages and Cultures
1928-1932
International Journal of American Linguistics
1943-1944
International Nickel Co., Inc.
1952, from JHR re possibility of platinum in the Uhle collection
International Press-Cutting Bureau
1927, solicits ALK's business
International Science Foundation
1955, re handbook of scientific resources of the S.F. Bay Area
International Union of Biological Sciences
1951, ALK gives info on International Congress of Americanists
Inter-University Council for Higher Education in the Colonies
1950, RHL letter of recommendation for Lowrimore
Inventory
1928–1930, museum attendance and specimens
Inverarity, R. Bruce
1946, re photographing Northwest Coast Indian material for publication
1955, advises DGM on exhibits
1966, re position in Guam
State University of Iowa
1949–1951, re positions
Iowa State College of Agricultural and Mechanic Arts
1933, re loan of specimen
Ireland, W.L.
1919, ALK answers questions on rock paintings
Iribarren, Jorge, Museo Arqueológico de la Serena, Chile
1956–1957
Irving, J.A.
1937, request for ALK reprint
1941, ALK letter of recommendation for Reo Fortune
Irwin, Hugh
1947, DGM gives references on the Bhils of India
Irwin, M.R.
1937, seeks Cape Turtles, EWG reply
Irwin, Margaret C.
1933–1954
Ischlondsky, N. Dorin
1965–1966, re Anubis figures in the Egyptian collection
Ishi
1914, re having him cut timber into stove lengths
1914, re purchase of specimens belonging to his tribe
1916, TTW reports his death to the comptroller
Ishi, relating to
1917–1962
Additional Note
Note: the compiler of this guide has been told that prior to this collection coming to the University Archives, Theodora Kroeber borrowed the material relating to Ishi for research on her book. She did return the material, but it was not refiled and no one knows where it is.

Ishida, Eiichiro
1952–1954
Ishii, T.
1919, re lectures here
Isis
1947
Isnardi, M.
1919, ALK advises of dealer from whom Bureau of Ethnology reports might be obtained
Issler, Anne Roller
1940, seeks ALK’s help with book reply
University of Istanbul
1956, professor seeks “The Sun Book”
RHL says never heard of it
Ivancich, Mildred
1954, senior typist clerk
Iventosch, Herman and Chandler Young
1940, ALK letter of introduction
Ivie, William K.
1936, asks ALK to look at his work on Comanche language
reply
Iyer, L.K.A.
1927-1931, sends publications to ALK
Izikowitz, Karl Gustav
1931-1956
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JCANL
1947, ALK resigns from committee
Jackson, Sheldon N.
1944, EWG thanks for photos of petroglyphs
Jackson, W.K.
1964, ABE gives references and identifies his Yokuts specimens
Jacob, Paul
1942, announces courses to be given in the Ecole Libre des Hautes Etudes,
New School for Social Research
RHL sends names of others who might be interested
Jacobs, Melville
1928-1941
Jacobs, Sally
1942, EWG letter to Karok informant
Jacobson, Amanda
1937, wants to research Peruvian art, refused, only enrolled graduate
students allowed
Jacoby, Professor, College of the Pacific
secretary asks him to return paper
Jacot, Henry
1951, EWG thanks for photos of petroglyphs
Jadin, Joseph A.
1963, re identification of Sikh coins
Jaeger, Edmund C.
1935-1953
Jaffa, M.E.
1913, re Home Economics Committee
Jakobson, Roman
1945, RHL thanks for favorable response to article
James, George Wharton
1914, wants material on Southwest
ALK says out of our field
James, Harry C.
1957, publications sent to him for Palms Springs Desert Museum
James, Herman W.
1950, EWG arranges visit to Indian at Stewart’s Point
James, M.C., Mrs.
1916, re use of lecture hall at museum
James, Marjorie P.
1935, reports to EWG on her search for museum job
James, Pearl
1936, EWG declines to appraise Chinese vases and suggests Gump's
James, Rita B.
1927, wants Aztec and Maya slides for art club
arranged through extension
Jameson, S.H.
1939, sends ALK sociology paper
reply
Jamieson, K.I.
1955, requests address of Dick Shutler
Jansen, J.A.
1956, requests pictures for handbook of Indians
Japan
1951, 1952, 1953
Japan Institute, Inc.
1939
Japanese American Relocation, WWII
1942
Jaquith, James R.
1964, secretary sends references on Maru religion
Jastrow, Joseph
1934-1935, re RHL chapter in a book on error
Jayne, Horace H.F.
1929-1935
Jayne, S.R.
1951, RHL supports grant application
Jefferson School of Social Science
1948, re Mundt bill
Jelliffe, Smith Ely
1935-1936, ALK seeks publications of Devereux's Mohave monograph, carbon of his preface
Jenkins, James E.
1931, friend sends EWG clipping about his course EWG sends paper
Jenks, A.E.
1913-1946
Jenks, Leland H.
1948, favorable comments on RHL's manuscript on social organization reply
Jenness, Diamond
1930-1939
Jennings, Ida May
1933, RHL invites Crow Indian student to visit him
1935, requests letters of recommendation
Jennings, Jesse D.
1949-1956
Jensen, Boyd P.
1952, RHL supplies material on Crow
Jensen, Howard E.
1931, 1946
Jensen, Luhr
1925, research assistant to him at The Dalles
Jenny, Hans
1937, 1948, re soil samples
Jepson, W.L.
1921-1935, professor of Botany
Jervey, H.W.
1926, re RHL course on legal aspects of primitive life
Jessop, Joseph
1916, EWG gives references on Ishi
Jewett, Franklin B.
1946, RHL sends obituary of Boas
Jewish Center Lecture Bureau
1949, DGM supplies bio
Jewish National and University Library
1956, request for publications
Jewish Theological Seminary of America
1946, sends questionnaire to ALK acknowledged
Jewish Vocational Guidance Bureau
  1939, EWG answers questions about museum work
Jewish Seminars, American Friends of the Hebrew University
  1935
The School for Jewish Studies
  1937-1938
Jijon y Caamaño, J.
  1931-1945
Jimenez Moreno, Wigberto
  1942-1949
Joaquin, Henry
  1916, TTW arranges visit by Indian informant
Joardar, Gopal Dev
  1949, DGM seeks support for his project
Jochelson, Waldemar
  1922-1929
Joel, Janet
  1953, re employment
Joest, Louis J.
  1943-1944, RHL explains scope of work of the department
Johannes Gutenberg University
  1954, from RHL in German
Johns Hopkins University
  1952, 1955
Johnson, Tehuantepec Village, PPIE
  1915, [unsigned] regrets unable to work among them
Johnson, Alvin
  1927-1950
Johnson, C.R., Mrs.
  1921-1927
Johnson, Dorothy
  1946, ALK supplies biographical references
Johnson, Edwin N.
  1937-1938
Johnson, Frank
  1947, RFH supplies references on Indians of Monterey County
Johnson, Ernest N.
  1936-1946
Johnson, Franklin
  1931, ALK and Isabel Kelly supply references for proposed Geological Society of Nevada
Johnson, Frederick
  1941-1947
Johnson, Irmgard Weitlaner
  1951-1955
  See also Weitlaner
Johnson, J.W.
  1946, informs EWG of aerial photos of California coast available at Engineering department
Johnson, Jean B.
  1939-1944
Johnson, Otey
  1936, RLO says he was misquoted on man-like apes
Johnson, Philip, Mrs.
  1953, re basketry and Lake County Museum
Johnson, Robert
  1924-1931, Indian friend of ALK's at Orick
Johnson, Tom
1913-1924, Indian
Johnson, Violet Olive
1926, ALK recommends a psychoanalyst
Johnston, C. Stuart
1937-1938, re possible graduate work
Johnston, F.R.
1933-1944, Archaeological Society of Southern California
Johnston, Fennimore E.R.
1934-1935, with RHL re organization to coordinate research in South America to be started by U. Pennsylvania
Johnston, F.J.
1945, sends photos of stone monuments on Tinian Island
EWG sends references
Johnston, Oliver M.
1913, re joint meeting of Archaeological Society and Philological Association
Johnston, Philip
1937, with ALK re Mystic Maze near Needles
Johnston, Sharon D.
1964, asks museum sponsorship in exchange for rubbings from Guatemala refused
Johnston, T.D.
1965, WB suggests hospitality for students similar to that in Amsterdam
Joint Directory of Higher Education
Jones, C.W.
1956, re St. Nicholas
Jones, D.R.
1930, re origins of names Siskiyou and Shasta
Jones, David R.
1946, from ALK re first white contact with Yuroks
Jones, Egbert
1944, EWG gives references on keeping ducks
Jones, F. Wood
1926, ALK offers hospitality
Jones, Floyd
1945, EWG unable to identify Indian word
Jones, Hal J.
1945, re possible graduate work
Jones, Harold E.
1928-1948, Director of Research, Institute of Child Welfare
Jones, Idwal
1923, re review of ALK's "Anthropology" for the SF Daily News
Jones, Jack
1920, [unsigned] invites Indian to come here
Jones, Kenneth L.
1933, EWG advises how to get book on San Joaquin archaeology
Jones, Louis T.
1930-1931, ALK advises on chapter on Indian languages
Jones, Marshall, publishers
1920, re possible series on Indians
Jones, N.M.
1930, bones he sent referred to paleontology
Jones, Philip Mills
1900-1903
Jones, Robert R.
1932, re possible graduate work
Jones, Robert S., Mrs.
1943, reports artifacts being uncovered by steam shovel near Hollister
Jones, Sarah J.
1918, EWG says he and ALK glad to help with proposed children's museum
Jones, T.D.
  n.d., suggests that a "find" was "planted by a representative of the Mormon Church"
Jones, Volney H.
  1940-1949, re arrowweed gum and textiles
Jones, Wellington D.
  1938, to ALK re nephew and article "So-called Social Science"
Jones, William A.
  1913, seeks support for work in Mexico
  no funds
Jones, William Carey
see U.C. Graduate Division, Dean
Jones, Willis Knapp
  1950, JHR comments on Lara's book and gives references to quipus
Jordan, Evaline
  1934, ALK grants permission to quote
Jorz, C.F.
  1915, TTW gives references on races
Joseph, Samuel
  1928-1929, with RHL re anthropology at CCNY
  1946, ALK letter of recommendation for Aginsky
Joseph, William
  1919, [unsigned] instructs Indian how to get here
Joseph, Theodore H.
  1921, 1945, with ALK re Class of '96 Scholarship Fund
Joughin, Roberta
  1951, borrows Faye's material on Cupeño
Journal of American Folklore
  1947-1954
Journal of Comparative Anthropology
  1925, RHL glad to collaborate
Journal of Geology
  1949, TDMcC agrees to review Movius book
Journal of Legal and Political Sociology
Journal of Race Development
  1913
Journal of Social Philosophy & Jurisprudence
  1942, notice of suspension of publication due to war
Journal of Sociology
  1917, ALK paper accepted
Journal of the History of Medicine
  1946-47, RFH declines to review Malinowski book and sends it to Lemert
Joyce, T.A.
  1915, 1938, British Museum
Judd, Joseph A.
  1919, publisher of Arts and Decoration
Judd, Neil M.
  1916-1948
Julian Press
  1955, RHL comments on Devereux's book on abortion in primitive society
Junack, Christine
  1965, ABE advises on trip to Southwest and Mexico
Junghandel, Max
  1914, EWG returns arrowpoints
Junior Classical League
  1957, thanks for loan of exhibits
Justice, Katherine Gorringe
1937, asks EWG for recommendation

Kable Brothers, publishers
1929, photos of museum sent
Kabotie, Fred
plans for work
Kahane, Henry
1941, send paper to ALK
Kahn, Morton C.
1931, RLO reply to criticism of his review of Kahn's book on Djuka
Kai, Margaret Hockley
1946, re children's museum in Honolulu
Kalb, C.W.
1923, EWG agrees to identify bones found near Dinuba
Kalish, Benjamin
1933, ALK gives references on calendar systems
Kamehameha Schools
1952, re museum work with children
Kamin Book Shop
1939, re works on dance
Kansler, Harold M.
1937, RHL makes suggestions for publication of Semitic paper
Kanaseki, Takao
1954, thanks EWG for paper on New Caledonia
Kane, Anita M.
1932, re enrollment here
Kanellos
1954, re possible lecture here
Kaneshiro, Shiura
see Gifford, 1957
University of Kansas
1944, ALK recommendations for position
Kantor, J.R.
1925, Professor of Psychology, RHL says his paper is at the printer
Kaplan, Sidney M.
1950, invitation
1954, seeks museum job
Kapp, William Robert
1949, DGM says paper on India not yet published
Kardinier, A.
1939, sends book for ALK's opinion
1946, failed attempt at meeting
Karsten, R.
1934-1949, includes printed list of his ethnological works and paper, "A Totalitarian State of the Past"
Kasaopaoilos, A.L.
1942, ALK describes current status of the museum
Kasch, Charles
1917, reports Indian near Ukiah who is recording music
Kasdan, Leonard and Donna
1956-1957
Kassbacher, Max
1947, one letter in German
Kastner, Harold
1939, RHL gives advice on graduate study
Katzoff, S.L.
1949, appreciation for RHL lecture and reprints
Kaudern, Walter
Kaufman, Nathan
1946-1947
Kaun, Alex
1942, ALK tells him about Karl Monges
Kaupp, Robert
1949, requests bibliography of advanced courses
Kawamura, Tadao
1936, re translation into Japanese of RHL book, carbon of preface
Kawashima
1950, re visit here
Kaye, F.B.
1923, with RHL on Mandeville's theories on the origins of society
Kean, D.G.
1940, RHL says Egyptians are Caucasians
Keaton, Frank J.
1965, Marin County Coroner, re bones found
Keeble, Edward
1946, re bones and artifacts found in San Jose
Keeler, Charles
1935, arrangements for RHL to speak at California Writers Club
Keen, Myra
1948, tells EWG about organizational meeting of American Malacological Union
Keesing, Felix M.
1942-1953
Keever, James
1935, wires ALK asking him to write his views on Asiatic influences on aboriginal American culture refused
Kegan, Paul, publishers
1919, permission asked to reprint Budge's "hieroglyphics" in a syllabus reply not in file
Keith, Arthur
1932-1936
Keith, Harry G.
1931, re fossil elephant tooth found on San Nicolas Island
Kelemen, Pál
n.d., says Vaillant has already reviewed his book for American Anthropologist and asks if ALK will review it for some other journal
Keller, A.G.
1921, thanks ALK for publications which have been of much use at Yale Keller & Co., publishers
ALK advises German publisher against English translation of book by Weule
Kelley, D.G.
1934, EWG returns paper on pidgin
Kelley, George Prentice
1937, EWG agrees to identify relics found near Auburn
Kelley, Harold Harding
1943, certificate of candidacy for M.A.
Kellogg, Charlotte
1914, re costumes used in Mary Austin's "Arrow-Maker"
Kelly, Isabel
1929-1932
1933-1934
1933-1939
1935-1937
1938
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year(s)</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Kelly, J. Charles</td>
<td>1937, EWG explains museum cataloguing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1940-1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1942-1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1945-1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1948-1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Kelly, John</td>
<td>1915-1934, EWG with Indian at Jamestown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915-1934</td>
<td></td>
<td>1942-1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1945-1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1948-1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Kelly, Madison R., Jr.</td>
<td>1952, TDMcC suggests AMNH for identification of pot from Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td></td>
<td>1951, JHR tells of government program to encourage native crafts of Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1950-1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Kelly, Margaret</td>
<td>1917, re identification of mask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-1944</td>
<td></td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Kelly, William H.</td>
<td>1940-1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-1944</td>
<td></td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Kelsen, Hans</td>
<td>1943, thanks RHL for reprints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Kelsen, C.E.</td>
<td>1913-1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Kelsen, Jim</td>
<td>1919, re shipment from Zuñi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td></td>
<td>1919, invitation to come as informant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913-1915</td>
<td>Kelsey, C.C.</td>
<td>1913-1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Kelso de Montigny, Alan H.</td>
<td>1947, TDMcC re cephalic index of Yokuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Kenna, John C.</td>
<td>1954, RHL answers several questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Kennard, Edward</td>
<td>1935, ALK letter of recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Kennedy, E.G.</td>
<td>1947, info on careers sent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Kennedy, Gail</td>
<td>1937, re RHL participation in conference on methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Kennedy, John, Mrs.</td>
<td>1943, ALK sends what he wrote about her mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Kennedy, Ken</td>
<td>1956, newsy letter to secretary from former student in Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948-1957</td>
<td>Kennedy, Mary Jean</td>
<td>1948-1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Kennedy, Raymond</td>
<td>1937, 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Kennedy, P.B.</td>
<td>1926, 1929, identification of grasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Kenner, George F., Mrs</td>
<td>1931, with RHL re Crow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Kennon, J.L.</td>
<td>1913, request for shellmound paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Kent, K.S.</td>
<td>1939, EWG borrows her master's thesis on museum cataloguing methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933-1944</td>
<td>Kent, Roland G.</td>
<td>1933-1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kent County (England Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1949, thanks for publications requested by Cole
University of Kentucky
1941-1955
Kenyon, A.S.
1927-1941
Kepner, I.G.
1962, ABE identifies bowl
Keppel, Frederick P.
1927-1942
Kermode, Francis
1927, with WES re carved specimens from British Columbia
Kern County Land Co.
1924, re sites
Kern County Surveyor
1924, WES asks maps for plotting sites
Kern, Emil
1937, ALK notified of his death
Kern, W.R.
1939, with EWG re birds
Kerner, Robert J.
1929-1950, Professor of History
Kernler, Odolf A.
1929, re the Howard and King "buried city"
Kerr, J.E.
1924, invites EWG to inspect fossil head
Kerr, William C.
1946, letter about trip to Korea
Kerrigan, George L.
1943, re special exam
Kesavan, B.S.
1952, clipping re visit here
Kesner, E.
1917, ALK gives references on Indians of Colorado
Kessler, Charles N.
1918, re Mathews manuscripts
Kettlewell, G.P.
1938-1942, re publications and specimen
Keur, Dorothy
1936, sends RHL Hunter College students' comments on "Are We Civilized?"
Kevil, K.
1940, with RLO re red snow
Khan, Salim
1953, EWG escorts him to inauguration of Chancellor Kerr
Kiang, S.Y.
1924, favorable comments on RHL's "Primitive Religion"
Kibbe, Bessie W.
1929, EWG gives references on pigeons
Kibby, Clara
RHL refers to McIlwraith in Toronto for info on Bella Coola
Kidder, A.V.
1916-1928
1929-1932
1933-1936
1936-1953
Kidder, Alfred II
1950, 1956
Kidder, H.H.
1942, re possible graduate work
Kiernan, Edmund
1951, with TDMcC re anthropometric change in California
Kieslingser, Gertrud
1938, RHL gives career advice to Viennese refugee
Kilburn, Peter
1948, re purchase of trait lists
1950, re proposed Micronesian field work
Kilgore, Eugene
1915, TTW advises doctor on how to determine race of patients
Killick, Victor W.
1945, EWG gives references on Aztec, Maya and Toltec
Kim, Jong Hah
1953, re visit here
Kimball, A.D.
1963, ABE asks for photos and specimens of her deceased sister refused
Kimball, Solon T.
1949, RHL grants permission to reprint sections of "Social Organization" in book of readings
Kimura, K.
1951-1955
Kindig and Beebe
1952, TDMcc advises on race determination of mixed blood Indian
Kinet, Urbain
1965, wants appointment with WB
King, Arden
1939-1947
King, Bernice
1936, re possible graduate work
King, Don
EWG gives Egyptology references
King, H.S.
1916, [unsigned] questions bill for translation
King, Mary
1935, request for RHL's autograph
King, Mervin
1955, seeks museum job
King, W.S.
1950, reports to EWG on graduate work in Tucson
Kingsley, J.S.
1926, [unsigned] tells about a Havasupai-Walapai Indian
Kinnaird, Lawrence
1931-1942
Kinnard
1953, RHL thanks for remembering birthday
Kinney, J.P.
1936, permission granted to reproduce tribal map in book
Kinsey, Alfred
1946, RHL recommends Shimkin for sex study
Kip, Lucille
1924, RHL letter of recommendation
1927-1928, re Campfire Girls
Kirby, H., Jr
1936, EWG returns skulls
Kirchhoff, Paul
1929-1946
Kirk, Paul L.
1947, EWG thanks for report on black pigments on Nayarit pottery
Kirk, Ruby B.
  1949, inquires meaning of Indian name
Kirkpatrick, Denny J.
  1951, EWG thanks for information on rack with footprint impression
Kirkpatrick, E.M.
  1947, from DGM re reports on India, Burma etc.
Kisiel, Casimir
  1932, postcard to ALK from Poland
Kissell, Mary Lois
  1915-1943, basketry and textiles
Kitchler, Nellie
  1953-1955
Kittredge, Tracy B.
  see Rockefeller Foundation
Kittrelle, R.L.
  1928, re painted rocks
Kiva
  1952, TDMcC knows of no one presently working on Sonora
Kiwanis
  1955, seeks speaker
Kjesbu, Niel
  1931, ALK and RHL asks views on several religious questions
  replies
Klapper, Paul
  1928, RHL unable to attend testimonial dinner for Duggan
  1937, RHL recommendations for opening at Queens College
Klauber, L.M.
  1931, re publication on Hopi
Klein, Charlotte
  1942, RHL advises on career possibilities
  1944, RHL letter of recommendation to Marines
Klein, Maxine
  1950, EWG gives references on California Indians
Klem, William
  1951, 1953, re Indian dance masks
Klemm, Fred
  1947, RFH agrees to look at possible artifacts
Kley, C.W.
  1933, re Chimu collection
  1937, ALK advises on itinerary to see California Indians
Klimek, Stanislaw
  1934-1938
Klodic, R.
  1948, 1954, request for publications from Yugoslavia
Kluckhohn, Clyde
  1937-1956
Klumbach, Hans
  1948
Kluegel, Harry A., Mrs.
  1928, re ALK's work in South America
Kneberg, Madeline
  1938, sends ALK procedures and tentative classifications of archaeological
  materials from Tennessee
Kneutes, R.D.
  1925, requests publication on pictographs
Kniffen, Fred
  1926-1940
Knight, Allen

Box 84
1913, ALK sends basketry papers
Knight, Frank N.
1937, with ALK re his "So-Called Social Science"
Knight, M.M.
1932, 1943, Professor of Economics
Knight, O.C.
1929, with ALK re artifacts from Lake County
Knipe, J.L.
1925, re publications
Knopf, publishers
1922-1952
Knowland, Joseph R.
1946, 1948-1949
Knowland, William H.
1949, DGM urges support for River Basin Studies
Knowles, Nathaniel
1938, RHL recommendations and advice on thesis
Knudsen, Dagnar
1916-1943
Knutson, Loyde
1930, re possible graduate work
Kny, Scheerer
1913, 1925, supplier of models
Ko, Siang-Feng
1948, EWG sends publications for University of Nanking
Kodachromes
1948, RLO orders catalog of slides
Koenig, F.O.
1946, re prep school attended by ALK
1946, re Hugo Dingler
Koenigswald, G.H.R.
1941, with ALK re resemblance of Chinese and Indian art
von Koerber, Hans N.
1939, sends his Morphology of Tibetan Language
Kofoed, Ted
1940, EWG sends references on Indians of San Joaquin Valley
Kofoid, C.A.
1915-1937
Kohs, Samuel
1926, requests info on student applying for loan
Kohzad, Ahmad Ali
1951, Afghan archaeologist visits here, lecture cancelled
Kohzad, Mohammed Nabi
1955, Afghan archaeologist lectures here
Kolinski, M.
1952, Bukofzer sends TDMcC info on his work
Kolkin, N.
1921, 1929, with ALK re his manuscript on place names
Koninklijk Instituut
1928, EML submits paper
Koppers, W.
1921-1952
Kopta, Anna
1932, re possible graduate work
1941, EWG gives references on flora and fauna of the Southwest
Kopytoff, Igor
1961, re visit here to consult on his African collection
Kornfeld, Herbert L.
1948, from RFH re dates of man's discovery and use of minerals
Kosmopoulos, Leslie
1935, ALK gives info and references on birch bark vessels
Kosok, Paul
1945, seeks info on Lewis H. Morgan
RHL reply
Kota
1949, description of DGM's proposed research
Kouba, F.F.
1929, re possible graduate work
Koughan, A.B.
1939, re mound in Danville
Kower, Herman
1919, request for students to draw maps and diagrams
Kowta, Makoto
1965, Riverside professor wants to photograph specimens
Kraco, Austin
1940, ALK makes suggestions of colleges for unnamed prospective engineering student
Kramer, Lawrence
1954, seeks position
Kraebel, C.J.
1941, re edible wild plants
1944, clipping on Livermore Indian woman
Krakowski, Meyer
1948, former student congratulates RHL on Viking medal
Krall, Emma C.
1952, request for EWG reprints
Kramer, S.N.
1949, EWG asks about baking of cuneiform tablets
no reply
Kramrisch, Stella
1954-1955, re lectures here
Kraush, F.
1935, to ALK in German
Krause, Fritz
1921-1937
Krauss, Wilhelm
1935, re lecture here
Krech, David
1949, from DGM re ISSRI project
Krenov, Julia
1947, with RHL re her manuscript of Alaska Indian folklore
Kreps, J.F.
1915, seeks position
Kretschmer, Richard
1914, 1919, re employment as substitute guard
Kretschmer, William F.
1913-1914, transcriber of Indian songs
Krickeberg, W.
1936
Krieger, Alex D.
1934-1964
Krieger, Herbert W.
Krimsky, Miriam
1957, child wants info on prehistoric man and animals
referred to public library
Kristjansson, A.
1927, RHL unable to put him in touch with faculty person working on telepathy

Kroeber-Waterman
1913-1917
Kroeber-Radin
1915-1917
Kroeber
1913
1914
1917
1918
1919
1920-1921
1922-1924
1925-1927
with Gifford and staff
Kroeber
1928-1930, with Gifford
university administration
Kroeber
1931-1932, with Gifford, Santa Fe Railroad re Walapai, Klamath fishing rights
Kroeber's Colloquium
1932-1935
Kroeber
1934-1936, with administration, Santa Fe, Gifford, RHL
Kroeber
1937-1939, RLO, RHL, secretaries, editor of publications, EWG, RFH, re GGIE, Essene, Drucker, Driver
Kroeber
1940-1942, EWG, editor of publications, TDMcc
Kroeber personal
1936-1942
Kroeber
1943, EWG, administration
Kroeber
1945, EWG, administration, re trip and Huxley medal
Kroeber
1946, EWG, administration, Huxley medal trip, secretary
Kroeber, Royal Anthropological Institute
1936-1946
Kroeber
1947, administration, Moses lecture, publications, EWG, TDMcc, RHL
Kroeber
1948, EWG, RHL, administration, TDMcc, RFH
Kroeber's Ph.D.'s bibliographies
1945-1947
Kroeber
1949, RHL, EWG, secretary, RFH, TDMcc
Kroeber
1950, EWG, TDMcc, RHL, administration, secretary, RFH
Kroeber
1951, TDMcc, EWG, ALK's LLD, secretary
Kroeber
1952-1953, secretary, EWG, RHL, TDMcc, outline of ALK's talk to KAS
12/12/52 "Processes in History", manuscript: "The Place of Anthropology in Universities"
Kroeber
1954, list of EWG's Indian informants by tribe
Kroeber
classified bibliography and chronological bibliography
Kroeber
handwritten manuscript, "Desert Mohave: Fact or Fancy"
Kroeber
Kroeber
obituaries, clippings, messages of condolence
Kroeber library
Kroeber, Clifton
1949, 1950, TDMcC letters of recommendation, 1951, secretary sends thesis to Sluiter
Kroeber, Elsbeth
memo re her biology text
Kroeber, Theodora
clippings about book on Ishi, 1967, purchaser of second hand book containing ALK letter returns it to her
Kroec, Louis
1929, Professor at College of Pacific declines to donate bones as they are "useful for starting lectures on evolution"
Krogman, W.M.
1927-1951
Kruger, Charles
1926, museum preparator describes work done to ALK
Kruger, F.K.
1928, sends Frederici pamphlet to ALK
Kubler, George
1938, re work on Uhle collection
Kuffer, Fritz, Jr.
1934, EWG agrees to identify skull found near Redwood City
Kuhn, M.P.
1928, re possible graduate work
Kuhns, Margaret
1947, re possible graduate work
Kulp, J. Lawrence
1953, EWG arranges Carbon 14 dating for charcoal samples from Fiji
Kumlien, W.F.
1938, re Ruden as graduate student asks advice on new course in prehistory, TDMcC reply
Kunike, H.
1927, RHL asked to contribute to "Der Erdball" declines
Kuno, Y.S.
1922-1937
Kunzel, Fred
1939, lawyer asks how to determine race of adopted child TDMcC reply
Kuo, Hsing-Kuo
1948, TDMcC censure for conduct during exam
Kurahashi, Mamoru
1930-1948
Kurath, Hans
1946, re Middle English Dictionary
Kurath, William
see J. Alden Mason, 1939
Karauchi, K.
1951, exchange of reprints with EWG
Kuribayashi, Tatsuo
1941, re translations of RHL's "Primitive Society" and "Primitive Religion"
Kurtz, B.P.
1919-1920, Professor of English
Kurtz, C. Edwin
1947, wants report of New Mexico specimens referred there
Kutscher, G.
1949, re RHL contribution to Thurnwald festschrift
1949, ALK contribution
1951, from JHR re Uhle illustrations
Kyte, George W.
1939-1944

Box 87
Labaree, Sarah M.
1913-1916, map maker
Labarre, Weston
1937-1948
Labberton, D. va H.
1943

Box 88
Laboratory of Anthropology, Santa Fe
1929-1931
Minutes of the Fifth Annual meeting 1931
1932-1933
1934
1935-1941
1942-1944
1945-1947
Laboratory of Anthropology
material collected by ALK, include reports of director 1937 & 1940
Laboratory of Anthropology newsletters
1942-1944
1945-1947
Laboratory of Anthropology reports
Ladd, Harry S.
1926-1927, supplies EWG with info on Fiji sites
1946-1948
LaDu, Margaret
1946, RFH supplies age of skeletons found at Concord
Laessøe, Jørgen
1953, re studying cuneiform tablets
Lafonso, Elmer N.
1913-1914, Indian seeks job at the fair
Lagarde, Ed.
1938, re skeletal remains found at Belmont
Lagerstedt, Albert
n.d., seeks museum job
Laguesse, Janine
1950, EWG informs her of death of Rollo Beck
Laguna, Antonio Ramirez
1939, EWG seeks botanical specimens from Mexico
La Harpe, J.E.
1943, request for RHL reprint
Lahitte, Carlos T. de
1954, in Spanish to RHL
Lal, Gobind B.
1923, [unsigned] letter of recommendation
1928, EWG asks return of loaned book
Lamb, Helen B.
1949, DGM thanks for favorable comment on paper and will send reprint
Lambert, Berndt
1955, letters from former museum employee in Army
Lambertson, E.R.
1930, re Howard-King underground city
ALK says fake or delusion
Landes, Ruth
1954, ALK gives advice on how to get back into the profession
Lamecio
n.d., Indian asks ALK to send money for Indian shoes
LaMere, Oliver
1920, suggests that Indian whose autobiography was published should be
sent a copy
Land, M.L.
1934, EWG suggests paper to be used in translation of manuscript in Indian
language
Landauer, Carl
1941, ALK offers books
Landauer, Walter
1942, ALK letter of recommendation to Air Corps
Landazuri, E.
1934, arranges to see ALK to discuss languages of Mexico
Landgraf, John L.
1961, WB makes suggestions for sessions on Africa
Landrum, Elizabeth A.
1936, ALK explains museum specimen classification system
Lane, Arthur W.
1945, ALK gives advice to proposed director of army museum of Aleutian
material
project abandoned
Lane, Clayton
1949, re American Institute of Pacific Relations from DGM
Lang, Edwin, Mrs.
1933, re basketry
Lange, A.F., Prof.
1913, 1916, re enrollment and course requirements
Langer, Paul F.
1953, re survey of persons qualified to research Asian political movements
Langer, S.
1922, ALK sends book on children's dreams
1925, thanks for ALK's Indian handbook
Langford, Carl
1943, re Karok with EWG
Langford, J.O.
1934, questions about throwing sticks referred to Strong
Laniz, Ruperto
1950-1951, re sherds from British Honduras
Lanneau, Violet
1934, ALK advises where to study Indian languages
Lanning, Edward P.
1956-1966
Lanouette, Kenneth H.
1926, 1930, letters of recommendation
Lantis, Margaret
1932-1957
Lanz, Henry
1936, request for ALK reprint
LaPiere, Richard T.
1953, seeks return of his thesis lent to Harold Nelson
LaPrade, Lucile
1921, sends Hopi notebook
ALK replies with news of department
Larco, Rafael
1934-1944
Larios, Rudolph
1965, ABE letter of recommendation
Larner, William A.
1939, seeks prepublication sales of his book, "Nuhiño"
Larson, Daniel O.
1927, ALK recommends books for self study
Larson, Long Tom
1952, greetings and news
Larson, Marjorie E.
1947, DGM advises on race designations for birth certificates
Larson, Ralph N.
1956, DGM is his escort for Charter Day
Larson, Thomas J.
1952, EWG purchases book on New Caledonia
Lasker, Bruno
1925, re race relations
1940, re Institute of Pacific Relations
Lasker, Gabriel
1946-1956
Lastretto, C.B.
1927, re EWG talks to Audubon Society
Lakeman, Harold
1928, re maps for Braille copy of "Anthropology"
Latham, Roy
1942, seeks photos of skeletons found at Shelter Island, N.Y.
EWG says not here
Latham Foundation for the Promotion of Humane Education
Latin American List and Information Service
1941-1944
Committee on Latin American Studies
Latta, F.F.
1927-1938
Lattes, Leone
1934, request for ALK reprint
Lattimore, Owen
1934-1944
Lauffer, Berthold
1914-1934
Laughlin, William
1940, re possible graduate work
1949, RFH thanks for notes
Lauper, Fred
1938, wants photos of Egyptian crania
Lavare, Gabriel
1944, re photo of New Ireland mask
Laves, Gerhardt
1927-1929, with RHL re clowns among Plains Indians and travel arrangements to Australia
Law, Marion
1933, re possible graduate work
Lawrence, A.W.  
1939, ALK letter of recommendation

Lawrence, E.O.  
1934, museum to be open during AAAS meetings

Lawrence, Peter  
1956, seeks position

Lawrence, William Ewart  
1937-1939

Lawson, A.C.  
1921-1928, Professor of Geology

Lay, Dirk  
1923, seeks ALK's support of San Carlos dam to help Pima Indians

Lea, Clarence F.  
1942, wants to know which tribes were involved in 1851-1952 treaties
ALK gives references

Leach, James W.  
1950, wants to join work in Micronesia

Leach, Walter J. Jr.  
1956, inquires about texts which he will use at College of San Mateo
League of American Penwomen, Inc.  
1930
League of Nations  
1935, 1939

Leake, Chauncy  
1933-1939

Leakey, L.S.B.  
1948, from TDMcC re Wendell Phillips
1952, re visit here

Learned, Roy E.  
1922, reports mounds being leveled
Golomshtok sent

Leary, Frances  
1966, re WB attendance at Northwestern conference

Leavell, H.R.  
1955, list of reprints sent

Le Bras, Gabriel  
1954, RHL solicits essay on justice and compromise for UNESCO project

LeBuffe, F.P.  
1934, request for RHL reprint

LeClant, Jean  
1954, 1966

Leddicoat, R.L.  
1936, RLO answers as to what constitutes blonds and brunettes

Lednicki, Waclaw  
1950, asks RHL help finding position for Sulimirski
reply

Lee, Alfred McClung  
1946, RHL letter of recommendation for Robert F. Spencer

Lee, Chingwah  
1935-1945

Lee, Dorothy  
see Demetracopoulou, Dorothy and Kroeber's PhD's bibliographies

Lee, Hector  
1950, EWG thanks for reporting site near Chico

Lee, Oliver Justin  
1949, re loan of slides for lecture

Lee, Sam D.  
1934, re anthropometric study of Chinese Americans
first carbon of final report
Lee, Sera
1921, [unsigned] invites her to come and discuss testing of Chinese school children
Lee, T.E.
1946, re possible graduate work
Leech, David
1944, re possible graduate work
Leechman, Douglas
1922-1931
Leete, Charles H.
1934, ALK with old teacher
Legge, Robert T.
1935, thanks EWG for papyrus reference to bone injuries
Leh, Leonard
1934, RHL thanks for reprint
1944, request for course catalog
Lehman, B.H.
1931-1951, Professor of English
Lehman, Walter
1930, request for reprints
Lehman, Rudolph
1926-1951
Lehmann-Hartleben, Karl
1940, re survey of architectural representations on Roman coins
Lehmann-Nihely (?) 
1924, one letter in German
Lehmer, D.N.
1921-1934, re Indian recordings
Lehmer, Donald J.
1954-1955, re Plains Conference
Lehmer, Eunice
1938, re her husband's books
Lehn, Eddie
1933, ALK explains that there are many Indian languages
Leigh, R.W.
1926-1955
Leighly, John B.
1925-1933
Leighton, Alexander H.
1938-1939, psychiatrist in training wants field work
Leighton, Everett
1927, RHL advises on work on sign language
Leisk, Hermann
1931, invites Olson to see collection at Vancouver City Museum
Leishman, Afton
1934, EWG gives reference on Hamites, Semites etc.
Leland, Simeon [?].
1946, ALK suggestions for position at Knight's Landing
Le Maitre, Loren
1941, re mound at Knight's Landing
Lemos, Pedro J.
1922, [unsigned] asks what skeletal material is available at Stanford
Lenzinger, Eslah
1952, RHL recommendation
Lenzen, Victor F.
1941, asks RHL to contribute to volume to celebrate 75th anniversary of the university
Leon
1927, ALK seeks items left in Peru
Leon, Nocolas
1925, explains reason for resigning from National Museum of Mexico
Leonard, C.H.
1934, wants language material collected from Gilbert Natches
Leonard, Irving A.
1943, ALK reaction to his survey
1946, congratulates ALK on honorary degree from Yale
Leonard, James S.
1913, ALK advises on books for self study
Leonard, J.N.
1941, seeks RHL advice on layman's key to scientific literature
Leong, Tom S.
Leslie, Charles J.
1928, ALK gives source for statements on cancer in "Anthropology"
Lessa, William A.
1951-1954
Lesser, Alexander
1929-1939
Lessing, Ferdinand
1936-1950
Lestrade, G.P.
1921, courses listed
Leuer, Priscilla O.
1941, tells RLO of Mexican trip
Levering, C. Walsh
n.d., seeks work as illustrator
Levi, Werner
1949, RHL invited to U. Minnesota
Lévi-Strauss, Claude
1937-1955
Levin, Leon Lewis
1938-1943
Levva, Ward
1936, claims to know location of Cabrillo's grave
EWG reply
Levy, Jerome
1944, old classmate calls RHL's attention to his book on Economics
Lewis, A.B.
1917, [unsigned] compliments him on paper on tribes of the lower Columbia
Lewis, A.M.
1940, EWG letter of recommendation for Clarence E. Smith, Jr.
Lewis, Austin
1928, ALK praises Mrs. Armer's film, "The Mountain Chant, a Navajo Pastoral"
Lewis, C.I.
1914-1945
Lewis, Charles L.
1931, ALK explains delay on Walapai paper
Lewis, Curtis
1939, EWG asks to see his pottery from Fleming Point
Lewis, Gilbert Newton
1945-1946, ALK offers advice and criticism of paper on American pre-history
EWG gives references to blowguns
Lewis, Harriet Jane
1933, author of children’s book wants info on Miwok
   EWG gives reference
Lewis, Harrison

1947, bracelet identified as probably Navajo
Lewis, Margaret
   n.d.-1919, ALK with teacher at Zuñi
Lewis, Myron F.
   1952, EWG and JHR comments on his proposal for a doctoral dissertation
Lewis Publishing Co.
   1931, wants data to include on ALK in "California and Californians"
Lewis, Raymond C.
   1942, inquires about museum courses
   EWG reply
Lewis, T.M.N.
   1934, plans for Tennessee archaeology
Lewis, Thomas H.
   1955, re excavations at Ixtlan
   EWG gives references
Lewis, Wilmarth
   1946, ALK sends book as thanks for hospitality at Yale
Lhuillier, Alberto
   1945, one letter in Spanish
L’Heureux, Hervé
   1952, from RHL re possible visit of Wanner
Li, An-che
   1934-1948
Li, Fang K.
   1927, 1954
Li, Kolu
   1927-1928, Korean ethnologist
Libby, Dorothy
   1950-1954
Libby, H.C.
   1924, EWG gives info on Indians of Southern Jan Joaquin Valley
Libby, W.C.
   1949-1952, radiocarbon dating
Liberia
   1950, JHR to president re Moses Davis
Lichtenecker, Hans
   1932, 1935
Lid, Nils
   n.d.-1952
Liebes, Dorothy
see California Graduate School of Design
Lieker, Herbert
   1930-1941
Lifte magazine
   1937-1954
Lifwynn Foundation
see Burrow, Trigant
Light & Co.
   1952, Botanist Mason gives references to plants and herbs used for contraception
Light, S.F.
   1941-1942, re Olivella pycna
Lignan University
   1933, re exchange of publications
Lilge, Fritz
friend of Sarton arranges to meet RHL
Lilienthal, M.P.
    1935, wants exhibit for Boy Scout camp
    refused
Lilienthal, Philip
    DGM turns down invitation to write article
Liljeblad, Sven
    n.d.-1951
Lillard, J.B.
    1931-1942. President, Sacramento Junior College, re his museum and
    collection
Lillie, F.R.
    see National Research Council
Lilly, Eli
    1937-1938, re publications
University Nacional Mayor de San Marcos de Lima
Limbert, R.W.
    1923, re rock carving in Idaho
Lincoln, Cornelia
    1942, re donation of linguistic card catalogs and psychiatry books
    1944-1945, EWG supplies bibliography on Oceania and info on slides
Lincoln, J.S.
    1932-1939
Lincoln, Walter Gould
    1928, [unsigned] gives references to Indian stories
Lindbergh, Col. Charles
    see Kidder, A.V. 1930
Lind, Joanne
    n.d., EWG gives references on head shrinking
Lindblom, G.
    1928-1946
Lindgren, Ethel J.
    1933-1956
Lindig
    1955, RHL to Hoebel re his field work
Lindsay, Mary
    1940, inquires about Mexican ring
    RLO reply
Lineberger, Walter F.
    1925, member of Congress, re narcotic education
Lines, Jorge A.
    1934-1939, Costa Rica
Linguistic Society of America
    1924-1952
Linguistics
    1938-1955
Linguistics, U.C.
    1913-1947
    See also Emeneau, Murray
Linn, Frederic
    1948-1949, EWG gives references on Egyptology
Linné, Sigvald
    1929-1946
Linney, Hartwell H.
    1953, ALK returns maps
Lins, Mario
    1942, RHL sends reprints
Linton, M. Albert

Box 92
1919, ALK thanks for pamphlet on Carnegie Foundation Plan

Linton, Ralph
1921-1953
See also Brown, Warner
Lions Club of Crockett
1941, ALK supplies pictures of Indians for historic marker at mound site
Lipitz, Herman
1934, RHL gives references on comparative law
Lippincott, publishers
1942-1951
Lippmann, Walter
1923, RHL comments favorably on his articles on psychological tests
Lips, Julius E.
1934-1940
Lipschutz, A.
1949, request for reprints
The Literary Review
1922, ALK agrees to review two books
Litte, Heinrich
1921, one letter in German
Littell, Robert
1923, ALK asks payment for review
Little, Brown, publishers
1950, 1953
Little, T.V.
1924-1925, re finds at Shafter
Littlejohn, Hugh
1928-1948
Litton, Charles A.
1917, thanks ALK for suggestion of Indian name for cottage
Liveright, publishers
1922-1948
The Living Age
1933-1936
Livingston, Clara V.
1937, EWG gives references on Morongo Indians
Livingston, Leon
1943, ALK asked to authenticate a pipe to be used in Wells Fargo advertising
Llanellyn, K.N.
1935, seeks reprints on law
Lloyd, Malcolm
1948, re RFH manuscript
1949, telegram notice of his death
Locke, L. Leland
1925, with ALK re quipus
Lo Ch'ang-P'ei
1945, to ALK re his Chinese linguistic work
Lockey, Joseph B.
1935-1936
Lockney, Lawrence
1937, re Nevada pictographs
Lockwood, William W.
1949, from DGM re Inlow
Loeb, E.M.
1922-1955
widow, 1966
Loewenberg, J.
1928, ALK approval of resolution of the Committee on Courses
Loftus, J.W.
1931, ALK re fence at St. Helena place
Logan, H.B.
1941, re Indian use of mountain beaver
Logan, Sarah Butler
1936, seeks museum work
Logavatu, Rabici V.
1950-1956, with EWG from Fiji
Logie, J.W.S.
1923, RHL gives references on Indians
Logsdon, C.S.
1930, RHL advises what to read before taking his summer course in Cultural Anthropology
Lomas, Randall W.
1965, FAN gives references
Lombardo Toledano, Vincente
1944, sends questionnaire on world problems to RHL and ALK
ALK notes for answers
London, Ivan D.
1955, request for ALK reprint
London School of Economics
1940
University of London
1926, letters of introduction for Mumford and Gordon
Loofbourouw, Leon L.
1953, sends Concow myth
ALK advises publication
Long, Mrs.
1935, LMO gives references on pitch lines water bottles
Long Island Biological Association
1944, re Charles H. Davenport Memorial fund
Long, J.C.
1941, asks ALK what happens to the soul after death
no reply
Long, John
1942, request for ALK reprints
Longfellow, Julia B.
1928, re blood types
1932, re Mayan use of jade
Longman’s Green, publishers
1935, ALK expresses doubts about Leakey’s “Adam’s Ancestors”
Longo, L.D.
1962, WB sends Yoruba publications
Loomis, Barbara
1941, seeks field work in Peru
Loomis, L.
1941, EWG sends info on buttons of Dalles-Deschutes region
Loomis, Leverett M.
Loos, A.W.
1943, ALK says his proposed comparative study of Latin and North American thought is worthwhile but is not anthropology
Loosley, Josephine B.
1939, re loan of exhibit cases
Lopatin, Ivan A.
1927-1951
Lopez, Cecilio
1951-1955, with EWG from the Philippines
Lopez, Marguerite
   1921-1923
Lopez, Victor
   1934, wants publications on Peru
Lorenzen, L.M.
   1933, wants info on Fiji
   EWG gives references
Loring, Michael
   1952, re Indian musical recording
Loring, Philip H.
   1932, EWG gives advice on study of Archaeology
Lorquin, Estella
   1922-1923, secretary
Lort, J.C.
   1936, EWG refers to Fogg for course on art museum methods
Los Angeles County
   1940, department administers exam for curator of history and anthropology
   1952, re loan of specimens to county fair
Los Angeles Police Department
   1938, EWG advises on race classifications
Los Angeles Public Library
   1940, seeks meaning of Cajalco
   1949, EWG included in bibliography of California writers
Los Angeles State College
Lossing, Laverna L.
   1939, ALK comments on MA thesis on music of California Indians
Lothrop, Blanche T.
   1918, [unsigned] gives references on origin of evil in Indian tales
Lothrop, S.K.
   1917, re work in California
   1928, with ALK re Brittanica article on Central America
   1938, re Smith volume
   1945, re Peru and review of ALK book
Lotrich, Victor F.
   1940-1941, EWG and ALK contribute to manuscript on cradle boards
Lott, Howard B.
   1940, seeks RHL Crow publications
Lott, Margaret M.
   1953, compliments EWG on Northwest Coast exhibit at UCLA
Loubat Prize
   1937-1938
Loud, Catherine
   1951, thanks for seeing Blanche Trask artifacts
Loud, Katherine
   1920, seeks laces
   we have very few and they are in storage
Loud, L.L.
   1913, with ALK
   1911-1946
   retirement, 1940-1946
   will, obituary
Louderback, George W.
   1931-1951
   For correspondence as Dean of the College of Letters and Science, see U.C. Letters and Science
Loudon, R.W.
   1934, EWG gives references on Southern San Joaquin Valley
1942, ALK and RHL decline to sponsor him for Royal Anthropological Institute
1943, appreciates ALK’s memoir of Boas
Loukobka, Cesnrur
1921, request for ALK reprints
Lounsbury, Floyd G.
1947, RHL sends reprint and Nimuendaju monograph
Loureiro-Netto, Antonio
1956, Murphy requests him as research assistant, bio-bib
Loveless, May
1935, re possible graduate work
Loving, Faith Maris
1931, ALK reply to invitation from New York
Lowe, A.R.
1915, Egyptology question
no reply
Lowe, Erline
1940, re growth of Chinese boys
ALK refers to Lee report
Lowe, James L.
1941, EWG gives references on archaeology of California
Lowell, A.R.
1932, inquires whereabouts of Radin
secretary reply
Lowes, Charlotte
1935, re possible graduate work
Lowie, R.H.
1914-1919, with ALK, EWG
1920-1928, carbon of review of “Primitive Society”, ALK, EWG
1929-1932, ALK, Lesser, EWG, copy of background test in Botany, Geography and History prerequisite to graduate courses in anthropology
1933-1936, EWG, ALK
1937-1941, ALK, RLO, EWG, History Committee, GHB
1942-1944, ALK, RHL Scholarship Fund, EWG
1945-1951, EWG, ALK, TDMcC
personal 1932-1944, includes account of experience of Stockholm-Andrea Doria collision
1957, final letters and correspondence of others re publication of memoirs bibliographies, obituaries, clippings
Lowie-Sapir correspondence
typescript
Box 94
Lowman, Clifford D.
1948, HRWS identifies old French coin
Lowrimore, Burton
1948-1953
Lowry, Ralph
1942, EWG acknowledges reports on cemetery removals in Shasta Dam area
Loyalty Oath of U.C. professors
1950-1951
see appropriate years in folders:
DuBois, Cora
Grace, George
Kelly, Isabel
Kidder, A.V.
ALK
RHL
Majumdar, D.N.
RLO
Osgood, Cornelius
U.C. Oath
Lozar, Raymond
(1953?) bio-bibliography sent by American Committee for Emigre Scholars, Writers and Artists
Lubinski, Ide
1913, [unsigned] sends references to published myths
Lubman, Daisy
1917, EWG gives info on Mono
Lucas, F.A.
see Museums- New York- American Museum of Natural History
Lucas, Henry S.
1936, to ALK introducing Ernst Levy
Lucas, John C.
1946, RLO recommends bibliography in "The Maya and Their Neighbors" to a writer of fiction
Lucas, Virginia Cummings
1951, to EWG about job prospects
undated proposal for field study, "Village Culture in Ecologic Balance"
Lucas, William Palmer
1933, 1935, with ALK re Institute of Child Welfare
Luck, Harold
1934, EWG provides pictures of Yurok and Pomo baskets
Luck, J. Murray
1929-1930, re possible joint meeting of AAA and AAAS
Luck, Mary G.
1932-1937
Lucknow University
1941-1942, re ALK reading thesis of I. Singh
1950, from DGM re possibility of research there by Alan Beals
1954, re missing serial
Luick, Constance
1937, EWG describes career prospects in archaeology
Lull, R.S.
1924-1925, re summer here and meetings in New Haven
Lumley, F.E.
1930, re RHL visit to Ohio State
1936, RHL suggests prospects for possible position
Lummis, Charles F.
1902 and undated, re recording of Indian and old Spanish songs
Lunt, Paul S.
1938, with ALK re Beyer-Dolores divorce and Yankee City data
Luomala, Katherine
1931-1954
Luther, Mrs. M.
1913, EWG gives references to published Indian songs
Lutz, H.F.
1921-1958, Department of Semitic Languages
Lutz, R.H.
1933, with RHL re Social Science Research Conference
1937, ALK declines to serve on PhD. committee at Stanford
Lyman, George D., M.D.
1925, with EWG re publications on medicine and surgery among Indians
Lynch, Ada Kyle
1928, inquires for ALK book on the Southwest
no reply
Lynch, F.W.
1931, ALK corrects his Quinado references
Lynch, John M.
1951, ALK thanks for data on Indians of Squaw Valley
Lynn, M.A.
1940, provides ALK with pamphlets on enterprises in California
Lyon, D.B.
1914, sends Yana specimens (TTW tells Ishi's reaction)
1935, arrangements for return of specimens
Lyon, W.L.
1936, RHL declines to define "social interaction"
Lyser, C.J.
1926, RHL gives references on Paiutes
Lyu, Kingsley K.
1943, ALK thanks for bibliography on Korea

-M-

Maas, Albert E.
1926, to Matthews from Tepic
Maas, Greg
1964, ABE identifies charmstone and refers to Riddell
Mabott, Thomas O.
1946, RHL thanks
Mabie, E.C.
1947, RHL suggests Margaret Lantis for a position at State University of Iowa
Mabuchi, Toichi
1957, to EWG
McAfee, Byron
1926, seeks books on Nahuatl language
secretary refers to Tozzer
McAfee, Joseph
1932, "screwball scribblings"
McAlester, C.W.
1922, ALK ansers several questions
McAlester, David
1940, RHL comments on Crow paper
1948, re American Yearbook
1951, re Washington Matthews collection
McAllister, J. Gilbert
1928-1942
McAllister, James J.
1932, EWG refers "translator" of petroglyphs to Steward's paper
McBain, J.W.
1938-1944, re candidates for honorary degrees and regional institute
McBride, George M.
1930, 1940, re publications
McCabe, Mathew F.
1937, RHL answers question on scientific terminology
McCann, H.K., advertising company
1927, with ALK on human hair color
McCarty, Edna
  1943, ALK declines to serve as patron of YWCA Indian Festival
McCarty, George J.
  1920, sends basket as requested by Nuttall
MCartney, Eugene S.
  1932, with RHL re the Academy and proliferation of publication
McCauley, Aza
  1918, [unsigned] sends photographs to Indian at Ione
McCavilen, Pedro
  1927, to ALK in Spanish
McCleary, Oliver S.
  1952, re excavations near McNary Dam area, upstream from The Dalles
McClellan, Catherine
  1950-1954
McClellan, E.C.
  1915, arranges to see EWG to discuss Indian remains in Idaho
McCloskey, Downs
  1930, re mounds at Buttonwillow
McCoy, Edna
  1926, secretary gives references on Shoshonean dialects
McCoy, Frank
  1943, ALK declines to serve as patron of YWCA Indian Festival
McCoy, Frank
  1920, sends basket as requested by Nuttall
McCoy, Frank
  1943, ALK recommends Angel for position
McCown, Theodore D.
  1929-1940
  1941-1955
McCown, Don
  1940, invites ALK to visit Oriental Institute
McCown, C.C.
  1934, 1943, 1952
McCown, C.C.
  1943, ALK recommends Angel for position
McCown, C.C.
  1934, 1943, 1952
McCown, C.C.
  1943, ALK recommends Angel for position
McCown, Theodore D.
  1929-1940
  1941-1955
McCoy, Edna
  1926, secretary gives references on Shoshonean dialects
McCoy, Frank
  1943, ALK declines to serve as patron of YWCA Indian Festival
McCoy, Frank
  1920, sends basket as requested by Nuttall
McCoy, Frank
1923, manager of Santa Maria Inn requests publications on California Indians
McCready, H.L.
1934, reports site near Monterey
McCubbin, J.C.
1922, re Fresno County Historical Museum
McCue, Raiston
1925, EWG thanks for reporting site
McCulloch Brothers, photographers
1932, re pictures for EWG Yavapai paper
McCullough, Edith
1928, sends ALK prospectus of Bennington College
McCullough, Jay R.
1943, ALK declines to write for bulletin of Rosicrucian museum
McCune, George McAfee
1946, resumé
MacCurdy, George Grant
1913-1948
McCutchen, DuVal T.
1929, asks RHL advice on course in Ethnology which he might teach
reply
McDermott, John Francis
1930, RHL refers to publisher for permission to reprint chapter from "Are We Civilized?"
McDonald, C.H.
1943, sends "incised" stone
EWG judges it not an artifact
McDonald, E.B.
1927, collector and appraiser of relics
McDonald, J.A.
1922, ALK unable to speak at new Labor College
McDonald, Lurene
1923, ALK supplies bibliography to New School for Social Research
McDonald, Rita
1941, RLO recommends her for Ritter Hall
MacDowell, L.G.B.
1924, Strong to investigate bones found near Taft
McDuffie, Mrs. Duncan
1927, EWG advises on material on California Indians for Boy Scouts
McElroy, J.J.
1938, EWG explains how Indians drilled stones without iron
McFarland, Harriet
1936, EWG explains why Indian pottery is not on display
McFarland, Ross A.
1933, RHL and ALK have no one to suggest for a scholarship in Geneva for which the student would pay own travel expenses
McFarlane, Eileen W.E.
1942, with ALK re possibilities for serological work in Northwest
MacFarlane, Jean
1940, ALK’s opinion of two books
McFeeley, Frances
1947-1955
McGee, Hubert T.
1927, EWG gives advice on cataloguing and accessioning to new natural history museum in Memphis

McGeein, Donald
1940, EWG sends references to shellmounds

McGettigan, C.D.
1916, re General Vallejo's son, who knows Suisun language

McGettigan, L.P.
1948, EWG says meaning of "Yulupa" is unknown

McGillivray, H.P.
1937, wants soil analysis in exchange for allowing excavation on his ranch

McGinsey, Harry A.
1932, wants to trade his collection for tuition

McGimsley, Grover C.
1916, reports rock markings near Talmage

McGinness, William L., Jr.
1946, RHL advises lawyer on question of race

McGough, J.M.
1915, request for tribal map

McGovern, J.B.M.
1933, from EWG

McGovern, Mrs. J.B.M.
1922, RHL acknowledges book and advises on possible lecture tour

McGovern, William M.
1930, referred to publisher for permission to publish maps

McGowan, Katherine
1965, re Huroks and Hoopa

Macgowan, Kenneth
1942-1950, includes material on Pre-Columbian Fund

McGraw-Hill, publishers
1930-1956

McGregor, Douglas
1942, RHL recommends Nathaniel Knowles to MIT

MacGregor, Gordon
n.d., 1930-1956

MacGregor, John C.
1942-1943

Macgregor, R.R.
1922, seeks job

McGroarty, John S.
1915, ALK seeks source for meanings of California county names

Mach, Ludwig
1936, 1946

Machado, Lourival Gomes
1940-1941, seeks "Origin of the State"
RHL reply

Machado, William
1940, EWG identifies figurine found near Morro Bay

McIlwraith, T.F.
1927-1928, with ALK re ethnology articles for Britannica

McIntosh, W. Carroll
1914-1915, reader

McInturf, H.
1924, WES asks about specimens found near Lemoare

Maclver, R.N.
1928, cover letter for honorarium to ALK

1936, 1938, RHL advice and comments on department at Columbia

Mack, W.A.
1934, EWG and ALK thanks for rock picture site and data found near Merced
Mackay, Clarence H.
1904, 1905, Putnam asks his aid to department
Mackay School of Mines
1938, return of pottery fragment
Mackaye, W.V.
1932, request for ALK reprints
McKechnie, Frank
1931, plans for degree in Latin American studies
McKee, Jess J.
1940, ALK refers to Field Museum for identification of specimens
McKee, Mildred
1932, ALK gives references on reservations
McKenna, J.F.
1936, recommendations
McKenna, Rose F.
1933, from ALK re recording Indian music
McKenny, Robert A.
1930-1956
McKenzie, I.
1938, request for ALK reprint
McKern, Thomas W.
1947-1955
McKern, W.C.
1916-1920
1921-1926
1928-n.d.
n.d.-1931
1935-1956
Mackie, W.W.
1943, 1945, with ALK re pre-Inca Peruvian lima beans
McKinley, Daniel
1961, bibliography: Archeozoological Records of the Carolina Parakeet
McKinley, Gerald
1916, with TTW re drawings for publication
MacKinley, W.E.W.
1922-1923, with ALK re Indian languages
McKissick, J.C.
1966, inquires about "gods eyes"
ABE sends bibliography and text of exhibit
McLaughlin, Donald Thomas
1934, EWG refers to Hewett for field course in Southwestern archaeology
McLaughlin, Madge
1936, ALK helps with book list for Social Anthropology
McLean, Mrs. G.F.
1937, EWG gives references on Ishi
McLeilian, M.E.
1924, [unsigned] recommendation to Bishop Museum
1926, from EWG re birds
1928, re Loomis memorial
McLoed, B.H.
1944, re publication on copper objects from Culiacán
McLoed, Kenneth M.
1933, 1941, 1955, re Klamath Modoc
MacLeod, William Christie
1924-1935
McLinden, Horace L.
1944, EWG provides references on people west of Hawaii
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McMath, Ella M.</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>ALK provides references on Cahuilla for teacher writing stories for children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macmillan Company</td>
<td>1913-1955</td>
<td>publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMillan, Calvin</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>re proposed trip to New Caledonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMillan, Virginia</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>ABE identifies Mexican bracelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMurry, Ocea</td>
<td></td>
<td>EML gives references on Kuksu cult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMurray, O.K.</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>ALK sends law professor a manuscript on history of legal rights of Indians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNab and Smith, Draymen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNary, Martha</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>ALK and RHL given honorary membership in Mu Alpha Nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNeil, Jessie</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>EWG gives info on museum courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNew, R.D.</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>ALK gives references on Indians of Kern County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNichols, Charles</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>re pictures of Ellis Landing site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McPhee, Hugh D.</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>with RLO re grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McPherson, William</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>with ALK re mourning ceremonies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McRill, Errol M.</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>[unsigned] sends references on petroglyphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McShane, Catherine Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td>certificate of advancement to PhD. candidacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McSorley, John</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>EWG inquires about relics found during mining operations near Mokelumne Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McWilliam, Adele</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>personal to ALK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maddox, Jule V.</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>seeks excavating work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeira, Percy C.</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>arrangements for ALK to speak to Anthropological Society of Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mademoiselle</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>seeks info on careers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madera County Free Library</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>EWG reprints on Mono sent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Madras</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>permission granted to translate part of RHL’s “An Introduction to Cultural Anthropology”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maessen, William and Claudia</td>
<td>1947-1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maenchzen, Otto</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>W.D. Wallis invites him to speak here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maeshima, Yutaka</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>permission granted to translate RHL’s ”Primitive Society” into Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahaffey, C.R.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1944, EWG arranges to see his shell collection
Magary, Frank
1941, RHL answers questions about Plains Indians
Maggenti, Florence
1934, wants to borrow Roam lamps for a school play
refused
Mahoney, C.P.
1934, ALK gives reference on Indians near Blythe
Mahony, D.J.
1944, ALK sends review of Keilor Man
Mahwee, Dick
1913-1919, Indian informant
Maier, Herb
1927, re Archaeological Institute of America, Santa Fe
Maine, F.
1927, ALK gives references on Mohave Indians
Mair, Hattie
1928, asks ALK for address of King ("Lost city" hoax)
no reply
Maisen, A.G.
1946, reports site
EWG reply
Maison de L'Amerique Latine
1933, ALK reprints sent
Maizlish, I. Paul
1939, ALK declines to supply list of 25 titles basic to anthropology
Majumdar, D.N.
1948-1949, re visit here
Makemson, Maud W.
1949, request for work space in museum
Maki, Niilo
1934, ALK gives reference on righthandedness and right vs. left facing in
primitive arts
Malacological Society (London)
1948, acknowledges EWG publication on California shell artifacts
Malage, Leonidas B.
1944, sends ALK appreciation of "Peruvian Archaeology in 1942"
Malamud, Connie
1947
Malamuth, Julia
1930, from Dean of Women re deferred exam
Malan, Michael
1931-1932, Hungarian seeks year's study here
Malcom, Roy L.
1934, suggests founding chapter of Mu Alpha Nu here
ALK replies that Sigma Xi already fills same functions
Maldonado, Angel
1949, to ALK in Spanish
Maldonado, Pompeyo
1926, to ALK in Spanish
Malfanti, Gwen
1940, ALK judges Mexican brooch
Maling, Dorothy
1932, EWG gives references on Indians of Marin County
Malinowski, B.
1926-1939, with ALK, RHL, EWG, N.Y. Times obit
Malkin, Borys
1953-1955
Malloy, Joan
  1952, request granted to sketch Chimu pottery designs

Malone, James H.
  1923, RHL arranges for someone else to review "The Chickasaw Nation" as he is not an expert on the Southeastern tribes

Maloney, Joe
  1930, EWG suggests books
  1937, re fish hooks

Malouf, Carling
  1944, acknowledges reprints

Malquist, Helen C.
  1965, referred to appraiser for evaluation of artifacts

University of Manchester
  1954, RHL to John C. Kenna

Mandelbaum, David G.
  1937-1955, correspondence, departmental memoranda, bibliography

Mandelbaum, May
  1929, seeks summer field work

Mandell, Diana
  1932, RLO recommendation for scholarship

Mandslay, Alfred
  1915, to TWW re map in his publication

Mangelsdorf, P.C.
  1939-1944, exchange of reprints with RHL and ALK

Mangino, Judith
  1924, letters of introduction
  1934, re her work in Mexico

Mangold, Frederick R.
  1940, ALK gives advice on undergraduate preparation for PhD.

University of Manitoba
  1920, re W.D. Wallis job application

Manley, George
  1949, RHL sends BBC magazine

Mann, F.T.
  1929, from ALK re Walapai Indians

Mann, Paul B.
  1932, ALK unable to lunch with science teachers, but will dine with Biological Teachers Association

Mannari, Hiroshi
  1950, re Japanese mummies

Manning, Catherine
  1916, TTW identifies pendant
  1935, from ALK re skull find

Manning, Robert
  1962, ABE advises on appraisal of his collection of Oriental art

Mannix, E.
  1914, [unsigned] gives references on California ethnology

Mansfield, Fred B.
  1929, thanks for reporting site near Atascadero

Manson, Katherine
  1946, questions on Maya and tells of her visit to sacred site referred to Kidder by EWG

Manuel, E. Arsenio
  1955, request for publications for University of the Philippines

Marassi, Charles
  1938, ALK supplies "Indian Rocks" in Diegueno as name for ranch

Marchant, Jeane
1941, TDMcC replies that the Book of Mormon is not used in studying California Indians here
Marciniak, Joseph
1943, RHL suggests readings on ethnology
Marcombe, E.M.
1938, asks info on Seri Indians
reply not in file
Marcus, Sanford
1940, RLO declines to write recommendation to medical school because of slight acquaintance
Marett, R.R.
1913, recommendation for Wallis
1915, re possible employment for Hocart here
1941, ALK writes appreciation of his "Jerseyman at Oxford", reply
See also Marett
Marin, G.
1925, for book on time reckoning, asks if museum has any "chronological appliances"
EWG sends reference to description of Kiowa calendar
Marin, H.G.
1936, RHL refuses request for reprint
Maringer, John
1956, re visit here
Mark, R.W.
1962, WB regrets unable to attend dinner honoring Kimball
Mark, William
1944, EWG gives references on Tenino Indians
Market Street Railways
1926, 1928, EWG requests publicity for museum on posters and car cards
Markham, B.C.
1924, re photos of painted rocks near The Dalles
Markowitz, David
1937, book dealer offers to sell ALK's collection of aeronautica
ALK replies that he has no such collection
Marks, Elsie Whalley
1949, thanks RHL for advice on course of study
Marks, Joshua H.
1947, RFH refers to Erna Gunther for appraisal of totem pole
Marks, Margaret
1930, ALK made honorary member of Yurok Indian Club
Marks, Patricia
1950, TDMcC notifies of grant-in-aid for study of Malin, Oregon
1955, mimeographed Christmas letter
Maron, Stanley
1954, 1955, re employment here
Marot, Helen
1939, RHL comments and advice on her book manuscript, "Oneself"
RHL comments of work of Margaret Mead
Marquette, W.
1924, with ALK re his interest in and loan to a painter called Howard Kretz or Coluzzi
Marquina, Ignacio, of Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia, Mexico
1936-1945, with ALK and Isabel Kelly re her work in Mexico
Marquis, A.N. Co.
1927-1939, re listings in Who's Who in America
Marquis, Sarah Travel Service
1948-1950, re RHL passage to Europe
Marrett, R.R.
1913, ALK(?), asks his opinion of Wallis and Hooton
replies not in folder
See also Marett

Marriott, Alice
1946, ALK compliments her on Ten Grandmothers

Marriott, McKim
1953, "India Village Studies Project"
1956, from DGM re position here

Marsden, W.L.
1908-1912, letters to ALK re his research on Indians and their languages

Marsden, Clara A. (Mrs. W.L.)
1912-1923, mostly re preparation of W.L.'s manuscripts for publication

Marsh, Erna P.
1928, re preservation of pictographs in San Luis Obispo County

Marsh, Gordon
1944-1946, with ALK and RHL re his research on Washo Indian language

Marsh, Roy S.
1928, RHL answers questions on Shoshoni

Marsh, Vivian Osborne
1923-1931, mostly re her work on Negro folklore

Marshall, Byron C.
1926, asks EWG's opinion of Rimmer and his petrified skull
reply not in file

Marshall, Donald S.
1953-1956, re possible exchange of Polynesian material

Marshall, Dorothy
1927, seeks advice on possible career in anthropology
ALK reply

Marshall, E.L.
1932, re skeletons unearthed at Naval Air Station, Sunnyvale

Marshall, Freda M.
1941, with EWG re Indian place name

Marshall, George F.
1945, EWG refers to Ekholm for appraisal of Mexican stones

Marshall, Gloria A.
1964, sends resume and asks WB to read her dissertation

Marshall, J.A.
1919, re cement work on U.C. tennis courts

Marshall, John
1935, arrangements to meet ALK

Marshall Jones Co., publishers
1923, [unsigned] informs them that The American Anthropologist does not carry advertising

Marshall, L.C.
1925, seeks help with statement on functions and processes of society
RHL reply

Marshall, Laurence K.
1952, memo re his sponsoring of expeditions

Marshall, M.
1929, wants to buy ALK's land near Orrick
ALK replies that he sold it to the Highway Department

Marston, Miss
1915, EWG sends linguistic map and tells of plans to visit her at North Fork

Martin, Ada Olive
1927, 1930, to ALK and EWG claiming to have found the Yin-Yang symbol on an Oregon beach in 1903
no replies

Martin, Alfred
1925-1926, re employment as museum guard
Martin, Charles E.
1933, suggests Joseph Harri for membership in Social Science Research Conference
to Montgomery re Henry Suzzalo
Martin, E.G.
1930, asks ALK to serve on committee for a winter meeting of the Pacific Division of AAAS
Martin, Fredericka
1946, ALK requests copies of Voegelin's "The Aleut Language"
Martin, John D.
1921, TTW and teaching fellow disagree about his grade
Martin, Leslie
1928, asks identification of her Peruvian rugs
EWG suggests sending photos, nothing further
Martin, Lillain J.
1921, ALK(?) congratulates her on settling the matter of the presidency of the California Society for Mental Hygiene
Martin, Margaret Elizabeth
[unsigned], undated recommendation for a junior college teaching position
Martin, P.A.
1927-1939, History Department, Stanford
Martin, Paul S.
1947, ALK provides blurb for book which he does not have time to review
1949, RFH asks identification of Drake's Bay sherd
1950, from TDM re Peruvian skeletal material
1955, re publications not received
Martinez, Alfoso O.
1946, ALK thanks for reprints
Martinez, Carmel
1931, sophomore requests permission to take upper division course
Martinez, Humberto Mata
1945, ALK acknowledges election as corresponding member of the Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana
Martinez del Rio, Pablo
1935, complains that Steward has not acknowledged his monograph
RHL says not here this semester and gives address
Marvin, B.K.
1915, acknowledge monograph ALK sent to his late uncle, C.E. Rumsey
Masani, Minoo R.
undated newspaper clipping about lecture here
Masaryk University
1938, re exchange of papers
Maser, H.G.
1965, with ABE on identification of purported Mayan piece
Maslow, Abraham H.
1966, MJH acknowledges reprints
Maslow, Daryl
1955, thanks RHL for references helpful for his Social Science Research Council project
Mason, Clarinda C.
1946, RHL suggests reference for her novel on 1824 Tulareño revolt
Mason, Elizabeth
1925-1927, EWG and ALK give info for habitat groups she is making for museum in Santa Barbara
Mason, Gregory
1932-1937, includes printed program of PhD final and article from The Nation

Box 100
Mason, Herbert L.
1934-1952, Director, U.C. Herbarium

Mason, J. Alden
1913-1919
1920-1928
1929-1941
1942-1951

Mason, Marjorie
1935, RHL replies to inquiry re graduate work

Mason-McDuffie Company
1915-1930, gift of artifacts
fire insurance
ALK's insurance

The Masonic Outlook
1930, editor asks RHL for an article on Indian secret societies

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
1941, 1955

Massey, William C.
1941-1947, archaeological survey of Baja California

Masson, Mrs.
1916, re possible employment of Grant Towndolly as Wintun informant

Masson, Adele
1951, RFH advises on Hopi name for house in Arizona

Masten, Ada
1922, answers EWG's question on what tribes the parents of Albert Richards belonged to

Mather, Stephen T. Appreciation
1929, chairman requests ALK's support

Mathews, Barbara
1944-1945, EWG gives info on museum course

Mathewson, Donald
1939, re bones found near Benicia

Mathewson, Morley H.
1941, with EWG re missed exam

Matson, Arlun
1945, re make-up exam

Matson, G. Albin
1934, 1948, re blood grouping

Matson Navigation Company
1947, re name of ship, Hrdlicka

Matsumura, Akira
1927, requests EWG reprint

Mattern, Bruce
1930, RHL suggests Marett book for introduction to Anthropology

Matthew, W.D.
paleontologist, 1927-1930

Mathews, C.H.
1924-1930, re Indians of Trinity and Klamath River area
text of Yurok childbirth legend
snapshots of rock paintings near San Luis Obispo

Mathews, L. Harrison
1946, reprint on genital anatomy of the gibbob
ALK compliments him on his article and books on seals and whales

Mathews, Washington
1903, 1947, 1951-1952, re his Navajo notes and collection

Matthiassen, Therkel
1928, 1940, National Museum of Denmark

Matthiesen, A.
1938-1939, with EWG and C.L. Camp re site near Santa Cruz
Mattson, Nathan
  1942, request for arrowheads
    refused
Mattson, Patrititia
  drawing of duck with notation that she is a professional illustrator
Maudslay, Alfred R.
  1915, [unsigned] requests info about a map in his work
Mauldin, Henry
  1948-1957, re preservation of baskets and Pomo
Maule, Nancy
  1965, re return of "eagle"
Maus, Justine
  1947, with secretary re check
Maxey, Frances DeLaguna
  1947, former student tells ALK that she has found "Life's answer" in Mary Baker Eddy's "Science and Health"
Maxey, Martha
  1926-1930, RHL advises on masque about Crow Indians
Maxey, S.S.
  1913, arrangements for ALK to lecture
May, Boris
  1941, RLO recommendation to Stanford Medical School
May, E.F.
  1922, EWG supplies Indian word for healing waters
May, Leo C.
  1947, re possible graduate work
May, Mark
  1943, ALK requests a Gorer reprint
May, Roy
  1924, 1924, WES thanks him for map and information on mounds
May, Samuel C.
  1930-1942, professor of Political Science
May, Stacy
  1932-1934
  1934-1939, Rockefeller Foundation
May, Stephen
  1946, request for ALK autograph
Maybell, Mary
  1929, ALK tells how to make clay tablets
Mayer, Albert
  1954, schedule for visit here
Mayer, August F.
  1924-1927, re site and collection found near Alpaugh
Mayer, Caspar
  1913, ALK says almost no chance for employment at PPIE
Mayer, Justine B.
  1941-1942, with RHL and EWG re course and career
Mayer, Teresa
  1920, ALK suggests applying for fellowship
    she regretfully declines
Mayers, J.B.
  1948, request for departmental reports and publications for the state department of Education
Maynard, A.H.
  1930, re slides
Maynard, Frederick E.
  1930, patent attorney requests list of publications
sent
Meacham, Mrs. P.
   1937, EWG unable to identify Indian place name
Mead, Blanche M.
   n.d., student asks EWG how to improve her work in his course
Mead, Charles W.
   1921, re identification of Cuzco cup
   1925-1927, re his book
Mead, Clifford H.
   1924, offers to aid archaeological work in Mexico
   ALK says there are no present plans
Mead, Louis D.
   1915, question about the race of Finns
   no reply
Mead, Margaret
   1927-1944
Mead, Nelson P.
   RHL makes suggestions for possible position at CCNY
Mead & Quebedaux
   1916, [unsigned] request for refund on insurance on trunk stored in Gallup
Meade, Agnes Weber
   1930, EWG supplies info on Indians of Yuba County
Meader, Inez
   1940, ALK says no revision of his handbook is planned
Meagher, Tom
   1939, EWG sends references on Indians
Means, Florence C.
   1931, [unsigned] gives reference on “digger” Indians
Means, Philip Ainsworth
   1917-1931
Means, Richard
   1963, request for publications for Kalamazoo College
Mears, Helen
   1942, thanks ALK for favorable letter and review of her book, “Year of the Wild Boar”
Mears, Lewis L.
   1922, EWG gives info on Ishi
Mechling, William H.
   1913, re possible position here
Mechtild, M. (Sister)
   1932, with ALK re proposed book on Indians for high school
Meckfessel, William F.
   n.d., mix up re enrollment in class
Medford, Edward
   1936, RHL answers questions about races
Mee, John Hubert
   1924-1925, re excavation of Emeryville Shellmound
Meeker, Florence
   1923, [unsigned] can not identify Indian place name
Meeker, Frank O.
   1945, re possible graduate work
Meeker, Marchia
   1939, re possible graduate work
Mees, C.E.K.
   1943, RHL invites him to lecture to Sigma Xi
Mehrtens, H.G.
   1921, [unsigned] recommends a stenographer to him
Meier, Fred
1937, reports mound near Larkspur
Meier, Norman C.
1930, 1941
Meighan, Clement
1949-1960
Meigs, Peveril
1926-1942
Meinhard, H.H.
1953, re set of publications for King's College, Durham, England
Meissner, Amelia
1918, Curator of the Educational Museum of the St. Louis Public Schools
thanks EWG for letting her study the museum's work with school children
Mejia, Rosario
1944-1950, with EWG re visits to Mexico
Mekeel, H. Scudder
1930-1944
University of Melbourne
1948, TDMcC suggests exchange of ethnological material
Melkin, Borys
1953, RHL advises on possible grants
Mellon Fund reference sheet says see Barrett
Mellon Institute of Industrial Research
1925-1927
Mencken, H.L.
1923-1941, re contributions to American Mercury
Mencos Guarjaro-Fajardo, Xavier
1952, inquires about museum library
EWG replies there is none
Mendizabal, Miguel Othon de
1939-1940
Mendoza, Esteban
1923, Mexican preparator of skeletons
Menger, Karl
1946, with RHL re possible help for Hugo Dingler
Menges, Karl H.
1941-1942, with ALK re languages
Menorah Society and Journal
1916-1947
Menschen und Menschenwerke
1937, asks ALK's collaboration
no reply
Menzel, Brigette
1956, GMF says no fellowships here suitable for her
Menzel, Dorothy (Dolly)
see Riddell, Dorothy
Menzel, Emily
1941, inquiry re courses
Menzies, T.P.O.
see Museums-Canada, Vancouver City Museum
Mera, H.P.
1933-1942
Meranze, David R.
1944, doctor requests RHL reprint
Mercantile Trust Company
1923-1933, banking matters
Merced County Free Library
1940, ALK gives info on Indians near Dos Palos
Merchant, William F.
1918, re his arrowhead collection
Meredith, Grace E.
1931, sends ALK brochure announcing her book, "Girl Captive of the Cheyennes"
Mereen, Edith A.
1917-1923, re pictographs
Meriwether, C.N.
1915, TTW answers inquiry on method of flaking arrowheads
Merle, Jacob
1936, ALK answers questions on Yuroks
Merlis Company
1930, re photographic postcards for museum
Merriam, C. Hart
1917-1957
Merriam, C. Hart
1949-1953, re estate and manuscript collection
Merriam, Charles E.
1941, re RHL participation in U. Chicago Symposium on Law and Society
Merriam, J.C.
1902-1943
Merrill, Elmer D.
1921-1939, Botanist
Merrill, Floyd
1943, sends ALK photo of "Old Ned" (Karuck) photo not in file
Merrill, H.R.
1933, RHL sends reprint on Crow language to Editor of "The Improvement Era"
Merrill, Ruth Earl
1919-1926
Merritt, E.B.
1914, Assistant Commissioner of the Office of Indian Affairs, with ALK re Ishi
Merritt, Theodore E.
1936, inquires after person cited in RHL footnote reply
Mershon, Mrs
1946, ALK to U.C. Press re her manuscript on Indonesian culture
Mertins, Juan
1940, seeks job with Maya and Toltec exhibit
Meshover, Leonard
1966, thanks MJH for loan of artifacts to display at Frederic Burk School
Messick, Marian
1939, seeks info on Indian plant symbols EWG reply
Mestler, G.E.
1940, acknowledges ALK's contribution to blood group classification and requests reprints
Metcalfe, Woodbride
1935, 1940, Extension Forester, U.C. College of Agriculture
Methuen & Co. LTD
1934, ALK and RHL send favorable comments on Forde's "Habitat, Economy and Society"
Metraux, Alfred
1930-1955
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
1953, JHR advises on sources of info on Columbian Indians and protests depiction of Indians in movies
Metropolitan Life Insurance
1947, ALK requests their "Twenty-five Years of Health Progress" which he calls a valuable reference work
Mexia, Ines
1934-1935, Ecdorian studying fish poisons among Indian tribes
Mexican Embassy (Washington, D.C.)
1931-1932, re Ralph Beals trip to Mexico
Mexico. U.S. Govt. Embassy
1942, TDM recommends Elizabeth Denman for job
Mexico City College
1955, front page of paper shows Cornaby of Utah and painting
1959, announcement of summer session courses
Meyer, F.S.
1932, Oxford undergraduate inquires re graduate work
RLO reply
Meyer, J.J.
1937, asks ALK to review his book
EWG says "Inopportune" as ALK is recovering from operation
Meyer, Karl F.
1937-1939, Professor of Bacteriology
Meyer, Mrs. Karl F.
1917, re placement of chairs in the Greek Hall of the museum for use of her "society"
Meyer, Loraine
1930, re Campfire Girls visit to museum
Meyer, Luther
1944, with EWG re archeological prospects in the Aleutians
Meyer, Martin A.
1916-1923, Rabbi Temple Emanu-el, San Francisco
Meyer, William
1937, Department of Geography and Geology, Fresno State College, with EWG re artifacts
Meyer-Riefstahl, R.
1916, arrangements for him to speak to ALK's introductory class
Meyers, A.W.
1931, Stanford Anatomy professor
1916-1931
Meylan, Edward
1944, cancels lecture which was to be given in O.W.I. Far East Training Course
Michaels, Enid
1934, 1934, EWG asks her to gather acorns for food value study
no reply
Michel, L.
1928, invites RHL to speak to Improved Order of Red Men declined
Michelson, Truman
1913-1938, Bureau of American Ethnology, Smithsonian
Michener, H. David
1937, re National Research Council fellowship
The Michigan Academy of Science, Arts, and Letters
1931, invites RHL to give annual address
no reply
Michigan Historical Commission
1955, asks to be placed on mailing list
Michigan State College
1955
University of Michigan
1922-1955, includes an ALK letter on the relationship of a museum to teaching
Micro Sign Products C.
1956, re plastic letters for museum use
Middle America Information Bureau
1943, asks ALK to be member of committee on correspondence
no reply
Middlebrook, Rachel C.
1925, requests info for history of Sisk you County
[unsigned] letter gives references
Midlo, Charles
1955, requests bookplates of anthropologic interest
secretary reply
Mid Pacific Magazine
1923, solicits ALK subscription
Mid-Peruvian Mission
1955
Midwest Museums Quarterly
1956-1957
Miguel, Jose
1922, [unsigned] letter asks whereabouts of old man who knows how to
make cactus fiber mats
no reply
Miguel, Patrick
1913-1917, re Yuma
Milde, Mrs. H.C.
1933, question about race
EWG reply
Miles, Charles E.
1935-1948
Miles, Josephine
1949, 1954
Miles, W. R.
1925, 1939
Milke, Wilhelm
1937-1939
Mill, E.W.
1952, cover note, sends Philippine bibliography
Millar, Olin B.
1917, re collection of mortars
Millberry, Guy S.
1919-1933, re skulls and improvement of mail service
Miller, Albert C., Mrs.
1943, asks how to make a carrying cradle for her baby
detailed reply from EWG mentioning other white women's experiences with
Indian cradles
Miller, Alden H.
1940-1943, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology
Miller, Allen P.
1947-1953
Miller and Lux, Inc.
1917, 1923, re Indian relics on their property
Miller, David (Rabbi)
1938, reply from DGM on stature of Jews
Miller, Donald
1966, re loan of photographs to UCLA
Miller, Dorothy C.
1931-1932, seeks info for exhibit at Montclair N.J. Art Museum
Miller, E.V.
  1951, re museum hours
Miller, Frederick Daniel
  1934, re rock paintings near Kern River
Miller, Gerrit S., Jr.
  1929-1934
Miller, Harry V.
  1931
Miller, Herbert A.
  1913, with ALK re a paper on race
Miller, Irma Madeline
  1922, ALK recommendation to Appointment Secretary
Miller, J.E.
  1933-1935, re excavating shell mound in Albany
Miller, J. Leland
  1921, re course grade
Miller, J.S.
  1933, asks about Lemiria
  ALK reply
Miller, James F.
  1938, asks if another race was here before the Indians
  EWG replies “no evidence”
Miller, Judith
  1954, asks permission to reproduce picture of Eskimo mask
  referred to Museum of Modern Art
Miller, L.M.
  1936, re excavating mound on his property above Knight's Landing
Miller, Leon Gordon, Mrs.
  re pictures of Northwest Coast Indians for proposed book
Miller, M.G.
  1916, asks of any instances of bones pierced by arrows
  EWG sends photo
Miller, Marion E.
  1955, requests Maya photos
  reply that they are not ours
Miller, Mary Ashe
  1932, re Egyptian exhibition
Miller, Mary Elinor
  1937, asks about career in anthropology
  encouraging reply from EWG
Miller, Mary Jo
  1937, asks donations to school museum
  EWG replies that artifacts are the property of the state and refers her to
  private collectors
Miller, R.C.
  1939-1945, re visits of museum
Miller, Roy E.
  1921, reference to pictograph envelope
Miller, Russell F.
  1939, RLO corrects date of barbecue in Lafayette
Miller, Tom Oliver, Jr.
  1955, re graduate work
Miller, W.F., Mrs.
  1955, question re Mono
  EWG reply
Miller, W. J.
  1953, re doves
Miller, W.L.W.
1921, re appraisal of Indian baskets referred to dealers
Milligan, James K.
1942, asks to see new acquisitions from Baird, Ca. favorable reply
Millikan, Ben S.
1946, re petroglyphs near Reno
Milliken, C.T.
n.d. seeks employment gathering legends along Klamath
Milliken, Ralph L.
1946, re geneology of Mrs. Kroeber’s family
1961, re find of huge teeth
Millman, Harry Abram
1956, certificate of candidacy for M.S., circumstances of death
Milne, J.G.
1936, EWG thanks for reprints
Mills College
1914-1955
Mills, George
1951, from ALK re his thesis
Mills, John E.
1951, Spier reprint sent on request
Mills, Milton
1942, seeks employment
Mills, T.M.
1939-1940, re M.A. thesis
Mills, William
1918-1927, museum guard
Millzner, John R.
1913-1914, EWG replies to inquiry about basket
Milne, George
1952, wire from RFH re leveling of site near Fall River Mills
Milner, A.P.
1952, fan letter on Fiji paper
Milwaukee
1944, ALK recommends RFH as curator of museum
1949, RLO recommends Tsuchiyama to Mayor’s Commission on Human Relations
1954, re presenting plaque to Barrett from Milwaukee Government Service League
Miñano, Jose
1941-1942, ALK sends reprints to Peru
University of Minnesota
1922-1956
Minor, Isaac
1917, [unsigned] letter asks info on Humboldt Bay region
Mintz, Sidney W.
1961, re officers of AES
Miranda, Frances
1916, TTW sends photographs
Mirkovich, Nicholas
1940, arranges meeting with RHL
Mirrieles, Edith R.
1947, RFH too busy to write article for Pacific Spectator
Mischel, Frances
1956, with DGM re field work in Trinidad
Mishina, Shoei
1937-1938, Instructor at Kyoto Imperial University, re meetings with RHL
Mishkin, Bernard
   1947, ALK recommends him to Sarah Lawrence College
   see reference sheet in folder
Misra, B.R.
   1953
Misra, M.C.
   1952
Mission Press
   1940, for Schmidt book on ethnology
University of Mississippi
   1939-1955
Missner, Thelma
   1938, high school counselor asks preparation for anthropology major
   ALK reply
Missouri Archaeological Society
   1949-n.d., to EWG and list of publications
Missouri, Resources Museum Commission
   1929-1930
University of Missouri
   1938-1953
Mitchell, Alex. S.
   1944, with EWG re visit
Mitchell, Frank
   1949, re book by his father S.R.
Mitchell, George Winter
   1919, with ALK re his book
Mitchell, Harold L.
   1932, request for books on Indian languages which he "can't afford to buy"
   referred by book company
   no reply
Mitchell, Leila A.
   inquiry re petroglyphs in Santa Clara County
   no carbon of reply
Mitchell, Lynn B.
   1927, re assistant professorship at the State University of New Mexico
Mitchell, Marian
   1946, correspondence re ALK article in first post-war issue of journal of
   Japanese Ethnological Society
   typescript and raw notes for preface
Mitchell, Mason
   1930, EWG sends reprint on Tongan Society
Mitchell, O.J.
   1929-1953, re Indian languages and place names
Mitchell, Stewart
   1946, calls attention to errors in diagrams in RHL book
   RHL will correct next edition
Mitchell, Tom
   1913, [unsigned] seeks feathered baskets
Mitra, Pachanan
   1929, 1935, with EWG
Mitteis, Heinrich
   1952, from RHL in German
Mixon, R.S.
   1939, RLO sends reprint
Miyoshi cult
   1952, brochure
Mizuno, S.
   1954, exchange of publications with EWG
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Modern Age Books
1940, re Benedict book (RHL), [unsigned] re Goldenweiser
Modern Language Association of America
1941

Modern Quarterly
1940, to ALK and RHL re Goldenweiser tribute
Modesto Junior College
1952

Modrall, Mary Elizabeth
1941, with EWG re museum career

Moe, Henry Allen
1942-1947

Moeller, Eric
1930, re: Flood vs. Moeller
ALK recommendation as German tutor

Moffitt, Herbert C.
1916-1932, TTW thanks for care of Ishi, ALK recommends stenographer, re skull thickening related to anemia

Moffitt, James K.
1940-1942

Moffitt, James W.
1942, asks RHL contribution to Oklahoma Historical Quarterly

Mohr, Albert D.
1950-1953

Mohr, Carl
1920, asks if color is any indication of character
[unsigned] says this is unknown

Mohun, R.W.
1927, ALK to Teachers' Insurance Association
Moitozo, Evelyn M.
1947, EWG gives info on museum methods courses

Molera, Mr. (S.F.)
1915, TTW regrets having missed him and invites him to come to the museum another time

Molson, W. Markland, Mrs.
1920, [unsigned] letter identifies white grass used in Shasta and Klamath baskets

Momberg, Gus
1950, RFH thanks for help in Lovelock

Monroe Co.
1956, GMF inquires about masonite topped tables
no reply

Monroe, Henry E.
1926, with ALK re race in citizenship question

Montagu, M.F. Ashley
1945-1951

Montalvão, Deoclides
1947-1948, Brazilian seeks books from ALK and RHL

Montana Historical Society
1934

Montandon, George
1935, re RHL's work on extended families

Monteil, Ch.
n.d., address card of l'Institut International des Langues et des Civilisations Africaines

Monteil, Gosta
1929, 1951, with ALK and EWG re feather mantle and Peruvian textiles

Monterichard, R.D.
1915, inquiry about Egyptian funeral ceremony  
EWG reply
Montgomery, Douglas
1927, long autobiographical letter on his interest in anthropology  
EWG reply
Moodie, Roy L.
1923-1933, re paleopathology, petroglyphs, reprints
Moody, Clarence V.
1918, curator inquires about skeleton found in Modoc Lava beds  
no reply
Mook, Maurice A.
1930-1944
Moore, A.C.
1945, EWG says mining claim hi-a-po is Miwok hayapo meaning chief
Moore, A.R.
n.d., introduces T. Mukai to ALK
Moore, Clarence B.
1913, 1927, reexchange of publications
Moore, Ernest C.
1921-1930, mostly re possibility of teaching anthropology at UCLA
Moore, Frank John
1944, from Barrett to Dean of Letters and Science re his degree  
1948, DGM to School of Advanced International Studies
Moore, George L.
1921, inquires about career in anthropology  
[unsigned] reply
Moore, Guy R.
1932, with EWG re origins of American Indians
Moore, Helen A.
1917, wants to teach Indian basket making to mental patients in east  
is advised to use commercial rattan and raffia
Moore, Henry J.
1938, inquires re career possibilities for women  
RLO reply
Moore, J.E.
1945, EWG returns catalogue cards of unpurchased collection
Moore, Laurence H., Mrs.
1947, ALK declines to comment on her case of polio
Moore, Parker Thomas
1928, ALK regrets he will be unable to review a book
Moore, Ralph
1913, 1923-1939, to ALK Round Valley Reservation, Covelo  
re visit here to inform about Yuki language  
re his stay at tuberculosis sanitarium  
re publication of his stories
Moore, Underhill
1926-1931, with RHL
Moorhead, Warren K.
1914-1936
Moorhead State Teacher College
1940, request for ALK reprint refused
Moorhouse, Alice K.
1923, inquiry about Ishi  
referred to publications
Moosberg, Carl A.
1935, with EWG re Hohokam pottery and cremation burial
Moraes, Jose Mariz de
1941, RHL thanks for his publication
Morafka, Aaron  
1934, asks ALK for back issues of Psycho-Analytic Review books on philology  
replies not in folder

Moran, Nathan  
1931-1932, with ALK re his appraisal of Lowe-Fitzhugh collection

Moran, Nina  
1928, inquires for Schenck and Strong publications  
not yet published

Morazé, Charles  
1955, RHL invites his contribution to a book

Mordini, Antonio  
1951, from JHR

Morehead, Howard K.  
1929, [unsigned] says the Egyptologist is away, so no one can interpret his  
scarab

Moreland, James  
1929, Georgetown College asks donation of RHL books  
refused

Morelli, Charlotte  
1932, inquires for job

Moreno, Wigberto Jimenez  
1939, ALK asks his plans

Moretti, Henry L.  
1939, re bone find near Santa Cruz

Morgan, Agnes Fay  
1926-1936, U.C. Home Economics, re analysing food value of Indian food  
RHL opinion of Margaret Mead  
1953 from TDMcC

Morgan, Bill  
1939-1942, re rock markings near Spy Rock

Morgan, David  
1949, RHL advises on listings for "Building a Home Library"

Morgan Defense Fund  
1949, appeal on behalf of dismissed museum curator (R.G.)

Morgan, Dora  
1917, asks Indian word for "multiply"  
[unsigned] reply

Morgan, Frank  
1952, inquires re Ishi  
secretary sends publications

Morgan, K.P.  
1936-1941, inquires re courses and publications

Morgan, L.T.  
n.d., circa 1926, transcript and plans for thesis in Economics

Morgan, William  
1934, inquires re belief in werewolves and practice of witchcraft among  
Indians  
RHL reply

Moriarty, James R.  
1964, ABE thanks for reprints

Morice, A.G.  
1916-1938

Morley, Grace L.  
1935-1944, re S.F. Museum of Art

Morley, Sylvanus G.  
1918-1936

Morongo, Ben  
1919, re possible visit here
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Morrell, Shirley M.
   1940, RHL's recommendation to Library School
Morrill, T.A.
   1943-1944, with RHL on his army experiences and career plans
Morris, Anne Axtel
   1929, request for Steward's petroglyph paper
Morris, Earl
   1927-1939
Morris, Ernest
   1927, re field work
Morris, H.C.
   1918, inquires about shellmounds
   referred to publications
Morris, H.L.
   1929, EWG asks him to deliver a gift to Indian informant at Briceland
Morris, Helen
   1927, re Indian beards
Morris, Isabel
   1924, inquires about picture of Filipino with a tail
   ALK says he doesn't know
Morris, Ralph
   1927, requests slides of Indian baskets
Morris, Robert
   1938, school boy asks if there were deer at the time of cave men
   [unsigned] gives references
Morrison, Mildred
   1920, 1922, recommendation to Appointment Secretary
Morrow, William & Co.
   1952, RHL advises on Mrs. Zim's book on Crow
Morse, Sidney
   1928, seeks someone to write a history of Anthropology
Morss, Noel
   1927, re his reprints
Mortimer, L.E.
   1927, re appraisal of Mrs. Kroeber's property
Morton, A.E.
   1929, asks identification of stone found in Indian cave
Morua manuscript
   1952, JHR to F.R.D. Needham
Mosher, W.E.
   1926, invites ALK to teach summer school at Syracuse
   declined
Moscow University
   1947, re exchange of publications
Moss, C.R.
   1917-1924
Moss, Rosalind, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 1937-1955
Moss, Roy, Mrs.
   1935, postcard asks return of newspaper article on Lovelock Cave
Mossholder, Rusk P.
   1915, sends Sparkman letters
Mostney, Greta
   1944, 1949, Jefe de la Seccion de Arqueologia, Museo Nacional de Historia
   Nacional, Santiago, Chile
Motherwell, Hiram
   1928, asks ALK opinion for his "study of the motivation of ideals of physical
   beauty"
no reply
Mothproof Room inventory
  January 1940
Mott, Gertrude
  1927, ALK’s opinion of Merriam’s review of her book
Mott, Isabel
  1919, asks for appointment with ALK to discuss the work of “a member of
  my house”
Mott, Mildred
  1938, re work in Iowa
Mott, Susie W.
  1924, thanks EWG for helping to identify a Marquesan headdress for the
  Oakland Public Museum
Moulton, Bert G.
  1930, wants to enter intersession courses late
  EWG says not possible
Mount Holyoke College
  1936-1945, fund appeals addressed to ALK
  one reply
Mount St. Michael's, Spokane Washington
  n.d., re survey of anthro studies
Mountford, Charles P.
  1946, letters from Coon and Hooton re his film of primitive Australian tribe
Movius, Hallam L., Jr.
  1939-1961
Mowbray, A.H.
  1933, U.C. Department of Economics
Mower, Francis O.
  1936, thanks EWG for his lectures
Mowrer, O. Hobart
  1946, editor of Harvard Educational Review requests review copy of Pettitt
  book, sent
Moxon, Cavendish
  n.d., to ALK
Moye, Laurence
  1924, County Surveyor, Tulare County, re maps
Mudaliar, Ramaswami
  1949, DGM hopes to see him
Mudgett, Mildred D.
  1949, DGM gives advice on proposed trip to Burma
Muelle, Jorge C.
  1940-1954
Mueller, Franz
  1941, asks RHL to review his book
  notation “answered by hand”
Mueller, William C.
  1953, re parking permit
Muensterberger, Warner
  1950, ALK decline to write an article in honor of Róheim’s 60th birthday
Muensterberger, Werner
  1935-1945
Muhlmann, W.E.
  1947-1955
Mukerjee, A.
  1956, re possible graduate work here
Mukerjee, B.
  1953, re grant
Mulford, Walter
1927, ALK asks fire history of the redwoods of Humboldt County
reply from M.E. Krueger
Muller, A.B.
1942, re petrified wood
Muller, F.W.K.
1929, ALK asks him for letter of recommendation for Hans Nordewin von
Koerber
no reply
Muller, Hans Wolfgang
1956, asks permission to publish photographs of Egyptian objects
granted
Muller, Henry
1934-1935, inquires re Ute and Shasta Indians
replies
Muller, Herbert J.
1943, son of ALK's cousin, ALK compliments him on his book, "Science and
Criticism"
Muller, Herman
1930, re N.I. Vavilov
Muller, Norbert
1949, re employment
Muller, Siemon Wm.
1948, one from TDMcC
Muller, W. Max
1919, re Lutz and possible teaching of Egyptology here
Mullet, Helen
1931, ALK gives references on Arapaho
Mulloy, William
1952, requests Steward reprints
sent
Mulnix, Joan
1949, references to Iroquois before 1865 sent
Mumford, Alfred A.
1928, to ALK from medical officer in English school
Mumford, Edward M.
1931, re immigration matters
Mumford, Edward Philpott
1931, re loan of paper
meeting to discuss Pacific Entomological Survey
Mumford, Lewis
1942-1945
Mundatechnical Society of America
1927, re moth repellant
Munger, Joel K.
1945, re appraisal and sale of collection
Munizaga-Aguirre, Roberto
1956, re visit here
Munkacsi, Bernhard
1921, Laufer solicits contributions to aid his publication, *Revue Orientale*
Munoz, Maurilio
1945
Munro, Helen McDonald
1941, EWG asks permission to excavate shell mound on her property in
Richmond
granted
Munro, W.B.
1931, ALK decries raise in dues of AAUP
Munson, Esther
1931, re return of key to seminar room
Muntsch, Albert
1929-1930, re graduate work
Murchison, Carl
1930-1933, invites ALK contributions to psychology journal and book declined
Murdock, Cecil
1947, from ALK to Hopi artist
Murdock, George P.
1934-1963
Murdock, Mary
1934, inquires how to make masks from living subjects
long reply from EWG
Murnen, Jean
1942, inquires re Kwakiutl
RHL gives references
Murner, Mercedes
1941, inquires about careers for women in anthropology
ALK reply
Murnik, Antone
1925, seeks info on Cherokee and Iroquois
[unsigned] gives references
Murphy, Edith
1926-1941, re Indian informants, medicinal use of plants
Murphy, John
1917-1918, re Archie Nelson of Jamestown, an Indian with talent for drawing
two drawings in folder
Murphy, Matthew
1916, re pictographs in Hopi Valley, photo enclosed
Murphy, Leland S.
1940, RHL asks permission to excavate and camp near Drake’s Bay
Murphy, Robert Cushman
1939, EWG thanks him for two ornithology reprints
Murphy, Robert F.
1958-1966
Murphy, T.F.
1948, sends RHL a clipping
acknowledged
Murray, A.T.
1916, 1919, re meeting of the Archaeological Institute in San Francisco
Murray & Ready
1915, employment agency provides substitute guard
Murray, Edward M.
1933, asks how early in the history of the race did man become “god Conscious”
EWG gives references
Murray, Jennie Elizabeth
1913, re her senior oral exam
Murray, M.A.
1935, wants Indian word for bluebird to name his canoe
RHL supplies Crow word
The Museum Guide
1956, editor seeks info through New York Times book review queries
GMF supplies info and orders a copy
Museum (U.C. Anthropology)
1957-1958
Museum cataloging system
see Cressman, L.S., letter from EWG, Oct. 6, 1933
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Museum Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ada, Oklahoma</td>
<td>East Central State College Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany, New York</td>
<td>New York State museums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amarillo, Texas</td>
<td>Panhandle Plains Historical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Arbor, Michigan</td>
<td>University of Michigan Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Museo Arqueológico Provincial de Santiago del Estero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Museo Etnográfico de la Facultad de Filosofía y Letras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
<td>Museum - equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>National Museum (Melbourne)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Naturhistorisches Museum (Wien)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avalon, California</td>
<td>Catalina Island Museum Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield, California</td>
<td>Kern County Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire (Brussels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Royal Zoological Museum (Brussels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beloit, Wisconsin</td>
<td>Logan Museum (Beloit College)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley, California</td>
<td>U.C. Museum of Paleontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomfield Hills, Michigan</td>
<td>Cranbrook Institute of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneo - Sarawak</td>
<td>Museum (Kuching, Sarawak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston, Mass.</td>
<td>Boston Museum of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulder, Colorado</td>
<td>University of Colorado Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Musee d’Anthropologie et d’Ethnographie (Buenos Aires)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Museu Nacional (Rio de Janeiro)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Museu Paulista (Sao Paulo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, New York</td>
<td>Buffalo Museum of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, New York</td>
<td>Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge, Mass.</td>
<td>Harvard Museum of Comparative Zoology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>National Museum of Canada (Ottowa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Provincial Museum (Victoria, B.C.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Vancouver City Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Royal Ontario Museum of Archaeology (Toronto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson City, Nevada</td>
<td>Nevada Museum and Art Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Art Institute of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Natural History Museum (Field)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Rosenwald Industrial Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Museo Arqueológico (La Serena)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Museo Nacional de Historia Natural Santiago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, Ohio</td>
<td>Museum of Natural History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs</td>
<td>Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs</td>
<td>The Taylor Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus, Ohio</td>
<td>Ohio State Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dearborn, Mich.</td>
<td>Henry Ford Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>National Museum (Copenhagen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, Colo.</td>
<td>Denver Art Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, Colo.</td>
<td>Denver Museum of Natural History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, Colo.</td>
<td>The State Historical and Natural History Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit, Mich.</td>
<td>The Detroit Institute of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso, Texas</td>
<td>El Paso International Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>The British Museum (London)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Museums - England - Canterbury Museum Trust Board
Museums - England - The Manchester Museum
Museums - England - The Museums Association (London)
Museums - England - Pitt Rivers Museum (Oxford)
Museums - England - Wellcome Historical Medical Museum (London)
Museums - Eureka, California - High School Museum
Museums - Fallon, Nevada - Nevada State Museum
Museums - Flagstaff, Arizona - Museum of Northern Arizona
Museums - Fort Adams, R.I. - Museum
Museums - Fort Worth, Texas - Fort Worth Children’s Museum
Museums - France - Musée de l’Homme (Paris)
Museums - France - Muséum National (Paris)
Museums - Gainsville, Florida - Florida State Museum
Museums - Germany - Museum fur Lander-und Volkerkunde Linden - (Stuttgart)
Museums - Germany - Museum fur Volkerkunde (Hamburg)
Museums - Grand Rapids, Mich. - Public Museum
Museums - Harrisburg, Pa. - Pennsylvania State Museum
Museums - Holland - Ryks Ethnogr. Museum (Leiden)
Museums - Holyoke, Mass. - Connecticut Valley Museum of Natural History
Museums - Honolulu, Hawaii - Bernice P. Bishop Museum
Museums - Honolulu, Hawaii - Honolulu Academy of Arts
Museums - Hungary - Néprajzi Museum (Budapest)
Museums - Independence, California - Eastern California Museum Association
Museums - Springfield, Illinois - Illinois State Museum
Museums - Italy - Museo Preistorico Etnografico "Luigi Pigorni"
Museums - Juneau, Alaska - Alaska Historical Library & Museum
Museums - Kansas City, Missouri - Atkins Museum of Fine Arts
Museums - Kenya - The Coryndon Museum (Nairobi)
Museums - Klamath Falls, Oregon - Klamath County Museum Commission
Museums - La Grande, Oregon - Eastern Oregon College of Education Museum
Museums - Lincoln, Nebraska - U. Nebraska - Nebraska State Museum
Museums - Los Angeles, California - Museum of History, Science and Art
Museums - Los Angeles, California - Southwest Museum
Museums - Los Angeles County Museum
see:
Bryan, W.A.
Ariss, Robert M.
Museums - Lubbock, Texas - Texas Technological College
Museums - Lubbock, Texas - West Texas Museum Association
Museums - Mexico - Museo Nacional de Antropologia e Historia (Mexico City)
Museums - Milwaukee, Wisconsin - Milwaukee Art Institute
Museums - Milwaukee, Wisconsin - Milwaukee Public Museum
See also Barrett, S.A.
Museums - Monterey, California - Custom House Museum
Museums - Nashville, Tenn. - Tennessee State Museum
Museums - The Netherlands - Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden
Museums - New Haven, Conn. - Peabody Museum of Natural History (Yale)
Museums - New York - American Museum of Natural History
Museums - New York - Metropolitan Museum of Art
Museums - New York - Museum of the American Indian (Heye Foundation)
Museums - New York - Museum of Costume Art
Museums - New York - Museum of Modern Art
Museums - New York - Museum of the City of New York
Museums - New Zealand - Dominion Museum (Wellington)
Museums - New Zealand - Otago Museum (Dunedin)
Museums - Newark, New Jersey - The Newark Museum
Museums - Newport News, Virginia - The Mariners Museum
Museums - Oakland, California - The Junior Center of Arts
Museums - Oakland Art Gallery and Museum
Museums - Oakland, Calif. - Mills College Art Gallery
Museums - Oakland, Calif. - Mount Diablo Museum Advisory Committee
Museums - Oakland, Calif. - Oakland Public Museum
Museums - Pacific Grove, Calif. - Museum of Natural History
Museums - Palm Springs, Calif. - Desert Museum
Museums - Palo Alto, Calif. - Children's Museum
Museums - Palo Alto, Calif. - Leland Stanford Junior Museum
Museums - Palo Alto, Calif. - Stanford Museum of Fine Arts
Museums - Palo Alto, Calif. - Stanford Natural History Museum
Museums - Pasadena, Calif. - Pasadena Art Institute
Museums - Peru - Museo Nacional (Lima)
Museums - Peru - Trujillo - Museo Arqueologico
Museums - Philadelphia, Penn. - Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
Museums - Philadelphia, Penn. - University of Pennsylvania University Museum
Museums - Philippine Islands - National Museum (Manila)
Museums - Prescott, Ariz. - Smohi Public Museum
Museums - Providence, R.I. - Roger Williamsa Park Museum
Museums - Rhode Island - Rhode Island Museum of Art
Museums - Rochester, N.Y. - Rochester Museum of Arts and Sciences
Museums - Rock Hill, South Carolina - Children's Nature Museum
Museums - Sacramento, Calif. - California State Indian Museum
Museums - Salem, Mass. - Peabody Museum
Museums - San Antonio, Texas - Witte Memorial Museum
Museums - San Diego, Calif. - San Diego Museum
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - California Academy of Sciences
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - California Palace of the Legion of Honor
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - de Young Memorial Museum
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - de Young Memorial Museum - proposed exhibition, 1931-1948
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - Fleishhacker Zoo (Edmund Heller)
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - Junior Museum
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - Junior Recreation Museum (Margaret Hale Scherer)
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - San Francisco Museum of Art
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - Palace of Fine Arts
Museums - San Francisco, Calif. - Steinhart Aquarium
Museums - San Jose, Calif. - Rossecrucian Egyptian Oriental Museum
Museums - Santa Barbara, Calif. - Santa Barbara Museum of Art
Museums - Santa Barbara, Calif. - Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History
Museums - Santa Cruz, Calif. - Santa Cruz Museum
Museums - Santa Fe, New Mexico - Laboratory of Anthropology
Museums - Santa Fe, New Mexico - Museum of International Folk Art
Museums - Santa Fe, New Mexico - Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art
Museums - Santa Fe, New Mexico - New Mexico State Museum
Museums - Seattle, Wash. - Seattle Museum of Art
Museums - South Africa - South African Museum (Capetown)
Museums - Spain, Madrid - El Museo de América
Museums - Stockton, Calif.- San Joaquin Pioneer Historical Museum
Museums - Sweden - Goteborg Ethnographic Museum
Museums - Switzerland, Basel- Museum fur Volkerkunde
Museums - Tallahassee, Fla.- Florida State University Museum
Museums - Toledo, Ohio - The Toledo Museum of Art
Museums - Turkey - Musées d’Antiquités de Stamboul (Constantinople)
Museums - U.S.S.R. - Leningrad - Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography
Museums - Vermillion, S. Dak. - W.H. Over Museum
Museums - Visalia, Calif. - Tulare County Museum
Museums - Waltham, Mass. - Brandeis University
Museums - Washington D.C. - Smithsonian Institution (Frank Setzler), 1935-49
Museums - Washington D.C. - Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology
Museums - Washington D.C. - Smithsonian Institution, Division of Marine Invertebrates
Museums - Washington D.C. - Smithsonian Institution, National Gallery of Art
Museums - Washington D.C. - Smithsonian Institution, National Herbarium
Museums - Washington D.C. - Smithsonian Institution, National Museum
Museums - Western Museum Conference, 1946-53
Musgrew, Miss
   EWG gives references on totemism
Musladin, L.H.
   1930, ALK gives information on required “background test” for beginning course
Mussey, Henry R.
   1920, [unsigned] chides The Nation for saying Boas is unpatriotic
Mutual Trading Company
   1923, re Narwhal Expedition and possible Golomshtok participation
Myers, Clara D.
   1923, re husband’s Hawaiian collection
Myers, Frank A.
   1952, re Pomo bear walkers
Myers, R.G., Mrs.
   1937, inquires about Easter Island and Ifugao works by Barton secretary replies
Myers, Stella E.
   1916, Kansas high school teacher writes of her pupils’ reaction to the death of Ishi
Myers, W.E.
   1915, re Indian languages
Myres, John L.
   1914-1946, re Congres International d’Anthropologie et d’Archeologie Prehistoriques and other matters
Mysch, Lucia
   re illustrative material on Indian Art for course at Ball State Teachers College
University of Mysore
Myszka, C.S.
   1935, re birthplace of Indian informant Charlie Brown
Mytinger, Caroline
   1943, with EWG

-N-

N - Miscellaneous
   Nakos, Zoe
   Napa County Historical
   Naroli, Raoul S.
   National Association of Educational Broadcasters
   Negro Publications
   see Hartley, M.R.
   Negro Studies
   see Committee for Advancement of
   Nejelski and Company
   Neufeld, L.
   New Century Encyclopedia
   New Yorker
   Newcomb, William W., Jr.
Newcomer, Mabel
Newell, J.C.
Newman, M.T.
Newton, Esther
Nitze, Wm. M.
Njoroge, Mungai
Northern California Association of Scientists
Nadel, S.F.
1937-1956
Naffziger, H.C.
1933, re examining trephined skulls and Stead's petroglyph reprint
Nagle, F.G.
1915, wants EWG lecture on Osiris
not published, EWG gives another reference
Nagpur, M.P., India, Nagpur University
Nahikian, Richard M.
1923-1924, question re Bregma Position index
ALK reply
Nahl, Perham N.
1920-1933, Professor of Art and Drawing
Naismith, Alma
1938, with EWG re identifying Arizona Indian basket
Nakamura, Susumu
1941, re identification of Japanese sword
Nakashima, Kaoru
1931, asks general information on Indians
EWG reply
Nakata, J.
1929, in French, re exchange of reprints with ALK
Nakata, Shizuko
1942, re EWG recommendation for her release from Relocation center
Namour, Valerie Wheeler
1965, re M.A. thesis project
Napa County tax collector
1930, re ALK property near St. Helena
Narayan, J.P.
1929, RHL gives references for his thesis on cultural variation
Narwhal Expedition
see Mutual Trading Company
Nash, John Henry
1929-1934, re ALK's copies of biographies of Phoebe Apperson and George
Hearst
ALK's appreciation of the latter
Nash, M.B.
1936, asks if RHL published anything on Shoshoneans
reply
Nash, Philleo
1935-1937, re work on Klamath Reservation and U.C. Library privileges
Nash, Roy
see Indian Affairs, John Collier 1939
Nash, Stanley
1940, asks career advice
ALK reply
Nashville Agricultural Normal Institute
1932, asks ALK to donate books
no reply
Natches, Gilbert
1915-1928, Paiute Indian informant, Nixon, Nevada
The Nation
1923-1928
See also Mussey
National Academy of Sciences
1951-1953, 1956 includes some National Research Council
National Advertising Service
1937, re Devereux Tanola expedition
National Archives and Records Service
1954, re guide to manuscript depositories
National Broadcasting Co.
1941-1942, re broadcast about ALK's work
National Child Labor Committee
1920, re magazine
National City Company of California
1930, ALK letter of recommendation for Stanley Brothers
National Conference of Christians and Jews
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship
1944-1945
National Council of Social Work
1955
National Cyclopedia of American Biography
1920, asks ALK to furnish data
National Federation for Constitutional Liberties
1941, 1945
National Geographic Magazine
1935
National Geographic Society
1935-1955
National Ice and Cold Storage Co.
1914, re bill
National Mill and Lumber Co.
1914-1915, re mouldings for the museum
National Parks Association
1941
National Research Council
1918-1920
n.d.-1928
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935-1936
1937-1954
National Research Council Committee on State Archaeological Surveys
1931
National Resources Planning Board
1941
National Science Foundation
1951-1955
National Science Fund
1941
Committee on National Security and Fair Play
1942, re Japanese-American Relocation
National War Labor Board
1943
National Youth Administration
1935-1941
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 113</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natomas Company</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natural Science Association, Venezuela</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1949</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natural Science Society of China</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1948</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nature (London)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1926</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Naumann, Oswald</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1934</strong>, inquiry re Otomi and Chiapanecs dialects referred to Harvard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Nautilus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1941</strong>, to EWG re back issues and production costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Navarro, Everardo Peña</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1950</strong>, re exchange of reprints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neal, Arminta</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1947</strong>, re employment as scientific illustrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neasham, Aubrey</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1952</strong>, re visit to Carmel to see Col. McCleary's collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University of Nebraska</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1943</strong>, offers to sell back issues of U.C. publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>no funds</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committee for the Advancement of Negro Studies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>urges courses on Africa and the Negro in America</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALK and EWG reply with descriptions of courses on Africa</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nehru, Pandit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1949</strong>, from DGM to Mme. Pandit re possible visit of Nehru to U.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neill, Caroline</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1916</strong>, TTW grants petition to cancel course from record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neilson, Gladys</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1913</strong>, re her senior examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nelkin, Sam</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1939</strong>, request for reprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nelson, Agnes M.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1926-1929</strong>, re MA thesis on Peruvian textiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALK job recommendation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nelson, Harold</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1954-1956</strong>, description of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>job recommendations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nelson, Lucretia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1950</strong>, re display of Chimu and Nazca pottery by Department of Dramatic Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nelson, Nels C. and Mrs. E.G.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1913-1955</strong>, Arizona archaeology, China expedition 1926, from ALK re poor prospects for a museum in 1927 etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thomas Nelson and Sons, publishers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1929</strong>, asks RHL to prepare article on ethnology for an encyclopedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RHL suggests Spier</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Netherlands Consul</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1925</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nettle, A.L.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1933</strong>, ALK thanks him for courtesies to Dobo and Clements at Parker, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neugebauer, O.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1941</strong>, ALK sends appreciation of his Vorlesungen reply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neuhaus, Eugene</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1913-1947</strong>, U.C. Professor of Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neumann, Gerhardt</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1942</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Neumann, Henry
  1938, Brooklyn Society for Ethical Culture invites RHL to speak
Neumeyer, Alfred
  1942-1955, Mills College Art Gallery
Nevada-California Electric Corporation
  1936-1937, re pictures for an article on Indians in Valley Homebuilder
University of Nevada
Nevada Historical Society
  1912, J.E. Weir with ALK
Nevin, Hazel C.
  1942, with EWG
New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.
  1927-1931, with ALK
New Era Printing Co.
  1916-1920, re AAA publications
New International Encyclopedia
  to RHL
New International Year Book
  1923, to RHL
New Mexico Anthropologist
  1940, to ALK
New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs
  1943, contains pamphlet, "Renewed threat to Pueblos"
University of New Mexico
  1927
University of New Mexico Press
New Process Company
  1931
The New Republic
  1923-1932
The New Republic
  Constance Naar, 1926
New School for Social Research
  1954
New York Academy of Science
  1940-1944
New York Central Railroad Company
  1926
College of the City of New York
New York Daily News
New York Evening Post
  1923
New York Fire Insurance Exchange
  1928
New York Herald Tribune
New York Sociologists
  1932
New York State Library
  1936
New York State Tax Department
  1924
New York State University, Syracuse
University of the State of New York
New York Times
  1937-1938
New York University
New York Zoological Society
  1915
Newcomb, Leighton C.
1938-1941

Newcombe, W.A.
1935-1937

Newell, D.E.
1933

Newell, Laura L.
1964, re Spier records to FAN

Newland, Mrs. D.O.
1917, asks about Ishi
[unsigned] reply

Newman, Henry
Brooklyn Society for Ethical Culture invites RHL to speak
reply

Newman, Rabbi Louis I.
1927, re possible talk by Sapir

Newman, M.V.M
1923, questions ALK about the unconscious
reply

Newman, Mrs. Richard
1921, re talk on Egypt to Philomath Club

Newman, Russell
1946-1951

Newman, Stanley S.
1930, 1940-1944

Newton, Irene
1927, ALK recommendation

Newton, Janet
1961, re Indian sites at Livermore

Neyman, J. Prof.
1941, re statistics in anthropology

Niagra County Historical Society, Inc.
1948, request for publication

Nicholl, Brooke
1926

Nichols Publishing Co.
1921, re excerpts from U.C. publications to be included in Larned’s History
for Ready Reference

Nichols, Madaline W.
n.d., RLO recommendation for Social Science Research Council fellowship

Nichols, Bishop Wm. F.
1915, 1919, re Archaeological Society

Nicholson, Carlos (Dr.)
1941-1944

Nicholson, H.B.
1961

Nicolaeff, Alexandra
1950, re possible employment as Egyptologist

Nicora, J.C. Jr.
1948, re return of skull

Nielson, N.
1915, inquires identity of Polish gentleman on staff
TTW replies that it is probably Julian Korski

Nienburg, M.
1925, inquiry about Hebrew race
RHL reply

Nigerian Students Association
1964, re loans of Nigerian art for exhibition at Stales Hall
Nightingale, Cather
don 1940, re identification of Alaskan bracelet
Nikoden, George
don 1932, re publications
Nickul, Karl
don 1946-1947, re Lapps
Nilsson, Martin P.
don 1930, re Greek vase
Nimkoff, M.F.
don 1931-1933, 1941
Nimundaju, Curt
don 1941-1955
Nipper, Carl R.
don 1924, re skeleton found near San Jose
Nippgen, J.
don 1926, wants ALK's handbook
none left
Nisbet, R.A.
don 1946-1949
Nishimura, Kahitaro
don 1927, Japanese schoolboy asks ALK about origin of clothing
Noack, H.R.
don 1918, EWG asks to borrow book on birds of India
Noah, Heinz
don 1934, ALK refers him to Stricklen paper on Papago songs
Noback, Charles R.
don 1944, request for RHL reprint
Nobel Committee, Code of Statutes
don 1921, invitations for nominations
Noble, Dorothy
don 1926, secretary writes that ALK knows of nothing more on Panamint Indians than items in the bibliography of his handbook
Noble, Miriam
don 1928-1929, re her book, "A Mosaic of Symbols"
Nofcier, W.L.
don 1929, mimeographed letter asks to what extent faculty members engage in civic affairs
no reply
Noguera, Eduardo
don 1936-1950, Instituto Nacional de Antropoligica e Historia, Mexico
Noll, Helen
don 1940, re graduate work
Nomland, Gladys and J.O.
don 1929-1949
Norbeck, Ed
don n.d.-1951
Norbury, J.
don 1948, asks references on history of knitting
TDM reply
Nordsenskiold, Erland
don 1922-1931
Nordyke, Almeda
don 1933, references on Indians of San Joaquin Valley and advice on prospective museum
Noren, O.P.
don 1932-1941, re San Joaquin Valley
Norman, Dorothy S.
don 1957, re reproduction of photo

Guide to the Records of the
Department of Anthropology,
1901-[ongoing]
Normand, A.A.
  1931, re enrolling
  *The North American Review*
  complimentary copy to RHL
  reply
  University of North Carolina Press
  1927, RHL's comments on Davies' "Warfare"

Northway, Millicent B.
  1931, requests course outlines

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
  1926, ALK policy

Northwestern Pacific Railroad Company
  1920, re survey maps of Eel River region to illustrate Goddard's work

Northwestern University
  1922-1941

Northwest Regional Council
  1943, asks ALK to approve for publication Barnett's Yakima study
  ALK reply

Norton, Gertrude
  1920, re lost exam paper

Norton, W.W. and Company
  1926

Norwall
  1914, from TTW re Yana baskets

Norway, Consulate General, New York
  1924, re Lumholtz' collection

Nourse, Hope
  1917, bill for typing thesis

Novakovsky, Stanislaus
  1922, asks ALK and EWG for list of their writings in which they discuss
  geographical influence in historical events
  EWG reply

Noyes, F.K., Managing Editor, *Adventure* magazine
  asks ALK and RHL if Arthur Woodward would be a good editor in charge of
  American Anthropology
  favorable replies

Noyes, G.R., Professor of Slavic languages
  1913-1929, re linguistics, Faculty Research Lecture

Nudd, Barbara L.
  1942, re examination

Numana, Capt. Dave, Wadworth, Nevada
  1913, Indian informant

Nunn, Ruth
  1944, re RLO recommendation to Stanford

Nunoo, Richard B.
  1967, Director, Ghana Museum and Monuments Board, re graduate work

Nurse, Alvin D.
  1925, re examination

The American Journal of Nursing
  1946, opinion survey
  no reply

Nusbaum, Jesse

Nutall, Zelia
  1901-1924

Nutting, Charlotte
  1940, from RLO re analysis of student reaction sheets

Nunan, Francis, (of Yap?)
  1956, to EWG recalling their work together and telling of his studies at Hilo
Nylander, Henry
  1929, request for map of Indian locations
Nystrom, A.J., map publishers
to RHL
Nystrom, Paul H.
  1928, asks permission to use charts in fashion article
  granted
Nyswander, Dorothy
  1930, 1935, correspondence and description of Indian Botanical Institute at
  Reno

-O-

O - Miscellaneous
  Ocucaje
  Odaka
  O'Flaherty, James C.
  Ogle, Lorraine
  Okada
  O'Keefe, Mary E.
  O'Keefe, Mary E.
  Oliver, Thomas C.
  Oliver, Elizabeth
  Olmsted, David
  Olschki, Leonard
  Oregon State Library
  Orr, Kenneth G.
  Orrsich de Slavetich, Adam
  Ortman, J. Gaylord
  Osgood, Cornelius
  Owen, John E.

Oak, Liston M.
  1931, re Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts

Oakes, Alfred
  1943, re finding a book

Oakes, Katherine Beverly
  1942, RHL letter of recommendation

Oakeshott, Peter H.
  1940, asks info on Peruvian masks for children's book

Oakland Free Library
  1935

Oakland National Engraving Company
  1930-1932

Oakland Tribune
  1923-1956

Oakley, Kenneth P.
  1956

Oakley, Samuel H.
  1931

Oatman, F.W.
  1944

Ober, Sara Endicott
  1934-1937

Oberlander Trust
  1931, press release

Oberlin College
O'Brien, A.P.
  1929, re employment as substitute guard

O'Brien, Eric, O.F.M.
  1943, re Carmel Mission manuscripts
O’Brien, R.J.
1917, request for publication
Occidental College
Ocean School
1929-1930
Oceanic Steamship Company
1957, re EWG trip to Fiji
O’Connor, Audrey D.
1945, EWG refers to State Library for books on Pacific Ocean folklore
O’Connor, C.J.
1913, re Red Cross work
O’Connor, J. Robert
1931, Deputy District Attorney asks ALK if there is a fish cannery on Tiburon Island in the Gulf of California
ALK says no
Odock, Thomas
1917, Indian informant, Colusa
Odum, Howard W.
1928-1935
Oefele Laboratory
to ALK in German
Oetetteking, Bruno
1913-1937
Offield, Mamie
1939, to Indian informant from EWG
Ogawa, O.E.
re stone specimen
Ogbeu, John
1965, re museum employment
Ogburn, William F.
1915
Ogden, John
1933, re identifying relics
Ogle, Carl F.
1925, asks for info on archery
EWG reply
Ohio State University
1929, re RHL teaching 1930 summer session
Ohlhoff, Dorothy
1933, inquires about Indian mounds near Carmel
ALK reply
Okada, Taro
1930, request for publication
University of Oklahoma
Oklahoma Historical Society
Oklahoma State Archaeological Society
Okubu, Toku
1942, wants to do Anthropological work while interned in relocation center
RHL reply
Olbrechts, Frans M.
1925-1949
Older, Mrs. Fremont
19[?]8, 1948
Oldfather, Dean C.A.
1940
Oldfield, Genevieve Ambrose
1933-1953, re her work in Nigeria
Oldfield, Otis
1918-1922
Oldt, Alice
  1962, re identifying brass pen and ink set
Oleen, Norah
  1930, nut letter
  EWG reply
Olenich, P.
  1938-1939, wants ALK's support of expedition to Tibet to regain Russian
  treasure placed there for safekeeping during the revolution
  ALK declines to be associated with it
Oliphant, Marie E.
  1931, asks ALK how to play shinny
  reply
Olmsted, Florence S.
  1929, re baskets
Olmsted, Frederick Law
  1928-1929, re Indian sites to be included in the State Park system
Olmsted, James Prof.
  1941, ALK asks him to answer a letter asking how men and animals can
  survive without water
Olmsted, Lorena Ann
  1953, asks for picture of Ishi to illustrate article
O'Loughlin, Kathleen
  1943, sends gift of privately printed book
  RHL reports that he gave it to The Bancroft Library
Olson, Mr.
  1937, ALK recommendation for a scholarship
Olson, M.C., Mrs.
  1951, re identifying Mexican pottery vase
O'Mara, Patrick F.
  1940-1942
O'Neale, Lila M.
  1927-1948
O'Neill, E.
  1918, re photograph of bench in the Faculty Club
Onslott, Philip
  1949, Tribes of Western Africa with maps of their Loci
Opler, Marvin
  1948-1951
Opler, Morris Edward
  1936-1949, 1965
Oppenheimer, Emilie
  1933, re Mrs. Steinegger
Oppenheimer, Franz
  1940, invitation to lecture here
Opperman, John V.
  1936, asks for info on pictographs and petroglyphs
  RHL reply
The Orange-Judd Farmer
  1914, [unsigned] letter asks statistics on statement that 51% of students
  are self supporting
University of Oregon
Oregon State College
O'Reilly, R. Patrick
  1952-1954, re EWG article on New Caledonia for publication by Société des
  Oceanistes, Paris
O'Reilly, Wance
  1923, re Indian names
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oriental Institute, U. of C.</td>
<td>1941-1945</td>
<td>no reply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientalia, Inc.</td>
<td>1934-1935, re publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orozco, Luis Chavez</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>ALK invited to meeting of Philologists and Linguists in Mexico declined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Agnes M.</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>wants museum training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EWG refers elsewhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Mrs. Craig</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>offers books for sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>declined, too expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Edward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>see Gifford, 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Hester</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>inquires re study of archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALK suggests Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, J.J.</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>asks if Egyptian lectures are published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Phil C.</td>
<td>1941-1947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orton, F.H.</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>letter to him from a prospector mentions numerous sites in SE Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osaka City Medical School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osanai, Iva T.</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>asks ALK's advice on study of kinship and social organization of the Hupa and related groups using the functional approach reply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osborne, Carolyn</td>
<td>1948-1949</td>
<td>re study of Peruvian shaped breech cloths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osborne, Douglas</td>
<td>1942-1957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osborne, Vivian (Mrs. March)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar, Lewis</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>thanks ALK for book on Yurok geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osetting, Arlie G.</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>re publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osgood, Cornelius</td>
<td>1934-1950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osterhoff, Walter</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>request to photograph items on display in show &quot;6000 years of Jewelry&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>granted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ott, Susanna C.</td>
<td>1916</td>
<td>re meaning of Cahuenga and Tejungo and her children's book based on Indian stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Our Wonderful World</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1954, asks permission to publish photo of Eskimo wooden mask
granted
Ousdal, A.P.
1927, re skull
1939, re pottery
Outhwaite, Leonard
1915-1949
Overacker, M.J.
1933, from EWG, stating that U.C. can not afford to examine his site, and
asking donation of artifacts
Overland Freight and Transfer Co.
1928, re moving boxes to Berkeley
Overtor, Paul H.
1944, asks career advice
ALK reply
Owen, Charles L.
1924, cover letter for photos of clay spool like objects
Owen, Edith C.
1917, asks ALK for recommendation to Stanford
Owen, Francis
1940, asks career advice
ALK reply
Owens, J.S.
1953, EWG refers him to Lutz
Oxford University
Oxford University Press
Oxtoby, Gurden C.
1931, re lectures at the San Francisco Theological Seminary
Oyawoye, Shoba
1964, University of Ibadan, Nigeria, re microscope
Oyler, Sherman G.
1937-1938

-P-
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P - Miscellaneous
Sociedad Colobista Panamericana
Paratone Co.
Patterson, Maureen L.P.
Parker, Fava Marilyn
Patterson, Henry H.
Patterson, Howard S.
Paulson, Ivar
Paulson, Jeanne
Paxton, Avis Meigs
Peabody, Frank E.
Pearce, Virginia
Peking Man
Pelton, June
Pelzer, Karl J.
Penfield, Douglas L.
Penitentiary of the City of New York
Pereira, Nunes
Perry, Mary Lou
Peters, Robert E.K.
Petterson, C. Stewart
Petri, Helmut
Petroglyphs
Pettigrew, Percy L.
Pheland, Arthur D.
Philipp, Lawrence A.
Phillips, G.D.R.
 Phonograph records
Photo and Sound, Inc.
Pike, Kenneth M.
Pineda, Roberto
Platt, William G.
Pohland, G.H.
Poland
see Malkin
Poland
 re National Geographic exchange for Polish anthropological journal
Polar, Suarez
see Fejos
Poleman, H.I.
Poleman, Horace
Pollock, H.E.D.
Port Angelos Evening News
Potts, Merlin K.
Price, Mary Emily
Pritzker, Lee
Prusmack, J.J.
Pryor, Furman
Psi Chi
Public Health Advisory Committee
Public Health Service
P[?], Francis
  1932, to RHL on University of Pennsylvania Law School letterhead
Pabst, Adolph
  1936, 1943, re identifying specimens and Sigma Xi
Pacific Affairs
  1935, asks ALK to review a book
declined
College of the Pacific
  1956-1957, announcement of the American Academy of Asian Studies
  summer school in San Francisco
Pacific Coast Committee for the Humanities
  announcement of 1950 grants-in-aid
Pacific Discovery
  1955, RLO opinion of article not suitable for publication
Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
  1915-1952, re bills
The Pacific Historical Review
  1942-1945, invitations to subscribe and review
Pacific House, Golden Gate International Exposition
  1938-1943
The Pacific Northwest Quarterly
  1936, 1942, requests for reviews by RLO
Pacific Portland Cement Company
  1925, [unsigned] letter asks info on shell mounds
Pacific Railways Advertising Company
  1926, EWG suggests advertising card for museum
Pacific School of Religion
  1929-1944
Pacific Science Congress
  TDMcC tells the Dean of Letters and Science that EWG is invited to the 8th
  annual meeting
Pacific Sociological Society
1939-1941

*Pacific Spectator*

1947, 1949

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph

1913, 1913-1954

Packard, Charles

1950-1951, re making drawings of Indian regalia

Packard, E.L.

1915, tells TTW he has accepted a position at Washington

Packard, Phoebe E.

1920, referred to Benedict for folklore courses

Padelford, Frederick M.

1924-1928, recommendations for Golomshtok and RLO

1928, ALK visit to Seattle

ALK letter re Smithsonian funds

Paden, William G.

1937, sends beads from Colusa mound

Page, Homer

1944, offers to photograph exhibits

Page, Rev. Rodger C.G.

1929, thanks EWG for his book on Tonga and says the Queen spent all night reading it

reply

Paget, Geoffrey

1929, wants to study drawings of Indian children

ALK reply

Paine, C.D.

1927, re petroglyphs near Porterville

Paine, Swift

1942, asks advice on bibliography of Nevada

RHL reply

Palance, T.N.

1934, re artifacts

Palm, Erwin Walter

1941, re job possibilities

Palmer, Ben F.

1927, ALK refers him to Paleontology

Palmer, Brooks

1914-1915, re articles on shellmounds for *California Out-of-Doors*

Palmer, C.W.

1920, re skeletons found near San Luis Obispo

Palmer, E. Laurence

1957, ad for book, "Palmer's Field Book of Mammals"

Palmer, Jesse T.

1929, re ALK reprints

Palmer, R.H.

1926, re shellmounds

Palmer, Ralph W.

1920, inquires about Indian "singnal tree"

[unsigned] reply

Palmerston, Mispah

1931, re appointment with MacFarlane

Palmquist, Dick

1951, inquiry re Pomo Indians

referred to ALK's handbook

Palo Alto Public Library

1946

Pan American Institute
1946-1947
Pan American Scientific Congress
1915
Pan American Society, Inc.
1941
Pan American Union
1920-1936
Pan Pacific Progress
1925-1926
Pan Pacific Science Congress
1923
Pan Pacific Union
1920-1926
Pan Pacific Who's Who
1939
Panama Canal Exhibition Company
1915
Panama Pacific International Exposition
Panama Pacific International Exposition
Pope, Alvin E., 1915
Panama Pacific Line
1927
Pancoast, Chalmers L.
1925
Panunzio, Constantine
1934-1949
Papale, Henry
1965, World Library of Sacred Music inquires re ethnomusic
FAN reply
Pape, Gordon E.
1925, asks ALK to write to his professor
Parcher, Frank M.
1928-1936
Paredes, Alberto M.
1946-1952
Pareja, Jose Rafael
business card
Parish, John C.
1932, asks ALK's opinion on landing place of Drake
no reply
Park, Edna
1926, with ALK re condition of Indians
Park, George D.
1965, from WB describing new museum
Park, Nelson R.
1927, re ALK's Peruvian collection
1943, address
Park, Susan
1942, asks EWG's permission to use him for job references
EWG's reply with news of several other people
Park, Mrs. Thomas M.
1937, inquires re Indian place names to give to her placer mining claims
EWG reply
Park, Willard
1931-1948, letters re his studies in Germany, Vienna, field work in Colombia,
University of Oklahoma
Parke, A.L.
1953, with EWG re Fiji
Parker, Arthur C.
  1923-1947, re paper, museums in New York State, Lovelock Cave
Parker, George
  1940, asks for literature on anthropology
  RHL reply
Parker, H.G.
  1937, asks identification of two artifacts found near San Mateo Creek
  EWG reply
Parker, Hollis
  1925-1928
Parker, Luther
  1915, with TTW re skull measurements
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph, Salinas Antiques
  1965, re identification of statue
Parker, Robert J.
  1932, asks RLO to recommend an anthropology book
  he recommends ALK's
Parker, Rupert
  1936, tells ALK news of Indians and says he would like to have a book
Parkes, C.
  1930, requests O'Neale and ALK work on textiles for the British Cotton
  Industry Research Association
  sent gratis
Parkinson, R.H.
  1934, re map of Peru
  1955, asks names of anthropologists in South Africa
  TDMcC reply
Parks, Harold, E.
  1934-1953, curator of the U.C. Herbarium, re museum class visit
  re gift of his Fiji and Tonga items to the museum
Parks, Marion
  1933, asks ALK to confirm spelling of name Cabezon
  no reply
Parmelee, Maurice
  1926, asks ALK for citation of his article on women's fashions
  1932, invites ALK to luncheon
Parmenter, Ross
  1961-1965, re his research on Zelia Nuttall
Parodi, Lorenzo R.
  1936-1937, with RHL re exchange of reprints
Parra C., Francisco
  1946, 1950, to EWG in Spanish
Parratt, Edna
  1951, re baskets
Parry, Milman
  1928, cover letter, ALK sends thesis
Parshalle, Eve
  1934, inquires about photographs of Indian art for publication
  EWG says no staff available to make selection
Parsons, Rev. Edward L.
  1935, RHL asks money for TDMcC's research
  reply
Parsons, Eleanor
  1942, High School counselor asks about anthropology as a career
  RHL reply
Parsons, Elsie Clews
  1918-1939
Parsons, J.L.
1930, re find of enormous human bones
    referred to Southwest Museum
Parsons, John E.
  1927, re RHL article for Yale Law Journal
Parsons, Lee
  1954, inquiry re museum training
    referred to Stanford
Parsons, Sydney H.
  1931, re work among Seri Indians
Parsons, Talcott
  1946, re Shimkin
Partch, Harry
  1935-1939, re Indian music and Colorado river place names
Partoll, Albert.
  1929, corrects ALK on Flatheads
    reply
Partridge, Grace
  1913, re grade
Partridge, John W.
  1941, asks permission to take Anthro 150 A-B
Partridge, Roi
  1936-1941, re visits to Mills College Art Gallery
Pasadena Meeting, Pacific Section, AAA
  1930-1931
South Pasadena Public Library
  1957, request for reprint
Pasadena Star News
  1928, asks to interview ALK
Paschall, Clarence
  1922-1929, re PhD committee
    school visitation
    ALK's opinion on poor knowledge of Geography by high school graduates
Passin, Herbert
  1952-1953, includes reading list for Anthro 183, biographical sketch, paper -
    "Honor and Guilt: the story of Roshomon"
Patai, Raphael
  1945-1950
Patell, Kekie H.
  1928, inquiry re race of Parsees
    ALK reply
Paterson, T.T.
  1939, re possibility of J.R.C. Hamilton studying here
Pathé News, Inc.
  1935, asks ALK's opinion of newsreels
    no reply
Patrick, George Z.
  1938, re Brenner's promotion committee
Patten, C.W.
  1963, re preparation of white rawhide
Patterson, Alma
  1934-1941, re illustrations for book on California Indian legends
Patterson, Mrs. George W.
  1942, asks for material on recent archaeological exploration
    EWG gives references
Patterson, Mary F.
  1920-1942, Department of Household Art and Design, mostly re exhibits
Pattiway, Postmaster, Kern County
1924, Schenck asks if he knows of mounds or relics in the upper San Joaquin Valley
Patton, Bessie Jane
1942, re thesis
Patton, Clyde
1940, asks RLO to see him
Patton, J.V.
1934, asks if Walter Bennett may photograph breeding water birds at a gun club
Pauer, Paul Siliceo
1924, in Spanish, inquiry re job possibility here
ALK reply
Paul, Benjamin
1947-1950
Paul, Camille Haynes
1933, inquires about Comanche and Kiowa
ALK replies that there has been nothing satisfactory written
Kegan Paul, booksellers, London
1933, offers for sale 4 vol. work by Schrenck
no reply
Paula, Fr. M., O.S.D.
1934, re Indian sites
Pavlow, A.W.
Russian professor requests reprints
sent
Paxson, Frederick L.
1940-1944, Professor of History
Paxton, Avis Meigs
1948, from RHL re Professor Alexander
Payne, C.E.
1921, 1935, vague requests for information
Payne, Doris A.
1948, asks about "slave killers"
EWG gives references
Payne, Skipper
1952, inquires about Washo language
TDMcC
Payne Stone Age Collection
1935, memorandum as to its status
Payne, William, Fiji
1951, request for EWG reprints
Payon, José García
1938, request for publications
Payot, G.
1928, 1935, re French translations of RHL books
Peabody, Charles
1919-1928, re American Foundation and School for Prehistoric Study in France
Peabody Foundation, Andover, Mass.
Peacock, Mary and Thomas
1934, re gathering acorns for a study of the food value of various species
Peak, C.N.
1920, inquiry re Indians
bibliography sent
Pearce, Charlotte Morell
1932, inquires about fellowships
Pearce, J.E.
1918-1937
Pearl, Jeannette D.
1923, asks RHL for books and articles on race
reply

Pearl, Raymond
1924-1937, re Quarterly Review of Biology (ALK was on editorial advisory
committee)

Pearsall, Marion
1945-1956

Pearse, Andrew
1953, re lecture on West Indies folklore

Pearson, A. Alida
1925, inquires after Indian legends
EWG gives references

Pearson, Calvin
1914, wants meaning of words wahtoke and tchoenimnee
[unsigned] reply

Peart, Homer
1914, asks appraisal of bow and arrow
unknown

Pease, Ben
1941, inquires about supposedly Crow flag
no reply

Pease, George Edward
1936, re career and recommendation for William Laughlin

Pease, Kingsley
1931-1932, inquires about his son George
ALK reply

Pease, Florence A.
1926, re San Fernando place names

Pease, Paul
1964, inquires about a message stick
no reply

Peckinpah, C.M., Madera County
1916-1918, re baskets for sale and EWG's equipment

Pedersen, Carl
1950, re work here as Swedish translator

Pedersen, P.O.
1950, Director of the National Institute of Dental Research thanks EWG for
hospitality

Pedroni, Mrs. M.B.
1945, den mother wants info on Indians
EWG recommends Richards book

Peery, T.P.
1913, re books on Maidu
referred to American Museum, N.Y.

Peikert, Cecilia H.
1955, for doctoral dissertation asks what use of the museum is made by the
Department of Education
EWG sends annual report and refers to Dean Brownell

National Library of Peiping
1938-1939, requests ALK reprints
acknowledged

Peirce
see Pierce

Peixotto, J.B.
1914-1926, Professor of Social Economics

Pelegrin, Carl E.
1939, inquires about Indians of El Dorado National Forest
EWG refers to Beals paper

Pell, Arthur
1934, of Liveright publishers
from RHL re French translation of "Primitive Society"

Peniflor, Albina
1941, asks for someone to identify a jardeniere
EWG says bring it in

Penburg, William
1962-1962, prisoner in Conservation Camp asks info on Indian relics found in Tehama County
ABE reply

Pendery, Wilson
1951, EWG asked for recommendation for former museum preparator
reply

Pendleton, Emmet
1931, to ALK re Indian songs
reply

Peniflor Books
1946-1947

Penkes, Dora L.
1924, demands payment for manuscript submitted to the American Anthropologist
RHL says he is not an agent and returns it to her

Pennington, Campbell White
1954, advanced to PhD. candidacy

Pennock, Murray A.
1930, inquires re race of people with tails
ALK reply

University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Historical Commission
1928-1932, re survey of sites and relics, publications

The Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania
1930, cover letter, gift of their magazine to ALK

Pennsylvania State College
Penzotti, J.P.
1914, asks if EWG's lectures are published
no

Peoples Express Co.
1916, re charge for moving specimens from Hearst Mining Building to Fine Arts Palace

Pepper, George H.
1921, inquires re Navajo ponchos
reply that there are none here

Pepper, Stephen C.
1939-1942, Chairman, Art Department

Perchick, Samuel L.
1941, re borrowing Lindgren
RHL replies that the only copy in the country is in Chicago

Perhamus, Dick
1943, asks about career in anthropology
ALK reply

Perkins, Carolena
1926, requests a booklet giving rules and regulations of the museum
[unsigned] says there is none

Perkins, Fannie
1924, requests museum catalog

Perkins, Fay
1935, letter of recommendation from his high school principal

Box 120
Perkins, Frank L.
1934, re Pomo publications
Perkins, H.S.
1939, re RHL loan of Whiting’s ethnobotany paper
Perl, L.
1931, to ALK about Indian tribes of Nicaragua and Honduras
no reply
Permanente
1951-1953, re health plan (now Kaiser)
Permits for digging
1935-1937
Perry, Mrs.
n.d., re identifying Eskimo collection
Perry, Mrs. C.J.A.
1966, inquires about a silver spoon
FAN reply
Perry, Harold E.
1949, with EWG re Perry’s book on Yosemite Indians
Perry, Rose V-S.
1937, asks ALK to recommend that the Carnegie Foundation help finance her work on New Mexican Santos
Perry, Stuart H.
1928, to RHL and ALK asking if they know anyone who has a meteorite
negative replies
Perry, Warren C.
1940-1941
The Perser Corp.
1931, re photographic process which shows the third dimension
Perthes, Justus, publisher
n.d., printed request to proofread copy for Geographical Who is who and return
Peru
1954, to U.S. Embassy, Lima
Peru, Comisión Central de Propaganda Turismo del Cuzco
cover letter for gifts of maps to ALK
Peru, Consul General
1923, requests for maps
1941, TDMcC requests interview to discuss practical matters
Peruvian Collection (UCMA)
n.d.
Peruvianists
Pete, Clarence
n.d., thanks for book on Pomo
Peter, Jesse
1921-1941, Santa Rosa Junior College
Loud’s activities
archaeological survey of Sonoma County
rock paintings in Modoc County Moaning Cave
Arizona potsherds
Peter, Prince of Greece
1936, RHL advice on what Indian tribes would be worthwhile to study
1956, visit
Peter, Tommy
1923, ALK sends phonograph records of Indian songs
Peters, Clarence N.
1956, re possible museum employment
GMF reply
Peterson, Mrs. Sidney A.
1963, inquires about ALK’s 1899 Cheyenne notes
Peterson, Adolph S.
1930, wants to excavate
ALK says only institutions may do so
Peterson, F.H.
1929, inquiry which covers vast field
referred to books
Peterson, H.
1913, Stanford Museum
Peterson, Howard
1916, TTW sends photographs of him
Peterson, Joseph
1914, [unsigned] letter asks for his shellmound notes
two days later says that Nelson has admitted having taken them
Peterson, Virgil
1936, Professor at Brigham Young University asks ALK if he knows of any
finds where prehistoric animals are found in association with man or
artifacts
negative reply
Petray, Marian S.
1928, to ALK, thanking him for advice and announcing her plan to get a
Masters in Social Institutions
Petri, Lori(s)
1919-1920, with ALK re evolution
Petrullo, Vincenzo
1928-1939
Pettazzoni, Raffaeli
1927, 1949
Petter, Rodolphe
1913, asks ALK to subscribe to his proposed dictionary of the Cheyenne
language
no reply
Petterson, Richard
1966, asks for interview with Bascom to discuss an evaluation of condition
and potentialities of Eskimo art and handicrafts
Pettitt, George A.
1928-1961, re University News Service
as assistant to U.C. President
graduate work in Anthropology
Navy experience
PhD.
Pettus, W.B.
1943, invites ALK to a tea for faculty members interested in The Far East
Petzoldt, W.A.
1924-1933, with RHL re Crow Indians
peyote
see:
Indian Affairs (ALK letter describes his experience)
American Indian Defense Association (John Collier)
Shimkin, Dmitri
Stewart, Omer (no folder headed peyote)
Peyton, W.A.
1916, with TTW re visit to Berkeley by Indian Henry
Pfaffenerberger, C.J.
1931, asks EWG what the Indian population of California was at the time the
white men came
reply
Pfeifer, Gottfried
1936, ALK thanks him for his California study and they reminisce
Pfister, Oscar
1930-1931, re visit here
Pfleuger, Timothy L.
1936-1940, with ALK re museum exhibits
Pfueger, Kurt
1938, thanks for info on Egyptian stelae
Phelps, Mrs. John Dudley
1931, with EWG re Indian name Oneita
Phelps, Southwick
n.d., thanks for ALK's kind note on his paper
Phi Beta Kappa
Phi Sigma

Box 121

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences
price list of publications
Society of Philatelic Americans
n.d., samples of gummed arrows for museum labels
Philbrick, Elizabeth
1931, inquires re Nuttall publication
ALK reply
Philbrick, Francis S.
1935-1949, with RHL
Philippine-Indonesian Institute
1942-1943
Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass.
Phillips, George Brinton
1917-1927
Phillips, John W.
1942, RLO letter of recommendation to U. Oregon medical school
Phillips, Liva
1939, inquires about shells
EWG gives references
Phillips, Rodney
1943, EWG statement as to his satisfactory work in course
Phillips, Major S.
1948, inquires re name Tzabaco
EWG reply
Phillips, Wendell
1944-1947, re African expedition, includes reprints and clipping
Philological Association of the Pacific Coast
Philosophical Library
1943, re publications
Pi Gamma Mu
1928, to ALK saying that he has been proposed for membership
Pi Lambda Theta
1943, 1948, announcement of research grants
Platkowski, Lezzek, architect
1957-1960, re museum displays
Piccardo, Mickey
1946, inquires how to preserve bone and horn artifacts
EWG reply
Pichette, Peter
1926, re Flathead Indian, Arlee, Montana, one letter telling about himself
and his plan to write a book
Picken, J.V.
1925, American consular employee in Lima re sale of ALK's car
Piddington, Ralph
1950-1956, with EWG, visit here on way from U. Edinburgh to U. New Zealand
plans for study in North America in 1957
prospectus for his "An Introduction to Social Anthropology"
Pierce, E.A., & Co.
  1930, letter of recommendation for Margery Aldrich
Pierce, Edith W.
  1938, with ALK re his work on women's dreww
Pierce, G.H.
  1939, from ALK re Miss Sawtelle
Pierce, James A.
  1939, re skeleton found near Paso Robles
Pierce, Norman A.
  asks advice on his course of study
  RHL reply
Pierce, Robert Norris
  1939-1940, with ALK re his classification of Indian languages
Pierce, Sarah Louise
  1932, inquires about graduate work
  ALK reply
Piersall, Guy E.
  1956
Pierson, Donald
  1946-1947, re Portuguese translation of ALK's "Superorganic"
  ALK's 1947 preface
Piety, Austin L.
  1951, RFH re radio carbon dating
Pijoan, Joseph
  1942, re search for a photograph of J.T. Goodman
Pilkington, Thomas J.
  1922-1926, inquires re Indians of Marin County; ALK gives references
Pilling, Arnold Remington
  1948-1955, re graduate work
  letters
Pillsbury, A.G.
  1931, carbon for ALK of letter from the Regents thanking him for gift of a book
Pinder, L.
  1928-1929, re Lenape Indians
  ALK reply
Pine, Mrs. C.
  1942, inquiry re "Negro blood"
  RHL reply
Pinecrest Resort
  1928, EWG requests opening date and rates
Pineda, Roberto and Virginia
  1954
Pinner, Max
  1926, from ALK re Wilder reference
  1947, from RHL re royalties
Pinney, Roy, Jr.
  1931, asks ALK's advice on proposed photographic trip to Northwest Mexico
  reply
Pinkley, Nancy M.
  1938, job application
  negative reply
Pinto, Estevão
  1949, RHL apologizes for wrong citation of his work
Pinto, Leonardo
  1941, Brazil, re exchange of reprints
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co.
  1945-1946, requests photographs of prehistoric and modern corn
Piper, Helen S.
  1930, EWG requests return of photo loaned to S.F. News
Pitelka, Frank A.
  1941, from EWG re shells at Tomales Bay
Pittoni, R.
  1947, with RHL
Pittman, Dean
  1954-1955, re possible graduate work here
  re basic anthropology library
Pittman, R.S.
  1940, with ALK re Indian languages of Mexico
Placzek, Dr.
  1943, inquires if ALK knows whereabouts of Baron von Waldegg
  negative reply
  another letter on various subjects
Plastre, J.E.
  1928, ALK suggests book
Platt, Mrs. C. Howard
  1927, with EWG re pictographs
Platts, J.M.
  1936, with EWG re arrowpoints
Pleasants, Frederick
  1966, from WB re films on Africa
Pleasants, Frederick R.
  1938-1948
Pleasants, Mrs. J.E.
  1937, requests permission to use Ishi photographs
  granted
Plehn, Emily Noble
  1943, with ALK re citizenship of Grace Yip Park
Plover, John P.
  1932, sends drawings of rock carvings
Plymouth Brethren Mission
  1929, ALK asks whereabouts of Walapai Indians
Poffenberger, Albert T.
  1933, with ALK re publishing papers of the Birmingham Conference
  1941, from RHL re job for Shimkin
Poindexter, Martye
  1935, inquires re methods of decorating textiles
  LMO reply
Poindexter, Raymond
  1944, inquires about cliff dwellings of the Mesa Verde in Colorado
  EWG reply
Poladin, Sirvart
  1938-1940, re MA degree and subsequent career
Polar, Suarez
  see Fejos
Poley, Horace S., photographer
  Colorado Springs, n.d., list of slides
Polifka, Karl
  1934, 1947
Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America
  1942
  Political Science Quarterly
Polland, Stella  
1929, cover letter of pictures of Indian blanket

Pollard, Henry M.  
1942, from EWG

Polley, E.M.  
1965, Alice Mead says negatives of totem pole have been found

Polynesian Society  
1930, 1955

Pomfret, John  
1938

Pommerenhke, Harold  
1949, with RHL

Pomona College

Poncho, Longfellow  
1913, EWG sends photographs to an Indian

Pond, Alonzo W.  
1924-1929

Pond, John Enoch  
1914, acknowledgment for donation of animal skull

Ponting, Ivan C.  
1928-1929, re courses

Poole, Caroline B.  
1931, with EWG

Pope and Talbot  
1913, re mouldings for museum

Pope, Antoinette L.  
1924, re Pomo

Pope, Arthur Upham  
1916-1927

Pope, Barbara F.  
1940, thanks TDMcC for interview

Pope, G.D.  
1918, acknowledgment for lantern slides of Ishi

Pope, Katherine  
1926-1927, re Hawaiian material

Pope, Saxton T.  
1913-1922

Pope, Mrs. Saxton  
1926-1929

Pope, Tom  
1919

Popenoe, Paul  
1921, with ALK re fish corrals, photographs and a drawing

Popper, William  
1913-1951

*Popular Science Monthly*  
1928, 1930, two printed letters to ALK  
no replies

Population Association of America  
1940, invites ALK to join  
no reply

Porter, Langley  
1928-1931, re Keith as possible Hitchcock lecturer  
ALK donation to medical library  
Leake requests that Hearst medical papyrus and some trephined skulls be placed in the medical school library (refused)

Porter, Muriel Noe  
1954, wedding announcement
Porterville Land and Cattle Co.
1924, re site

Portheim Foundation
1951, man planning book on African sculpture asks for photographs of
figurines and masks
no reply

Posnansky, Arthur, Bolivian
1951, man planning book on African sculpture asks for photographs of
figurines and masks
no reply

Posspil, Francis
1926-1934, curator of ethnography, Museum Moraviae, Brno,
Czechoslovakia, re lecture here on folkdances, publications

Post, George
1918, re method of making arrowheads
publication sent

Post, Richard H.
1936, re possible employment
ALK holds out no hope

Postmaster
1913-1931, correspondence with postmasters of many places

Poteet, Sybil
1939, asks about fellowships
RHL reply

Pothier, Patricia
1954-1955, recommendation to Stanford and to Library School

Potter, Irving
1944, inquires re museum courses
not being given during the war

Potter, Kenneth, Fresno State Teachers College
1931-1932

Pottinger, David T.
1928, with RHL re review copy of Boas' "Primitive Art"

Potts, Lewis E.
1946, seeks job as museum preparator

Potts, Marie
1960, re her demonstration of California Indian acorn processing and basket
weaving at the museum

Powdermaker, Florence
1926, BM asks to see her in Chicago

Powdermaker, Hortense
1930-1951

Powell, Frank
1918, [unsigned] sends photographs of himself

Powell, J.J. Stedman
1925, requests copy of paper by his uncle, Philip S. Sparkman
EWG reply that it is not yet published

Powell, Norma N.
1914, asks for material on Indian myths
ALK gives references

Powell, W.R.
1937, RLO thanks her for a "flattering letter"

Power, E.B.
1916, request for Indian linguistic map

Power, Eugene B.
1934, from RHL re missent paper

Power, R.G.
1937, re mounds near Colusa

Powers, Alfred
1927-1928, with RHL and ALK re teaching at U. Oregon
Powers, O.K.
1933, asks RHL's opinion of Margaret Mead
reply
Poyser, A.
1916-1947, museum guard
University of Praetoria
Prall, David W.
1933-1934, re Halpern's request to do graduate work here
Prall, Margaret C.
1937, with ALK re gift of recordings of Indian music to Mills College
Pratt, Charles
1934, re Indian paintings near Bakersfield
Enoch Pratt Free Public Library
1929-1936, with ALK and RHL re Popular Science book lists
Pratt, George D.
1929, invites RHL to join American Forestry Association
declined
Pratt, Harry Noyes
1933, re carved rock and vases found near Stockton
Pratt, M. Alexander
1935, asks advice on what to read
RHL reply
Preble, C.S.
1916, to ALK re name of Lake Tahoe
Preble, Donna
1937, re her juvenile book, "Yamino-kwiti" and ALK's introduction to it
Preble, Zahreh E.
1922, asks questions about Zuni
clerk replies that ALK is away
The Prehistoric Society
n.d., list of French publications
Preidel, Johanis
1939, letter in German
bio-bib in English
Prentice-Hall
1950-1951, asks TDMcC's opinion on proposed book by Estel and an
anthropology atlas
The Press (Riverside)
1915, inquires about skeletons found in Tupango Canyon
Preston, F.M.
1922, re paycheck
Price, Homer B.
1926, re possible graduate work here
Price, L.M.
1928, from ALK re membership in "the association"
Priestley, Herbert I.
1917-1941
Priestley, Veronica
1951, correspondence with secretary and curriculum vitae
Prieto, F.G., Jr.
1936, asks opinion of EWG and Isabel Kelly on relics from Costa Rica
Primus, Edward
1954, with EWG re Pre-Columbian Mexican art
Princeton University
Princeton University Library
1940-1943, re publications
re Librarian Boyd borrowing Mencken letters from RHL
Princeton University Press
Series 4: Correspondence, 1901-1957
Subseries 4: Correspondence, 1913-1957
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Prior, Mr.
1924, from EWG asking permission to measure and photograph his collection of items from Kern Lake

Prior, Beatrix
1945, inquires re Indians of Yosemite and Madera County
EWG gives references

Pritchard, E.H.
1918-1923, inquires re Cahuilla language
ALK gives references

Pritchard, Virginia Cole
1941, several questions re Indians of Lower California
ALK reply

Probert, F.H.
1919-1936, Dean of Mining, re identification of metal artifacts

Probasco, Clara T.
1918-1919, re her thesis

Proctor, Hugh W., Mrs.
1931, describes finds in Coachella Valley

Proctor, Phimester, Jr.
1933-1934, asks support for his excavations in the Aleutian Islands
EWG says no funds

Propylaen-Verlag
1930, re photo for publication

Proskauer, Mr. and Mrs. J.M.
1928-1945

Prosser, William S.
1925, with ALK re in diginious names, Maya

Proteau, Albert L.
1930, with ALK re relics found near Lake Van Norden

Providence-Biltmore Hotel
1940, ALK thanks them for complimentary room

Provident Mutual Life
1926, to ALK re change of beneficiary

Provinse, John H.
1937-1942

Provost, H.J.
1916, request for ALK reprint

Prowse, Charlotte
1937, asks RLO to give talk on primitive religion at Unitarian Church of Berkeley

Psychiatry
1939, with ALK re his subscription

The Psycho-Analytical Press
1924, re change of address and delayed publication

Psychological Abstracts
1926, asks ALK to write abstracts
secretary replies that he is in Peru

Psychology-Anthropology Seminar
1943, draft of meeting notice

Dictionary of Psychology
1930, asks ALK to revise and construct definitions of race, Psychology, and Anthropology
no reply

Ninth International Congress of Psychology
1929, meeting notice

Public Affairs Committee
1940, asks RHL’s opinion of pamphlet on race problems by Boas and David reply
Public Employment Bureau
  1917, re letter of recommendation obtained from ALK’s mother-in-law under threat of violence
Public relations Directory and Yearbook
  1945, announcement
University of Puerto Rico
  1947, annual report of the Social Science Research Center
Pugh, Marion D.
  1948, from DGM
Puhl and Wagner, Rixdorf, Germany
  1925-1926, re equipment
Puhr, Wilbur Joseph
  1939, high school senior asks ALK how to become a Peruvian archeologist advised to see Bennett at Wisconsin
Pulleine, R.H.
  1923, re pictures of African Pygmies referred elsewhere
Pullen, Virginia
  1951, inquires re job in museum EWG reply
Pumphrey, Janet
  1952, clerk typist at museum, re her employment newsy letter to EWG describing his wife's sendoff party on Thor I

Box 123

Purcell, Jessie Livingston
  1913, to ALK
Purdy, Ruth Charlotte
  1946-1955, clerk-typist, re employment personal letters to secretary
Puri, R.N.
  1932, re Indian population
Purlenky, Alma
  1923, asks for references on Indian symbols no reply
Purveyance, C.E.
  1916-1945, re Navajo
Purveyear, Vernon
  1943
Purschl, Rev. Nicholas
  1919, request for Juan Dolores paper from Franciscan Papago Missions, Tucson
Putland, H.R.
  advertising, looking for a professor to go on a cruise on a sailing ship on which young paying passengers would be trained replies and suggestions from ALK, RHL, RLO
Putnam, Alice E.
  1922, offers F.W. Putnam's library for sale no funds
Putnam, Edward K.
  1915-1931
Putnam, F.W.
  1901-1915
Putnam, G.P. and Sons
  1916, 1939, RHL's opinion on books
Putnam, L.G.
  1930, re arrowhead EWG reply
Putnam, Patrick
  1925, re trip to Indies
Putnam, R.B.
1919, asks about death dances
ALK knows nothing of what she describes but tells about mourning chants

Putnam, T.M.
1916-1939

Putorti, Nicola
1947-1949, Department members help Italian family

Quain, E.P.
1939, asks Ruth Benedict’s address
secretary replies

Quain, Fannie Dunn
194[?]-1947, with RHL re her efforts to find someone to prepare her son’s notes on the Kraho for publication

Queen, Stuart A.
1942, asks permission to use RHL’s Crow Indian material in his book,
granted
1945-1948, re persons available for teaching positions at Washington U., St. Louis

Queens College, N.Y.
1955

Quiggin, A. Hingston
1924, re possible teaching job here
1939, re primitive money

Quijada, E.
1916, question on races
[unsigned] reply

Quimby, George
1945, from ALK re his leaflet on Aleutian Islanders and planned museum

Quiriguá
pamphlet, “A Guide to Quiriguá, an ancient Maya city” by Wilson and Dorothy Popenoe

Quiring, Daniel
1944, RHL sends text of his address as retiring vice-chairman of Section H of AAAS, asks him to present it if travel conditions prevent him from attending

Quisumbing, Eduardo
1954, Director, Philippine National Museum, with EWG re publications

Ramaseshan, Rukmini

Radvanyi, Laszlo

Ratcliff, Norman

Raup, H.F.

Rea, Robert

Quiring, Daniel
1944, RHL sends text of his address as retiring vice-chairman of Section H of AAAS, asks him to present it if travel conditions prevent him from attending

Quisumbing, Eduardo
1954, Director, Philippine National Museum, with EWG re publications

Riddell, Dorothy M.

Ridley, Major Gen.

Rigg, Horace Abram, Jr.
Righetti, Miss
Robb, Walter
Roberts, Helen
Roche, Barbara
Robinson, June
Rodenborn, George Meyer
Rodrigues, Aryon Dal’Igna
Roe, Ann
Rogers, Millard
Rogers, Walter S.
Rokeach
Romero (custodian)
Ronald Press Co.
Rooth, Anna Bergitta
Roseh, George
Rosenthal, Beatrice
Roth, Robert M.
Rousling, Albert
Rousseau, M. Jacques
Routledge & Kegan Paul
Roy, R.C.
Royal Society of Canada
Royal Society of South Africa
Ruby, Robert H.
Rudy, Jack R.
Ruesch, Jurgen
Rusler, Marilyn B.
Rutledge, P.J.
Russian language
Russel Sage Foundation
Ruthnaswamy, M.
Ruzo, Daniel
Ryden, Stig
Ryker, Esther M.
Raab, Patricia Verdi
  1954, re artifacts found near Stockton
  1956, EWG recommendation for Fulbright
Raab, Harvey
  1928, re Densmore publication
Raber, B.F.
  1922-1929
Robinowitz, B.F.
  1924, re estate of Fanny Rothschild
Raby, Florence
  1937, several questions about Indians
  EWG refers to Wissler’s book
Committee on Race Relations, Society of Friends, Philadelphia
  1933
Racial Theories
Radcliffe-Brown, A.R.
  1922-1955
Radenzel, Edward
  1936, asks if ALK has done anything more on Indian place names
  referred to Harrington
Rader Music Publishing Co.
  1929, request for Matthews’ Navajo songs
Radin, Max
  1921-1943
Radin, Paul  
1915-1954  
Radio  
1933-1953, scripts  
correspondence re broadcasts  
Ragot, Mme  
1952, letter of thanks in French  
Rahmann, R.  
1936, to ALK in German  
reply  
Raines, Earl L.  
1934, teacher at school for Shoshone children asks if legends brought by his pupils are genuine  
RHL says yes  
Raiford, E.H.  
1940-1941  
Raitt, Helen  
1954, asks EWG's permission to quote from his "Indian Place Names"  
granted  
Ramaswamy, S.V.  
1932-1933, sends thesis to ALK and asks for a degree  
ALK replies that a minimum residence of one year here is required  
Ramos, Sandra G.  
1948, EWG's recommendation to Library School  
Ramos, Arturo  
1940, re possible lecture here  
Ramsey, Grace F.  
1930-1938, with EWG re museum Education  
Rand, E.K.  
1919, about a paper at a meeting (nearly illegible)  
Rand, W.H.  
1923, [unsigned] has sent your letter and photographs to Smith in Canada  
Rand McNally & Co.  
1920, announcement of maps  
Randall, Francis  
1944, from RLO re project in Dayton, Ohio  
Randall, M.  
1933, EWG gives references on treatment of antique metal objects  
Rander, Ernst  
1921, re possible study here  
long ALK letter describes opportunities here  
Randolph, C.N.  
1913, wants info on Ishi for newspaper story  
referred to Sunset  
Random House  
1946-1948, re dictionary  
ALK suggests Hutson for article on Indian loan  
Ransom, Caroline L.  
1916, re Egyptian collections  
Ransome, Bernard  
1919, from chairman of the tennis committee re resurfacing of courts  
Rao, P. Kotanda  
1936, re possible visit to RHL  
Rasbach, Oscar  
1932, with RHL re identifying Indian spear heads  
referred to Southwest Museum  
Rasch, P.J.  
1925-1926, 1952, re Apache songs
referred to Reichard and Goddard
Ratliffe, S.C.
  1942, re AAA membership
Rauer, Philip
  1915, manufacturer of human models solicits business
Ravila, Paavo
  1954, secretary asks him how to obtain Finnish publication
Ray, Bill
  1919, Indian informant says he can't get around well enough to come here
Ray, P. Orman
  1936-1941, re Council of the Institute of Social Sciences
Ray, Samuel
  1919, Indian informant says he can't come because his eyesight is impaired
Ray, Verne
  1936-1956, with ALK
Ray, Virginia
  1942, RHL and Leonard Loeb re Phi Beta Kappa for her
Raymond, Charles
  1936, re a committee and a publication
Raymond, Jane
  1943, asks RHL and ALK if anthropologists agree with Nazi race theories replies
Raymond Rich Associates
  1940, brochure and order form for "American Foundations and their Fields"
Raymond, Sarah Y.
  1926, inquires about publications on baskets
EWG reply
Raymond, Virginia
  1944, "please send me all you have on California Indians" notation, "not answered" ALK
Raymond, W.B.
  1933, request for publications from librarian in Wisconsin referred to U. Wisconsin
Rayner, Edgar J.
  1955-1956, research in dental pathology using skulls in the museum
Rayner, Ernest A., President of Union College of the Philippine Islands
  1921-1922, with ALK, exchange of papers and outline of proposed book, "Psychology of Primitive Life"
Rea, P.M.
  1931, Advisory Group on Museum Education of the Carnegie Corporation asks statistics in museum attendance
LMO reply
Read, Ervin W.
  1930, with ALK re Seri songs
Read, T.T.
  1924, to ALK re age of various metals
Read, William A.
  1927, asks meaning of name Chihuahua
   ALK refers to Mexican museum
Reagan, A.B.
  1913-1929, re Vistoria Museum, Navajo
Reaves, S.W., Dean of Arts and Sciences, U. Oklahoma
  1929-1930, re job openings
Rebhan, Edward H.
  1941, congrats to RHL on honorary degree and reminiscence of their acquaintance in Vienna
Red Cross
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1923-1931, mining engineer inquires about Lovelock Cave publications
letter describes his exploration of the cave with Captain Natches
letter describes Hart exploration
this material was incorporated into Loud's paper
Reincke, W.H.
  1930, to EWG re grade
Reinhardt, Aurelia Henry
  1941, RLO regrets unable to attend open house for summer session students
  and faculty
Reinhardt, James M.
  1932, asks permission to quote from ALK's "Superorganic"
  granted
Reisner, George A.
  1902-1921, re exploration of Pyramids
Reiss, Mrs. F.A.
  inquires about Spanish colonial Peruvian textiles
  reply that museum has only pre-Columbian textiles
Reiter, Paul
  1939-1942, re graduate work here and activities at U. New Mexico
Relander, Click
  1930-1932, re donating his sculptures of Indian heads
Remington Typewriter Co.
  1913-1925
Remington Rand Business Service
  1930, re museum cases
Remsburg, George
  1925, 1929
Remy, J.M.
  1953-1957, French paleontologist identifies crustacean fragments for EWG
Renaud, E.B.
  1923-1941
Rennacker, E.D.
  1932, asks if Indians had a way of tempering copper
  RLO reply
Rensch, H.E.
  1936, re survey of historical sites of Alameda County
Renz, C.
  1924-1928, re ALK publications
The Reporter
  1954, sends RHL articles on state of science
  RHL reply
Rerro, George
  1929, requests ALK publication for Sra. Rosalia Abreu of Cuba, an expert on
  apes
  sent
Retzius, Magnus Gustav
  1915, TTW asks permission to reprint some of his work in proposed textbook
  granted
Reuss, Marguerite
  1936, asks RHL for a portrait photo to be placed in a gallery of Sociologists
  RHL says he has nothing suitable
Reuter, Mabelle
  1932, sends ALK transcription and translation of Kashtawati
  reply
Revue Anthropologique
  RHL sends his address
Rex Photo Finishing Company
  1928, EWG wants rush job on 13 glossy prints
Reynes, George
  1927, re shipment from Peru for ALK
Reyes, Gorgonio L.
  1925, 1928, 1941, asks RHL for complimentary copies of his books
Reygadas Vertiz, José
  1925-1930, with ALK re work in Mexico
Reynal and Hitchcock
  1941, sends ALK a complimentary copy of "Kabloon" by Poncins
  ALK regards it highly
Reynolds, Earl C.
  1932, Klamath County Chamber of Commerce asks info on Modoc
  pictographs
  ALK refers to Steward publication
Reynolds, Earl L.
  1936, with RLO re enrolling here
Reynolds, Lloyd H.
  1935, with RLO re paper to raise "E" grade
Reynolds, Norman
  1935, re Eskimo material
Reynolds, Ralph Arthur
  1931, asks RHL to serve on committee to set up a center for information on
  Russia
  refused
Reynolds, W.L.
  1925, asks for info on habits and customs of various nationalities
  referred to "Anthropology"
Rhodes, Emma M.
  1942, offers to show EWG a piece of Attu Indian weaving
  he will be away and says no funds for purchase
Rhodes, M. Thayer
  1928, asks ALK to contribute article on California Indians for magazine
  announcing a dental conference
  refused, but Beals will do it
Rhodes-Livingstone Institute
  1950-1951, RHL recommendation of Marion Pearsall
  TDMcC recommendation of Lowrimore
  1950, list of publications
Rhodes scholarships
  1948, TDMcC recommendation for Solheim
Rhodes University
  1954, secreatry requests address of Radcliffe-Brown
Rice, Frances Van Dorsten
  1937, re makeup final
Rice, Stuart A.
  1929-1931, with RHL and ALK re case-book on methods in the social sciences
Rice, Virginia
  1951, applies for museum job
Rich, Willis H.
  1942, inquires about meaning of place name "Cachinetac"
  ALK reply
Rickard, T.A.
  1936, ALK thanks for articles on the smelting of bronze and the use of gold
Richards, Irmagarde
  1930-1948, re California State school textbooks
  1963, re Quinault Indian collection in Washington
Richardson, Ethel
  1927, asks for list of books to use in summer session
  LS reply
Richardson, Florence B.
  1927-1930, re book store owner Johnson's Indian collection
  re Yurok fishing methods
  re Stewart's work in Humboldt County
Richardson, Isaac
  1933, request for publication on Lovelock Cave
Richardson, Jane
  1935-1936, to ALK and RHL describing field work in Oklahoma
  ALK recommendation for fellowship
  her work in New York
  re her and ALK's fashion paper
Richardson, Robert William
  1936, re candidacy for PhD. in Geography
Richer, Juan E.
  1934, from ALK re laws covering archaeological exploitation
Richman, C.
  1956, secretary gives museum hours
Richmond, City of
  1941-1942, re mound excavations
Richmond Chamber of Commerce
  1941, asks about local Indians
  referred to ALK's handbook
Richmond Record-Herald
  1913, request for EWG's paper on shellmounds
Rickard, T.A.
  1929-1936, ALK's suggestions on his manuscripts
Ricker, Edgar A.
  1929, asks identification of Chinese seals
  referred to Prof. Gale
Richert, Roland
  1938, inquires re fellowships
  replies
Ricketson, Oliver
  1934, request for material for library of Carnegie Institution in Guatemala,
  ALK note "Kidder wrote to forget it"
Rickman, John
  1926, Malinowski apologies for delay in writing "Australian Totemism"
Riddell, Dorothy and Fritz
  1951-1955
Riddell, Francis A.
  1941-1954
  See also California (State) Division of Beaches and Parks
Rider, Fremont
  1925, EWG's contribution to Rider's "California"
Ridings, Arnold
  1934, asks meaning of name "Yana"
  EWG reply
Ridpath, James W.
  1915, asks suggestions for Tamal Indian name for bungalow in San Anselmo
  EWG reply
Rieber, C.H.
  1913-1931
Rien, John
  1924, thanks RHL for letting him take an early final, describes trip to Hong
  Kong, Ceylon, Suez Canal, Alexandria, Naples, Boston, New York
Riesenberg, Saul H.
  1942-1956
Riesenfeld, Alphonse
1949-1955
Riess-Vásquez, Alma
1930-1935, re jade in California and Ecuador
Riggins, M. Elizabeth
1939, secratery, mostly re EWG's mail
Riggs, Arthur Stanley
1932, asks ALK to review a book
refused
Riggs, Frances S.
1931, inquires re Mono Indians
ALK reply
Rightmeyer, Donald A.
1944, 1953, with RHL re his ideas on Indian prehistory
Riis, S.M.
1936, re Darwin Centenary Commemoration Expedition
Riley, Charlotte E.
1935, re beards on Indians
Rimmer, Harry
1924, re relics from Tulare Lake region
Rinehart, publishers
1945-1955, re RHL books
Rinehart, R.W.
1921, asks information on Indians near Elko for series of ads on the natural
cleanser
Ring, Mildred
1924-1926, re her work with Yurok and Karok
Ripley, M.A.
1930, loans ALK a document prepared for the Mau of Samoa asking
compensation for a Naval station
ALK's comments
Rishbeth, O.F.T.
1921, [unsigned] letter to Prof. Allen of Greek Dept. re possible employment
Ritchler, Nellie
1954, to EWG with advice on European travel
Ritter, Dale W.
1956, long letter to EWG describes trip to the Southwest
Ritter, William E.
1928-1941
Rivers, Fred
1923, invites ALK to speak at Open Forum of the La Vero Foundation
deprecated
Rivers, W.H.R.
1913-1921, with ALK re kinship terms
Riverside College
1949
Rivet, Paul
1919-1953
Riviere, Georges Henri
1931, 1952, thanks for publications for the library of the Musée
d'ethographie, Paris
Roark, Richard
1963, requests maps of Peru
ALK reply
Robb, Bob
1933, asks EWG to correct his newspaper article on Cora Dibois' investigation of ghost dance
Robbert, Helen M.
n.d., fan letter to ALK
Robbins, Dale W.
1946-1952, re her museum work

Robbins, E.V.
1916, re Ishi's name

Roberts, Alexander C.
1935, invites ALK to participate in symposium on social problems declined

Roberts, Bertram L.
1955, asks for names of Indian informants in Owens Valley
EWG reply

Roberts, Donald A.
1927-1938, Editor of the City College Alumnus asks RHL to review Paul
Radin's book
RHL regrets unable to attend dinner for Prof. Cohen

Roberts, Frank H.H.
1929-1953

Roberts, H.C., Mrs.
see U.S. Interior - Indian Affairs

Roberts, Helen H.
1919-1940

Roberts, Jessie
1917, bill for office work

Roberts, O.
1915, asks ALK what to do about speech impediment
EWG suggests seeing a physician

Roberts, O.L.
1931, asks if Hindus are Caucasian
[unsigned] reply

Roberts, R.B.
1939, inquires about works by Indian authors
EWG gives references to works by Juan Dolores

Roberts, R.E.
1930, re hours worked

Roberts, Ruth K.
1919-1953, she and her husband were friends of Indians in Humboldt County

Roberts, Stacey L.
1943, ALK asks him for a bibliography on Korea
reply

Roberts, Wilmer C.
1918, asks for TTW publication
sent

Robertson, A.M.
1915-1916, TTW suggests book on Ishi
reply that AMR can not undertake it at this time

Robertson, J.W.
1927, ALK thanks him for book, "The Harbor of St. Francis"

Robertson, James A.
1935, asks ALK about some Filipino words
ALK replies that he does not know the language

Robertson, Sidney H.
1941, Music division of Pan American Union asks about holdings in Latin
American folk and primitive music
EWG replies "none"

Robertson, T.B.
1917, re use of classroom in museum

Robins, Robert H.
1951, employment forms and expense account for linguistic work with
Yuroks
Robinson, Alice
  1931, writes about Shoshone singing

Robinson, Arthur
  1951, re photographs of mummy found at Amador to be displayed at County Fair

Robinson, David Moore
  1914, EWG sends photos of Cabiric vase

Robinson, Edgar E.
  1924, re RHL book
  1944, regrets having missed a meeting

Robinson, Eugene
  1932-1953

Robinson, Frederick B.
  1930, invites RHL to give course on Indian languages at institute at CCNY
  declined

Robinson, George
  1936, explains absence from final exam

Robinson, Harry A.
  1927, asks ALK about Cuzco
  ALK replies that he was not in that part of Peru

Robinson, Howard E.
  1957, asks where to take Cub Scouts to see Indians and artifacts
  GMF recommends museum in Sacramento

Robinson, Kendall E.
  re copying Ifugao photos

Robinson, R.C.
  1927, re importation of pigeons

Robinson, Sarah B.
  1929-1931, editorial assistant

Robinson, S.O.L.
  1925-1927, student

Robinson, W.A.
  1917, asks ALK to recommend a text for a course in ethnology and archaeology
  ALK makes suggestions but says nothing is really suitable and suggests that he get in touch with publishers and urge such a book

Robinson, Ansel W.
  1925, re papyri
  1937, asks species of California linnet

Robredo, P.
  1925, request for Mexican publications

Robson, James C.
  1950, recommendation for government grant for study in England

Robson, Kernan
  1924, asks ALK to recommend books
  reply

Robson, R.W.
  1951, re publication of EWG's Fiji material by Pacific Publications Pty. Ltd.

Rocca, Helen M.
  1925, cover letter for announcement of League of Women Voters fellowship

University of Rochester
  1943, RLO recommendation of William Blair to medical school

Rock, Fritz
  1926, one letter in German

Rock, George H.
  1932, inquires about mysterious tribe at foot of Mt. Shasta
  RLO says never heard of them

Rockefeller, Nelson
1941
Rockefeller Foundation
1925-1942
Rocker, R.
1943, tells ALK that he will be included in Who's Who in the Western Hemisphere
Rodgers, Dona G.
1922, EWG gives references to material on Hupa, Klamath and Modoc
Rodrigues, Jose Honorio
1937, Brazilian inquires about fellowship possibilities
Roe, Frank Gilbert
1941, re ALK publications
Roe, J.V.
1928, re site in Southern Utah
Roesling, E.L.
1960-1962, re identifying Hindu antiquities
Roffe, Bertha
1940, inquires about Hupa customs
EWG gives references
Rogers, B.H.
1928-1929, re RHL's automobile
Rogers Book Shop
1928, EWG declines to purchase books offered
Rogers, D.B.
1927, EWG thanks for suggesting archaeological sites in San Joaquin Valley and gives references on panpipes
Rogers, D.B.
1936, EWG asks for activities of Santa Barbara Museum to be published in Journal of American Antiquity
Rogers, H.J.
1915, asks what tribe lived near Mission San Jose
reply
Rogers, Malcolm J.
1929-1945, San Diego Museum, manuscript of "The Evidence for Early Man in San Diego County, California" (1929)
preliminary report of the archaeological work on Pacific Coast Shell-middens (1920)
Rogers, Rose
1935, sends ALK notes taken from Klinket informant
ALK reply
Rogin, L.
1931, ALK thanks him for monograph on plow and wheat
Rohan, James
1929, criticises RHL's article on Haiti in California Monthly
reply
Rohan, Thomas M.
1938, asks for books on Indians
EWG reply
Roheim, Geza
1929-1951, mostly re field work with Yuma
Rohrke, Barbara
1949, inquires about museum courses
EWG reply
Rolland, Romaine see
Frank, Waldo
Rollins College
1935, program in commemoration of the Semicentennial Anniversary of the establishment of Rollins College, Nov. 2-4
Romanov, Mirro R.  
1949-1954
Romero, John B.  
1938, re exploitation of Indian graves
Rommert, George  
1930-1933, re micro-projection method
Rondon, Jorge A.  
1944, one letter to ALK in Spanish
Roney, James G.  
1940-1953, graduate work here and elsewhere  
letters from Iran
Root, Chester W.  
1939, request for information about museum for file of philanthropic information, Wells Fargo Bank
Root, Howard F.  
1943
Root, William C.  
1939-1948, re metallurgy
Rorick, Milton C.  
1934, [unsigned] letter of recommendation
Rose, Edward  
1931-1939, undergraduate work here  
graduate work at Stanford
Rosenberg, A.  
1927, ALK sends him Boas article
Rosenberg, James N.  
1924-1943
Rosenberg, Max  
1927-1930
Rosenblat, Angel  
1936, ALK commends his computation of the aboriginal population of America
Rosener, Ann  
1954, asks for photos and information of Indians of Death Valley for museum of Pacific Coast Borax Co.  
EWG reply
Rosenshine, Annette  
1936, asks ALK for allusions to bowels in Indian folklore  
reply
Rosenthal, Nina  
1940, with RHL re racial intermarriage
Rosenwald (Julius) Fund  
1934-1942
Ross, Harriett M.  
1928, asks for names of texts for courses  
[unsigned] reply
Ross, John  
n.d., transcript and plan of dissertation
Ross, Joseph L.  
1917, letter of recommendation for museum general assistant
Ross, Virginia  
1938-1939, re graduate work at Yale
Rossi, L.M.  
1946-1948, re permission to excavate near Napa
Rossi, M.F.  
1923, writes about fossil find  
ALK says it is not a fossil
Rossier, Charles W.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1941 | survey of courses on Latin America  
inter| ALK reply |
| Rossiter, C.C. |  
inter| 1929, fan letter to RHL, reply |
| Rosner, Dora |  
inter| 1944, asks about books on ethnology  
inter| reply |
| Rostlund, Erhard |  
inter| 1934-1950, re studies here |
| Rotary Club of Berkeley |  
inter| 1933, invites ALK to attend lunch for visiting summer session faculty |
| Roth, G. Kingsley |  
inter| 1946-1954, re Fiji |
| Roth, Walter E. |  
inter| 1919-1920, re kinship terms in British Guiana |
| Roth-Lutra, Karl H. |  
inter| 1932-1933, requests for publications |
| Rothman, Walter, Dr. |  
inter| 1931, with ALK |
| John Rothschild & Co. |  
inter| 1955, EWG requests truck or jeep for use on Yap |
| Rothstein, Murray |  
inter| 1950, asks for recordings of Yuma music  
inter| none here, referred to Herzog at Indiana U. |
| Roumain, Jacques |  
inter| 1941, Bureau d’Ethnologie, Port-au-Prince, Haiti, requests exchange of publications |
| Round Valley Reservation |  
inter| 1914, [unsigned] asks verification of report that two women of Ishi’s tribe were captured and taken to reservation, no reply |
| |  
inter| 1922, request for date of dance, reply - there will be none |
| Rouse, Eleanor A. |  
inter| 1930, RLO suggests she take her Peruvian antiquities to American Museum of Natural History for appraisal |
| Rouse, Irving |  
inter| 1947-1949  
inter| see American Antiquity |
| Rousseau, B.G. |  
inter| 1914, re return of photos loaned to Gilbert Natches |
| Roust, Normal L. |  
inter| 1951, re dig at Fallon, Nevada  
inter| letter of recommendation to Harvard |
| Routledge | see Bernice P. Bishop Museum (Museums section) |
| Routledge, Katherine |  
inter| 1916-1921 |
| Row, Jesse |  
inter| 1931, asks about cannibalism on Fiji  
inter| RLO reply |
| Rowe, Elizabeth |  
inter| 1927, asks about archaeological expeditions  
inter| ALK reply |
| Rowe, L.S. |  
inter| 1922-1928, Director, Pan American Union |
| Rowe, Marian E. |  
inter| 1927, inquires about folklore of the Indians of Mt. Diablo area  
inter| ALK reply |
| Rowe, Mary |  
inter|  |
1913, Santa Barbara informant offers to teach her language
Rowell, Perry E.

1913, asks ALK’s opinion of his fifth grade science book
no reply

Rowland, Donald W.

1929, request for ALK publication

Rowlands, Montana

1927, asks Indian words for “house of many windows”, ALK reply that
Indians have no words for windows or glass

Rowley
see Kroeber, Feb. 28, 1946

Roy, Francis A.

1943, asks that enclosed letter be given to Borbolla who is on his way here

Roy, Rai B.S.C.

1925-1928, editor of Man in India requests RHL books for review

Royal Society of New South Wales

1920-1923, re publication of ALK’s "Relationship of the Australian
Languages"

Royo, Fernando

1940, sends publications from Cuba

Roys, Ralph

1925-1928

Rozaire, Charles

1950-1966

Rozeney, Irene

1943, inquires about summer graduate work
ALK reply

Rubino, Joseph P.

1934, re appraisal of Mexican figurine

Rubio, Victor M.

1941, asks ALK’s help in getting insurance payment for Peruvian gold
articles stolen from N.Y. World’s Fair, photographs and news clipping
included
ALK reply

Ruby, Jay

1966, WB recommends Charlotte Busick for Old Sacramento archaeological
dig

Rudd, Jean

1938, offers to record inscriptions on Indian gravestones
RHL refers to Schenck

Ruddy, J. Maurice

1940, inquires about couvade
ALK refers him to books by Ploss

Ruden, Elliott S.

1932, asks career advice
RHL reply

Rudholm, Melvin P.

1947-1948, provides photos of rock paintings on Tule River reservation

Rudnicki, John

1926, asks meaning of "Tonopah"
RHL reply

Ruffner, Marguerite

1941, inquires for Indians who make moccasins
ALK refers to Indian Arts and Crafts Board

Rukeyser, Muriel

memo says she should be asked to return Boas material

Rumberg, H.H.

1933, inquires about bronze coin(?) found in W. Virginia
no reply
Ruml, Beardsley
   1932, secretary acknowledges ALK letter
Rumsey, C.E.
   1908, one letter
Runs Across River
   1917, Arapahoe Indians ask ALK's help in getting permission to continue sun
dance
Ruppert, Karl
   1923, inquiry re graduate work
Ruschen, Fred A.
   1950, re EWG's stay at Kashia school house
Rushton, Mary Fay
   1941, asks for maps
   referred to U.C. Press
Rushworth, Bill and Mart Mulholland
   1944, merchant seamen ask ALK how to get into Navy language school
   reply
Russell, A.N. & Sons
   1931-1933, supplier of museum cases
Russell, C.P.
   1923-1933, Park Naturalist, Yosemite - re Indians of the region
Russell, Eloise
   1939-1942
Russell, Prof. F.M.
   1930-1944, 1947, re doctorate in the field of International Relations
Russell, F.W.
   1928, invites ALK to lecture at Mt. Hermon
   refused
Russell, Richard Joel
   1940, thanks ALK for publication and invites him to visit Louisiana State
   University
Rutgers University
Rutherford, Miriam
   1931, RHL letter of recommendation to medical school
Rutter, Samuel
   1924, [unsigned] asks for data on effect of prohibition in the U.S.
   no reply
Ruzich, Raiko H.
   1933-1934, letters of recommendation, director of Bureau of Translations
Ryan, Carson
   1932, ALK wants to talk to him about Indian education
Ryan, E.J.
   1965, wants archaeological work
Ryan, Edward D.
   1966, FAN supplies references on the archaeology of Haiti to the president
   of Medical Relief for Haiti, Inc.
Ryan, F.B.
   1934, asks financing for collecting relics
   no funds
Ryan, Thomas Mecham
   1931, offers basket collection for sale
   EWG refers him to Mrs. Poole of South Pasadena, who buys them
Ryder, Prof. A.W.
   1913-1914, 1930
Ryder, Franklin P.
   1941, asks about graduate work
   ALK reply
Ryder, Olive M.  
1929, asks for Navajo dictionary 
secretary refers to one published by Franciscan fathers

Ryder, Worth, Prof.  
1932-1946

Ryerson, Knowles, Dean of Agriculture  
1950-1952

-S-

S - Miscellaneous

San Francisco Courts
Santa Clara County Hospital
Santa Cruz, Antonia
Sasao, Hisako Tanaka
Sauter, Marc R.
Scaglione, John H.
Schacht, Joseph
Schaub, E.L.
Schioler, Mararethe C.
School of Speech, Orlando, Fla.
Schumacher, Robert
Schwidetsky, N. Ilse
Science of Culture
Searle, Margaret J.
Secoy, Frank R.
Seward, N.H.
Seibert, Janet Brown
Seiler, Dr.
Seligman, Brenda
Sen, Gopal Chandra
Serrano, Antonio
Settle, Josephine B.
Shafer, V.F.
Shah, Popatlal Govindlal
Shaw-Walker Company
Shepard, Anna O.
Sheps, J.G.
Sherif, Muzafar
Sherwood, H.W.T.
Shipley, William F.
Shrader, William
Schuster, George N.
Siebe, Helen C.
Silver, Emanuel
Simmons, Harry
Simms, T. Erwin
Simões, Mário Ferreira
Simon, Gwladys H.
Simpson, George Gaylord
Simsa, Paul Joseph
Sinha, D.P.
Sjoberg, Gideon
Skhul, V
Sklane, Marshal
Smith, F.H.
Smith, M.G.
Smith, J. Russell
Smith, Robert J.
Smith, Rose Brondz
Smith, R.T.
Smith, Sidney or Miss Sidney-Smith
Smith, Wilfred Cantrell
Social Relations, Official Register of Harvard
May 12, 1946
Social Science Integration, Colorado Conference
1948
Society for the Study of Evolution
Société Suisse
Soedjatmoko, Mr.
Sofue, Takao
Sollaksen, Bert E.
Solomon, Norman
Somato typing
Somers, Melvin R.
South American problems
Southern Terminals Company
Spear, Marilyn C.
Society for the Study of Speciation
Spellman, Charles Wilfred
Spindler, Louise
Stacey's Book Store
Stanislavski, Dan
W.C. Stanke Subscription Co.
Steelman, Lucia
Stern, Curt
Steinmann, A.
Stetler, Henry G.
Stevens, H. John
Stevens, S.S. Stirton, R.A.
Stoddard, Kenneth B.
Stong, Frank R.
Stragnell, Robert
Studio-Crowell
Sudbeck, Joseph C.
Sukenik, E.L.
Sulli, K.
Swan Tool and Machine Company
Swets & Zeitlinger C.V.
Saavedra, Juan
1936, one letter in Spanish from Mexican agent
Sabine, Dr. G.
1938, RHL decline to review a book
Sachet, M.H.
1955
The Sacramento Bee
1914, 1947-1948
Sacramento State College
Sadow, Sue
slides and lectures, "Ancient and Modern Life in Iran", Feb. 26, 1961,
clippings and posters
The Safe-Cabinet Company
1923
Sagala, A.
1925, 1929, re Indian migration and models of heads
Sager, Carl C.
1932, re E grade
Said, Robert M.
1955-1957

St. Clair, Raymond
   1927, re possible graduate work
St. John, Frances Arcadia
   1926
St. John, Harold
   1933, request for reprint
St. Lawrence University
St. Louis University School of Medecine
St. Olaf College
Sait, E.W.
   1934, 1936
St. Clair, Raymond

Saladana, Jean
   1937, condolences to EWG on loss of Poyser
Salaman, Redcliffe N.
   1922-1937
Salin, Norbert L.
Salinardi, Adella
   employment records, clerk-typist. Many such records have been destroyed.
   This one had been left in as a prototype.
Salinger, Anne M.
   1939
Salisbury, Ella G.
   1933-1935
Salisbury, Ethel I.
   1932, to ALK
   no reply
Sallie, P.J.
   1932
Salloch, William Books
Salmo, Martin E.
   1941-1942
Salmon, Thomas W.
   1925, reference for Patrick Putnam
Salmons, Ora
   1920, re photo of Sparkman
Salmony, Alfred
   1934-1939
Salomon, Gotfreid
   1924, re International Sociological Yearbook
Salsman, Byrd R.
   1943, re excavation near Mt. View
Salvador, Clifford
   1924, map sent
Salz, Ansley K.
   1912, Kullman, Salz & Co., tanners
Salz, Beate R.
   1941, re possible graduate work here
Salzmann, Zdenek
   1957, re possible graduate work here
Sambo, Sargent
   1946-1947, with ALK, Indian informant, Siskiyou County
Sameshima, Isame
   1933, Boy Scout inquires about foods eaten by Indians
   secretary replies
Sample, L.L.
   1965, to HJH from Arizona State University
Sampson, A.W.
1931-1944, Professor of Forestry
Sampson, Nathalie F.
1939, re possible graduate work here
Sampson, W.W.
1951, cover letter from EWG sent with Disaster Preparedness Plan for the
Museum
Samuels, W.L.
1915, with ALK re Washo
San Diego State College
1922, ALK’s report on E.L. Hewett as instructor
San Diego Zoological Society
1934, asks EWG to write letter supporting their efforts to get a tax for the
zoo
San Francisco Book Fair Committee
1934
San Francisco Chronicle
1935, 1942
San Francisco Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Associations
1925, request that Sunday afternoon lectures be resumed
San Francisco Examiner
1944
San Francisco Labor College
1937, RHL regrets unable to speak to them
San Francisco Laundry
1917-1921, bills
San Francisco State College
1951-1953
San Francisco Town Hall Forum, Inc.
1938
San Joaquin General Hospital Library
1954
San Jose State College
San Jose Unified School District
Universidad Nacional de San Marcos
1951
San Mateo Historical Association
1936
San Mateo Junior College
1943
San Quentin State Prison
Sanchez, Leslie N.
1936, Indian informant, Las Vegas, Nevada
Sanchez, Nellie V.
1915, with ALK re Indian names
Sander, Gerhard
1925, seeks museum job
Sanderson, Grover
1949-1952, re films of Indian dances
Sanford, Harry
1932, with ALK re grave near Stockton
Sanford, Thomas M.
1953, re Blackfoot vs. Blackfeet
Sanger, A.R.
1922-1945, re reprints and his collection
Sanginés, Carlos Ponce
1954, one letter in Spanish
Sangster, Edith
1936, sends papers from Gila Pueblo
Santa Cruz Island
  1927-1928
Santa Cruz Sheriff's Office
  1957
Santee, Ross
  1940-1941, seeks sources on Cocopa Mythology
  replies
Sapir, Edward
  1907-1956
Sapir, Olga Linares
  1964
Sapir, Philip
  1942
Sapper, Karl
  1940
Sarafian, K.A.
  1940, ALK unable to give references on Armenians
Sarah Lawrence College
  1947
Sargeant, W.W.
  1921, 1926, California Academy of Sciences
Sargent, Harriett N.
  1937, re Indian map
Sargent, N.J.
  1949, secretary sends address of R. Fortune
Sargent, Porter
  1943, sends pages of his book in which he has quoted ALK
Sarkar, Benoy
  1946-1949, Bengali Institute of Sociology
Sarle, C.J.
  1925, asks RHL for references
  reply
Sarma, Jyotirmoyee
  1945, RHL answers question on Plains comradeship pattern
Sarton, George
  1931-1942
Sarvari, Louis
  1950, EWG gives references on headhunting and shrinking
Saskevaya, Claude
  1961, Hopi demonstrates kachina doll making and belt weaving
Sastry, N.S.N.
  1952, re his lecture fee
Sattherwaite, Linton, Jr.
  1943-1949, University Museum, University of Pennsylvania
Saturday Evening Post
  1922
Saturday Review (of Literature)
Sauer, C.O.
  n.d.-1950
Sauer, Charles A.
  1943, ALK asks for references on Korea
  no reply
Sauer, Theodore
  1936, RHL gives advice to high school boy
Saunders, Mrs. B.G.
  1963, re Indonesian orchestra
Saunders, C.F.
  1913, request for paper
Saunders, Mrs. F.W.
   1921, curator sends info on her stone implements
Saunders, John B. de C.M.
   1937-1938
Saunders, Kenneth J.
   1924, RHL assessment of a student
Saurin, Hazel E.
   1942, RHL gives advice on how to prepare her son for archaeology
Savage, William
   1963, re "Faces of the Congo" show
Savannah Chamber of Commerce
   1938, re excavations
Savannah Evening Post
   1928, ALK can not identify John Winthrop Sargent
Savelle, Max
   1940, with RHL
Savery, W.
   1933, RHL asks him to speak at symposium
Saville, Frank
   1929, re findings while building water line from Los Angeles to Albuquerque
Saville, Maurice H.
   1929, 1935, Society of Friends of Mexico
Sawtell, Ruth
   1922-1926
Sawyer, Carlotta
   1915, TTW recommendation to Stanford
Sawyer, Eleanor E.
   1944, of the People's World
Sawyer, Houghton
   1932, EWG explains that he could not see certain items when he called
   because they are stored in the mining building
Sawyer, Jesse O.
   1954, re PhD.
Sawyer, Sarah
   1962, reclaims Chimú pot left for consideration
Sayce, R.U.
   1933, University Museum of Archaeology and of Ethnology, Cambridge, England
Sayles, E.B.
   1931-1956
Sayre, Melville
   1934, Montana School of Mines
Sayre, Paul
   1934, 1943, State University of Iowa
Scammel, M.J.
   1915-1919, from TTW
Scammon, E.G.
   1941, EWG recommends book on Indian crafts
Scanlan, Leo E.
   1942, Samoan requests Tongan and Tahitian dictionaries
Scapucino, James
   1941, with EWG on mortar holes in the Sierra Nevada
Scarf, Caroline
   1942, re exam
Scattergood, E.F.
   1925, [unsigned] gives references on basketry
Schaden, Egon
   1946, 1954, University of São Paulo, Brazil
Schaedel, Richard P.
  1948, Universidad Nacional de Trujillo, Peru
Schaef-Simmern, Henry
  1948, lecturer in Art and Education
Schaeff er, C.E.
  1935, Institute of Human Relations, Yale
Scha fer, E.H.
  1953, sends reprints to ALK
Scha fer, Edward Hetzel, Jr.
  1936-1939
Schapera, I.
  1927-1939
Scheffler, Priscilla S.
  1944, EWG sends references
Scheiber, Hugo
  1925, seeks material for feature stories
Schenck, Hubert G.
  1929-1955, Professor of Geology, Stanford
Schenck, John N.
  1940, plans for Pacific House at GIGE
Schenck, Sara M.
  1956-1957, (Mrs. W. Egbert)
Schenck, W. Egbert
  1923-1928, 1929-1937, 1938-1955
Schenck, Mrs. W.J.
  1926-1929, loans Egbert's letters
Schepotieff, A.
  1927, 1929, in French from Minsk
Scherer
  see Kidder, A.V., 1931
Scherer, Jas. A.B.
  1926-1931
Scherer, Kny
  1923, re publication
Scherer, Lester
  1922, re drawing
Scherman, Lucian
  1923, ALK thanks for review of book
Schetter, Adrienne Estelle
  1932, thesis committee
Schevill, Margaret
  1948-1949
Schevill, Rudolph
  1913
Schifferle, Joseph H.
  1949
Schiller, Walther
  1939, re ALK's biographical data
Schilling, Frank A.
  1932-1940
Schilling, Hugo K.
  1925
Schindler, Bruno
  1929-1930
Schinhan, Philip J.A.
  1933-1935
Schipper, A.J.
  1927
Schleicher and Schutt Co.
   1929, paper supplier
Schlesinger, A.M.
   1940
Schmalhausen, Samuel D.
   1929, RHL declines to contribute to book
Schmalholz, Ladislaw Frank
   1924, arranges visit to museum
Schmidt, David
   1965
Schmidt, Graham E.
   1941, thanks for recommendation
Schmidt, Harry J.
   1940, 1941
Schmidt, Helen Louise
   1934, ALK letter of introduction
Schmidt, L.S.
   1914-1925
Schmidt, Father Wilhelm
   1921-1934
Schmider, Oscar
   1928, EWG asks for reprint
Schmitt, Charles
   1955, with RHL re petroglyph
Schmulowitz, Nat
   1940
Schneider, David M.
   1953
Schneider, E.R.
   1934, with ALK re coins
Schneider, Elsbeth
   1936, advice from RHL
Schneider, Edwin E.
   1925
Schneider, Franz
   1933-1944
Schneider, Genevieve
   1944
Schneider, H.K.
   1962-1966
Schneider, Marguerite
   1917
Schneider, Walter
   1933
Sehnert, M.P.
   1954
Schner, Jaques
   1934-1944
Schoenborn, Wolfgang
   1931
Schoepfle, Irene
   1946-1947
Scholz, Richard F.
   1920-1923
Schonfeld, Leo
   1939
School of Scottish Studies
School of Speech, Orlando, Florida
Schools
Alameda
Albany
Berkeley
Castro Valley
Denver
Detroit
East Auburn
Forestville
Glendale
Gridley
Klamath Falls
Lafayette
Los Angeles
Los Molinas
Napa
Oakland
Ontario
Pasadena
Piedmont
Pittsburg
Pleasant Hill
Redwood City
Richmond
Ross
Sacramento
San Francisco
San Jose
Savannah
Vallejo
Walnut Creek
Winters
Schoosberger, Emily
1942, secretary answers questions on publication policy
Schott, H.F.
1933, seeks interview with RHL
Schreiber, Charles D.
1936, re "sahale stick"
Schrieke, B.
1935-1936
Schrifnen, J.,
1930, from ALK
Schroder, E.E.W.
1929, from EWG
Schroeder, Hans
1935, fan letter to ALK
Schuffler, Wallace
1940, to EWG re missing picture
Schuller, Rudolph
1926-1929
Schultes, Richard Evans
1937-1950
Schultz, Adolph H.
1924
Schultz, Harold
1955, speaks here
Schultz, James Willard
1931-1943
Schultz, Leonhard  
1934, in German
Schulz, V.H.  
1943, from EWG re recording sites
Schuman, Henry, publishers
Schumann, George  
1944, advice from RHL
Schurz, Carl, Memorial Foundation, Inc.  
1934-1942
Schurz, Herbert  
1934, budding journalist seeks interview with ALK
Schuster, Carl  
1938-1939
Schuster, Helen  
1962
Schutte, Alice Maude  
1926, re "La Pintra Pintada" near San Luis Obispo
Schuyler, Robert L.  
1935-1936
Schwab, William B.  
1956, re position here
Schwabe, Benno and Co.  
1949
Schwamm, J.A.  
1919, re rock painting near San Luis Obispo
Schwartz, Douglas W.  
1955, request for reprint
Schwartz, Edward D.  
1941, ALK says not planning a publication on Mariposa County
Schwartz, Isabelle  
1920, with ALK re grade
Schwartz, Walter B.  
artist, excerpts from testimonials
Schweizer, H.  
1921-1935
Schwinn, Florence H.  
1935, RHL refers to handbook
Science  
1919-1940
Science and Society  
1937
Science of Mind  
1947, solicits ALK contribution
Science Illustrated  
1948
Science League of America  
1924
Science Service  
1926-1941
Sixth International Congress for the Unity of Science  
1941
Scientia  
1940-1947
The Scientific American  
1929, 1935
Scientific Monthly  
1942-1943
Scoe, H. Jalmar F.
1933, re Philippines
Sconce, George W.
1942-1943, re Japanese-American relocation
Scott, Arthur F.
1943-1944, President of Reed College
Scott, Donald
1933-1945
Scott, Doreen C.
1955
Scott, Edward
1938, re Indians
Scott, Eleanor Aurelia
1930, re Chumash
Scott Foresman Co.
Scott, James Coleman
1920-1933
Scott, John McKenna
1953
Scott, R.E.
1906, resignation as museum assistant
Scott, S. Spencer
1938, re appointment with ALK
Screwball scribblings, nut letters, pseudo-science
Scribner's publishers
1931-1932
Scripps College
Seaborg, Glenn T.
Seale, Alvin
1935-1939
Seale, M.O.
1934
Sears, Paul B.
1934
Sears, Robert R.
1946
Seashore, Carl E.
1928
Seashore, Robert H.
1936
Seattle World's Fair, African Pavilion
1962
Seaver, H.L.
1927, EWG gives sources of slides on basketry
Sebastian, Carl
1919, invited to come to museum, Indian informant
Sebeok, Thomas A.
1942-1943
Sebolt, Martha H.
1941, ALK answers questions on Navajo
Sechrist, E.L.
1951
Sechrist, C.C.
1934, EWG gives references on arrowheads
Sedgwick, Betty
1936, reports shellmound
Sedley, Henry
1940, EWG declines to become editor of Aviculture
Seeger, Charles
1944
Seelig, George Robert
1941, 1946
Seelman, Theodore
1931
Seely, F.H.
1935
Seeman Printery, Inc.
Segawa, Kokichi
1954
Segers, Alfred M.
1947
Seidl, Geoge
1946
Seiger, Rudy
1933
Seitz, Ellen
1939, re maps
Sekelj, D. Tibor
1948, with TDMcC in Spanish
Selden, Elizabeth S.
1916-1917
Seldes, Gilbert
1921
Selenka, Margaret
1916-1917
Seler, D.
1912-1913
Seligman, C.G.
1920-1938
Seligman, Julius
1937
Sell, William M.
1915
Sellander, Marjorie
1943, RLO letter of recommendation to the armed services
Sellander, W.H.
1934, with EWG re poisoned arrows
Selsor, Mark A.
1937, requests list of metals made by Indians for inclusion in book
no reply
Selwyn, Clarence M.
1942, EWG provides list of references on early Indians of Southern California
Seltzer, Carl C.
1932, with ALK re Eskimo blood groups
Seminar 218E
1939
Senyurek, Muzaffer
1945, TDMcC advises on job prospects
SERA (State Emergency Relief Administration)
1934-1936
SERA
material collected by ALK, 1935
SERA - Yuma project, Halpern
material collected by ALK, 1935
Servento, L.
1919, [unsigned] refers to book for answers on race questions
Service, Elman R.

Guide to the Records of the
Department of Anthropology,
1901-[ongoing]
1964, WB sends paper for meeting
Sessions, Gilpin S.
1943, [unsigned] recommends books on Japanese to teacher at relocation center
Setchell, W.A.
1914-1937
Settles, Mrs.
1948, RLO recommendation for scholarship
Severance, Mrs. C.E.
1915, ALK arranges eye care for Indian at Nixon, Nevada
Severance, Kendall
1914, re visit by Gilbert Natches
Severo, Augusto
1941, ALK sends publication
Severus, Mrs. H.T.
1916, re mortar holes near Warner Springs
Second International Congress for Sex Research
1930
Seymour, Otto C.
1930, RHL advises PhD. candidate on method of investigating Indian religion
Shaefifer, James B.
1937, re comprehensive exam
Shaefifer, Mrs. James B.
1946, EWG recommends readings on museum work
Shafer, Robert
1929-1949
Shafter, Mary Severance
1916-1921, re Indian dances for pageants
Shallenberger, F.C.
1939, ALK advises on high school preparation for anthropology
Shallenberger, W.H.
1946, re artificial arms and hands
Shambaugh, Effie
1929, ALK declines to supply references on educational psychology and folk dancing
Shane, C. Donald, astronomer
1929-1940
Shanklin, W.M.
1936-1939
Shantiz, Homer LeRoy
1931, 1937
Shapiro, Harry L.
1926-1956
Sharp, Calvin L.
1940
Sharp, Frank C.
1927, with RHL on Indian manners and morals
Sharp, Lauriston
1946, RHL's opinion of Morris Opler
Sharp, Mrs. Vida
1965
Sharpe, Norvelle Wallace
1932, seeks info on tourist spots in Peru
Sharpe, Rosalind
1946, with ALK re sites
Shattuck, George O.
1931, with EWG on age of skull
Shattuck, O.W.
1931, ALK says skulls too fragmentary to identify
Shaver, Richard S.
1961-1963, ABE unconvinced that colored stones he sent are "prediluvial writings"
Shaw, Charles F.
1938-1939, re soil survey maps
Shaw, Clifford R.
1941, RHL comments on a case study of two delinquent boys and their non-delinquent half-brother
Shaw, John D.
1943, EWG sends non human bones to paleontology
Shea, Joseph F.
1944, re mound in Alameda
Shea, Mrs. W.L.
1936, with RHL re "creole"
Sheinblum, Hyman J.
1938, request for "Sino-Tibetan Linguistics"
Sheirakov, George
1938, personal letter to ALK's family
Sheldon, Richard
1949, RHL to Kerner on his possible appointment
Shelford, Victor E.
1927-1940, re maps
Shell Development Company
1938, ALK letter of recommendation
Shepard, Anna O.
1944, re loan of sherds
Shepard, E.M.A.
1917, 1923, letters of recommendation
Shepard, Loraine Vista
1942, re RLO talk at Mills College
Shepard, Ruth Dunham
1963-1966
Shepherd, Rulon T.
1935, ALK advice to his student
Sheridan, Robert
1940, ALK cousin
Sherman Institute
1935, from ALK
Sherman, Mrs. R.P.
1929, secretary advises on name for cottage
Sherrill, William A.
1940, with EWG re caves in Calaveras County
Sherwood, George H.
1929-1930
Sherwood, H.
1921, re Spanish swords
Sherzer, W.H.
1924, 1927
Shimkin, Demetri B., 1934-1944,
See also:
Kroeber's PhD.'s bibliographies
U.C. Dean of the Graduate Division
McAllister, J. Gilbert, 1940
Parsons, Talcott
Poffenberger, Albert T.
Shiner, V.J.
1943, re edible wild plants
Shinn, George Hazen  
1941-1942
Shippee-Johnson Expedition  
1932
Shipton, Clifford K.  
article on American Antiquarian Society
Shirley, Joe C.  
1924, Spier gives references on Havasupai
Shirokogoroff, S.  
1925-1926, with RHL re reviews
Shock, N.W.  
1938, asks permission to search journals in seminar room
Shokai, Kawaguchi  
1930, EWG turns down offer of loan of woodcut prints
Shope, Emma  
1934, question about coin referred to Art Department
Shippen, Timothy  
1965, re shipment from Dakar
Shorridge, Louis  
1932, seeks position
Shrader, John  
1938-1942, re plans to study here
Shrively, Frank  
1934, RHL "to whom it may concern" letter for Crow Indian
Shry, Howard E.  
1936, re found jaw bones
Shryrock, John K.  
Shryrock, Richard H.  
1947, from ALK to Acting Director, American Council of Learned Societies
Shubert, Helen Victoria  
1935, ALK letter of recommendation
Shuey, Paul B.  
1916, TTW explains low course grade
Shuler, Roy B.  
1938, EWG suggests taking ollas to museum
Shull, George H.  
1924, thanks ALK for contribution to Galton and Mendel Memorial Fund
Shurtleff, Arthur A.  
1923, order for Ishi pamphlet
Shutler, Dick, Jr.  
1949-1956
Sibley, Robert  
1935-1949
Sidlinger, R.E.  
1924, WES asks accurate location of skeleton find near Bakersfield
Siebenschein, Robert  
1927, letter of introduction to RHL from Malinowski
Sieber, S.A.  
1938-1939, with RHL re his work
Siebert, Frank T., Jr.  
1942, orders RHL reprint
Siegel, Bernard J.  
1944, 1951
Siegel, M.J.  
1941, letter of introduction for employee of Republic movies
Siegfried, H.N.  
1928, re Indian writings near Little Lake, Inyo County
Siegfried, Mary Ann  
  1965, re visitor, Mr. Torres
Sigerfoos, Charles P.  
  1927, seeks info on Rev. Harry Rimmer  
    EWG reply
Sigma Phi Alpha  
  n.d.
Sigma Xi  
  1930-1946
Sigma Xi  
  1948-1950
Sigma Xi  
  1951-1953
Sigma Xi  
  1954-1956
Silcock, Arnold  
  1931, to ALK re Hatch
Silva, Irma L  
  1921, ALK gives psychiatric help by mail
Silver, Leah Waters  
  1944, exams in Anthro 1-B and correspondence
Silver, Shirley  
  1957, seeks publications
Silverman, Milton  
  1938, RLO agrees to give lectures at GGIE
Sime, Hugh T.  
  1914, donor of three Filipino dictionaries
Simmonds, Hubert W.  
  1946, with EWG
Simmons, C.A.  
  1927, re International Congress of Americanists
Simmons, Donald  
  1945, with EWG
Simmons, J.W.  
  1932, with EWG
Simmons, Leo W.  
  1937, Yale University Institute of Human Relations
Simms, George A.  
  1930, financial clerk, Phoenix Indian School
Simonds, Anne Allison  
  1921-1922, employee
Simonton, F.V.  
  1923, acknowledgment of manuscript
Simpson  
  undated, [unsigned] letter of recommendation
Simpson, Lesley B.  
  1934-1948
Simpson, Louise  
  1940-1941, re make-up exam
Simpson, Ruth D.  
  1945, with EWG re publication on Indian use of corn
Simpson, Seth  
  1964, re Roman coins and walls on Grizzly Peak
Simpson, Thomas  
  1919, re Queensland Social Workers’ League
Simpson, Winifred  
  1936, re publications on basketry
Sinclair, J.T., Jr.
1937, re possible graduate work here
Sinclair, Kent
1939, re make-up exam
Sine, Geoerg W.
1951, EWG refers him to the American Museum of Natural History for
evaluation of the pictorial history of Rushing Eagle
Singer, Aaron
1932, with EML re Indian games
Singer, Milton D.
1954-1956
Singer, Stanford A.
1943, EWG identifies skull in school laboratory in San Luis Obispo
Singerman, Matille
1943-1944, seeks position
Sinha, Surajit C.
1954-1954, Fulbright scholar, follower of Gandhi
Sino-Tibetan N.R.A. project
1942
Sipes, David G.
1941, ALK says no people on earth at the time of dinosaurs
Sirodo, Leon
1953, EWG can not supply picture requested
Sisk, Tom
1932, re arrowpoints
Siskin, Edgar E.
1937,1949
Siskiyou County Historical Society
1954, 1957
Skeels, Lydia Maury
1965, FAN explains museum procedures
Skelton, Mary Jo
1963, re site near Sonora
Skerlj, B.
1952, Yugoslavian professor
Skinner, Alanson
1920, with ALK re his work at Public Museum of City of Milwaukee
Skinner, H.D.
1919-1953
Skoglund, Daisy W.
1938, with RHL
Skoglund, Daisy W.
1938, with RHL
Skogstand, Agnes
1955, RHL interprets Madison, Wisconsin murals
Slattery, John J.
1952, re EWG's work near Chico
Slaton, L. Clyde, Jr.
1942, reader for RHL
Slevin, Joseph R.
1915-1954
Slevin, Louis S.
1926, re handprints near Tassajara
Sloane, William, Associates, publishers
1948
Sloane, William Milligan
1923, re Loubat prize
Sloss, Leon
1917, re Elliot collection of paintings of Alaska
Sluiter, Engel
1939, re museum darkroom

Small, H.J.
1937, EWG thanks for aiding expedition to Elk Grove

Small, Regina
n.d., resumé

Smart, George W.
1948, re possible graduate work here

Smead, Julia
1937, re possible graduate work here

Smidt, W.R.
1915, re name "Kaweah"

Smiley, Helen A.
1940, wants data on Andean regions
   RHL reply

Smisor, George T.
1943, acknowledges RHL subscription to Tlalocan

Smith
1929, from ALK to editor of Mohave County Miner

Smith
1931, note of resignation to EWG

Smith, A. Haven
1927, with ALK re whereabouts of the "lost woman of San Nicolas"

Smith, A. Ledyard
1938, RLO gives info on Andean regions

Smith, A.T.
1916, re Hupa and Klamath languages

Smith, Allan
1949, 1954, 1957

Smith, Allyn G.
1938-1950, with EWG

Smith, Barbara
1941, RLO to dean re her grade

Smith, C.N.
1932, seeks info on expeditions
   ALK reply

Smith, Mrs. C.P.
1932, seeks methods of [?]

Smith, C.R.
1931, RLO translates Chinook words

Smith, Charles R.
1920, re his coin collection

Smith, Charles W.
1935, re ALK reprints

Smith, Charlie
1941, with ALK re bone in Abilene museum

Smith, Clarence E.
1940-1953

Smith, Mrs. Clarence M.
1926, wants to meet ALK

Smith, D.V.
1916, identifies curios

Smith, Douglas
1943, requests archery reprints

Smith, Dudley
1937, requests archery reprints

Smith, E.H.
1937, ALK translates Maidu words and describes dance house near Chico
1924, re relics and sites of Southern San Joaquin Valley
Smith, Elmer L.
1923, [unsigned] gives references on Southwest Indians
Smith, Elmer P.
1935 1942, University of Utah
Smith, Elna N. (Mrs. Maurice G.)
1934-1938
Smith, Emory E.
1937, 1938, re Stanford region
Smith, F.M.
1914, with ALK re peyote
Smith, Frances Rand
1931, ALK sends reprints
Smith, G.S.
1927, ALK refutes rumors that ancient Egyptian seeds have germinated
Smith, George D.
1927, manager of the Mark Hopkins Hotel suggests that ALK take an apartment there
no reply
Smith, G. Elliot
1923-1932
Smith, George L.
1931, ALK says pay no attention to claims in Rosicrucian magazine
Smith, Grant H.
1916, requests copies of EWG’s lectures
Smith, H.R.W.
1929-1954
Smith, H.V.
1939, ALK acknowledges book on early fire fighting
Smith, Harlan I.
1920-1937
Smith, Helen S.
1939
Smith, Israel
1932, RLO and RHL letters of recommendation
Smith, Jack E.
1961-1963
Smith, Mrs. J.P.
1927, EWG sends pictures of painted cave
Smith, James Herbert
n.d., employment record
Smith, James P.
1926, ALK answers questions about Olompali
Smith, LeRoy C.
1928, RHL gives references on Blackfeet
Smith, Lloyd Mason
1938-1955
Smith, M.J.
1938, with ALK, teacher in junior college for Indians plans course in Indian history
Smith, M. Ellwood
1922, ALK recommends James C. Scott to Oregon Agricultural College
Smith, Malcolm
1954, EWG arranges for him to examine a New Caledonian snake vertebra
Smith, Marian W.
1948-1950
See also Akehurst
Smith, Marion B.
1920-1922
Smith, Martha
  1957, WB supplies publications to teacher at Hoopa Valley School
Smith, Martin
  1935, 1939
Smith, Martin R.
  1939, to RHL re class report
Smith, Mary Elizabeth
  1940, fan letter to EWG from former student
Smith, Maurice G.
  1923-1936
Smith, Mrs. Maurice G.
  1931-1932
Smith, Maurice P.
  1936, RLO letter of recommendation
Smith, Paul C.
  1938, RHL suggests courses to prepare for study of anthropology
Smith, Ray W.
  1941, with ALK re objects found in mound near Poteau, Oklahoma
Smith, Richard R.
  1917-1941, Macmillan Co., and own publishing firm
Smith, Robert Leland
  1944, Navy requests info on candidate for commission
Smith, Samuel H.
  1948, Superintendent of Recreation, Klamath Falls, Oregon
Smith, Stephen L.
  1924, re possible graduate work here
Smith, Valene L.
  1952, with TDMcC re possible work in Israel
Smith, Veda Esther
  1936, to RHL re illustrations in "Cultural Anthropology"
Smith, W. Vernon
  1936, from ALK re his language exams
Smith, Walter L.
  1928, EWG gives references
Smith, Warren D.
  1917-1930
Smith, Watson
  1962, background material for lecture here
Smith, Wayne
  1935, RHL letter of recommendation for typist
Smith, William Anton
  1951, re loan of books
Smith, Wyman
  1923, re photographing museum specimens for a magazine article
Smithson, G.A.
  1913, re his course in linguistics
Smyser, Seldon
  1930-1940
Smyth, William H.
  1919, 1929, (Fernwald, Berkeley)
Snead & Co., Iron Works
  1915-1916, re exhibit cases
Snell, Earle
  1914, California Motion Picture Corporation
Snell, James Hall
  1938, ALK refers to his bibliography
Snell, W.H.
1923, re site near Willits
Snooks, J.
1952, thanks for publications
Snow, Charles E.
1950-1951
Snowden, Frances V.
1914, ALK gives info on Southern Maidu
Snyder, L.C.
1927, EWG gives references on mounds of Sacramento Valley
Snyder, S.R.
1947, with EWG and RFH re her work in the Sacramento Valley
Snypp, J.R.
1953, EWG declines to give away museum specimens
Social Communication
a study project, 1944
Social Science Research Conference
1931-1941
Box 137
Social Science Research Council
1926-1930
1931-1936
Box 138
Social Science Research Council (cont.)
1937-1947
1948-1950
1951-1953
1954-1956
Sociedad Alemana Mexicanista
1940, re exchange of publications
Sociedad Argentina de Antropologia
1943
Sociedad Colombista Panamericana
1946
Sociedad Mexicana de Antropologia
1941-1943
Société d’Ethnographie de Paris
1929, ALK cover letter for publications
Société des Américanistes de Paris
1924-1934
Société des Oceanistes
1955
Society for American Archaeology
1935-1941
1934-1954
Society for Applied Anthropology
1955
Society of Arts and Sciences
1930
Society of Friends of Mexico
1941
Sognnaes, Reider F.
1951, from TDMcC
Sohier, Etta Stewart
1925, 1925
Soldi, Pablo L.
1947, with ALK in Spanish
Solenberger, C.V.
1935, re possible work with Klamath Indians
Solenberger, Robert R.
1953, resumé and photograph
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solheim, William G.</td>
<td>1948-1957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sommer, Henry Otto</td>
<td>1925, secretary unable to answer questions on Paiute or Shoshoni language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sommer, Herman</td>
<td>1937-1940, with EWG re mussel poisoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonntag, Georg C.</td>
<td>1932, with EWG re markings on a stone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soped, Daniel E.</td>
<td>1920, offers to let ALK see his specimens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sommer, Herman</td>
<td>1937-1940, with EWG re mussel poisoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sora, Mirko E.</td>
<td>1946, requests pictures of Peruvian metal objects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWG refers to publication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soustelle, Jacques</td>
<td>1938, RHL admires article reply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South American Handbook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of South Dakota</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937, 1955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Manchurian Railway Co.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937, asks if department still wants to be on mailing list</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Commission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southall, Aidan W.</td>
<td>1962, re visit here</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Southern California</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949-1956</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Normal University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946-1948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Southern Commercial Congress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923, re educational and archaeological to Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern, May</td>
<td>1936, president of Shasta Historical Society sends pictures of petroglyphs for interpretation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>referred to Steward's paper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Pacific Co.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916-1934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946, invitation to subscribe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Society</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see Parsons, Elsie Clews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern Anthropological Association</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948-1953, meeting notices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern Journal of Anthropology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948-1952</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southworth, E.P.</td>
<td>1920, wants suggestions for Indian name for apple ranch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWG reply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowrey, Joy</td>
<td>1942, requests publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spalding, Keith</td>
<td>1928, requests info on Indians of Ventura County</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK reply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, consul</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1935, 1951
Spaeth, Louise M.
1925-1929, with ALK re prospective work with Mohave or Yuma
Spalding, Lee M.
1932, wants courses on Southwestern archaeology
referred to U. Arizona and New Mexico
Spanwith, J.E.
1931, ALK orders books
Sparkes, Grace M.
1936, exchange of papers with Yavapai County (Ariz.) Chamber of Commerce
re Sparkman, Philip Stedman
1907, efforts to acquire his Luiseno manuscripts from his estate
Sparks, Hale
1933, request for radio script
1966, to ABE giving excerpts of audience response to program on Egypt
Sparr, Sylvia
1938, re exam paper
Spaulding, Albert C.
1937, inquires about possible graduate work
1953, card announces that he is associate editor of American Antiquity
Spear, P.T.
1935, RHL says his brother-in-law, Cole, may go to Montana
Speare, W. Edmund
1932-1936, solicits manuscript from ALK
Speck, Frank G.
1907-1947
Speegle, Jackie
gift shop owner wants info on baskets
EWG sends references
Speight, E.E.
1949, from DGM re his proposed trip to India
Speight, Harold
1921, gives monograph on Neolithic man
Speiser-Merian, Felix
1949, one letter in German, death notice
Spence Air Photos
1941, offers air photos of Indian village
no reply
Spence, Charmine
1928, inquires about Indian remains on San Clemente
ALK reply
Spence, Don
1950, request for publication
Spencer and Company
1942, inquires place of origin of eight Indian tribe names being used as
names for Navy tugboats
RHL reply
Spencer, C.
1936, offers Peruvian pictures for sale
Spencer, Dorcas J.
1917, ALK reads and comments on her lecture on Indian birth
Spencer, Joseph Earle
n.d., [unsigned] letter of recommendation
Spencer, Lilian White
1930, sends RHL her book of poems, "Arrowheads" and asks about death
moccasins
RHL reply
Spencer, M. Lyle
1931-1932, ALK and RHL recommendations for a post at U. Washington
Spencer, Robert F.
1942-1952
Sperry, Arthur B.
1930, professor at Kansas State asks about possible fellowship for student
ALK replies no hope for the first year and little after that
Spicer, Edward H.
1932-1956
Spiegelberg, Frederic
1941-1947
Spier, Ann
see Gayton, Ann
Spier, Leslie
1927-1952
Spier, Robert F.G.
1947-1966
Spinaway Motor Co.
1923, [unsigned] letter attests to good credit of L.L. Loud
Spindlen, Herbert J.
1913-1946
Spiro Harness Co.
1914, re bills
Spiro, Melford
1948-1955
Spitzer, Alan
1947, with RHL, seeks position
Spitzer, Leonie
1934, [unsigned] letter in German
Spivak, C.D.
1915, asks ALK’s opinion of his paper on specific gravity of the human body
Spivacke, Harold
1946, re Indian recordings at the Library of Congress
Splithoof, Clarence A.
1940, asks for speaker for Oakland 20-30 Club
RHL replies that Stewart and Shimkin are willing
Splitter, Harry W.
1947, to ALK, encloses typescripts of 1850s newspaper articles on Indians of
the San Joaquin Valley
Spoehr, Alexander
1940-1956
Spokane Historical Society
1916, asks advice on how to record the language and myths of Spokane
Indians
referred to Boas
Spott, Robert
1927-1944, Yurok Indian informant, re visits here, fishing rights on the
Klamath River, book (with ALK) “Yurok Narratives”, obituary by ALK
Sprague, Myrlie A.
1939, asks for position in museum
EWG reply
Spring Valley Water Co.
1914-1916
Springer, Julius
1927, ALK sends copy of review
Springhorn, Mrs. A.W.
1925, requests papers on Peruvian collection
referred to U.C. Press
Sproul, Robert Gordon
1964-1965
Sprung, Fred W.
1944, describes site of pottery find
Spuhler, J.N.
1948, 1951, 1956
Spurlock, Austin
1936, sends concrete from Indian dam for analysis
no reply
Squier, Robert J.
1960-1967, University of Kansas
Squires, Harold, Jr.
1935, inquires about career in archaeology
Srinivas, M.N.
1954-1956
Staack
memo re gift of brass halberd
referred to Oriental Languages
Stacey, Johnson
1932-1948, Yavapai Indian informant
Stackfleth, Lucy
1934, inquires re Iroquois language
referred to Smithsonian
Stacy-judd, Robert B.
brochure on expedition into Yucatan
Stadelman, S.L.
1932, inquires re Indian mortar under the impression that an adhesive is
referred to
EWG reply
Stadler, L.J.
1937, re Sigma Xi lectures
Stafford, W.G.
1918, "do your patriotic duty and order your coal supply early"
Stair, Jen B.
1929, inquires about tribes of Vancouver Island
referred to Sapir
Stallard, Dwaine C.
wants info on kilns, glazes, pottery making
EWG suggests pottery firm
Stamp, J.H.
1926, requests list of anthropology courses
Stanchfield, Paul Lewis
1931, ALK, RLO and [unsigned] letters of recommendation for scholarships
Standard American Encyclopedia
1937, request for pictures of primitive man
EWG says be more specific
Standard Oil Co.
1914-1944
Standard Photoprint Service
1917, letter describes their copying method
Standley, Mac
1929, EWG sends picture
Stanford, R.C.
1938, governor of Arizona invites ALK to serve on advisory staff of Andean
Anthropological Expedition
Stanford University
1916-1955
Stanford University Press
1937-1950

Guide to the Records of the
Department of Anthropology,
1901-[ongoing]
Stanger, F.M.  
1931-1941  
Stangland, Edna M.  
1929, wants speaker for Roseville evening school  
Staniford, Kenneth J.  
1932, re photographs  
Starkweather, Jack  
1935, inquires about department requirements  
Starr, Frederick  
1914-1933  
Stasek, Ramona  
1937, inquires about career in archaeology  
ALK gives discouraging reply  
States, Mrs. R.E.  
1942, re Curtin's references to silkworms  
ALK says cocoons used by Indians were actually those of a moth  
Stauffer, Joseph  
1933, from ALK re prospects for art museum  
Staunton, Delee  
1935-1945, former EWG student, re museum job possibilities  
letters from Australia  
Stearns, F.A.  
1933, EWG thanks him for map of Rainbow National Park  
Stearns, Harold T.  
1927, request for publication on mounds  
Stearns Visible Typewriter  
1913, order to change symbol on typewriter  
Stebbings, Franklin F.  
1947, inquires about recorded songs by Amanda Wilson  
EWG replies that we have none  
Stebbings, Joel  
see American Association for the Advancement of Science  
Stechert, F.C.  
1924, book dealer  
Stechert, G.E.  
1925-1940, book dealer  
Steele, Cleve  
1931, EWG requests numbers of PG&E powerhouses on San Joaquin River  
Steele, Lee  
1941, EWG answers inquiry on raising of doves  
Steen, Charles R.  
1933, inquires about fellowship  
ALK holds out no hope  
Steen, Elizabeth K.  
1929-1938, expedition to Brazil  
grade work here  
The Stefansson Library  
1942, inquires re Nunival Island  
TDM refers to Margaret Lantis and says material will soon be published  
Stefansson, Vilhjalmur  
1912-1946  
Stegeman, A.A.  
1930, inquires re San Joaquin Indians  
EWG gives references  
Steger, Gertrude  
1939-1947, re place names & petroglyphs  
Stein, David  
1939, re fossil finds
Stein, Rolf
1938, vita

Steinberger, A.
1924-1925, re excavations in San Joaquin Valley and mounds near Buttonwillow

Steindorff, Ruth
1940, exam question
re color movies of Mexican archaeological sites

Steinneger, Emma
1933

Steinen, Dieter von
1935-1938, German-Jewish sinologist stranded unemployed in China
ALK's efforts to aid him

Steiner, F.S.
1939, request for Indian maps from Oxford

Steinhart Aquarium
1924, to EWG re Tulare Lake

Stephen, Indian
1916, TTW sends photographs of him

Stephen Girard Hotel, Philadelphia
1940, ALK and RHL reservations

Stephens, Henry Morse
1915-1916

Stephens, R.G.
1922, EWG thanks him for Napa Valley and Richmond Data

Stephenson, T.E.
1922, re petroglyph and site near Santa Ana

Stepping Stone Center
n.d., prospectus for half way house for women Parolees

Stern, Anna
1950, sick leave arrangements and resignation

Stern, Bernhard J.
1928-1936

Stern, Theodore
1941-1963

Sterberg, Joan
1940, asks ALK about Indian influence on American life
he recommends Wissler's book

Sternic, Lázaro
1945, Argentinian student requests publications
lists sent

Steve, Weitchpec
1924, ALK sends gift of clothing

Steven, A.O.
1927, re identification of daggers

Stevens, Allen
1939, re skull found near Cholame
L.L. Loud identifies it as a woman near 50

Stevens, Bess R.
1934, re work for M.A. on Crow Indians
RHL reply

Stevens, C.A.
1930, offers to donate ox shoe found near Donner site
EWG suggests that it should go to an historical museum

Stevens, David
1944, ALK sends book as thanks for promoting Peruvian trip
1946, re Coulbourn

Stevens, Gertrude D.
1949, asks for museum job to finance PhD. work
EWG says no hope
Stevens, John B.
1926, geologist for oil company describes mound near Buena Vista Lake
Stevens, R.B.
1930, re tribal maps
Stevenson, Beatrice L.
1917
Stevenson, John A.
1943, sends ALK book on balloon ascension in Philadelphia in 1793
ALK thanks
Stevenson, Paul M.
1929-1931, re teaching here
"Notes on certain prebronze human skeletal remains excavated at Tell
En-nasbeth"
Stevenson, Terry
1931, ALK recommends Joe Maloney for job at proposed Santa Ana museum
Stevenson, W.C.
1923, asks info on Paiutes
ALK says not much yet published
Stevenson, Yvonne H.
1943, asks info on expedition to study large, hairy, Sasquatch Indians in
British Columbia
EWG says no such expedition and never heard of such a tribe
Steward, Charles H.
1929, re prehistoric hearths in Oregon
eventually gets in touch with Cressman at Eugene
Steward, Julian
1924-1962
Stewart
[unsigned], undated letter of recommendation
Stewart, Alban
1926, inquires re whereabouts of "old Galapagos Island crowd"
EWG reply
Stewart, Elizabeth
1937, re tribal maps
Stewart, George R.
1942, re Dakota words
1945, RHL criticisms of his manuscript
Stewart, George W.
1925-1929, re rock basins in Tulare County
Stewart, Mrs. J.G.
1948, re photos of Swedish ceramics for publication
Stewart, Kenneth Malcolm
1938-1966
Stewart, L. Alice O.
1929, asks translation of message she receives while falling asleep which
she believes to be in Indian language
no reply
Stewart, M.A.
1946-1948, Professor of Parasitology, with EWG re health precautions on
trip to Fiji
Stewart, Omer C.
1933-1956
Stewart, Mrs. Robert B.
1935, re identifying Mexican water jug
referred to Peabody Museum
Stewart, T. Dale
1943-1947, (Smithsonian)
Stillman, Charles
1919, re organizing American Federation of Teachers
Stilson, J. McCord
1914-1930, re Ishi
  re his excavations and collections
Stilwell, B.F.
1927, thanks for report of painted rocks in San Luis Opispo County
Stimson, Henry L.
1940, to ALK re prohibiting war exports to Japan
Stimson, J. Frank
1928-1940, Bishop Museum researcher (linguistics) in Tahiti
Stineman, R.P.
1915, sends EWG a set of slides on evolution on approval
  returned, already have most of them
Stiriss, Marie B.
1929, re possible graduate work
Stirling, Mathew W.
1920-1946, (Smithsonian)
Stirling, Rebecca
1929, ALK and [unsigned] recommendations for scholarship
Stock, Chester
1917-1942, (unsigned)
Stockton, Icle Wilson
1934, inquires about scholarships
  RHL reply
Stoddard, Alonzo E.
1946, asks to be attached to overseas expedition
  ALK replies that U.C. has no such, individuals sometimes go for other
  institutions
Stoddard, Edmund
1933, re his work on Shoshoni and Bannock languages and Sun Dance
Stoddard, Harry
1940, RLO writes on E Clampus Vitus matters
Stokes, Frank
1921, request for ALK publication
Stokes, John F.G.
1920-1939, (Bishop Museum)
Stolberg, Benjamin
1928-1929, with RHL re articles for The Bookman
Stoltz, H.R.
1932, (Institute of Child Welfare) re Garth's proposal
Stolz, Karl R.
1924, request to use pictures from "Anthropology"
  referred to publisher
Stolz, Regina F.
1927, asks for names of women under thirty doing distinguished work
  referred to Ruth Benedict
Stolz, Rosemary
1943, RHL recommendation to WAVES
  postcard re her training
Stone, John A.
1940, asks identification of articles excavated in Siskiyou County
  EWG reply
Stone, Witmer
1928, re EWG loan of photographs of Loomis for The Auk
Stoner, Mrs. M.B.
1936, inquires as to meaning of swastika
EWG reply quotes dictionary
Stoppel, Lee L.
1939, 1939, RHL turns down invitation to Roxburghe Club dinner
Storer, Tracy I.
1915-1939, (Museum of Vertebrate Zoology)
Stork, H.E.
1938, to EWG re Botanical Garden second expedition to Andes
Story, Chester E.
1925, re Indian trade beads
Story, Russell M.
1938, president of Claremont Colleges thanks RHL for participating in conference
Stosser, William James
1941, RLO letter of recommendation
Stout, David B.
1939-1951
Stover, Alle J.
1927, 1944, 1949, re location of petroglyphs
Stover, C.F.
1930, ALK would like to see him about his list of Indian words
Stow, Vanderlynn
1915, with ALK re stone with many mortar holes
Stowell, Agnes
1928, invites EWG to speak to S.F. League for Hard of Hearing refused
Stragnell, G.
1933, asks RHL for data on female sexual functions in primitive societies RHL says subject enormous and gives some references on puberty rites
Strait, Chester U.
1941-1942, asks ALK's opinion on his manuscript (in folder) "The Chins" advice and further correspondence
Strandt, H.F.
1929, wants pamphlets on Indians referred to libraries
Strate, Eleanor
1930, asks if apes can mate with humans RHL says no
Stratford Co., publishers, Germany
1923-1934
Stratton, G.M.
1920-1941
Strauss, Bella S.
1944, re possible graduate work
Strecker und Schroder, publishers
1929, solicits manuscripts no replies
Streeper
1942, sends publications of Delaware Co. Institute of Science RHL thanks
Strehlow, Charles
1917, to EWG re Indians of Healdsburg
Strell, Lloyd
1924, [unsigned] thanks him for excellent job of photographing Peruvian pottery
Stricklen, E.G.
1921-1934, (Department of Music)
Stromberg, Leslie K.
1948, thanks for cooperation in investigation of old Tranquillity site
Strong, Edward K.
1917, asks ALK for suggestions for AAAS section H meeting at Pittsburgh
ALK replies that he must be in Philadelphia as president of American
Anthropological Association

Strong, Ronald T.
1929, coming to identify William Duncan Strong Alaska specimens

Box 143

Strong, William Duncan
1922-1924
1925-1928
1929-1936
1937-1947

Box 144

Strube, Leon
1926, Chilean professor requests Uhle reprint

Struve, Gieb
1948, seeks to rent RHL house
already let

Stryker, Ruth B.
1948, RHL identifies some Oglala-Dakota writing

Stuart, J. Leighton
1933-1936, (President, Yenching University, Peiping, China)

Stubbs, S.G.B.
1931, Seri photographs lent to British publisher

Stumer, Louis M.
1953, speaker on Peruvian archaeology

Stumpfle, Friedrich
1929, Austrain inquires about job as physical anthropologist
ALK suggestions

Sturken, Frank
1925, wants info on Marin County shellmounds for newspaper article
EWG refers to Nelson article

Sturtevant, E.H.
1930-1949

Sturtevant, William C.
1952, RHL regrets unable to talk to Yale Anthropology Club

Sublette, Blanche
1940, asks about Ishi and reports Indian graves near Stockton

Suehead, Thompson
1919, Placer County Indian wants to come to museum as informant
previous applicant already hired

Suhl, Alvena
1926, re master's thesis

Suk, V.
1933, (Professor of Anthropology, Masaryko Universita, Brno,
Czechoslovakia)

Sukh Dev, Pleander
1949, DGM would like to see him again in India

Sulimirski, Tadenz
n.d.

Sullivan, G.H.
1929, house available in Kingman, Arizona

Sullivan, Harry Stack
1928, invites ALK to colloquium
declined

Sullivan, L.R.
1919-1924, (American Museum of Natural History; Bishop Museum)

Sullivan, Maurice S.
1933, asks ALK's help in identifying rancherias mentioned by Jedediah Smith and other traders
ALK says no one qualified to answer

Sumner, F.B.
1920, with ALK re research cooperation with Scripps Institution for Biological Research

Sundahl, Carroll
1940, wants summer work with archaeological expedition
TDMcC reply

Sunset magazine
1912-1916

Suraci, Rose C.
1944, student writes appreciation of Source Book in Anthropology and asks about T.T. Waterman
ALK reply

The Survey
1923, subscription offer touts Collier's articles on pueblos

Susman, Amelia
1937, re field work at Covelo

Sutherland, F.C.
1920, asks about course in phonetics
ALK says unlikely to be given and suggests books

Sutherland, Fred G.
1930, re tribal map and possible exchange of obsidian pieces

Sutcliffe, Mary C.
1941, reports petroglyph in Plumas County

Sutro, Adolph estate
1914, executrix identifies ancient Greek lamp

Sutter's Fort
1947, from RFH re map

Suttries, Shirley
1944, with ALK re plans

Sutton, Barbara
1937, EWG advice re possible museum job

Sutton, Ernest V.
1938-1943, with EWG

Sutton, Ransome
1931, wants to do article on Kamia for L.A. Times
EWG says all he knows is in his article

Sutton, Virginia
1935, asks methods used in archaeological work of Santa Barbara Channel Islands
RLO reply

Suzzalo, Henry
see U. Washington and Martin, Charles E.

Swadesh, Morris
1941-1954, (includes list of informants of Penutian groups)

Swaffield, O.E.
1953, arrangements for Meighan to see Aleutian collection

Swafford, Paul A.
1923, Engineering professor compliments ALK on new book

Swainson, Anne
see U.C. Department of Household Art

Swanson, Earl H.
1963, Director, Idaho State University Museum, re visit here

Swanton, John R.
1914-1953, (Smithsonian, Bureau of Ethnology)

Swarth, H.S.
1925-1927, U.C. Museum of Vertebrate Zoology

Swartz, B.K., Jr.
1957, wants age of certain museum baskets
WB answers
Swartz, Burton A.
1920-1921, wants suggestions for Indian name for ranch near Clarksburg
reply
Swartz, Florence
1925, asks info on basketry
references sent
Swasey, Lora G.
1940, asks whereabouts of Lehmer
referred to his son
Swayne, J.C.
1930, thanks ALK for Introductions to Smithsonian etc.
reply
Swayne, R.O.
1941, General Petroleum Corp., re excavations at Burrel Ranch
Sweden
1952, RHL letter to Herbert Antoine
Sweden, legation
1944-1945
Swedish Academy of Science
1952, re Alonzo de Santa Cruz map of the Valley of Mexico
Sweeney, D.W.
1930, inquires re Indians near Red Bluff and place names
Cora Du Bois reply
Sweeney, J.D.
1939-1945, re Indians and artifacts near Red Bluff
Sweet, Emma Kessler
1932, fan letter for EWG radio talk
Sweetland, Mrs. W.A.
1916, with TTW re Indians near Colusa
Swift, Edmund
1940, asks RHL's opinion of Engel's family theories and asks if RHL's views
have changed between his 1921 and 1937 books
Swift, F.H.
1930, Professor of Education inquires about education of Indians
EML reply
Swing, Phil D.
1932, Congressman asks about Mystic Maze near Needles
ALK reply
Switzerland
1947
University of Sydney
1947, to RHL from professor with illegible signature
Sydow, W.
1964, letter from ABE
Sykes, Elizabeth M.
1925, [unsigned] refers her to Engelhardt's book
Symmachus Trading Co.
1946, offers painting of Indians for sale
Symonds, C.P.
1914, asks info on Ishi
referred to Popular Science Monthly
Syracuse University
1947-1949
Szasz-Stein, Elizabeth
1939, Hungarian seeks work in museum
ALK reply
Series 4: Correspondence, 1901-1957
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  T - Miscellaneous
  Tamkus, A.J.
  Tang, Ruth
  Tanner, H.A.
  Tayler, Edith S.
  Tener, Mary L.
  Tepexpan
  Tepner, I.
  Terry, Edward H.
  Teshik-Tash
  Te Winkel, John R.
  Theisen, E. J.
  Theodoratus, Robert
  Thompson, David
  Thornton, Mildred V.
  Three Lions publishers
  Tiahuanaco
  Times (London)
  Tiselius, Arne
  Tobias, P.V.
  Todd, J.H.
  Toledo Public Library
  Tomita, Mary
  Prince Tungi of Tonga
  Topp, Anna
  Tovar Llorente, Antonio
  Townsend, Earl C.
  Towne, Katherine
  Townsend, William C.
  Tribus
  Trimborn, Hermann
  Trowbridge, Delger
  Troxel, C.M.
  Trujillo, Fr.
  Trumpler, Robert J.
  Trynin, Ben S.
  Tryon, Robert C.
  Tucker, Jack A.
  Turner, Ethel
  Turner, L.
  Tyan, E.
  Taber, Henry
    1944, re ritual murder and gangs in South Boston
  Taber, Loren B.
    1940, re Indian dental practices
  Tablet and Ticket Company
    1913-1953, orders for gummed label
  Taggert, E.L.M.
    1933, requests photos of Egyptian art with lions
    EWG reply
  Taglizvini, Carlo
    1926, with ALK re Indian languages
  Tait, David
    obituary
  Takamine Corporation
    1934, ALK orders wooden handled tooth brushes
  Talbert, Margaret
1924, wants copy of ALK paper to read to women’s club  
not available  
Talbot, B.C.  
1935, RLO identified vase  
Talbot, Phillips  
1948-1949, re Harris Memorial Foundation in International Relations  
Talbot, Zenaida  
1949, 1953, C. Hart Merriam’s daughter, re publication of his manuscripts  
Talieje, Paul  
1936, Walapai Indian  
Taliaferro, N.L.  
1939, Geology professor  
Talkington, H.L.  
1946, inquires about Ishi  
references sent  
Tanaka, Tyozaburo  
1955, asks about Indian plant food  
EWG gives references  
Tangco, Marcelo  
1923-1926, re graduate work  
Tanquist, Mamie  
1931-1932, re possible graduate work here  
Tanzer, Ward  
1938, re possible graduate work here  
Tappe, Donald T.  
1937, inquires how to make rabbit skin blanket  
ALK reply  
Tapscott, Katherine  
1921, thanks for filipino specimens lent for display in S.F. Extension office  
Tarascan project  
1939-1941  
Tarr, W.  
1925, from EWG to Fiji  
Tate, R.W.  
1921, Governor of Samoa  
Tate, Vernon D.  
1931, re possible graduate work here  
Tatlock, J.S.P.  
1935-1939, Professor of English  
Tatum, Brooking P.  
1932-1954  
Tatum, R.M.  
1945-1946, re petroglyphs  
Taucher, Frank S.  
1930, request for publication  
Tax, Sol  
1945-1955  
Taxac, John  
1962, Eskimo from King Island demonstrates ivory carving at the museum  
Taylor, Archer  
1942-1952  
Taylor, Bessie  
1933, asks info on Mohave Indians  
EWG gives references  
Taylor, Edith  
see Wallace, William J.  
Taylor, E.G.R.  
1932, re identifying people mentioned in manuscript
RLO reply
Taylor, Mrs. George H.
  1910-1926, re baskets, petroglyphs, tribal locations
Taylor, George M.
  1933, re student loan
Taylor, Griffith
  1934, EWG thanks for reprint
Taylor, H. Grant
  1931, inquires about petroglyphs north of Truckee
  referred to Steward’s paper
Taylor, Mrs. H.J.
  1932, 1935, sends EWG copies of her article, “The Last Survivor”
Taylor, Hugh
  1937, ALK letter of introduction
  1942, HT recommends books to ALK
Taylor, J.A.
  1915, TTW identifies bones found in Fresno County
Taylor, John S.
  1945, EWG identifies grooved rock
  not an artifact
Taylor, Paul S.
  1933-1939, Professor of Economics
Taylor, Walter W.
  1945-1948, requests for ALK reprints and advice on his manuscript
Taylor, William T.
  1926, offers RHL dormitory accommodations at Columbia
  declined
Taylor, Winifred
  1941, asks identification of Indian dolls
  EWG reply
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
  1931-1955
Teague, Frank
  1932, inquires about costumes of Kiowas and Comanches
  referred to AMNH handbooks
Techno-Chemical Corporation
  1916-1918
Te Cube, Norman
  1938, EWG sends gifts
Teed, Currie N.
  1931, re pictographs in Idaho
  1943, re identification of skulls found in Idaho
Tegen, Einer
  1940, ALK advice on visit to Zuni
Teggart, F.J.
  1908-1941
Teit, J.A.
  1912, [unsigned] sends Goddard paper
Teicher, Morton
  1952, request for reprints
Tellez, Manuel
  1925, sends medal commemorating centennial of National Museum of
  Mexico
Tello, Julio C.
  1928-1946, (Peru)
Temple, Charles R.
  1954, asks about Mexican masks
  EWG says we have none
Temple, Laura
  1916, with TTW re her work in Mexico and PhD. candidacy
Templeton, S.W.
  1933, from EWG re material excavated near Lindsay
ten Kate, Dr. H.
  1922-1927
Tennant, Lloyd
  1915, wants info on Diggers to use in sermon
  referred to U.C. Press
Tennessee Evolution Case Defense Fund
  1926
University of Tennessee
  1941, ALK letter of recommendation for Thomas Davies
  1950, acknowledgement of publication
Tennessee Valley Authority
  1938, ALK plan for excavations of Indian sites to be flooded
Tenatori, Tullio
  1948-1954
The Teocentli
  correspondence, 1928-1952 and issue of Dec. 1941
Terman, Lewis M.
  1920-1929, (Psychology, Stanford) with ALK
Termer, Franz
  1950, with RHL in German
Terrano, Mary
  1932, wants info on Indian heroines
  RLO reply
Terwilliger, Mrs. J.
  1919, asks about Marsden's study of Paiute
  not yet published
Tesche, W.
  1929, asks Indian names for mortars, to name a ranch
  reply
Tetzleff, M.
  1948, picture postcard of U. Alaska to EWG
Tew, Marguerite
  1924-1926
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station
  1939, sends ALK paper on Indian corn
North Texas State College
  n.d., museum survey
University of Texas
  1941, thanks EWG for paper
Thacker, Mary
  1944, wants info for guide book for designers
  EWG reply
Thakore, M.D.
  1929, re AAA membership
Thalbitzen, William
  1930-1931, with ALK
Thane, Mrs. J.E.
  1926-1931, re Indian mound near Niles
Thanhouser, Marian
  1924, re make up exam
Thayer, B.W.
  1941-1942, ALK identifies pictures of moccasins
Theil, P.
1956, Instructor in architecture offers suggestions for design of exhibit
gallery

Thedoratus, Dorothea
1959-1960, re slides of exhibits in Sacramento
re Eskimo mask

Thiel, C.
1926, offers South American Indian poison for experiments
declined

Thoburn, Grace
1939, tells of Indian graves near Sonora
no one available

Thoburn, Joseph B.
1930, plan for archaeological survey of several states south of the Missouri
River drainage area
ALK advice

Thomas, Alfred
n.d., on Comanche, bibliography(?)

Thomas, C.W.
1945, from ALK announcing five new regional courses on areas concerned in
the war and one course in intelligence and administration

Thomas, Dorothy
1941-1947, re Sociology here
manuscript of paper, "The Mechanisms and Consequences of the Wartime
Civilian Control program for the Evacuation and Resettlement of Certain
Classes of the Population", "Memorandum to Observers and Collaborators of
Japanese evacuation"
See also Thomas, William I.

Thomas, Evelyn
1941, thanks EWG for letters of recommendation and tells of job
EWG reply

Thomas, F.W.
1927, President of Fresno State College re gift of Indian skeletons to U.C.

Thomas, Gordon
1961, boys ask advice on excavating Indian mound in Marin which they feel
will soon be bulldozed
ABE refers to RFH's book on methods

Thomas, H.H.
1916, [unsigned] reports cephalic indexes of him and brothers

Thomas, Sarah A.
1928, librarian requests info on Panama pottery
referred to McCurdy of Yale

Thomas, W.B.
1932, re possible graduate work here

Thomas, William
1940, re find of skeleton near Kentfield

Thomas, William I.
1917-1940

Thompson, Alan R.
1944, suggests general exams for A.A. degree
ALK reaction

Thompson, Anna
see Thompson, Joseph C.

Thompson, Crystal
1932, asks for prospectus on museum methods course
referred to announcement of courses

Thompson, Edward
1915, asks for books on evolution and missing links
reply not in folder but notation in ALK's hand refers to Haekel book
Thompson, Ellis H.  
1933, from ALK re laws or lack thereof on excavation

Thompson, J.C. and Anna  
1915-1955, Navy surgeon and psychoanalyst

Thompson, J. Eric  
1930-1952

Thompson, James Westfall  
1933-1935, Professor of History

Thompson, John L.  
1927, re saving painted rock near Paso Robles

Thompson, L.M.  
1927, re EWG trip to Fiji

Thompson, Laura  
1930-1956, Ph.D. and career

Thompson, Lucy  
1920-1921, Indian, author of "To the American Indian"

Thompson, N.B.  
1926, re Kiowa calendar

Thompson, Sheilagh  
1944-1947, re graduate work, see Brooks

Thompson, Stith  
1914-1941

Thompson, Thomas G.  
1931, Director of U. Washington Oceanic Laboratories

Thompson, Winfield M.  
1931, asks ALK’s help in preparing brochure on Indians for passengers of Panama Pacific Line

Thomson, Basil  
1925, EWG thanks him for letter outlining prospects for Fijian archaeology

Thomson, D.O.  
1932, student asks for job

Thomson, Sheilagh  
1944-1947, re graduate work, see Brooks

Thomson, Sheilagh  
1944-1947, re graduate work, see Brooks

Thornber, J.J.  
1930, U. Arizona botanist to identify plants used by Yavapai for EWG

Thorndike, E.L.  
1939-1940

Thorne, Sue  
1926-1934, re studies here

Thornwaite, C.W.  
1927-1941

Thornwaite, C.W.  
1927-1941

Thornwaite, C.W.  
1927-1941

Thornton, Carl J.  
1929, asks info on local Indians for Kern County High School and Junior College

Thorp, Rowena  
1935, asks info on Indian dress

Thrall, Barbara  
1938-1939

Thrasher, Frederic M.  
1932, re ALK talk and attendance at New York Sociologists
Thurman, Sue Baily
  1944, sends RHL a book of poems
Thurnwald, Richard
  1916-1954, correspondence
  obituary by RHL
Thurston, Carl
  1940-1943, re seeing museum collections for book on primitive art
Thurston, Ralph V.
  1944, re identifying potsherd
Tibbetts, Edith M.
  1933, re trip to South America
  1935, at her instigation, E. Franco offers Peruvian collection for sale
Tierra Firme
  1936, (Spanish publication)
Tietz, John W.
  1939, asks info on Indian educational systems
  ALK gives references
Tilden, Josephine E.
  1920, asks ALK's contribution to a bibliography of the works of the delegate to the Pan-Pacific Congress
Tillhagen, C.H.
  1966, WB note
Tillitt, Harley
  1939, asks suggestions for book to use to teach about Indians of California
  ALK reply
Timbacca, Michel
  1951, asks to buy photo of Eskimo mask for use in film on primitive art
  sent gratis
Time
  1944-1953
Time-Life Books
Timothy, C.H.
  1930, high school teacher wants publications to identify relics found in Sutter County
  EWG reply
Tindale, Norman B.
  1936-1951, Australian
Ting, V.K.
  1920-1934, Geological Survey of China
Tinley, J.M.
  1941, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics
Tison, M.D.
  1928, asks location of gold-filled "city of the dead"
  ALK says he doesn't believe in it
Titchener, E.B.
  1925, asks for samples of shell beads
  sent
Titiev, Mischa
  1924-1951, asks ALK advice on field work with Northern Paiute
  reply
Todd, Arthur J.
  asks ALK for suggestions for position at Northwestern
  reply
Todd, Aurelius
  1929, reports mound near gold Hill on Rogue River
Todd, Edwin
  1953, asks for publications on hand crafts for Institute of Jamaica
  sent
Todd, Loraine Norris  
1937, asks meaning of place name and about Indians of El Dorado County  
EWG reply

Todd, T. Wingate  
1928-1937, Western Reserve University

Todhunter, A.R.  
1927, asks identification of pots found near 29 Palms  
ALK reply

Toffelmier, Gertrude  
1934,1940

Tolerton  
1945, re admission to graduate study at Northwestern

Tolerton, Hill  
1914, introduces Gilbert Natches

Tolman, Edward C.  
1922-1934, ALK suggests books on psychoanalysis for library

Tolman, Richard C. and Mrs.  
1938, ALK asks if Cal Tech is planning to add anthropology to curriculum  
Tolman says probably not  
re ALK review of Benedict book

Tolman, Ruth Sherman  
1936, re Ph.D exam

Tolstoy, Paul  
1953, EWG sends appreciation of article on pottery and reprint of his own reply

Tomasic, Dinko  
1948-1949, re visit with RHL  
study on Russia

Tomes, Ethel  
1954, wants info on legends of Indians near Pacific Grove  
EWG gives references

Tomlinson, E.P.  
1937, inquires about Heizer's paper on Sacramento Valley Expeditions  
not yet published

Tomorrow  
1942-1944, RHL book review and article on ASTP

Tompkins, John Barr  
1931-1946

Tompkins, P.W.  
1931, re Lost City  
1939, re repair of pots found in Utah

Tompkins, William  
1926-1931, with ALK and RHL re his book on Indian sign language

Toor, Frances  
1925-1926, editor, Mexican Folkways, re possible lecture here

Tope, Joseph C.  
1954, asks appointment to have Indian dress identified  
EWG says bring it to the museum

Topping, C.W.  
1942, re job opening at U. British Columbia  
RHL suggestions

University of Toronto

Torres, Heloisa  
1944, re exchange of publications with Museu Nacional, Brazil

Torres, Jose M.  
1955, from EWG re purchase of used jeep for use on Yap

Torrey, Harry Beal
1926, to ALK and RHL introducing Mrs. Clarence Smith, author of historical novels, interested in Indians

Tose, Howard
1954, EWG thanks for plaster to restore a pottery vessel

Tosetti, William
1931, re wood supply for ALK's place near St. Helena
re road and drainage problem

Totten, George Oakley
1927, announces his book on Maya Architecture

Touring Bureau, CSAA
1929, EWG asks advices on trip from Oakland to Ontario via Southwest

Touring Topics
1932, asks ALK opinion on book prior to publication
secretary says he is at Columbia

Tow, Grace
1934-1938, re employment and scholarship

Towndolly, Grant
1919, [unsigned] offers job to Indian and to teach him to write his language

Towner, Lawrence William
1966, Keller asks to borrow the Ayer collection of Philippine photographs for use in arranging collection here

Toynbee, Arnold J.
1943, ALK sends him review of his book and speaks of similar book by himself about to be published

Tozzer, A.M.
1906-1928, 1929-1933, 1935-1954

Trader Bill
1954, offers Indian craft items to museum shop

Trager, George
1938, from RHL
1954, re Kiowa and Tanoan languages

Trahan, Roy
1941, seeks position, resumé enclosed

Tranter, Charles L.
1942, with ALK re peyote

Trask, Blanche
1903-1916

Treanor, John
1931, re visits here and Southwest Museum matters

Treaties, Many
1933, asks info on Mayos
ALK refers to Beals and suggests visit to Sonora

Trebellas, John P.
1944, RHL recommendation to Signal Corps

Treganza, Adan E.
1939-1962

Trego, Mrs. Byrd
1916, asks suggestions for Bannock names
EWG reply

Treleaven, O.C.
1944, inquires about Miwok words and place names
EWG reply

Trell, Bluma L.
1940, Classics, UCLA

Trewartha, Glenn T.
1946, ALK recommendation for von den Steinen

Tringual, A.
1934, says he found "the first shelter on the face of the globe" in France
RHL refers to Renaud
Tripp, Violet
1946, Indian tells of death of "Grandma Ike" and offers artifacts for sale
EWG reply
Tronoso, Hector Uribe
1955, offers for sale photos of Aztec calendar
Trotter, Mildred
1923, EWG asks her opinion of whether textile sample is made of human hair
EWG reply
Troupe, Harry
1930, EWG sends corrections to museum listings in SF Official Information guide
Trousdale, William
1944, wants info for career book on archaeology
RHL refers to Douglas Beyers
Trout, Wutchpic
1913, Indian informant to ALK
Trower, F.W.
1913, wants copy of EWG talk on Osiris
no written copy
Troxell, G.E.
1933-1942, re Sigma Xi analysis of Peruvian limestone
Truell, Paul
1942, from ALK questioning metal objects found at Ocucaje to ALK, letter introducing Louis Soldi
Truttman, Virginia
1940, re possible graduate work here
Tscherky, Robert
1940, wants museum job
ALK says no hope
Tschopik, Harry Jr. and Mrs. Marion
1936-1956, archaeological work in Peru
Tsuchiyama, Tamie
Tsur, Y.T.
1916, recommendation for George Shew for indemnity scholarship
Tubbs, David O.
1943, request for Sino-Tibetica publications sent
Tucker, Mary
1940, re job possibility at GGIE exhibit
Tucker, R.P.
1934, asks identification of Mexican pottery bottle
ALK reply
Tucker, Sara Jones
1936, re visit here
Tuckey, Harry A.
1934, wants to take impression of Juan Dolores' teeth
ALK says that he would probably not want to have it done
Tudela, Jose
1954, itinerary and poster for lecture
Tufts, Jessie
1918, re biographical info on her father
Tuivakano, Premier of Tonga
1921, letter introduces Miss M.E. McLellan, collecting birds for California Academy of Sciences
1936-1951, re exchange of potsherds and publications
Tule Lake
1951
University of Tulsa
1931, library acknowledges publications
Tully, L.L.
1936, asks ALK to write anthropology article for encyclopedia
refused
tum Suden, H.N.
1920, inquires about Indians near Mendota
reply
Tungi, Prince of Tonga
1954, re visit here and introduction to Japanese professor
Tuomey, Honoria
1915-1916, 1929-1930, re paper
re statue of Chief Solano
Tupou, Charlotte, Queen of Tonga
1921, letter introduces Miss McLellan
Tupper, Joseph L., Jr.
1943, inquires re courses
Turk, Rudy H.
1966, with WB re exhibit of African arts
Turkel, P.H.
1944, ALK declines to review a book
American Friends of Turkey
1932, invitation to ALK to ninth anniversary lunch
Turner, Christy G.
1958-1959, announcement of seminar
re studying Southwestern skeletal material here
Turner, Mrs. Clifford B.
1942, request for tribal map
Turner, G.E.S.
1931, tribal maps sent
Turner, H.B.
1939, inquiry about rock or bone, referred to Camp
Turner, Jeanette C.
1937, re courses
Turney-High, Harry
1934-1939, re RHL review of Linderman's "Red Mother"
re museums on Montana
archaeology work on the high plains
Turpen, A.B.
1939, Camp identifies fossil
Turpin, Wayne
1938, inquires who were first people in Goose Lake area
EWG reply
Tuskegee Institute
Tuting, Laura
1933, to RHL re plans to go to Lau
Tuttle, Amber M.
1946, writes to EWG about her book on occult philosophy
no reply
Tuttle, Fred P.
1936, asks meaning of "Nataqua"
ALK doesn't know
Twyman, John V.
1952-1953, re photographing specimens for slides for art education
Tyler, John
1956, GMF asks Verne Ray and Douglas Osbornes for info on him
Tyndall, Arthur
1930, 1953, re visits here
Tyree, Charles
1939, re skeletal finds near Escalon
Tyson, Robert A.
1927, re races

-U-

U - Miscellaneous
Ubbelohde-Doering, Heinrich
United Nations
Ury, Marian
Uhle, Max
1902-1940
Uhlenbeck, C.C.
1922-1936
Ukrainian "Secret" University
1924
Uldall, H.
1930-1939

Box 148

Umaña, Eve Peri
1946, EWG sends package from Isabel Kelly
Umlauff, Wilhelm
1914, seeks job
Unangst, Dorothy A.
1917, ALK suggests books to U.C. employee
Underhall, Ruth M.
1931-1951
Underwood and Underwood Travel System
1914-1918
Underwood, Florence F.
1917
U.S.S.R. Académie des Sciences
1934
Union Oil Co. of California
1940
Union Steamship Co. of New Zealand
1928
United Brewers Industrial Foundation
1937
United Crusade
The United Educators, Inc.
1945
UNESCO
1953
United Press
U.S. Government - miscellaneous
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Air France
U.S. American Military Government
U.S. Army
U.S. A.S.T.P.
U.S. S.S.T.P.
Area and language, European, Sontag, Raymond J.
U.S. A.S.T.P.
U.C. Courses, Krueger, Myron, 1943-1945
U.S. Biographical Records
U.S. Biological Survey
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U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
U.S. Civil Service Commission - examinations
U.S. Civil Works Administration projects
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
U.S. Department of Commerce
U.S. Congress
U.S. Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Department of Education
U.S. Department of Employment
U.S. F.B.I.
U.S. Federal Security Agency
U.S. Federal Works Agency
U.S. Foreign Operations Administration
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Fulbright
U.S. General Land Office
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
U.S. Income Tax
U.S. Department of Interior
various
See also Indian Affairs, Indian Claims Division
U.S. Department of Interior, Hawaii
U.S. Department of Interior, National Park Service
See also Hall, Ansel F.
U.S. Department of Interior, Joshua Tree National Monument
U.S. Department of Interior, National Park Service, Lassen Volcanic National Monument
U.S. Department of Interior, National Forest, North Fork, California
U.S. Department of Interior, Oraibi Indian School
U.S. Department of Interior, Southwestern National Monuments
U.S. Department of Interior, National Parks, Vancouver, Washington
U.S. Department of Interior, National Parks, Yosemite
U.S. Department of Interior, Chapman, Oscar L.
U.S. Department of Interior, Department of Indian Affairs
U.S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Sacramento, Lipps, O.H.
U.S. Department of Interior, Indian Affairs, Lyford, C.A.
U.S. Department of Interior, Pala Indian Agency
U.S. Department of Interior, Travel Bureau
U.S. Department of Interior, War Relocation Authority
U.S. Department of Justice
U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization
U.S. Library of Congress
U.S. Navy
U.S. Post Office
U.S. President, Co-ordinator of Interamerican Affairs
U.S. President, National Resources Planning Board
U.S. Quartermaster
U.S. Public Health
U.S. Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation
U.S. Social Security
U.S. Department of State
U.S. Office of Strategic Services
U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
U.S. Veterans Administration
U.S. Veteran's Administration
U.S. Veteran's Bureau
U.S. War Department
Series 4: Correspondence, 1901-1957
Subseries 4: Correspondence, 1913-1957
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U.S. Office of War Information
University of California

Additional Note
Note: In this list systemwide offices such as that of the President and Regents are interfiled with Berkeley campus offices, both of which are listed by keyword, i.e., Anthropology (Dept. of)

Accounting, 1948-50
Admissions
Africa Expedition
Agassiz Chair, 1931-33
Agriculture, College of, 1927-45
Agriculture, Dean of., 1932-35

Anthropology, Dept. of
Archaeological Survey, 1946-56
Archaeology reclamation, 1946-50
Books and periodicals, 1946-53
Budget, 1947-56
Building, 1943-1958
Cal-Stanford dinners, 1952-56
Citations departmental, 1954-56
Clippings, 1954-56
Coffee, 1954-56
Conference on anthropology in junior colleges, 1956
Conferences, 1956-56
Contracts, 1951-53
Courses
Approval of, 1946-50
Miscellaneous
Summer session, 1946
Spring, 1946
Fall, 1946
1946-50
Degrees
A.B., 1946-50
B.A., M.A., 1951-53
Ph.D., 1946-50
Ph.D., 1951-53
Departmental directory
Discussion group, 1939
Discussion group, 1946-56 (Kroeber Anth. Soc.)
Distributed materials
Rowe: Archaeology as a career
Graduate program in anthropology
Guide to anthropology resources
History of the department
List of courses
Reading list for baby prelims
Ph.D. Reading list
Statement of fields
Editorial board, 1941-54
Employees, 1946-56
Examinations
Language and special, 1946-56
Preliminary, 1946-50
Qualifying, 1946-56
Graduate work, 1951-53,
Historic reports to the President, 1910-27

Box 151

Box 152
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 153</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory, 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs in dept., 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs outside dept., 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures and other honors, 1914-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous, 1946-54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving Museum 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 154</td>
<td>Opinions by Kroeber, Waterman, misc., 1923-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Perspective of anthropology&quot; 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prison labor, 1951-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professors 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program, 1922-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotions (staff), 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications, 1951-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading instructions, 1946-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readers' duties, 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports, 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine procedures, 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabbatical leave, 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarships, prizes 1951-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semicentennial tea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar room, 1946-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Xi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slides, 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speakers, 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimen of the week, 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff, 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff meetings minutes, 1955-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer session, 1947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllabi, 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teas, luncheons, etc., 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching and research assts., 1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television, 1951-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbooks 1946-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 155</td>
<td>Theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracer, 1951-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training film</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appointment Secretary
Architects and Engineers, Dept of., 1953-54
Architecture, School of, 1947-51
Art, Dept of, 1946-49
Associated Students, 1929-32
Associated Students Store, 1932-45
Astronomy, Dept of
Audiovisual, 1944-55
Bancroft Library, 1943-44
Biological Seminar, 1943
Botany, Dept of
Business Administration, School of
Business Office, 1941-54
Calendar, 1918-42
California Alumni Association, 1925-40
California Monthly, 1944-54
Chancellor, 1952-56
Chemistry, Dept of, 1942
Child Welfare Institute, Committee on
  1934
  1935
  1938-41
Chronicle
City and Regional Planning, Dept of
Classics, Dept of, 1941-44
Classroom Building, Committee on, 1946
Committees, academic, 1954-56
Comptroller's Office
  1915-1917, ("Asst. Comptroller")
  1916-1917
  1918-24
  1925-29
  1930-32
  1933-36
  1937-39
  1940-47
  1948-50
  1951-53
  1954-56
Conferences, committees, colloquia, councils, centers, 1954-56
Counseling Center
Courses, Committee on, 1915-43
Cowell Hospital
Criminology, Dept of
Daily Californian
  Dean, 1924-37 ("B.M. Woods")
  Dean of Men
  Dean of Faculties, 1917-23
  Dean of Students, 1946-53
  Dean of Women, 1916-36
  Decorative Art, Dept of, 1939-43
  Dramatic Art, Dept of, 1953
  Drawing Dept, 1915-22
  East Asiatic Studies, Institute of, 1948-54
  Economics, Dept of, 1919-33
  Education, Dept of
  Educational Policy, Committee on, 1933-39
  Educational Relations, Dean of, 1961
Elementary School, Berkeley (UC), 1934-39
Engineering, College of, 1946-55
English, Dept of, 1952-53
English Club, 1930
Entomology, Dept of
Examiner of Schools, 1929
Experimental College Program, 1965
Extension
1913-32
1933-45
1943-46 ("Joseph E. Lateana")
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56
Committee on Audio Visual Instruction, 1955-59

Box 159
Faculty Club, 1946-52
Faculty Research Lectureship, 1931-50
Far Eastern and Russian Languages
Far Eastern and Slavic Committee, 1945-47
Financial Assistance, Committee on, 1951-54
French, Dept of
Garage
Geography, Dept of
Geological Sciences, Dept of
German, Dept of
Graduate Council
Graduate Division
1918-19
1921-25 ("Dean C.B. Lipman")
1926-27 ("Dean C.B. Lipman")
1928-32 ("Dean C.B. Lipman")
1933-36 ("Dean C.B. Lipman")
1937-41 ("Dean C.B. Lipman")
1942-44 ("Dean C.B. Lipman")
1945-47
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56
Graduate Division Scholarships, 1954-56
Grounds and Buildings
1914-1954
1956-61
Herbarium, 1949-51
History, Dept of
Hitchcock Lectures, 1931-33
Home Economics, Dept of
Household Art, Dept of, 1919-25 ("Anne Swainson")
Housing, 1954-56
Industrial Relations, Institute of
Insurance and retirement
1948-55
1955-56
International Relations, Bureau of, 1946-57 (Inst. of)
International Relations, Committee on, 1919
Inventory
Journalistic Curriculum, Committee on, 1936
Kroeber Anthropological Society, 1951-52
Latin American Studies, Center for
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Box 165

1929-30
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

1940
1941
1942-43
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948-49
1950
1951-53
1954-56

Box 166

President: Appointments, administrative
1945-47
1947-50
1951-53
1954-56

President: Appointments, professors, research assistants, teaching fellows, etc.
1915-23
1929-30
1930-33
1933-36
1937-41

President: Appointments, professors
1942-44
1945-47

President: Appointments, readers, stenographers and helpers
1913-17
1918-22
1929-32
1933-36
1937-41
1942-44

President: Appointments, research assistants, associates, fellows, traveling fellows, 1954-56

President: Appointments, Teaching assistants and research assistants
1945-47
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56

President: Appointments, professors
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56

Box 167

President: Appointments, UC Archaeological Survey
1948-50
1951-53

President: Budget, gifts, transfers of funds
1945-47
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56

President: Correspondence re professor of linguistics, 1938-40

President: Cribbing, 1920

President: Leaves of absence, transfers of funds
  1941
  1943
  1945-47
  1948-50
  1951-53
  1954-56

President: Special leaves of absence
  1951-53
  1954-56

President: Micronesia expedition, 1950

President: Museum project, 1928-33

President: Orders

President: Parsons, E.C., 1932-33

President: Promotions, changes of status
  1948-50
  1951-53
  1954-56

President: Pronouncements and ukases, 1951-53

Box 168

President: Reports
  1914-22
  1923-29
  1939-40
  1942-44

President: Research grants, 1938-39

President: Resignations
  1948-50
  1951-53
  1954-56

Press (University Press)
  1913-16
  1917
  1918
  1919
  1920
  1921
  1922
  1923
  1924
  1925
  1926
  1927
  1928
  1929
  1930
  1931
  1932
  1933
  1934
  1935
  1936
  1937-39

Box 169
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1940-41
1942-43
1944
1945-47
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56
1960
Press: Distribution of publications, mailing list, 1931-32
Press: Publications Committee, 1934
Printing Office, 1918-23
Provost (Monroe E. Deutsch)
See also: President, 1942-44
Psychology, Dept of
Public Administration, Bureau of
Public Administration, Committee on
Public Ceremonies
Public Health, Dept of
Public Information, Office of
Public Relations, Berkeley Campus Committee on, 1954
Publications ("Official Publications"), Office of
Publicity, 1920
Purchasing Agent
1913-17
1918-22
1942-44
1945-47
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56

Box 171

Radiation Laboratory, 1959
Radio, 1932
Receiving Dept, 1949
Recorder's Office, 1914-32
Regents
1913-17
1931-44
1946-48
Regional Studies Committee, 1933-36
Registrar
1933-36
1937-44
1945-47
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56

Box 172

Relations with Schools, 1947-56
Reports: Ten year plan, and others, 1954-56
Sabbatical leave
1945-47
1948-50
1951-53
1954-56
Safety, Dept of
Salaries, academic, 1949-56
Scandinavian Club, 1921-33
Section Club, 1948
Slavic Languages, Dept of, 1950-51
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slavic Studies, Institute of, 1951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Research, Graduate School of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Science, Institute of, 1933-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Welfare, Dept of, 1949-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology, Dept of, 1950-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology, Committee on higher degrees in: Report of subcommittee, 1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia Colloquium, 1958-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia Studies, Center for: three papers presented to the South Asia Colloquium, issued by the Center, 1958-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asia Studies Committee, 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish, Dept of, 1945-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech, Dept of, 1951-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Affairs Committee, 1920-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student faculty reaction sheets, 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950-53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 173

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher placement, 1951-56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Television Committee, 1953-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertebrate Zoology, Museum of, 1913-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare, Committee on, 1943 (“Gerald E. Marsh”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Faculty Club, 1948-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoology, Dept of, 1945-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Davis, 1953-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, La Jolla, 1949-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Los Angeles, 1929-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Riverside, 1947-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, San Francisco, 1915-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Santa Barbara, 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University College, London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University College of West Indies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University in Exile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see Johnson, Alvin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Society, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untaman, Vincent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upperman, Harry L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urey, Harold C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urteaga, Horacio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useem, Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ussinger, Robert L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utley, Fran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-V-

V - Miscellaneous
Box 174

Vail and Eldridge
Prof. Vakil of Bombay
Mrs. E. Valencia
Valentin, Veil
Vallois, Henri V.
Valyi, Felix
Van Aukens, Ruth
Van de Graaff, J.
Van de Water, Janice
Van der Feen, Mrs.
van der Wal, Olive
Van Doren, Mark
form letter to RHL
van Ghent, Dorothy B.
Van Giesen, Helen
Van Horn, Margaret
Van Nouhuys, Dirk
Van Slyck, Philip
Van Voss, M. Heerma
Van Waters, Miriam
Van Wormer, District Attorney of San Luis Obispo
Vance, Allen H.
Vandegrift, Rolland A., California Department of Finance
Vandenberg, L.J.
Vangly, Anthony D.
Vargas, Luz Molinar
Varityper
Vascancellos, Marina de
Vasconi, Louis D.
Vasta, Frank J.
Vavilov, N.I.
See also Muller, Herman file
Vela, David
Valasquez Gallardo, Pablo
Vecqueray, A.
Velásquez M., D. Rogerio
Velich, Ralph, taxidermist
Velten, H.V.
Verastegui-Mackee, Pedro
Vereczkei, Alexander
Verges, Eugene M.
Vermaas, L.
Vestal, Elden H.
Viamar Co.
Vidich, Arthur J.
Viet-Nam (Vangley, first Vietnamese student in U.S.)
Vigfussen, V.A.
Vignati, Milciades Alejo
Fondo de Cultura Economica
Vinals, A.L.
Vincent, Stenio
Vivanco, J.
Virtue, Frank, Superintendent, Tule River Agency
Volk, Meyer
Volkman, G.E.
Vollmer, Arthur
von Falkenberg, F.
von Eickstedt
re festschrift
von Furer-Haimendorf
see Furer-Haimendorf
von Glahn, George
von Huene, Rudolph
von Schlichten, Harold
Voth, H.R. Vucinich, Alexander
Vaillant, George C.
1927-1942
Valcárcel, Luis
1932-1942, Director of the National Museum of Peru
Valsik, J.A.
1947, with ALK re Congress of Americanists in Paris
Van Cleef, Eugene
1938, with ALK re racial classification of Finns
Van Cleve, Mrs. Eric
1940, re photographing miniatures of the Dutchess of Haarnington
Van Dyke, Edwin C.
1915-1950, entomologist
Van Every, Mildred E.
1946
Van Heckern, H.R.
1954-1955
Van Meter, M.L.
1939, request for map of Indian sites
ALK notation that he is a pot hunter and request will go unanswered
Vannicelli, P. Luigi
1950
Van Nostrand, J.J.
1944, with RHL re Social Studies major
Van Ommern Corp.
1921, re shipment of slides to Thurnwald
Van Pelt, Harvey
1942, re possible visit of EWG to Orleans, California
Van Stan, Ina
1948, re graduate work in textiles
Van Valkenburgh, R.F.
1931-1954
Vandereike, Paul
1917, Dean of Bakersfield Junior College
Vanney, Charles E.
1924, donates notes of E.Z. Marsden
Vassar College
1954, TDM letter of recommendation for John Bushnell
Vaughan, George
1937, asks if ALK believes a spiritual awakening to be coming
reply
Vavages, Rosaria
1948, niece and heiress of Juan Dolores
Venezuela consul
Verde Valley School, Sedona, Arizona
newsletters
Verdier, Esther
1931-1932, re Indian picture writing and relics near Bakersfield
Verrier, Lindsay
1949-1953, with EWG re Fiji
Versteegh, Chaester
1922-1939, re Indian place names
Vetter, Margaret M.
   1954, re feather embroidery
Victor Talking Machine Company
Vidolin, M.V.
   1939, re museum work
Viking Fund
   1944-1953
Viking Press
   1929-1937, RHL opinion of books
Vilakazi, Absalom
   1961, from WB re vita and paper
Villegas, J.
   1951, offers book of maps
   Bancroft already has it
University of Virginia
Viru Conference
Vivó, Jorge
   1937-1946
Voegelin, Carl F.
   1929-1932
   1933-1936
   1937-1940
   1942-1944
   1945-1955
Voegelin, Erminie
   1931-1936
   1937-1941
   1942-1944
   1945-1947
   1949-1950
Voget, F.
   1939-1942
Vollmer, August, Chief of Police, Berkeley
von Borosini, August
   1945, paper on handedness
von den Steinen, Dieter
   1942
Von der Porten, Edward
   1964-1965
von Hagen, Victor
   1941, 1952
von Richthofen, B.
   1932, EWG sends paper
von Scholar, Baron Walram V.
   1938, re exhibit of his Peruvian materials

Wachter, Miriam Rutherford
   1931, asks RHL for recommendation to medical school
   reply
Wade, Marilyn
   1966, request for textiles to exhibit at U.C. Davis
   ABE reply
Wadey, M. George
   1927, re ALK lecture at Southwest museum and relics
Wadia, M.C.
   1957, requests permission to use Herzog's recordings of Tesque songs in
dissertation
   granted
Wadsworth, C.R.
  1924, EWG to P.E. Bowles describes cache of relics CRW knows about
Wadsworth, H.E.
  1933, with EWG on origin of Shoshoneans
Waghorne, W.R., Mrs.
  1928, asks info on South American Indians
     ALK reply
Wagley, Charles
  1951, re Hohenthal's proposed work in Brazil
     offer of summer session position here
Wagner, Barbara
  1938, re possible graduate work here
Wagner, Charles
  1929, former worker at Shivwits Indian School exchanges news with RHL
Wagner, Gunter
  1933, thanks ALK for hospitality and describes trip east
     See also May, Stacy, 1933
Wagner, J.A.
  1933, inquires about courses in archaeology
     ALK suggests he audit some
Wagner Publishing Co.
  n.d., to EWG, return of loaned pictures
Wagus, Jess
  1933, RHL suggests persons to get in touch with in the mid-west re
     anthropology and linguistics
Wahlman, A.
  1937, EWG refers him to a dealer for identification of coin
Waite, Leslie S.
  1929, novelist asks RHL's advice on how humans become civilized
     reply
Wakefield, Eleanor E.
  1942, re qualifying exam
     RHL offers surplus reprints
Walapai manuscript and maps
  [unsigned] description
Walcott, F.C. Senator
  1940, RHL opinion on the value of Stimson collection of Austral Island
     materials
Walda, Eva
  1930, inquires about Yaqui
Waldegg, Hermann von
  1937-39
Walden, Dale F.
  1931, asks where to study archaeology
     ALK reply
Walden, John
  1954, from EWG to JW in Hong Kong
Waldegg & Co.
  1916, offer reports of button museum in Prague
     EWG accepts
Waldner, George
  1949, from ALK re Humboldt excavations
Waldron, William L.
  1928, asks info on Mexican pyramids
     ALK reply
Walker, Artie
  1943, from EWG re his interpretation of Black Babylonian Tablet
Walker, Ben R.

Box 176
1939, inquiry  
ALK reply about Jack Wilson and the Ghost Dance movement  
Walker, Boyd W.  
1953, Assistant Professor of Zoology, UCLA - with EWG on fish bones  
Walker, C.T., Mrs.  
1920, wants spearhead identified  
ALK asks more info  
Walker, Dorsey E.  
1945, asks advice on thesis  
ALK asks clarification  
Walker, Edwin F.  
1930-48 Southwest Museum  
Walker, Eileen A.  
1939, inquiry re major  
RLO reply  
1941, EWG recommendation for fellowship  
Walker, Paul A.  
1932-36  
Walker, Winslow M.  
1928-1954  
See also:  
U.S. Civil Service Comm, Nov. 1940  
Kidder, A.V., 1928  
Hall, E.R., 1944  
Wallace, Anthony F.C.  
1952, turns down job offer  
Wallace Don Kent  
1933-1940, oil company employee interested in archaeology  
Wallace, William J.  
1944-1955,  
See also Queen, Stuart  
Wallerstedt, C.E.  
see Sweden, legation  
Wallis, Wilson D.  
1913-16  
1916-20  
1921-36  
1937-54  
See also:  
Jenks, A.E.  
Laufer, Berthold, 1916  
Pearce, J.E.  
Walpole, Ronald A.  
1952, recommends French translators to EWG  
Wairath, James C.  
1936, EWG and RHL suggest books suitable for his 14 year old son  
Walson, Kate  
1935, Indian, Fall River Mills  
Walter, James  
1935, ALK sends info on turkey raising and cement lined water tank  
Walters, Velpha  
1929-1931  
Walton, Eda Lou  
1931, asks ALK for recommendation for Guggenheim recommendation  
Walton, George D., Mrs  
1944, asks use of stone implements found near Red Bluff  
EWG reply
Wampler
  two [unsigned], undated letters of recommendation
  "Wander Bird" brochure of cruise S.F. to Hawaii
  1937
Wann, Trenton William
  1940, 1941, two ALK letters of recommendation
Wanner, Theodor W.
  1952, RHL to State Department re possible visit here
War Relocation Authority
  1942, RHL says keep on mailing list
Warburton, Arthur
  1915-40, museum employee
  See also Gifford, 1932, 1938
Warburton, T. Stanley
  1940, principal of new Acalanes High School asks about name and Indians of area
  ALK reply
Ward, Alice
  1941, request for museum job
Ward, Charles F.
  1931, ALK advises Harvard for Mexican Archaeology
Ward, Florence S.
  1916, order for postcard pictures of Ishi
Ward, Henry L.
  1914-20, Director of the Public Museum of the City of Milwaukee
Ward, J.E.
  1926, re shipment of pigeons to EWG
Ward, Wallace
  1947, RFH acknowledges beads and gives advice on digging
Ward's Natural Science Establishment
  1919-1946, supplier of skeletons and anatomical models
Wardlaw, F.A.
  1922, Curator of Historical Collection of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies wants old electrical apparatus
  EWG reply
Wardlaw, W.J.
  1915, ALK identifies stone Indian pipe found in Plumas County
Wardle, H. Newell
  1915-1916, Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia
Ware, Allison
  1916-17, President of State Normal School at Chico re ALK lectures there
Ware, Catherine
  1957, with GMF re Mono Indians
Ware, Marcus J.
  1942, wants info on Ishi
  EWG sends list of publications
Warner, Dwain W.
  1953, Curator of birds, Museum of Natural History, Minneapolis asks EWG about living conditions on New Caledonia
  reply
Warner, Lloyd (same person as Warner, William Lloyd)
  see Rockefeller Foundation
Warner, Murray
  1915, TTW thanks him for photos and slides of Samoans
Warner, William Lloyd
  1928-36
  1937-41
  1942-44

Box 177
1945-52
Warnke, Marjorie
  1930, EWG letter of recommendation
Warnotte, D.
  1933, asks about methods of education among primitive people
  ALK reply
Warren, Charles B.
  1942, RLO letter of recommendation
Warren, Earl
  1932, asks race of Filipinos
  EWG reply
Warren, T.E., Mrs.
  1929, asks info on Indians
  secretary refers her to BIA
Warren, W.A. Mrs.
  1931, with RHL on comparative ideas of morality of European countries
Warren (Edward K.) Foundation, Three Oaks, Michigan
  1920, Director asks if there has been an archaeological survey of California
Washburn, Mary Ellen
  1932, to EWG from Honolulu
Washburn, Oliver M.
  1930-38, Chairman of U.C. Department of Art and Committee on Courses
Washburn, Sherwood L.
  1949-53
Washburn, Stella A.
  1916-17, blue print maker
Washington-Lafayette Institution, Inc.
  1926, sends book to RHL and asks opinion of it
Washington State Historical Society
  1922, re cooperative movement of museums
University of Washington
  1918-1955
State College of Washington (Pullman) 1949-1954
Washington University (St. Louis) 1923-1953
Watanabe, Hitoshi
  1949, sends paper on Japanese archaeology
  RFH thanks
Waterbury, M.G.
  1933, EWG says no funds for excavation at present
Waterhouse, Mills N.
  1941, seeks Indian name for cabin
  EWG reply
  1950, asks if Indian society contributed anything to American government
  RHL reply
Waterhouse, S.A.
  1924, secretary of the Royal Society of New South Wales sends reprints to
  ALK
Waterman, Helen
  1936, RLO letter of recommendation
Waterman, Ivan R.
  1940, Chief of the Division of Textbooks, California
Waterman, Patricia Panyity
  1951-1953
Waterman, Richard A.
  1949, DGM sends guide for graduate students
Waterman, Ruth D.
  1936-1940, T.T.’s widow, includes obituaries of him
Waterman, T.T.
1913
1914
1915
1916-18
1919
1920-21

Box 178

Waterman, T.T. (cont.)
1922-23
1924-25
1926
1927-37
See also:
Kroeber-Waterman, 1913-1917
Gifford, 1915-1918
Abell, Mrs. Emma
Barrett, S.A.
Boas, Franz
Goodwin, Catherine D.
Goddard, P.E.
Heye, George C.
Jenks, A.E., 1922
Kidder, A.V., 1928
Museums - Honolulu, Hawaii - Bernice P. Bishop Museum
Outhwaite, Leonard

Box 178

Waters, M.L., Mrs.
1936, re identification of Pueblo bowls
Watkins, D.K.
1921, asks ALK's opinion of Woodruff's theory on the effect of tropical light, reply
1923, asks RHL to recommend book on race, reply
Watkins, Gordon S.
1948, UCLA and Committee on Social Science Research
Watkins, James T.
1933, re EWG meeting with J. Leighton Stuart
Watson, C.B.
1937, re moaning cave near Angel's Camp
Watson, C.G.
1918, thanks for gift to library
Watson, George Adams
1921, re races
Watson, James B., Mr. and Mrs.
1952, request for list of Nimuendaju's publications, sent
1953, thanks for showing Melanesian materials
Watson, Margaret
1935, wants info on Shoshone
RHL gives references
Watson, S.B.
1932, re graduate work here
Watts, John Frederic, Mrs.
1942, asks advice on general anthropology course to be given at Pasadena Junior College
RLO reply
Waverly Press
1929, suggested economies for "your journal"
Wax, Rosalie
1955, recommendation for Guggenheim
Way, James Leong
1946, EWG letter of recommendation
1947, re Nayarit pottery
Way, Stuart C.
1934-1954
Wayne University
1947-1952, job opportunities
Wear, E.N.
1927, sends drawings of petroglyphs and pictographs from Rock House
Canyon
ALK thanks
Webb, F.S.
1926, sends clipping to RHL
Webb, Fred B.
1945, asks ALK's opinion of peyote
reply
Webb, William S.
1930-1941, re exchange of publications with University of Kentucky
See also University of Kentucky
Webbe, H.W.
1939, ALK sends references on migration
Webber, Ellen R.C.
1913, asks if Indians could be descendants of the people of Atlantis
reply
1925, request for map catalog
Weber, Julius Rehn
1918, re loan of statue to Defenders Club
Weber, Ronald
1952, re his collection
Webster, Hutton
1913-1945
Webster, J.C.
1924, ALK asks him to repair the lock on his cabin at Orick
Weckler, Joseph E.
1942-1962
Weddle, Howard
1914, asks about apparatus for recording the human voice on smoked glass
[unsigned] describes it
Wedel, Waldo
1931-1955
See also Kroeber's PhD's bibliographies
Wedel, Waldo
"archaeological correspondence found in room 8"
Weems, Clarence N., Jr.
1943, ALK thanks for bibliography on Korea
Weer, Paul
1937-38, EWG thanks for papers
Wegner, Richard W.
re exchange of publications
Weiand, Elizabeth
1944, asks how to get job with archaeological expedition
RHL reply
Weidenreich, Franz
1939-1947
Weil, S.
1948, donates x-ray machine
Weilbauer, Eugen
1949-50, with RHL in German
Weiler, Evelyn
1946-48, record of work here
Weinberg, Gladys
   1966, re plates of Wepemnofret stela
Weiner, J.S.
   1955, TDM sends microfilm of his thesis
Weinreich, Max
   1944-45, asks ALK and RHL opinions on racial classification of immigrants
   replies
Weir, A.M.
   1949, asks suggestions for a library of archaeology and ethnology
   JHR sends list
Weiss, Charles
   1933-35, ALK helps with his paper "Are the Jews a Race?", carbon of paper,
   ALK's comments on it
Weitlaner, Irmgard and Robert
   1937-1949
   See also:
   Kelly, Isabel, 1935
   Johnson, Jean
Weitzner, Bella
   1917-1949, American Museum of Natural History
Welchans, Roger A.
   1954, EWG gives advice on research on culture of Africa
Weldon, Roy
   1942, ALK thanks him for a photograph
Wellington, W.S.
   1940-1950, Professor of Decorative Art, U.C.
Wells Fargo and Co. Express
   1914-1931
Wells Fargo Bank
Wells, John W.
   1952-53, identifies New Caledonian coral for EWG
Wellwood, Gail
   1938, seeks museum work
   EWG suggests class at Newark Museum
Welpley, Margaret
   1933, with RHL re career plans
Welty, Howard O.
   1912-28, excavates shell mound near San Diego following instructions from
   ALK
Wendorf, Fred
   1956, with EWG re his Petrified Forest paper
Wenner-Gren Foundation
   1951-53
   1954-56
Wentworth, F.W. & Co.
   1913-16, suppliers of museum cases, includes blue prints of cases
Wentworth, Mildred
   1925, asks advice on her research on influence of plants upon primitive
   material culture
   RHL reply
Wescott, Roger W.
   1950-52, re possible position here, vita
Wesley, Clarence

Box 179
1948, TDM thanks him for helping with a conference on the Apache Reservation
Wesson, Miley B.
1935, EWG thanks him for papers on Goodfellow
West, David M.
1947, asks advice on shell mound excavation to be undertaken by State College at San Diego
RFH reply
West, James
1927, inquires about carving of a dinosaur in Havasupai Canyon
ALK says highly improbable
West, Louis C.
1914, asks for job as curator of Egyptology
reply says we have no such position
West Disinfecting Company
1913-1922
West, S.L.
1951, to TDM re career plans
Westergaard, W.A.
1935, re ALK visit to Los Angeles
Westergreen, E.E.
1931,1935, re Costanoans
Westermann Book Co.
1941, ALK orders books in German
Western College Association
1945-52, meeting notices
Western Fixture and Showcase Co.
1940, TDM orders a show case
Western Governmental Research Association
1952
Western Humanities Review
1952, RHL asked to review Wallace and Hobbel's *The Comanches*
agrees
Western Museums Conference
1941-46, reports of meetings
Western Pacific Railroad
1925, re discount fare for AAA meeting at New Haven
1941, Brown thanks ALK for list of Indian words meaning cradle or papoose basket
Western Political Science Association
1948, 1950, asks RHL to write for journal
declines
Western Psychological Association
1923, invites ALK to participate in annual meeting
Western States Life Insurance Co.
see Stewart, Omer, Edc., 1940
Western Union
1931, suggests ALK send telegram to the Columbia Alumni dinner
Western Washington College of Education
Western Wonderlands Publishing Co.
1947, request for photos
EWG says we have nothing suitable
Wetherbee, Charles
1934, re Indian skulls
1935, re pictographs
Wetmore,A.
see Museums - Washington, D.C. - Smithsonian
Gifford, 1950, 1954
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weule, K.</td>
<td>1922, one letter in German</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wexler, Lillian</td>
<td>1944, re possible graduate work here</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weyer, Edward M., Jr.</td>
<td>1958-59</td>
<td>ALK refers to other institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weymouth, Walter D.</td>
<td>1939-1949, museum preparator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharton, Frank E.</td>
<td>1930, inquires about archaeological work in Northern Arizona</td>
<td>ALK refers to other institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat, Joe Ben</td>
<td>1937-1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, H.V.</td>
<td>1913-15, re insurance on museum specimens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Helen Mar</td>
<td>1942, RHL locates an article on tobacco for her</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, J.R.</td>
<td>1913, with ALK re presidency of the Archaeological Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, R.E. Mortimer</td>
<td>1952, re lecture here</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Virginia D.</td>
<td>1945, asks help in identifying Mexican stone head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, W.M.</td>
<td>1928, 1930, re artificial ants nest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelwright, Mary C.</td>
<td>1932-1951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelwright, Merriam</td>
<td>1932, wants work in Peru</td>
<td>RLO refers to W.C. Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whelan, L.C.</td>
<td>1922, re possible fellowship here</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whetstone, Gloria</td>
<td>1951, tells of sites in Utah</td>
<td>EWG refers to University of Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheldon, J.A.</td>
<td>1943, psychiatrist requests copy of ALK's review of Freud's &quot;Totem and Taboo&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whipple, Howard</td>
<td>1921, inquires about Indians of Stanislaus County</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whipple, Mary Ann</td>
<td>1952-55, editor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whisman, H.S.</td>
<td>1923, ALK suggests books to doctor at state mental hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker, T.W.</td>
<td>1956, re Massey's cucurbit material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, A.B.</td>
<td>1925, wants book on Indian picture writing in California [unsigned] says not yet published</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Amelia Elizabeth</td>
<td>1941, asks EWG to write letters opposing dams which will flood Pueblo country</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker, T.W.</td>
<td>1948, social thanks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, C. Carroll</td>
<td>1922, asks meaning of Cuyamaca</td>
<td>ALK reply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, David</td>
<td>1918, re man who speaks unknown language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1928, another man, same name notifies ALK of election to National Academy of Sciences
White, Mrs. Ed
see Orick, Bob and Kroeber, personal
White, Frances A.
1941, inquires about Northwest coast Indian blankets
EWG refers to others
White, John R.
1928, superintendent, Sequoia National Park
White, Leslie
1929-1946
See also Museums - Santa Fe - Laboratory of Anthropology
White, Marjorie
1949-50, with RHL re possible English translation of Bachofen’s "Das Mutterrecht"
White, Mark W.
1936, wants work on basketry
EWG reply
White, Peter
1966, with ABE re his film "The Bowmakers"
White, Thain
1941, with EWG re archery
White, W.A.
1920, [unsigned] compliments him on his book
1926, re publication of Malinowski paper in The Psychoanalytic Review
White Bear, Russell
1935, RHL writes about his lecture plans
Whitebread, Harley E.
1929, invites ALK to a lecture on Australian aborigines
ALK accepts
Whited, Marjorie
1940-41
Whiteford, A.H.
1941, with EWG re exchange of papers
Whitehead, Betty H.
1952, letter to O’Neale
secretary informs her that O’Neale died in 1947
Whiteman, Lovett Fort
1929-30, RHL corresponds with former student studying in Moscow
Whiting, Alfred F.
1941,1944, ethnobotanist
Whiting, F.J.
1933, inquires about Indian maze
EWG reply that it is now believed to be remnant of railroad construction
Whiting, Mary Alice
1937, re studying here and possible museum employment
Whitmore, George L.
1941, asks help in identifying Pomo artifacts
ALK reply
Whitney, C.W.
1928, requests paper on Akwa'ala Indians for Boy Scout work
Whitney, C.W., Mrs.
1916, writing article about Bradley’s apparatus for plotting tonal inflection
[unsigned] refers her to TTW
Whitney Foundation
1952, re Opportunity Fellowships
Whitney, Frances A.
1929, asks for all available information on Indians
no reply
Whitney, Hart H.
  1929, ALK tells him how to order announcement of courses
Whittemore, Norman C.
  1943, 1945, ALK sends book list
Whitton, Frederick H.
  1919, with ALK re tennis court
Whitworth, G.F.
  1927, sends skeleton unearthed by laborers on the Port San Francisco
development with description of site
  EWG reply with identification
Who's Who
Whorf, B.L.
  1933-37
Whymant, A. Neville
  1925, inquires re position correlating Anthropological and Oriental studies
  RHL suggests Field Museum
Wichart
  1930, one letter in German
Wicher, Edward A.
  1919-1938
Wickersham, James
  1915, delegate to Congress from Alaska sends paper for AAA meeting
Wieland, C.F.
  1931, re stone with phallic appearance
Wildman, Mary Katherine
  1929, ALK letter of recommendation
  1930, re typing of ALK's Seri manuscript
Wiener, Leo
  1913, offers paper for publication
  ALK reply that we can publish only the work of this institution
  1927, announcement of his book
Wier, Jeanne Elizabeth
  1913-1942, University of Nevada History Department and Secretary and
  Curator of the Nevada Historical Society-re procuring Paiute informant,
  Lovelock Cave, failed attempt to get Jack Wilson to come as informant
Wierman, O.C.
  1942, inquires re Shawnee
  RHL refers to Voegelin
Wiesschhoff, H.
  1936
Wightman, Chauncey
  1927, letter of introduction for J. Vardon, engineer of the Indian Government
  Railways
Wilbert, Johannes
  1954, asks if museum has South American Indian fishing equipment, EWG
  says no
Wilbur, Ray Lyman
  see Pacific House
Wilbur, V.R., Mrs.
  1940, editor of Lienhard Diary of 1846 asks help with Maidu words
  ALK reply
Wilbur, Walter K.
  calling card and notation that he visited EWG Aug.11,1941
Wilcomb, C.R.
  see Museums - Oakland, Calif. - Oakland Public Museum
Wilcox, Ida
  1928, asks RHL if she can enroll late
answered affirmatively by hand

Wilder, Alice Earle
1937, has collection of Paiute tales collected by her father
ALK suggestions

Wilder, Harris
1921, re exchange of publications with ALK

Wilder, M.A.
1945, re exchange of publications with Taylor Museum
1946, re evidence of tuberculosis in pre-Columbian days

Wildoner, Dale E.
1945-46, re archery and arrow points

Wildman, Katherine
1930, re job search

Wiley, Elizabeth
1927, ALK letter of recommendation for fellowship

Wileman Bros.
1929, ALK gets Garvan to translate a letter in Malay

Wiley, John & sons, publishers
1936, ALK's assistance on MacGregor's "Southwestern Archaeology"

Wilhelmsen, Carl
1936, inquires re California folklore
EWG gives references

Wilkinson, Boyden & Cragun law offices
1951-53, re Indian claims

Will, Otto Allen
1932-33, re graduate work

Willamette University
1948, re gift or purchase of two ranges

Wilcox, W.F.
1926-1937

Willey, Gordon
1941-1955

Willey, Malcolm M.
1925-1940

Willey, Walter O.
1937, requests permission to quote
granted

Williams, Albert R.
1934, inquires museum hours
no longer open to public

Williams, Donna Louise
1935, student

Williams, E.G.
1913, thanks for papers on basketry

Williams, Eugene
1944, missionary wishes to help old Yurok woman sell artifacts
ALK writes of his work with them in 1900 and 1907

Williams, F.E.
1936, EWG thanks for papers

Williams, Francis H.
1952, to EWG, describes visit to New Caledonia

Williams, George
1941-42, with ALK and EWG re stone alignments in Nevada, two snapshots in
file

Williams, Golda
1925, with EWG re identifying Indian skull and Indian bead stringing

Williams, Grant
1918,1940, sends papers on Egyptology to EWG
Williams, H.E.  
1930, photographer requests pictures of Ishi to be made into postcards, snapshot of self in file

Williams, Hadwen Harry  
1937, seeks ALK's advice on what tribes to study in the Philippines  
reply

Williams, Herbert U.  
1930, inquires about bones collected by ALK which show symptoms of syphilis  
no reply

Williams, Howel  
1946-52, Geology professor identifies soil and stones

Williams, J. Harold  
1936, RLO accepts summer session position at UCLA

Williams, J.J.  
1933, sends copies of his book “Voodooos and Obeahs” to EWG, RHL, ALK  
acknowledgments and comments

Williams, Jack R.  
1957, Lassen Park ranger, re loan of slides

Williams, Joseph  
1921, prospector reports find of bust carved "previous to elevation of mountain range under which it was found"  
no reply

Williams, Joshua  
1917, re bill for phonetic work

Williams, Roger J.  
1946, sends copy of his paper "Developing a Crucial Applied Science: Humanics" to RHL for comments  
reply

Williams, Rosetta  
1934, EWG inquires which rancherias two Indians are from

Williams, Russell D.  
1934, with RHL re Committee for Immediate Defense of Constitutional Rights

Williams, Ruth  
1947, wants to visit ALK  
TDM writes her that he is at Harvard

Williams, S.A.  
1929, tells ALK of sites in Sonora

Williams, Tom  
1909-1926, Indian informant, Jamestown

Williamson, C.G.  
n.d., sends biological theory for comment  
no reply

Williamson, Hoge and Curry law offices  
1951, wants to consult ALK on Indian claims case  
secretary supplies address

Williamson, Lillian A.  
1922, inquires about Tulare Indians  
ALK gives reference

Williamson, T.F.M.  
1930, EWG says he will send paper on canoe

Williamson, TenBroeck  
1933-1946

Willigar, Mertie  
1930, with LMON re textiles

Willis, Anne  
1951, asks for museum job
Willits, Joseph H.
see Rockefeller Foundation
Willoughby, C.C.
1916-1936, Director of the Peabody Museum at Harvard
Willoughby, Ralph and Nona
1949-55
Willoughby, R.R.
1926, asks to undergo psychoanalysis with ALK
ALK declines but invites him to come for discussion
Willoughby, W.F.
1928, ALK requests Interior Department report on Indian administration
Wilmeth, Roscoe
1956, request for museum job, vita
GMF reply
Wilson, Anna Marie
1956, typist
Wilson, Carrie E.
1917, failed attempt to get Jack Wilson as informant
Wilson, E.B.
1930-33, ALK asks his opinion on his paper "Quantitative Expression of Cultural Relationships"
Wilson, Edward E.
1934, wants info on Indians of Plains and Great Lakes
RLO gives references
Wilson, Fred H.
1927, with ALK re Mescal pits and pictographs in Nevada
Wilson, Gilbert L.
1928, describes Mandan pottery making at request of EWG
Wilson, H.W. Co.
1928
Wilson, Harry Leon
1925-26, with ALK re stone walls in Siskiyou County
Wilson, Herbert
1929, ALK says his name was dragged into the newspaper account of an underground city and that he believes it to be a hoax
Wilson, Icile
1921-1929, teaching assistant
Wilson, J.F.
1928, with ALK re research on ancient wool
Wilson, Jack (Ghost Dance)
see Weir, Elizabeth and Wilson, Carrie E.
Wilson, James G.
1929, ALK requests info about his father for preface to a book
Wilson, Karl
1927, asks RHL, ALK and EWG if Indians are descended from lost tribe of Jews
replies
Wilson, L.C.
1929, offers to show ALK his Central American collection
Wilson, L.I.
1923, secretary of the Tracy Chamber of Commerce asks about Indians of the area
ALK reply
Wilson, Laurence L.
1947-53, re his work in the Philippines
Wilson, M.L.
1942, with RHL on how anthropology can contribute to the war effort and to post-war reconstruction
Wilson, Margaret Adelaide
1913-1918, collector of Cahuilla words and stories

Wilson, Neill C.
1935, wants info on Panamint Indians
EWG reply

Wilson, Nell Griffith
1938, inquires about meaning of Los Gilicos
ALK reply

Wilson, Oren F.
1924, asks how to measure for cephalic index
RHL reply

Wilson, Paul N.
1921, re Japanese race with ALK

Wilson, Paul T.
1937, re use of plants and animals by California Indians and purchase of slides

Wilson, Ralph E.
1929-30, re ALK's insurance

Wilson, Thomas E.
1930, lawyer asks if motion picture which shows gorillas mating with African women is authentic
EWG says gorillas are impersonated by men

Wilson, Warner
1924, Duncan Strong offers him job at Emeryville shell mound

Wilson, William A., Jr.
1941-42, letters of recommendation for scholarship

Wilson, William I.
1936, re ALK re meaning of Chupines

Wiltse, Joie
1919, re identifying bones

Wiltse, M.B.
1928, with EWG re Akwa'ala creation story

Windsor Productions, Inc.
1954, wants films of animals

Wingert, Paul S.
1953-64

Wingo, C.H.
1949, her inquiry about Siamese pottery plaque turned over to Boodberg

Winnie, G.J.
1947, request for publications

Winston, John C., publishers
1921-1934

Winter, C.C., Mrs.
inquires about Hupa stick game
EWG gives references

Winterbotham, George S.
1950, re use of Metraux's photographs in a pictographic geography of South America

Winther, Carl P.
1923, wants anthropologist for filming expedition
RHL has no one to suggest

Winther, Fritz
1954, requests publications on pottery
EWG reply

Wirth, Louis
1941, ALK thanks for publication
See also American Journal of Sociology

Wirz, Dadi
n.d., newsclip of his arrival
notice of film lecture on New Guinea

Wisconsin State Historical Society
1950, request for contributions to Charles E. Brown Memorial Fund
University of Wisconsin
1948-55, job and fellowship opportunities
Wisdom, Charles
1930, re possible graduate work here
Wise, Jennings C.
1931, re book
Wise, John Ltd.
1939, Nora Wise thanks ALK for hospitality
Wise, Lois
1941, ALK assists with job hunt
Wise, Stephen S.
1912, as requested sends ALK abstract of a talk
Wise, W.
1946-1951, with EWG re his work on Fiji

Wissler, Clark
1913-1919
1920-1923
1924-1926
1927-1936
1943
See also American Museum of Natural History

Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology
1927-1955

Withers, Arnold M., Mrs
1944, looking for prehistoric copper specimens
EWG suggests possible places

Withrow, Billie Jean
1946, wants info on Indian contribution to civilization
RFH makes suggestions

Witmer, C.C.
1927, inquires how to get publications on the Philippines
ALK reply

Wittek, Paul
1941, re visit here

Wittfogel, Karl A.
1946, Chinese History Project, Columbia

Witthoft, John
1953, from RFH re pictures of California Indians

Wittke, Carl
1940-52

Wittke, Otto J., Jr.
1938, EWG will evaluate his Inca pottery
University of the Witwatersrand
1932-1956, re publications and possible job for Marion Pearsall

Wofford, Audie K.
1930-31, fire chief of Sierra National Forest helps with EWG work on the Northfork region

Wolf, Carl Fr.
1915, with EWG re pyramids

Wolf, Natalie
1916, wants to make a medallion of Ishi

Wolf, Peter Gray
1925, asks ALK's view on the Mayas
EWG says ALK is away and refers to "Anthropology"
Wolfe, A.B.
1923-24

Wolfe, Alvin W.
1962, WB tells him about British edition of "Continuity and Change in African Cultures"

Wolfe, Shirley
1942, asks for text on California Indians
EWG reply

Wolff, Henry, Mrs.
1937, EWG advice on how to catalog her Indian collection

Wollner, William S.
1930, reports carved boulders near Spyrock
ALK says he will suggest that Gladys Nomland look at them on her way back from Humboldt

Womack, Dorothy M.
1957, re visit of Cub Scouts to museum

Wong, Ella Clemens
1918, wants info on Canadian Indian Chief
[unsigned] suggests Canadian government publications

Wood, Avery
1928-30, recommendations

Wood, D.E., Mrs.
1955, grandmother of a new-born part Negro baby wants TDM to predict its adult appearance
TDM says too soon to tell

Wood, Granville
1923, EWG asks permission to measure his Indian skulls

Wood, H. William
1917, wants work as museum preparator

Wood, Henry E.
1932, re Indian artifacts in mining country

Wood, H.
1926, doing survey of Indian Peace medals for American Numismatic Society
EWG says we have none

Wood, Josephine
1965, re visit here to study Eisen collection for book on Indian Costumes of Guatemala

Wood, R.E.
1914, [unsigned] thanks him for obsidian for Ishi

Woodard, Roy D.
1944, many questions on early man
ALK gives references

Woodbridge, Frederick J.E.
1931, ALK asks suggestions on securing a job for Walter Rothman
reply

Woodbury, G.E.
1930-32, study of Indian head hair

Woodbury, Richard B.
1992, with ABE re abstracts

Woodcock, Alice
1921, re Yurok

Wooden, Wesley
1935, wants info on Hupa and Klamath Indians
EWG reply

Woodpines, T.
1922, offers for sale death masks of Australian aborigines, photo enclosed
1927, to ALK from Hawaii on work there

Woodruff, E.D.

Guide to the Records of the Department of Anthropology, 1901-[ongoing]
1937, EWG thanks president of California Lands Incorporated for permission to excavate
Woodson, Mrs. R.M.
   1921, wants outline of lectures
   syllabus sent
Woodward, Arthur
   1922-1947
   See also Los Angeles Public Museum
Woodward, Doris
   1939, RHL letter of recommendation
Woodward, Frederic
   1940-42, re RHL participation in Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration of the University of Chicago
Woodworth, R.S.
   1913-1925
Woollf, Paul Joseph
   1927, ALK letter of recommendation
Woolley, Yvonne H.
   1956, request to visit museum
Woolston, H.
   1920-1938, University of Washington
Wooten, D.M.
   1938, EWG thanks for permission to excavate in the Hotchkiss mound at Knightsen
Worcester, Donald
   1945-47
Worcester Natural History Society
   1949, introduces Ben Charles Harris
Work, June
   1933, seeks museum job
   ALK reply
Workman, Arnold R.
   1932, request for publication
World Affairs Council of Northern California
   1947, invites EWG to be on roster of speakers service, not answered
   1953, invitation to join
World Almanac
   1922, requests museum listing
World Area Files
   1947
World Book Encyclopedia
   1944, asks RHL to read and revise several articles
   declines and suggests Wallis
World Calendar Association
   1936, 1941
World Health Organization
   1955, requests copies of GMF’s “Guidelines in Community Development Programs”
World’s Fair
   1933, 1929-1931
Worman, Eugene C., Jr.
   1947, seeks job, vita
Worms, Ernest
   1947-1950, re work in Australia
Worth, C.A. and Co.
   1915-1929, freight carters
Worthington, T.J.
   1934, EWG thanks for Winterhaven News
Guide to the Records of the Department of Anthropology, 1901-[ongoing]
1934-1937, blood group determination from tissue samples of mummies
Wyman, Walter C.
1919, offers to show specimens, offers first nugget found at Coloma for $5000
Wyoming Historical and Geological Society
1925, 1929, request for publications
ALK informs of site in Pennsylvania
University of Wyoming
1923, RHL supplies Crow names for a play
1948, TDM letter of recommendation for Solheim
1955, re available job

-Y-

Box 184

Yale Book Store
1944, inquires about International Journal of American Linguistics
ALK refers to Voegelin at Indiana
Yale Law Journal
1928, RHL orders reprints of his paper
Yale University
1922-1954
Yale University Press
1936, ALK suggests they publish book on Peru by Tello
1942, RHL thanks for copy of "Sun Chief" by Simmons and says he has written a review
Yampolsky, Helene Boas
1943-56, re Boas, includes unpublished autobiographical manuscript by Boas
Yankton College
1941-1942
Yatron, M.
1944, RHL reply to his letter from Texas which is not in file
Yavapai County Chamber of Commerce
1936, cover letter for gift of scientific report on Tuzigoot Ruin
Yawman and Erbe
1913-1916, manufacturers of office equipment
Yde, Jens
1947, acknowledges publication
Yeager, Dorr G.
1937-1942
Yeager, O.M.
1953, writer asks for information on Crow Indians
RHL gives references
Yeager, Rex B.
1944, wants recordings of Sioux music
RHL refers to Smithsonian
Yearbook of Anthropology
see Wenner-Gren Foundation
Yellowtail, Robert
1935-1953, Superintendent of the Crow Indian Agency
See also Zim, Sonia Bleeker
Yenching University
1933-1945
Yerkes, Robert M.
1915-1945
Yerxa, Cabot
1914, thanks for fossil turtle
1930, wants info on Indians near Palm Springs
EWG reply
Yoder, Fred R.
1930-1941, Department of Sociology, State College of Washington
York, C.E.
  1933, EWG to visit to see his artifacts and site near Campbell
Yosemite Handbook
see Hall, Ansel F.
Yosemite museum
see:
Harwell, C.A.
Russell, C.P.
U.S. Interior - National Park Service - Yosemite
Yosemite Natural History Association
  1926-1956
Yoshioka, Joseph G.
  1942, RHL reply to offer to assist Dorothy Thomas project
Yost, Paul K.
  1913, with ALK re Indian place names
Young, C.W.
  1913, wants faculty cooperation in making movie on evolution
Young Ching-Chi
  1945, Chinese anthropologist seeks job, vita and bibliography
Young, Elizabeth M.
  1931, invites EWG to speak to Boy Scouts
declined
  1934, informs RHL that she has given his name as references
Young, Ernest F.
  1945-1946, re possible graduate work here
Young, Frances P.
  1940-1943, secretary (?)
Young, G.
  1913, wants job as watchman or janitor
Young, Jewell
  1937, asks what to take in high school to prepare for archaeology, RLO reply
Young, Kimball
  1922-1935
Young, Nestor A.
  1916, [unsigned] thanks him for info on finds in Antelope Valley
Young, P.A.
  1926, EWG asks president of the California Hotel Association if posters advertising the museum can be placed in hotels
Young, R.B.
  1935, asks ALK and EWG to evaluate a scarab
  both refer her to Lutz
YWCA (Oakland)
  1940, invites ALK to program by Chief Eaglewing
Younger, John E.
  1931, ALK analysis of career opportunities in anthropology
Youngs, Oliver
  1932, asks ALK to talk to lunch club
declined
Yovino-Young, Anthony
  1957, wants evaluation of item from Spanish-California referred to Pilling
Yucatan - Asociación de los Monumentos Arqueologicos de Yucatan
  1922, announcement of founding
Yucca Valley Frank
  1940, wants info on Indians of the area
  RLO refers to Campbells of Twenty-nine Palms
Yuma Chamber of Commerce
  1929, EWG asks location of Fortuna Mine
secretary sends map
Yturrald, Angelica
  1942, TDM letter tells of her employment record here
Yves-Guyot, M.
  1919, EWG disapproves his plan to found a scientific institute with membership restricted to the allied nations

-Z-

Zabitsky, Freya
  1965, thanks FAN for info on Tolowa
Zaichick, Norman
  1947, asks RHL for autographed reprints some sent
Zallio, Anthony
  1928-1941
Zan, Jewel Spencer
  1944, RHL supplies Bannock words for 7 and 8
Zatkovsky, Maurice
  1931, wants "complete information" on career in exploration
    ALK says be more specific
Zehner, Fenton J.
  1928, EWG says Littlejohn will come to see rock pictures and old canoe near Blairsden
Zellerbach Paper Company
Ziegenfuss, Audrey
  1940, RLO says see me about my proposed talk at the Peace Forum
Ziemer, T.B.
  1936, book dealer procures book for RHL
Zigmond, Maurice
  1936, wants to discuss with ALK his work on Kawaasu
Zilboorg, Gregory
  1937, ALK suggestions to the Committee for the Study of Suicide
Zim, Sonia Bleekeer
  1951-1952, RHL reads and makes suggestions for her manuscript of book on Crow Indians for ages 9-12
Zimmerman, A., Mrs.
  1965, FAN advice on preservation of baskets
Zimmerman, H.E.
  1917, ALK gives references on Ishi
Zimmerman, Mark E.
  1925, asks about partitioned or double brains
    ALK says he does not believe there ever were any such
Zingg, Robert M.
  1929-1944
Zinn, Earl F.
  1921-23, with ALK re Committee for Research on Sex Problems
Zuidema
  1955, JHR reports his whereabouts
Zulch, J. William
  1948, missionary at Nixon, Nevada wants regulations governing Paiutes
    secretary gives references
Zumwalt, D.E.
  1921, wants info on Ishi
    [unsigned] gives references
Zuñi, Flora
  1916, to ALK
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Box 185
A-L
Box 186
S-Z
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Box 187
Fiji, 1946-1949
Box 187
New Caledonia, 1949-1952
Box 188
Yap, 1947-1956
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Box 189, folder 1
Arewa, Erastus Ojo, 1966
folder 2
Barnett, Homer G., 1938
folder 3
Barrett, Samuel A., 1908
folder 4
Beals, Alan R., 1954
folder 5
Beals, Ralph L., 1930
folder 6
Beardsley, Richard K., 1947
folder 7
Bennyhoff, James Allan, 1961
folder 8
Blount, Benny Garell, 1969
folder 9
Boyer, Ruth MacDonald, 1962
folder 10
Bramblett, Claud Allen, 1967
folder 11
Broadbent, Sylvia Marguerite, 1960
folder 12
Brooks, Sheilagh Thompson, 1951
folder 13
Brudner, Lilyan Lois Amdur, 1969
folder 14
Bruhns, Karen Olsen, 1967
folder 15
Bushnell, John H., 1955
folder 16
Cappannari, Stephen Clement, 1950
folder 17
Chard, Chester Stevens, 1953
folder 18
Chrisman, Noel Judson, 1966
folder 19
Clark, Mary Margaret, 1957
folder 20
Clements, Forrest Edward, 1928
folder 21
Coult, Allan Donald, 1961
folder 22
Count, Earl Wendel, 1935
folder 23
Cox, Bruce Alden, 1968
folder 24
Curley, Richard Turner, 1969
folder 25  Davis, William George, 1969  
folder 26  Denitich, Bette Stubing, 1969  
folder 27  Denman, Anne Smith, 1969  
folder 28  Denman, Clayton Charlton, 1968  
folder 29  Devereux, George, 1935  
folder 30  Diaz, May Nordquist, 1963  
folder 31  Dickeman, Mildred, 1958  
folder 32  Donnan, Christopher Bruce, 1968  
folder 33  Downs, James Francis, 1961  
folder 34  Drewitt, Robert Bruce, 1967  
folder 35  Du Bois, Cora Alice, 1932  
folder 36  Eddington, Mel Arthur, 1967  
folder 37  Ellefson, John Oscar, 1967  
folder 38  Elmendorf, William W., 1949  
folder 40  Erasmus, Charles John, 1955  
folder 41  Essene, Frank J., 1947  
folder 42  Estel, Leo Arthur, 1950  
folder 43  Evans, David Kenneth, 1966  
folder 44  Fahim, Hussein Mohamed, 1968  
folder 45  Fitzgerald, Lorraine Kirk, 1970  
folder 46  Foster, George McClelland, 1941  
folder 47  Francisco, Alice Enderton, 1968  
folder 48  Freed, Ruth Shelley, 1958  
folder 49  Gamst, Frederick Charles, 1967  
Box 190, folder 1  Driver, Harold Edson, 1936  
folder 2  Drucker, Philip, 1936  
folder 3  Gerow, Bert Alfred, 1950  
folder 4  Gibson, Ann Judith, 1964  
folder 5  Gibson, Kathleen Rita, 1970  
folder 6  Goins, John Francis, 1954  
folder 7  Goldschildt, Walter Rochs, 1942  
folder 8  Gould, Richard Allen, 1965  
folder 9  Grand, Theodore I., 1962  
folder 10  Gregory, Michael Strietmann, 1969  
folder 11  Hall, Clara Stern, 1962  
folder 12  Hammel, Eugene Alfred, 1959  
folder 13  Hansen, Judith Friedman, 1970  
folder 14  Harner, Michael James, 1963  
folder 15  Hazlehurst, Leighton Wilson, 1964  
folder 16  Heizer, Robert Fleming, 1941  
folder 17  Henderson, Helen Kreider, 1969  
folder 18  Henderson, Richard Neal, 1963  
folder 19  Herman, Mary Woody, 1963  
folder 20  Hewes, Gordon Winant, 1947  
folder 21  Hippler, Arthur Edwin, 1968  
folder 22  Hoben, Allan, 1963  
folder 23  Hockings, Paul Edward, 1965  
folder 24  Hoffman, Bernard Gilbert, 1955  
folder 25  Hohenthal, William Dalton, 1951  
folder 26  Hollos, Marida Clara, 1970  
folder 27  Holloway, Ralph Leslie, 1964  
folder 28  Holt, Permelia Catharine, 1942  
folder 29  Holtzman, Stephen Ford, 1970  
folder 30  Howell, Richard Wesley, 1967  
folder 31  Ingham, John Michael, 1968  
folder 32  Izmirlian, Harry, 1964  
folder 33  Kearney, Michael Clark, 1968
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Keller, Bonnie Burnett,</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Keller, Charles Marquis,</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Kelly, Isabel Truesdale,</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Kennedy, Kenneth Adrian</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raine, 1962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Kennedy, Mary Jane,</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Kerman, Keith Thomas,</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Kiefer, Christie Weber,</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>King, Arden Ross,</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Kirkpatrick, Joanna,</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Koch, Klaus Friedrich,</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Lambert, Bernd,</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Lambrecht, Winifred,</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Lancaster, Chesley</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stevens, 1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Lancaster Laura Jane</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beckman, 1967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Lanning, Edward Putnam,</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Lantis, Margaret,</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Lee, Richard Barry,</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Lewis, Henry Trickey,</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Libby, Dorothy,</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Lindburg, Donald Gilson,</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Lockwood, William Grover,</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Low, Setha, 1976</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Lowrimore, Burton</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sherman, 1951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Lyon, Patricia Jean,</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mackey, Carol Joy, 1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MacRoberts, Michael</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haddon, 1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Madsen, William,</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mann, Alan Eugene,</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Marino, Mary Carolyn,</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Marzke, Mary Ronald</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walpole, 1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Massey, William Clifford,</td>
<td>1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>McClellan, Catharine,</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>McCorkle, Homer Thomas,</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>McCown, Theodore Doney,</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>McHugh, Joseph James,</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>McKern, Thomas Wilton,</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Meighan, Clement</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woodward, 1953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Menzell, Dorothy Riddell,</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Milner, Christina Anda,</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Mitchell, Claudia L.,</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Molohan, Kathryn Theresa,</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Morris, Patrick George,</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Napton, Lewis Kyle,</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Nelson, Cynthia,</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Nelson, Harold,</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Newman, Lucile Fanning,</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Newman, Russell</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wallace, 1949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Nunez, Theron Aldine,</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Olson, Ronald L., 1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>O'Neale, Lila M., 1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Orenstein, Henry,</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Osborne, Homer Douglas,</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Patterson, Thomas Carl,</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Pearsall, Marion, 1950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Pelto, Pertti Juho, 1960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Pendleton, Wade Carlton,</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Pettitt, George Albert,</td>
<td>1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Pilling, Arnold, 1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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folder 35  Plotnicov, Leonard, 1964
folder 36  Pohorecky, Zenon Stephen, 1964
folder 37  Potter, Jack Michael, 1964
folder 38  Proulx, Donald Allen, 1965
folder 39  Provencher, Ronald, 1968
folder 40  Randolph, Richard Rannels, 1963
folder 41  Riesenberq, Saul Herbert, 1950
folder 42  Ripley, Suzanne, 1965
folder 43  Roark, Richard Paul, 1964
folder 44  Robbins, Lawrence Harry, 1968
folder 45  Roney, James Givens, 1955
folder 46  Rosin, Robert Thomas, 1968
folder 47  Romano, Octavio, 1964
folder 48  Rothenberger, John Evans, 1970
folder 49  Sade, Donald Stone, 1966
folder 50  Sarich, Vincent Matthew, 1967
folder 51  Scholte, Bob, 1969
folder 52  Sebring, James Marshall, 1968
folder 53  Shepardson, Mary Thygeson, 1960
folder 54  Shimkin, Demitri Boris, 1939
folder 55  Shirek-Ellefson, Judith, 1967
folder 56  Siegel, James Theodore, 1966
folder 57  Simmons, Roger Albert, 1971
Box 192, folder 1  Simic, Andrei Williams, 1970
folder 2  Simonds, Paul E., 1963
folder 3  Smith, Andrew Brown, 1974
folder 4  Smith, Clarence Ernest, 1950
folder 5  Smith, William Charles, 1965
folder 6  Spencer, Robert Francis, 1946
folder 7  Squier, Robert J., 1964
folder 8  Starr, June Oettinger, 1970
folder 9  Steager, Peter William, 1971
folder 10  Steklis, Horst Dieter, 1974
folder 11  Steward, Julian Haynes, 1929
folder 12  Stewart, Kenneth Malcolm, 1946
folder 13  Stewart, Omer Call, 1939
folder 14  Stromberg, Gobi, 1976
folder 15  Strong, William Duncan, 1926
folder 16  Stross, Brian Malet, 1969
folder 17  Strumm, Shirley Carol, 1976
folder 18  Symons, Donald Allen, 1973
folder 19  Talbot, Stephen Andrew, 1974
folder 20  Tallman, Janet Elizabeth, 1969
folder 21  Tanner, Nancy, 1971
folder 22  Taylor, Clark Louis, 1978
folder 23  Templeman, Dennis Roy, 1974
folder 24  Thomas, Norman Dwight, 1967
folder 25  Thompson, Laura Maud, 1933
folder 26  Thurnher, Majda Theresia, 1966
folder 27  Tobin, Jack Adair, 1967
folder 28  Todd, Harry Flynn, 1972
folder 29  Toffelmier, Gertrude Doniger, 1937
folder 30  Treganza, Adan Eduardo, 1950
folder 31  Trott, Melody Ann, 1973
folder 32  Tsuchiyama, Tamie, 1938
folder 33  Tuttle, Russell Howard, 1965
folder 34  Valory, Dale Keith, 1970
folder 35  Van Bremen, Jan G., 1984
### Subseries 1: Ph.D student files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Van Hom, Richard Norman</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Venti, Gail</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Vichit-Vadakan, Juree N.</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Villa, Paola D’Amelio</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Voegelin, Charles F.</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Wagner, Richard Vernon</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wai-Ogosu, Bassey Eteyen</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wallace, Dwight Tousch</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Wallace, William J.</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Watson, James Lee</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Weaver, Thomas</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Wedel, Waldo Rudolph</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Weiss, Mark Lawrence</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Weist, Katherine Morrett</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Wenger, Gwynifer Clare</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Whiteford, Michael Bonneville</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Whitehead, Jack Milton</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Whittaker, Elvi Waik</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Williams, Nancy Margaret</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Wilson, Andrew Peter</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Wilson, Thomas Henry</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Winton, Marianne Yvonne</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Witty, Cathie Jane</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yngvesson, Barbara Belton</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Zaretsky, Irving Izhak</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Zarrugh, Laura R. Hoffman</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Zihlman, Adrienne Louella</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Subseries 2: M.A. student files

**Physical Description:** Box 193-196

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adams, Dorothy I</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Altick, Joan M</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Amir, Raymond Gene</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Anderson, Robert Thomas</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Arnold, Barbara Ann</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Asaro, Barbara</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ash, Willard Rodman</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bardacke, Nancy Glicksberg</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bessac, Frank B.</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bessac, Suzanne L.</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Black, William H.</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Brabender, Ingrid B</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Brandon, Catherine Jordan</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Brooks, Richard Howard</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Busch, Barbara Ehrman</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Carey, Henry A</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Castillo, Eddie Dan</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Chambers, thomasd Sprague</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Cooke, Jeanne Clen nel</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Cottage, Coral (Autenreith)</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Cowan, Richard Alfred</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Darlington, Herbert S</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Dazy, Elizabeth T</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Dazey, Elizabeth T</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Dazey, Elizabeth T</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Dodge, Cole P</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dodge, Frank Riley</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folder</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Dole, Lynne D</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Duke, Kathryn A</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Edmunds, Cicely</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Enrico, John James</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Evans, William S</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Evans, William S</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 195</td>
<td>Fernandez, Esther Maria</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Frederickson, Vera-Mae W</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Freed, Julius Arthur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Freedman, Eric E</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Garth, Thomas R</td>
<td>1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gayton, Anna H</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Gilmour, Nancy C</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Gobeck, Amanda</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Golomshok, Eugene A</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Greeno, Robert E</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Greener, Virginia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Gupta, Vijay Bhushan</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Halliday, Constance C</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Hallinan, Patrick Sarsfield</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hatfield, Patricia A</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Heard, Ralph</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Heim, Mary Stenbruck</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Henao, Herman</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Herman, Mary Woody</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Hess, Betsy Nan</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Holt, Permelia C</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Holtzman, Hannah Elizabeth</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hoppes, Roger Edward</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Hoyt, Margaret Ann</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Humm, Peter Frederick</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Jing, Karen</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Kalbaugh, Ann</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>King, Ann Goldblatt</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Klitgaard, Patricia Lynne</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Kohlstedt, Marian Baker</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Kotzin, Theodore J</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Krantz, Grver Sanders</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Kurtz, Donal V</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 196</td>
<td>Landauer, Ernest</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lanning, Sutti</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>LaPrade, Lucile H</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Larios, Rudolph Avila</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Laskemoen, Harald</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Leach, Jerry Wayne</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lee, Betty Jean</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lewis, Louisa Adrienne</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Lincoln, Jackson S</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lininger, Elise V</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Linton, Sally Siocum</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lucas, Virginia C</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>McFeeley, Frances</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>MacRoberts, Barbara Richey</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Madsen, Claudia Nettles</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Marks, Patricia L</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Martin, Marian Sally</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mason, Karen Pickard</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Matheson, William Quinton</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Bankes, George H. A.</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Barnes, Larkie L.</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Barnes, Lawrence B.</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Bassey, Magnus O.</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Bauerochse, Wolfgang</td>
<td>1978-79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Bayer, Allan A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bankes, George H. A.</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Befu, Harumi</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bernard, Richard</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Berry, Lanny G.</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Blanc, Esther</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bohn, Davis Valentine</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bolt, Thomas Lucius</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Borchgrevink, Louise</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Boreman, Gail Ann</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Bravo, Father Emilio Mario, S.J.</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Brennan, Judith T.</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Brion, Irene J.</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Broughton, Eve Tunette</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Brown, Carl</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Brown, Jack</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Brown, William Edward</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Burd, William</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Burnside, Beverly H.</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Former students - general - C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Carbert, Genevieve</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Carroll, Sandra Faye</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Chan, Jeffrey Paul</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Chapman, Lewis Duane</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Chroman, Peter</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Clendenen, Harold F.</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Clune, Francis Joseph</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Cody, Patricia E.</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Coles, George R.</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Comerford, John F.</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Corren, Leonard Arden</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Cott, Nancy R.</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Cousins, Peter H., Jr.</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Curren, Terence B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Former students - general - D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Dahlfues, Diane Marie</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Dane, Norma W.</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Daniels, Gert L.</td>
<td>1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Davidson, Robert Theodore, Jr.</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Davis, Ethelred E.</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Davis, James Thomas</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Davlin, Joan B.</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>De Castro, Frieda</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>De la Torre, Carl Eugene</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DeLuca, Nicholas M.</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DeNoi, Nicholas G.</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dibble, David S.</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Douglass, William A.</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dowdakin, Ruth G.</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Draper, Gloria</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dubois, Marilyn M.</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ducommun, Dolores Jameson</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dumitru, John</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hurst, J.G., 1951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Hurst, Janet G., 1951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Icenogle, Richard, 1974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Iler, William, 1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Former students - general - J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Jackson, Diane Fairfax, 1973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Jason, Hedly, 1965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Johnson, Leslie Main, 1971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Johnson, Orvin E., 1965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Johnston, Lenore E., 1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Jones, Gordon R., 1965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Jouris, William, 1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Former students - general -- K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Karr, Rodney M., 1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Kadsan, Leonard, 1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Kaufman, Howard K.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Kennedy, Eileen, 1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Kiefer, Thomas M., 1962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>King, William S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Kinnan, Kenneth W., 1960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Kirschner, Neil, 1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Klein, Charlotte E.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Klein, Sheldon, 1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Kojoian, Patricia B., 1962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Koshel, Beverly J., 1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Kuhner, Merle F.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Kutter, Ulrich, 1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Former students - general - L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>La Morticella, Anthony Albert, 1974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Lanagan, Tom Deane, 1961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Lando, Judy E.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Langan, Robert E.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Larson, Thomas J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Lathrap, D.W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Laws, Julie V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Leif, Cheryl Ann, 1976</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Linebarger, Johanna Lesley, 1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Loeb, Sonya Leigh, 1962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Loureiro-Netto, Cid, 1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ludeke, Russell J., Jr., 1965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Lustig, Steven, 1971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Former students - general - M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Maccabi, Vivian Subarsky, 1965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Machol, Norman S., 1950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Madolora, Francisco Luis, 1976</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Malamud, Connie, 1949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Malm, William A., 1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Maltz, Daniel N., 1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Manville, Wallace Carruthers, 1965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Marcuse, Richard Frederick, 1974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Marks, Patricia, 1951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Marlin, Joseph R., 1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Martinez, Rita B., 1977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Martocchia, Gloria, 1957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>McClard, Rosemary, 1959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>McClung, Barbara, 1977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>McDonald, Ellen E., 1959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>McGhee, Robert John, 1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folder</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>McGuire, Michael Terrance</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>McLaughlin, Sheila M.</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>McLeod, James Norman</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>McMaster, Charles W.</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Massolo, Alexandra Agnes</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Meerbergen, Gommaar</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Miller, Allan P.</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Miller, Joanne White</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Miller, Judith E.</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Miller, Steven Richard</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Miller, Tom O., Jr.</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Mills, John Edwin</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Milner, Richard Bruce</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Minassian, Donald P.</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Mitchell, Sibyl K.</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Morein, Norman Malcom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Morrison, Carl R.</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Moyer, Burton Jones, Jr.</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Myers, James E.</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Former students - general - N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Narita, Janice Ann</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Neher, Andrew W.</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Neice, Joan G.</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Newborn, William C.</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Newman, Roger Charles</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Nichols, James L.</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Nicolson, Iain G.</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Nikolov, Velimir L.</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202, 1</td>
<td>Noble, Dorothy J.</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Norsworthy, Ann Margaret</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Former students - general - O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>O'Connor, Katherine Winterburn</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>O'Donnell, Douglas</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Osborne, Vivian C.</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Oyenuga, Adekunle O.</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Former students - general - P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Pálsson, Jens</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Paquette, Neil Robert</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Pardo, Amy Rothberg</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Paris, Teresa J.</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Paschen, Margaret A.</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Patin, Michele</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Pendery, Wilson</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Peranio, Roger</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Piault, Marc H.</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Pilorz, Elizabeth</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Pinney, Eleanor</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Pitsker, Sally Peak</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Prater, Priscilla</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Prince, Eugene R.</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Pryor, E.R., Jr.</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Former students - general - Q, R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Rake, Juliet Alden</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Ramirez, Axel</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Rayfield, Joan Rachel</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Rehfisch, F.M.</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Reid, Mary Elizabeth</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Richard, Emily</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Folder 31
Richardson, Jane, 1954
Folder 32
Richardson, Madge D., 1958
Folder 33
Richmond, Harriett D., 1962
Folder 34
Richter, Ernest, 1952
Folder 35
Roark, Sue Denman, 1969
Folder 36
Robinson, Sarah Anne, 1957
Folder 37
Robson, J.C., 1968
Folder 38
Rogers, James Cook, 1968
Folder 39
Roller, Paul Roscoe, 1963
Folder 40
Rooney, James Francis, 1955
Folder 41
Rootes, Thomas P., Jr., 1950
Folder 42
Rountree, Robert William, 1963
Folder 43
Royce, Ronald Richard, 1968
Folder 44
Former students - general - S
Folder 45
Salovesh, Michael, 1957
Folder 46
Sanchez, John P., 1963
Folder 47
Sankowsky, Marcia Hoffman, 1963
Folder 48
Satushek, Aileen M., 1964
Folder 49
Schultz, Freya J., 1966
Folder 50
Schwartz, Michael, 1977
Folder 51
Seelig, George R., 1941
Folder 52
Sexton, Diana Gardner, 1959
Folder 53
Shipley, William F., 1950
Folder 54
Siegel, Jeffrey (C.W.O.), 1978
Folder 55
Silverman Pearl, 1953
Folder 56
Singh, Constance B., 1962
Folder 57
Smith, Jack E., 1955
Folder 58
Smith, Elna Nielsen (Mrs. M. G.), 1930
Folder 59
Snyder, Philip Braun, 1970
Box 203, folder 1
Sowayan, Saad Abdullah, 1974
Folder 2
Sparks, Douglas E., 1969
Folder 3
Spear, Marilyn, 1949
Folder 4
Speer, Virginia Hupp, 1963
Folder 5
Speier, Matthew, 1959
Folder 6
Spier, Robert F. G., 1956
Folder 7
Stack, Carol B., 1965
Folder 8
Stafford, Jean F., 1964
Folder 9
Steelman, Lucille Audrey, 1957
Folder 10
Steinberg, Barbara A., 1961
Folder 11
Stern, Daphne D., 1959
Folder 12
Sund, Mildred K., 1939
Folder 13
Swenson, Caroline A., 1956
Folder 14
Former students - general - T
Folder 15
Talsma, Beth Ann, 1960
Folder 16
Taylor, Dean, 1957
Folder 17
Tolerton, Burt, 1962
Folder 18
Toney, James T., 1965
Folder 19
Toney, Julie Verran, 1965
Folder 20
Townsend, John M., 1965
Folder 21
Turner, Leonard, 1950
Folder 22
Turner, Lucy Wren, 1970
Folder 23
Former students - general - U,V
Folder 24
Udell, Leda (Barreras), 1965
Folder 25
Van de Hoogt, Gerrit, 1964
Folder 26
Vangor, Andrea Kay, 1972
Folder 27
Van Kessell, Aloysius, 1965
Folder 28
Vannelli, Ronald Ray, 1960
Folder 29
Van Steenberg, Carol Lee, 1966
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folder 30  Vasquez, Joseph, 1970
folder 31  Vera, Mildred, 1957
folder 32  Verma, Behari Lal, 1956
folder 33  Vinocur, Samuel M., 1956
folder 34  Vlasak, Rodney Niel, 1978
folder 35  Vogel, Joseph, 1959
folder 36  Volkmann, Gerhard M., 1961
folder 37  Vowiel, James C., 1961
folder 38  Vyner, Henry, 1978
folder 39  Watatsuma, Hiroshi, 1957
folder 40  Former students - general - W
folder 41  Walden, Frederick L., 1974
folder 42  Warr, Jesse J., 1977
folder 43  Watson, Richard S., 1961
folder 44  Webster, Pamela S., 1974
folder 45  West, David M., 1948
folder 46  Weydemeyer, Idell M., 1965
folder 47  Weymouth, Walter, 1955
folder 48  Whipple, Nina G., 1960
folder 49  Williams, James V., 1973
folder 50  Williamson, Kenneth D., 1977
folder 51  Winslow, John, 1957
folder 52  Witherspoon, Y.T., 1959
folder 53  Wollner, Ruth
folder 54  Wurthner, Carol A., 1964
folder 55  Former students - general - X,Y, Z
folder 56  Yeomans, Thomas Ramsay, 1966
folder 57  Young, Todd, 1964
folder 58  Zeitlin, Maurice, 1957

Series 8: Miscellaneous administrative files

Graduate admissions files

Box 204, folder 1  History, 1915-36
folder 2  Anthropology degrees - Ph. D., 1954-56
folder 3  Miscellaneous, 1979
folder 4  M.A. records, 1977
folder 5  Graduate matters, 1971-76
folder 6  Rankings, 1974-1977
folder 7  Admissions, 1974-75
folder 8  Graduate admissions - archaeology, 1974-75
folder 9  Departmental admissions quota, 1974-75
folder 10  Social/Cultural admissions, 1976-77
folder 11  Admissions quotas, 1976-77
folder 12  Departmental admissions review, 1975-77
folder 13  Correspondence with graduate division admissions, 1976-77
folder 14  Graduate student lists, 1958-73
folder 15  Graduate directory, 1973-79
folder 16  Physical anthropology admissions material, 1979-80
folder 17  Ranking - for all sub-disciplines, 1979-80
folder 18  Archaeology admissions material, 1979-80
folder 19  Social/Cultural/Linguistic anthropology - admissions material, 1979-80
folder 20  Cumulative GRE and admissions reports - admissions, 1979-80
folder 21  Admissions, 1979-80
folder 22  Non-resident tuition fee waivers - applications, 1978-79
folder 23  Rankings, 1978-79
folder 24  Admit lists, 1978-79
folder 25  Graduate minority program, 1978-79
folder 26  Application mailing expense, 1978-79
folder 27  Miscellaneous, 1978-79
folder 28  Application mailing expenses, 1977-78
folder 29  Quotas, 1977-78
folder 30  Admissions, 1977-78
folder 31  Rankings, 1977-78
folder 32  Admissions - correspondence with graduate division, 1975-76
folder 33  Departmental admissions records, 1975-76
folder 34  Mid and end of the year evaluation meetings, 1979
folder 35  Evaluations, 1976-77
folder 36  Professor Simmons - end of the year evaluation meeting, 1977-78
folder 37  Out-of-state tuition fee waivers, 1965-77
folder 38  Graduate masters, 1961-70
folder 39  Daily reading file, 1977-79
Box 205  Personnel rosters, 1939-ca. 1965
Box 205  Budget materials (mainly in binders)
        1955-1979
Box 206  1979/80-1983/84
Box 207  1983/84-1984/85
Box 207  Clark Conference, 1981 (1 folder)
        Anthropology dinner discussion group papers
        Additional Note
        These were transferred from the David Mandelbaum papers, 8/91.
Box 207  1965/66-1967/68
        1971
        1973/74-1976/77
Box 208  Publication files
        Additional Note
        Mainly from the 1970’s, these appear to be primarily the files of the Departmental editor,
        Grace Buzaljko, dealing with editorial matters. At the end of the box are some earlier files
        relating to UC Press, reviews, etc.
Box 209  Visiting scholar/research associate files
        Additional Note
        At end is a folder of Samuel A. Barrett grant applications, 1958-63, re production of films.
Box 210  Departmental meeting minutes